
A. Alan Blind 
Vice President 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  
Indian Point Station 
Broadway & Bleakley Avenue 
Buchanan, NY 10511 
Telephone (914) 734-5340 
Fax: (914) 734-5718 
blinda@coned.com 

February 16, 2001 

Re: Indian Point Unit No. 2 
Docket No. 50-247 
NL-01-019 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATITN: Document Control Desk 
Mail Stop P1-137 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Subject: 2.206 Petition Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2 
(IP2) Management Issues (TAC No. MB0736) 

Reference: Con Edison Letter to NRC, "Additional Information Concerning the 2.206 
Petition Meeting Regarding Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2 
(IP2) Management Issues Held At NRC Headquarters on January 24, 
2001," dated February 2, 2001 

The purpose of this letter is to respond to the NRC Petition Manager's request to Con 
Edison during a February 9, 2001 telephone conference call for redacted versions of the 
Indian Point 2 Condition Reports tendered at the January 24, 2001 meeting held at NRC 
Headquarters regarding the subject petition. In response to this request, these materials 
are enclosed. As set forth in our February 2, 2001 letter, we anticipate that these 
documents will be utilized in such a manner that would not diminish the effectiveness of 
the Indian Point 2 Condition Report process.  

No new regulatory commitments are being made by Con Edison in this correspondence.  

Should you or your staff have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact either 
the undersigned or Mr. John F. McCann, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing.  

Sincerely, 

Attachment , .,,.  
yo



CC: Mr. Hubert J. Miller 
Regional Administrator-Region I 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
475 Allendale Road 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 

Mr. Patrick D. Milano, Project Manager 
Project Directorate I-1 
Division of Reactor Projects 1Ill 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop O-8-2C 
Washington, DC 20555 

Mr. Christopher Gratton, Petition Manager 
Project Directorate I 
Division of Licensing Project Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop 0-8-B 1 
Washington, DC 20555 

Senior Resident Inspector 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
PO Box 38 
Buchanan, NY 10511
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Redacted Condition Reports 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  
Indian Point Unit No. 2 
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February 2001
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200007347 This CR is being written to document a condition which could jeapordize the1B& System: N/A ability to support station functions. There are many UI1tasks where no TagNumber: N/A LmUlis qualified according to the Admittedly, these tasks are newly identified but these are tasks we have and are currently performing. They were identified months ago but no meaningful progress has been made. Only two people have been qualified on two tasks. One task is to operate the new portals, the other is to operate a monitor used for new fuel receipt. There are 45 tasks for which no l is qualified. These include : Don SCBA ; Respond to a radioactive spill, ARM alarm ; Radioactive material labeling and marking ; Change gas bottles . Transport liquid nitrogen ; Provide routine job coverage , Maintain logs ; Initiate CR ( I may not be qualified to report this. ) and others. These tasks represent some of the most basic HP functions and our 
qualification in them needs to be addressed.  

2 QO007348 Upon Inspection prior to installing fan found a flow diverter wedged in the exhaust System: HVAC damper. Do not know from where flow diverler came from. It is a welded in piece.  TagNumber: 11CAEF Airflow is coming back from 12CAEF.  
200007349 Grease is leaching out of both inboard and outboard beanngs seals. Approximatly 
System: HVAC 1 Ib.of grease is outside of each bearing.  ITagNumber: 12CAEF

WBack To Top 
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200007898 
System: AS 
TagNumber: UH-89 =1Lagging at PWST upstream of UH-89 needs repair. EHT lines exposed.

200007899 
System: DC 
TagNumber: BATT125V.t 1 

200007900 
System: AS 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007901 
System: PW 
TagNumber: PW-3 

200007902 
System: SIS 
TagNumber: LT-5751 

200007903 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007904 
System: FW 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007905 
System: FP 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007906 

System: RPS 
TagNumber: FM-418C 

200007907 
System: FW 
TagNumber: FI-428A 
ZO2_000790___ 
System: FW 
TagNumber: =I48

http://w07 l OsO4 /crswe b/asp/NewCr.asp
10/18/00
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During a pre job walk down for the load test of #11 Battery which is scheduled for Wednesday 10/18/00. It was noticed that # 11 Battery was Tagged out. The Tag out was applied approximately 2 weeks earlier for~I11 Io do a mod. The battery load test was on the schedule for 2 weeks. A vendor was brought in to conduct the test. The vendors costs approximatley were 30005 to perform the test.  The Turbine emergency oil pump was also attemped to run on 1016/00 for Pdm which was on the schedule. The pump switch was not tagged out out. When ops when to start the pump the pump would not start. This was likely due to the discharged state of the batteries due to the taggout being applied for approximately 2 weeks. After the pump failed to start A stop tag was hung on the switch to reflect the taggout on # 11 battery.  

IIUH-1286 drain line is not lagged, EHT wires are exposed, it appeares as if that the 
Sdrain valve was repaired & lagging not replaced. Found during engineering 
lwalkdown of EHT sys 

L damaged upstream of PW-3 (PWST drain stop). Found during 
engineering walk down of EHT sys 

LT-5751 (21 RWST IvI control) cabinet enclosure is missing fasteners on the bottom of the cabinet door. This was discovered during engineering field walkdown of the EHT sys 

J Drawing A141591 is not correct as per as found field conditions. DMD IP2--S-000377AB and 378AB are changing the pumps for the CSB Sump Tank. These also reference the drawings to be affected and changes to be made. But.., drawing JA141591 is not listed as being in need of change.  

A Nonconformance Report (see Ref) was written to document 'pipe wall thickness 
under size' on the nozzle end of spool piece for feedwater to 21SG. The NCR documented readings of 0.640" to 0.650" at locations at the end of the spool piece.  At least one of the locations was determined to be caused by 'excessive flapping from working the weld prep' The NCR states that the minimum wall thickness is 0 609- * based on a calculated 0.544" minimum wall and adding back the 0.065' corrosion allowance from Code B31.1. The following observations were made by the 1 The section of elbow/spool piece had been identified in the FAC program as BFD-99 This section was UT inspected in 1995 and the corresponding locations at or near TDC approaching the nozzle were shown to be 0 644" in three of the lour locations at this point. Therefore. there does not appear to be any significant wear in the previous five years at this point. 2. The 1995 Structural Evaluation for BFD-99 also used a minimum wall of 0.544 (although it is not normal practice at IP2 to add back the corrosion margin). 3. The observation has been logged in the Plant & Industry Experience binder as Report #00-01.  

This CR is being written at the request of the tmb iJ"Oto document the as found conditions of two loam carts used for Fire Protection in the Turbine building.  The fittings that were found on the carts would not have allowed the the supply 
hose or spray nozzle to be hooked up for fire fighting. The carts were fitted with the nght adaptors at the request of the M and will now allow for proper use if required by the watch This condition should be closed to track and trend, the carts are located on 15 loot north end and the 72 foot Fan room.  

Durnin the performance of PC-R32. Feedwaler Flow. we found that FM-418C, I/1 converter was unsat The output is offscale high and zero adjustments made no change in output This is causing computer point F0403 for SAS and Proteus to be offscale high Left unsat.  
DuDunng the performance of PC-R32, edae lw efudadlf I48 unsat. The meter is sticking. FedaeFowweoudndetF-28 

Dunng the performance of PC-R32, we found and left FI-428B unsatisfactory. The meter is sickinq.

I1
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200007918 
System: EHT 
TagNumber: EHTA

L

200007920 
3ystem: DOCK 
ragNumber: 27TSC

During troubleshooting on 27 and 28 Travelling screen spurious trouble alarms, we found that: 1. The spray line pressure switch (PC-6985S and PC-6984S) sensing lines clogged with 'mud'. 2. The timer, T5 (screen motor start) set to 5 seconds reas the drawing shows 15 seconds. 3. The spray line valve for 27 travelling screen (FCV-6983) takes almost twice as long to operate when compared to 28 travelling screen's (FCV-6982).
�uuuu (�i
200007921 Procedural direction provided in POP 3.3. rev 48 and SOP 3.3, rev. 23 provide System: RCS RCS pressure control guidance that is in conflict with the recent changes to RHR TagNumber: N/A operational limitations, as defined in SOP 4.2.1, rev 43, which if followed up to maximum/recommended pressure bands, could challenge the RHR system integnty. Specifically. RHR operation is limited to RCS pressures up to 370#, as defined in SOP 4.2.1. rev 43. step 4.1.2(2) and and enforced by the low pressure interlocks associated with opening MOVs -730 and -731 (RCS pressure < 365#).  

Step 4.25.4 of POP 3.3 directs RHR to be placed in service per SOP 4.2.1 (370# imitalion). However. the next step. 4.26.1 allows a nitrogen bubble to be established in the pressunzer. per SOP 3.3, up to 425#. Additionally, the NOTE preceeding step 4.26. states that pressure shall remain above 400# for proper 
operation of the RCP seals 

200007922 During performance of PT-M21C. very large swings of KVARS were produced System: EDG when the automatic voltage control rheostat was varied. The station aux TagNumber: 23EDG transformer tap changer was placed to min. voltage but this problem persists. This |rheostat may need cleaning or replacement. The test was successfully completed [with an average KVAR load of 125 but some swings occurred which were nearly 

200007923 Dunng the monthly notiication drill an attempt was made to activate the telephone System: N/A message system through the The telephone TagNumber: N.A number on for IP-ID02-4 was dialed and a message staied that the phone number 
was disconnected. An alternate number was used and an answenng service took the message that there was a problem with accessing the 

RThe operator reported the condition Io 
hnd a tehIca rep. returned the call to the The telephone message was then successfully activated. The tech rep then gave me a new numbe " to use. Form IP-1002-4 needs to be revised to use this new number and delete the old number.  

200007924 00 was observed to be using the lubncant Loc-Tile N-7000 for installation of System: FW Replacement Steam Generator lifting trunnions. Previously ConEd had determined TagNumber: 21SGMW that Fel-Pro N-5000 would be the lubncant of choice for use on the RSG's. This information had not been passed on the SGT.  
200007925 [Dunng sodium hypochlorite system walkdown with NRC, it was discovered that the System: SSS residual chlorine monitor for the essential service water header requires TagNumber: SSSN I calibration. In addition, this instrument does not have a tag number.

http://w07 I 0sO4 /crsweb/aspfNewCr.asp
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During a system walkdown of the Nuclear Tank Farm for EHT System, the 
following conditions were found: 1. In the Electric Heat Trace Cabinet door of Local 
Control Cabinet #24 is binding up and is not allowing to close properly. The door needs to repaired and gasket material should be replaced. 2. The small outside 
box that encloses the ambient sensors is rusting through and needs to be 
replaced. Near the PWST: Near equipment UH-1286. Drain Line is not tagged, exposing EHT wires. UH-89. Lagging at PWST Steam Return line upstream of OH-89 needs repair. 3. Near the LT-5751 Enclosure cover is missing fasteners at bottom of box. Area near Concrete Parapit: EHT Wires are hanging and exposed 
from Splice that is attached to the concrete paraph. See attached photo. Lagging 
is damaged down stream of 1262-B on CVS line. See attached photo. Deficiency 
tags were hung in the area with the referenced Cr's.

This CR is being written to address PM testing of PAB exhaust fan flow switches FC-6605-S and FC-6606-S. FC-6605-S and FC-6606-S had their setpoint values (low flow alarms) specified as 0.5 inWc by modification FPX-98-83038.F. FC
6605-S and FC-6606-S were tested by Post Modification Test PMT-17770 and require an ICPM to be generated to insure continued testing under the I&C PM program. The setpoint information is entered into SPIN and is shown as Validated but remaining red-flagged until an ICPM is generated.

•AA ......

.1

200007919 
System: HVAC 
TagNumber: FC-6605-S
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200008576 Electnc Unit heater 2 does not operate as required, found dunng S.O.P. 11.5. Located System: EHT in the back of the Nuclear side Operations field office 98 PAB.  
TagNumber: N/A 

200008577 The MOB hot water heating system piping is badly rusted and should be evaluated System: HVAC belore being placed in service This condition has been identified in the past but no TagNumber: N/A work has been oone to correct the problem.  

2St008578 ETEUHR-102 is missing the air flow vanes replace as required. Located on the Fuel System: EHT handling building level in the Boron storage room.  TagNumber: N/A 

200008579 EUHR- 113 housing is damaged replace as required.l 
System: EHT Fbuilding level, this does not affect operations..  
TagNumber: N/A 

200008580 the door to the elevator machinery room on 108'el. does not have any louvers at the System: BG bottom of ". a gaping no4e exists where the louvers used to be.have situationn 
TagNumber: BGA rectified as soon as possible 
200008581 Dunng performance of SOP 11.5. Space Heating & Wintenzation Procedure, Unit System: AS Heater 234 electric fan motor lailed to operate. Adjusting the temperature setpoint on TagNumber: 234UHR its thermostat to different setlings failed to achieve satisfactory results. Unit Heater 234 is located on the west side of 80' el in the PAB, iH~e 

200008582 Unable to install 4 40v breaker 2034-50 *G-10619' in assembly K -2B. The breaker is 
System: 440V not able to be pushed in flush with the breaker frame, cause unknow. The spare TagNumber: ASSEMBLY K-2B breaker that was in the cubicle was reinstalled without difficulty.  
200.0858;3 ON THIS DATE. A SMALL BAT WAS OBSERVED TO BE FLYING AROUND THE System: N/A UNIT 2 CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM. THE BAT HAS BEEN REMOVED BUT THE TagNumber: N/A CCR VENTILATION NEEDS TO BE CHECKED FOR OPENINGS THAT WOULD 

HAVE ALLOWED THE BAT TO ENTER 2000584 !BETEEN SAM AND NOON ON THIS DATE, THE CCR RECEIVED 
System: NIS APPROXIMATLY 20 HIGH FLUX AT SHUTDOWN ALARMS. SPIKING WAS

http:Hw07 I 0sO4 /crsweb/asp/NewCr.asp
11/6/00

Below is a list of 31 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (11/5/00 10:44:08 AM to 11/6/00 10:44:08 AM) 

Condition Number j Condition Description 
200008569 UNIT HEATERS 235 AND 237 LOCATED ON 95- ELEVATION IN THE UNIT 2 VC System: HVAC NEED TO BE DECONED. THESE HEATERS WERE NOT ENERGIZED AS TagNumber: N/A OPERATORS PERFORMED SOP 11.5 [SPACE HEATING AND WINTERIZATION.] 

AT THE REOUEST OFI.- N BECAUSE THEY ARE 
__CONTAMINATED.  

200008570 GT-2 AC Fuel oil forwarding pump shaft gland is weeping oil, minor in nature pads System: GT j are in place. Investigate and repair as required, unable to adjust the gland due to it's 
TagNumber: N/A design.  

200008571 GT-2 AC Fuel forwarding pump suction piping weld closest to the pump is porous.  System: GT Investigate and evaluate what type of repair is needed.  
TagNumber: 

N/A 

200008572 : J GT-2 DC Fuel oil forwarding pump shaft gland is damp, investigate and repair as 
System: GT required.  TagNumber: 

N/A 

200008573 GT-2-13, GT-2 Fuel oil forwarding supply valve is weeping oil from the valve body, System: GT investigate and repair(minor in nature).  
TagNumber: N/A 

a 
200008574 Electnc panel located on the south wall of the City Water tank house is missing the System: 120V cover screws and door lock. replace as required.  
TagNumber: 120VN 

= 

20+0umber: Unit heater 228. fan is running in reverse investigate and repair as required. Located System: HVAC behind the VC Purge supply fan in the overhead.  TagNumber: N/A

I
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apparent cause and corrective actions. Rolling up t .M .  
18 open C/Rs averaging 60 days old. Rolling up tMzmw: . -10 
open C/Rs averaging 96 days old. Rolling up tovlmfl- - 7 open c/rs 
averaging 93 days of age. The purpose of this c/r is to document the anomaly and 
provide tracking and trending information ot the station. Suggest an SL-4 to--for 
track and trend monitoring of the CAP metrics. FYI to owners and roll-up owners.

r

System: HVAC 
TagNumber: 22ETEF

JL
200008596 NRC issued draft reg guide DG-1 102 for comment. This is a proposed rev. 3 to Reg System: HVAC Guide 1.52. Title of DG-1 102 is Design, Inspection, and Testing Criteria for Air TagNumber: N/A Filtration and Absorption Units of Post-Accident ESF Atmospheric Cleanup Systems 

oin light waterr cooled Nuclear power Plants. Comments are requested to NRC by 12,29/00. If IP-2 wishes to comment, response is due by 12/15/00. Please FYI W W[mnw l as he will be response action coordinator for this effort.  
200008597 44 Implementing Corrective Actions are overdue beyond the 'escalation" System: N/A requirements contained within SAd-112. These ICAs are associated with SL-1 and TagNumber: N/A SL-2 condition reports and need immediate attention. Suggest SL4 Iovlfor track 

and trend with FYIs to owners and rollup managers 
ICAs belong to following owners, M (1).•6MM (3). k r (4), V a (6 1. 4 1111l ( l). • ( 1 1). V o ( 1 ) ., • M M ( 1 ). # i lm(W 2 ).l4 llM ( 1 ). iI IIIIIl 

(Il. (2). 11111•21 ld ll2).dM (1). 4if (1).diq (2).dMlftl I().  
200008598 The review of The Daily Exposure Report for Sunday, 05-Nov-2000 shows two System: N/A individuals who had exposures for the day exceeding 100 mrem. A look into the TagNumber: N/A Radiological Data Managements System (RDMS) shows these individuals received 

their exposure in one entry SGR ALARA personnel were contacted regarding these exposures. - -- ,e _ rsonnel will conduct a review of theses exposures for their applicability against Performance Indicators for the Occupational Radiation Safety 
Cornerstone (NEI 99-02) 

200008599 Wnrie atlempting to access the site PRIOR to Mandatory Scheduled Training, was System: SEC selected for a random drug test The purpose of this CR is to document the conflicting TagNumber: SECN company pnorities. policies concerning FFD and Training. It seems the employee is 
placed in a no-win situation 'Miss or arrive late for the drug screening (possible 
reportable oflenses, OR miss or arnve late for Mandatory Scheduled Training (possible disciplinara action) There does not appear to be a clear policy in place that 
protects the employee and establishes 'what the pnorities are' in this situation.

While preforming PC-EM5 as PMT on Cable Tunnel Vent Fan Controlers; TC-7199 
was found and left unsat as per requirements in data table at step 7.1.5 to 7.1.8.  
Reset value is required to be withing 5 to 10 degrees of start temp. Presently unit resets at 13.8 deg. There is no adjustment available. Requires direction on either 
changing unit for new unit or change in requirements for reset.

W Back To Top 
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S.5For the third month in a row, has been noted as an System: N/A F outlier at closing out condition reports in a timely manner. As part of the accountability TagNumber: N/A based CAP metncs, this constitutes a negative trend and requires an apparent cause 
evaluation with corrective actions. This organization has 9 open c/rs with an average age of 117 days. Suggest SL3 to • with an FYI tol 

200008594 For the third month in a row, NOW has been noted as an outlier at System: N/A closing out condition reports in a timely manner. As part of the accountability based TagNumber: N/A CAP metrics, this constitutes a negative trend and requires an apparent cause 
evaluation with corrective actions. This organization has 48 open c/rs with an average age of 154 days. Suggest SL3 to with an FYI to 1I0of. FYI to___________ _ to or track and trend purposes.  

,5flnlnnar= r I ". _ _
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Lseconds. Trmied to re lace r 1- Ilk-- 1#- .

System: FP 
TagNumber: TST-PT-2Y6

II
2O0.B00.082 l It has been observed that the tape being used for FME covers on the cut tubing end for LTSystem: FW 4378 has become loose creating a possible FME concern. Previous condition has been TagNumber: LT-437B nnoted by CR 200007632.  
200008803 Installation of steam generator 21 shoe pin keeper plate had commenced and it was System: N/A identified that theVA111lfailed to sign the post hot work inspection section on sheet 2 of TagNumber: N/A HWP #227. There were no workers in the area at the time of this observation. This is a 

Irequirement of SGT SP 6.0 for Hot Work.  
20.0908804 During walkdown of Main Steam 21 piping, it was identified that HWP 190 was still in field System: N/A with an expiration date of 10-9-00. It was also identified that the lastl l1also failed to TagNumber: N/A identify the area at the end of his watch as Sat/Unsat as required by SGT SP 6.0. No hot Iwork has been performed since this permit has expired.  
200008805 On the evening of 11/9-11/10 it was observed that during a grinding operation on MS #22 System: N/A l were flapping an area on the pipe with out proper hot work precautions such TagNumber: N/A as a bamer to stop sparks from flying out of the area, no hot work permit posted in the area 

after the work was completed 
200008806 As a result of bnefings with Walkdown participants ( . andOJ System: SGBD f) several areas for improvements were identified in System Walkdown TagNumber: MS-67-C performance System Walkdowns were scheduled and performed to assess System matenal condition as an input to Unit Start up preparations. Methodology of SE-SQ-12.110 was followed to conduct walkdowns. To improve walkdown performance System Engineers were given Walkdown Awareness Training in the third quarter of 2000. Examples of improvement areas are as follows: Inconsistent Briefings at start of walkdown to discuss walkdown stratagy Support Group preparations ( Maintenance ) needs to be more clearly defined Isolated incident of System Engineer unfamiliarity with System. Procedural guidance lacking on post walkdown debriefing requirements.  200008807 This Condtion Repor is being written to track the disposition of a condition identified during 

System: FW Steam Generator Replacement (SGT NCR - 111. copy attached). During welding TagNumber: 23SG preparation activties. the required bevel angle and the nozzle ID for RSG 23 were out of tolerance in three of the four areas measured. Recommend SL-4 for tracking.  
200008808 This Condition Report is initiated to track the disposition of a condition identified dunng System: FW Steam Generator Replacement activities (SGT NCR - 113, copy attached). During welding TagNumber: 24SG preparation. the machine lace of the RSG 23 teedwaler nozzle included areas of slag inclusions and porosity open to tne surface. Assign as SL-4 to 
200008809 This Condition Report is Initiated to track the disposition of a condition identified duning System: RCS Steam Generator Replacement activities (SGT NCR- 114, copy attached). While performing TagNumber: N/A weld buildup on RSG 23 inlet nozzle, a 1 1/2 ',long slag inclusion boiled to the surface of the 

weld Assign SL-4 toa 
200008810 This Condition Report is initialed to track the disposition of a condition identified duning System: MS Steam Generator Replacement activities (SGT NCR - 118, copy attached). A 12 inch long TagNumber: 1EX-1 intermittent arc stnke was located in one of the RSG 22 Main Steam Flow restrictor tubes - a 

i preexisting condition. Assign SL-4 to 200008811 This Condition Report is initiated to track the disposition of a condition identified during System: FW Steam Generator Replacement activities (SGT NCR - 115, copy attached). After initial RSG TagNumber: 21 SG 21 Feedwaler nozzle end preparation machining, there were remnants of the hydrocap weld with areas of slag inclusions and porosity open to the surface. Assign SL-4 tollli 
200008812 Chemistry Surveillance Test IPC-ST-W02.S for 112000 failed the acceptability criteria for 21 System: CVCS Bonc Acid Tank (BAT). The concentration of boric acid in 21 BAT was 11.2% by weight. The TagNumber: 21 BAT acceptability cntena is 11.5 - 13.0% by weight. The acceptability criteria is based on Technical Specifcation (TS) section 3.2.B.2 that states the boric acid concentration in the --[BATs shall be 11.5. 13.0% by weight when the reactor is critical. Since the reactor is not 

l i t i f l i ...A A I~~ -%,
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21 DC Power Panel is being tagged out for breaker replacement. The following fire protection impairments are incurred as part of this planned evolution: Hydrogen Seal Oil Unit Detectors, 30 day action statement, 4 Hour fire tour4@W. Clean Oil Storage/ Dirty Oil Storage Tank Detectors, 30 day action statement, 4 hour fire ,Main Lube Oil Reservoir Detectors, 30 day action statement, 4 hour fire tour46*l Main and Auxilliary Transformers Detectors, 30 day action statement, 4 hour fire tourdilft PAB Charcoal Filter Detectors, 30 day action statement, 4 hour fire tour (S, Electric Tunnel Detectors, 14 day action statement, hourly fire tour (security). All action statements and fire tours per SAO 703, Addendum I, Item 1. Fire impairment forms have been initiated. Expected duration of impairment is 24 hours or less.
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200008085 While walking in the loading well, it was observed that lagging debris was left on System: N/A the floor near the eye wash station. It was observed earlier in the shift that some TagNumber: N/A lagging material was lying in the same area and since was removed. Status of type of lagging is unknown ( hung asbestos barrier tape around area) and source is unknown. Request lagging debris be cleaned up as soon as possible.  
20.000.808_6 While drilling and undercutting holes for the installation of maxi-bolts, an System: N/A s lmlfinger was caught between the stop plate on the undercutting tool and TagNumber: N/A the wall. This caused his nght middle finger to split. SGT safety personnel 

responded to the work area for treatment.  
20000808 Pig pack, 15' north end of unit 2 is half empty.  System: N/A 

TagNumber: N/A 

WBack To Top 
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3ystem: N/A 
ragNumber: N/A

Industry Safety field walk 10-20-00 (Morning) Steam Generator area (lidlft 
1- Two 55 gallon barrels, One stated diesel oil/water and the 

other stated Hydraulic Oil were not a containment. 2- Two Air compressors 
600,300 which had no containment 3- No clearly designated smoking area, there 
are cigarette smoking occurs everywhere on job site. 4- Light 38416 Mote needs repair 5- There are multiple stains on the ground appear to be oil. 6- A saw horse 
was found with weld slag & one of the leg charred / burned wood (fire not reported) 
7- Unmarked 55 gallon drum on the comer of Kenny Lane and overlook dnve Next to the ITEL container 8- Generator next to Steam Generator building needs the containment extended 9- Worker was on back of trailer while trailer was in motion.  10- Containment nexi to the maintenance training area is full n; there is oil sheen.  Yard 8 7 11 - Just before entenng the yard there is a compressor, that has no containment 12- Next to Ine building there is an additional compressor with not containment 13- There are also housekeeping issues. 14- There is an apparent sandblast and paint spray booth installed with out any HASP or any knowledge of 

Photo on R dnve Underg Industry Safety field walk 10-22-00. Industry 
Safety field walk 10-22.00 (Morning) Steam Generator area (Kenny Lane and Overlook Drive) Found Item 1.3.7.8 & 10 taken care of form Industry Safety field 
walk on 10-20-00 I Morning) 1- Forklift which was supposed to have been taken off site on Friday was found still on site Sunday morning and appears to still being 
used and still leaking fuel oil The forklift was sitting in front of the existing Steam Generator building There are stains on the ground below the fuel oil fill line. This forklihft was the same one leaking fuel oil on Friday at the 95' equipment area. Key was pulled out of the ignition and given to secunty until forklift is removed from 
site 2- The blasting booth inside the existing Steam Generator building needs 
additional work There are areas that still have holes in the poly, the entrance way next to the roll up door need to be re-secured prior to any work starting. We suggested that a drape be placed at the bottom of the roll up door the avoid the wind from destroying their work area. 3- Directly behind the existing Steam 
Generator building in the welding/training facility there are propane heaters inside the building used to heat the building. The propane tanks are outside the building 
but the rubber hoses that supply the heaters run through the building where cutting, burning, gnnding and welding is/are taking place. There are two problems here: ignition source (Propane) and oxygen depletion (CO & C02). 4- Two sets of Acetylene and oxygen bottles on carts together and no work being performed, one of the sets had the torch disconnected from the set up. 5- Cylinders inside the building were secured improperly. 6- Cylinder in storage rack next to roadway (Overlook Dnve) not secured. 7- Directly behind the existing Steam Generator
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Below is a list of 16 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (10/22/00 9:09:31 AM to 10/23/00 9:09:31 AM) 

Condition Number Condition Description 
2..0..0.0.080.7.1. A hile making rounds received a minor laceration to the top of his head.  System: N/A He was bent over looking at the containment spray pump and when he stood up TagNumber: N/A he hit his head on a valve.  

200008072 ]jScaffold for 98'pab boric acid rail mod is missing afew kick plates.  System: N/A wo 
TagNumber: N/A 
200008073 JlInlet line to sea[ return heat exchanger insulation has a few holes. Holes should b TgubrSystem: N/A NArwrapped by asbestos worker.  

200008074 98.PAB VCT cell , line insulation is ripped . asbestos insulator should wrap the System: N/A exposed matenal. Insulation is by valve Icy-1 12a, 6' in overhead.  
TagNumber: N/A 1 
200008075 7AWetable insulation wrap is open on line 5' above R-27. Housekeeping is needed 
System: N/A material is on hanger under line. area should be rewrapped by asbestos insulator.  
TagNumber: N/A 
200008076 22 Emergency Diesel Generator Explosion cover on the southwest side has an 
System: EDG active(minor) leak.  
TagNumber: N/A I
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200008095 
System: FP 
TagNumber: TST-PI-M8 

200008096 
System: LO 
TagNumber: FCV-5272 

200008097 
System: 480V 
TagNumber: 52JAF3 

200008098 
System: SIM 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008099 
System: SIM 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008100 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008101 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

http://w07IOsO4 /crsweb/asplNewCr.asp
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attempts to take credit for the Eagle Air Cascade System to fill bottles. However, usage of the Eagle Air System is ineffective since we can't fill the required bottles 
in a timely manner (see CR 200006699 which details the fire brigade response to a fire in our Vapor Containment and SCBA bottles were not replenished within 7 days, 200005248, and 200006169). Even if we tried to take credit that the Eagle Air System can replenish 15 bottles an hour, the following would result: 1st hour...90 bottles, use 30 bottles, and replenish 15 bottles = 75 SCBA left; 2nd hour...75 bottles, use 30 bottles, and replenish 15 bottles = 60 SCBA left; 3rd hour...60 bottles, use 30, and replenish 15 = 45 SCBA left; 4th hour...45 bottles; use 30, and replenish 15 = 30 SCBA left; 5th hour...30 bottles, use 30 and replenish 15 = 15 bottles left. We won't have enough SCBA bottles to enter the 6th hour. From this calculation we can not meet the Fire Protection Impairment Criteria stated in SAO-703, Addendum 1, Item 13, which requires a minimum number of charqed SCBAs to supply 10 people for 6 hours. This requirement is applicable at all times, and should be an administrative LCO if not met. Indian Point does not have enough SCBA bottles and is not meeting our commitment on the required number of SCBA bottles. This issue was passed from section to section with no ownership. The simple solution is to purchase the required number of SCBA bottles. The list price quoted for MSA 30-minute 2216 psig Fiberglass HoopWound Cylinder is $514 each; S750 0 for Fiberglass Fully-Wound, and $860 @ for the STEALTH model. Buying in bulk should yield a 15% to 20% discount...  Therefore for 100 SCBA bottles at $600 0 would cost approximately $60,000.  

Dunng performance of PI-M8 (Fire hose cabinets and stations) it was discovered that Fire Hose Cabinet #7 has a damaged roof. The roof has been hit and is buckled. There is a corner of the cabinet roof that has separated from the cabinet.  This can expose the contents of the cabinet to the elements.  

While performing the valve position verification for COL 26.1 Rev. 15, Main Lube Oil System. a couple of discrepancies were observed. In the field, the instrument air supply piping to FCV-5272, R4D4 (Westfalia Separator) Recirculating Valve, has an oiler, a pressure regulator and a relief valve located between IA-1069, FCV-5272 Instrument Air Root Stop Valve, and solenoid valve SOV-5271. The oiler, pressure regulator and relief valve does not appear on Print# 9321-F-203761. the Lube Oil Print. COL 26.1. the Main Lube Oil System COL, nor are they labeled in the field. The other discrepancy occurred while adjusting the unlabeled pressure regulator The COL indirectly states that the pressure regulator should be set to between 2.0 and 2-5 bars, but while attempting to do this, the unlabeled relief valve prematurely lifted at 1.8 Bars and did not reseat until pressure dropped to 1 6 Bars Also. the CR system should state that FCV-5272 is R4D4 Recirculating Valve and leave out the other information included in its noun descnption 

PT3Y5 test documenting the Amptector results for 23 Aux Feed Pump breaker, AFP-CSP-2008.002. can not be located. The test data sheets are needed to evaluate the unsatisfactory Long Delay Trip Time recorded during the 'as found' testing 
This is a Simulator condition report. The PW (Primary Water) Flow Controller on 

the FLight Panel is difficult to adjust. Please adjust or lubricate as necessary to allow free rotation of the setpoint dial.  

This is a Simulator condition report. The SAS-RO display and its repeater above Ine flight panel are flickenng It appears as if the display is about to fail. Please Investigate and repair 

During a training scenario in the simulator, it was brought to the instructor's attention that the booklet containing the EOP Critical Safety Function Status Trees contained revision 30. even though revision 34 is the current revision issued for use There was a correct revision 34 located in the back of a different book (the "F" sel book).ibelieves that the revision 30 critical safety function status trees did not result in any new exam or training issues. Recommend that this CR be assigned to - I II as a Level 4 SL for Tracking/Trending purposes. The condition has already been corrected.  

Safety concern. Location: AFB 33" south end in batch room. Floor drain will not lay 
secured in floor.
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Below is a list of 23 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (10/22/00 4:43:45 PM to 10/23/00 4:43:45 PM)

Condition Number 

200_08082 
System: MS 
TagNumber: LG-1117

200008083 
System: SEC 
TagNumber: SECN 

200008084 
System: FP 
TagNumber: FP-46 

2000Q8085 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008086 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008087 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008088 
System: MSCL 
TagNumber: NIA 

200008089 

System: SW 
TagNumber: 22CCHX

During system walkdown with - it was discovered that LG-1 117 Kaytek level glass was missing its glass tube and orange, magnetic indicator .slug'. This renders visual level readings impossible. Recommend replacement or repair of level glass.

At 0533 hrs. thef'llleported that an lost his assigned key ring containing security keys. Theindiscovered that he was missing his key ring sometime between 0430 hrs. and 0500 hrs. Security compensatory measures were immediately implemented per procedures and a search with'lllln and a 
personnel commenced. At 0558 hrs. them key ring was found in the CVCS hold up tank pit. The keys were lost in the CVCS hold up tank pit sometime 
between 0035 hrs. and 0115 hrs. while themlll was performing a valve line up.  The CVCS hold up tank pit is a LHRA under the control of the and 

SDuring this time there were no other entries into the LHRA andlislllt 
computer printouts showed no unexplained alarms. No degrade in security.
While attempting to close FP-46 in order to establish a secure boundry for the upcoming piping replacement, the brass bushing on the stem broke. Valve is closed and tagged. Request bushing be replaced.  

While walking in the loading well, it was observed that lagging debris was left on the floor near the eye wash station. It was observed earlier in the shift that some lagging material was lying in the same area and since was removed. Status of type of lagging is unknown ( hung asbestos barrier tape around area) and source is unknown. Request lagging debris be cleaned up as soon as possible.  
While drilling and undercutting holes for the installation of maxi-bolts, an-ifinger was caught between the stop plate on the undercutting tool and the wall This caused his right middle finger to split. . .. .......  
responded to the work area for treatment.  J Pig pack. 15' north end of unit 2 is half empty.  

ThSs is Woa trending only On Frwday 10/20/00 while reinstalhrng the bateeries to shren 247 The ssren headvenaly went off. Two technicians where at the location. One was on the bucket truck by the control panel and the second was on the ground.  Upon acsvation of the suren the Technician immediately deactivated the unit by pushing i the cancel button cn The siren control panel. The siren ran for abour two seconds 

t Service Water pumpsmonunonessenter to various users through essential header and non essenial header duinng normal plant operaton. After the Loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and Loss of off syte power (LOOP). two servvce water pumps on tha to he canaler supply water hx the Fan Cooling Units and the EDG Coolers ducnng Ihe inlection phase. The component coouhng water heat exchangers are not neefed w this phase At the beginning of the recirculation phase at least one of the service water pumps on nonessential header is started to supply CCW heat exchangers (FSAR seceion 9.61.2). Thus after the accident during the injection phase CCW Hx loop will be stagnant. CCW heat exchangers are located at the 
hoghest elevaion (10Q c tinm the system and service water system is an open loop daschargl g to the canal Thus the ccw hx discharge piping will be drained to the canal and the inlet piping will be drained through the balance of plant users before the flow path is secured. All these piping and ccw heat exchangers will be filled with air ingested from open vents located at ccw hx discharge piping. When the SW pump on the nonessential header is started for the recirculation phase, the 
system could experience column separation, water hammer and unstable 
operation. No calculations/documents were found to determine if this condition is 
analyzed.I
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200008142 Apparent Procedural Non-Compliance: SAO-180, Rev. 0, "ADMINISTRATIVE System: N/A STEAM GENERATOR PROGRAM PLAN,' Section 5.3, "Additional Reporting TagNumber: N/A Requirements," Step 2 states: 'The number of tubes plugged in each steam generator shall be submitted to the NRC within 15 days after completion of the inservice inspection. It is not apparent that this data has been submitted to the NRC within the procedurally required time frame. This is an issue with the Old Steam Generators and may also be an issue for the new Steam Generators. A "45 day" post inspection report (CMOA) was submitted to the NRC on June 2. 2000 with the results of the old steam generator inspection/plugging data, however, not within the 15 day requirement. Note that this requirement is not a Tech. Spec.  requirement. Rather, it was included in Rev. 0 of SAO-180 since it is a requirement set forth in NEI 97-06 "Steam Generator Program Guidelines.' Recommendation: Assign Evaluation (SL3) report to the to determine the apparent cause for implementing a new SAO without having all affected procedural changes in place prior to the new procedure being effected.  Assign an ICA toqli~o ensure SAO-125 "Station Written Reporting 
Requirements' includes this administrative reporting requirement. Assign an ICA to . to determine/ensure the information on the new SGs has been 
submitted to the NRC.  

200008143 II 11v1'orker reported to ll that his MG had received 14mr accrued. Further System: N/A IIinvestigation revealed that his cell phone was causing the MG to alarm and accrue TagNumber: N/A JJdose.  
200008144 The DRD's located in the old command post are out of calibration. These are System: N/A issued to emergency response personnel. Please reference this to CR TagNumber: N/A 200006528, Vapor containment, fire.  
200008145 This is a Simulator condition report. During a training scenano on 10/24/00, an System: SIM anomolous condition occurred which cannot be repeated, and cannot be explained TagNumber: N/A based on the conditions which existed at the time. This is CR is to document that the anomoly occurred. No corrective action is required. Please assign to the 

.group for tracking and trending only.  During the training scenano. following a reactor trip and safety injection, 480 VAC buses 2A and 3A failed to transfer to buses 5 and 6 as would be expected. The operating crew and the simulator instructor attempted to repeat the condition several times, but each time the inside buses auto transferred to the outside power as expected The simulator was backtracked to just prior to to the trip and the sequence of events was repeated, but the anomoly did not repeat itself. The simulator was backtracked to just after the trip, but the operating crew and instructor could not determine why the inside buses failed to auto transfer.  
200008146 A review of the perdormance indicators for security shows a clerical error of two System: SEC hours and nine minutes that were counted in the Intrusion Detection System TagNumber: N/A indicator which have not been included.  

200008147 II Both alarm monitors assigned to the security shift supervisor and the lieutenant System: SEC jf shift supervisor are not functioning.  TagNumber: N/A 
200008148 At aPproximately 1430 24 October. 2000, it was detected by ~ l.  System: N/A dunng routine walkdown. that the Main Steam header, tacked into place on #21 TagNumber: N/A Steam Generator was slack on the rigging. Upon investigation, it was determined that there was no operator in the cab of the 175 Ton crane which was holding the load It is required lor the crane to retain the load (approximately 14,000 ibs) until the root pass and hot pass welds have been completed. This is a violation of OSHA and srte programmatic requirements.  
200008149 While performing PT-2Y11C Gas Turbine #3 blackstart timing, the following was System: GT noted.The test refers you to AOI 31.3 to transfer the auxilaries to the black start TagNumber: GT3 diesel.To venfy a successful transfer AC amps on the local black start panel should be indicaling 180-220.they were indicating <100. Checked with CCR and system engineer before proceeding,this extended the time of the test 4 or 5 minutes.The test exceeded the accepted time of 39.5 minutes by 2.5 minutes.The values expected in AOI 31.3 may need to be evaluated, the black start was operating properly while the amps were reading less than expected.  
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200008132 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008133 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008135 

System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

1200008136 

System: DOCK 
TagNumber: 21TSC 

V200008136NACH2 

TagNumber: 1
V108A/BAT'rCHG22

occur on increasing core power. They have to see P-6 AND 1.OE-10 amps before they are allowed to act. A situation where a single Intermediate Range instrument is slightly under compensated could easily delay that one instrument from responding as rapidly as the other. The operator is looking for both to respond. As reactor power is coming up, this and the P-6 interlock light are his focus. It is very possible to have a delay in Intermediate Instrument response. It is possible to have a momentary distraction like an annunciator going off that takes the operators attention a few seconds. Even if his eyes are glued to the Source range instruments his attention will be wondering what that alarm was and what impact it might have on his evolution until another control room operator calls out the alarm.  At the allowed .5 DPM the operator might be at, and the counts it is known that plant was at, there are 21 seconds to trip. The question is, is the gain to the station in reducing the 50,000 counts in place since October 1973 (PL&S documented level; P-1-8, 10/73) to 23,000 counts worth the risk in reducing the operators al'lowed time to diagnose and react from the measured 101i-110 seconds to the new 37 -38 seconds, and potentially 21 seconds worst care? That is what will occur.  

Subject. ,. MR Number: H-00-006 6O 
Date: 10/20/00 This is an OE item from the NRC website, observed while conducting daily reviews. This item entered to facilitate tracking of the issue. A brief summary of the letter follows: *A potential generic concern that could introduce loose parts into the reactor coolant system of . - has been identified at W Plants using • fuel containing Vantage Plus upper nozzle leaf springs could be affected. The screws holding down the upper nozzle leaf springs have been cracking due to primary water stress corrosion cracking; the screws are manufactured of heat treated Inconel 600 a matenal of known susceptibility. The cracking and ultimate fracture occurs in the screw shank immediately beneath the screw head. This failure mode has been known for over a year and broken screws have been found during refueling; what makes the Vogtle occurrence novel is that a screw head was found lodged in a steam generator hot leg tube stub. Information was provided by Westinghouse through its owner's group contact during October 5 and 11, 2000 telephone calls.* Recommend a SL4 assignment to review and take any appropriate action.  JDunng assessment of the CAP monthly metrics it was noted that many of the packages sent to CRS owners during the month of July and August had erronious information contained on it The electronic media remained correct however, the transler from the computer to the mass handouts went wrong (human performance error). All information is correct now. Suggest SL4 tom-for track and trend ; purposes.  

Dunng final review ot SGT work packages the following discrepancies were noted: WP 2575A 1t Wrong magnetic particle batch number on MT Report on page 17 of 20. WP 2575B 1) Wrong QEP 12.05 rev. no. on pages 3, 4. and 5 2) Wrong QEP 12-03 rev. no. on pages 5 and 19 3) Wrong WPS SM/3.3-1 rev. no. on page 5 4) Wrong MT particle batch no on pages 15, 16. and 18 WP 2575D 1) Wrong OEP 12.05 rev. no on page 3 21 Wrong MT particle batch no. on pages 25. 26. and 27 3) No WPS rev no entered for WPS SM13.3-1 on page 16 The hardware for the above Work Packages is not affected, documentation errors only.  
8 X 8 TIMBER MATS MADE OUT OF 12 X 12" SOUTHERN PINE TIMBER ARE BEING PURCHASED TO FORM A TIMBER PLATFORM THAT A TRACTOR CRANE WILL USE DURING REPLACEMENT OF 21 TRAVELING SCREEN. THIS PLATFORM HAS BEEN SPECIFIED BY- 1- - ON DRAWING # 324792. THESE "TIMBER" MATS WILL BE USED ON UNIT 2 DOCK WHENEVER THIS PARTICULAR CRANE IS USED FOR A LIFT OF THIS NATURE. DUE TO THE SIZE AND USE OF THESE MATS DO THESE MATS HAVE TO BE FIREPROOF? DURING A CONVERSATION WITH 11111111114j I WAS TOLD THEY DO NOT BUT PURCHASING HAS REQUESTED SOME FORM OF WRITTEN EVALUATION PRIOR TO PURCHASE.  

Contractor completed work on site before the purchase order was issued.  ccompleted the load test on station battery 22 before requisition 994 00 0056 000 was sign by procurement engineering. The technical and Q.A.  requirements were communicated to• and test before the load test was performed.
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200008121 %Weci vedcall at 0241 from , requesting an ambulance. A iemployee System: N/A ved a laceration to his leg from a carpet knife. He had been working in the VC TagNumber: N/A at 95 ft el. Individual was not contaminated. Ambulance arrived on site at 0255 and 

200008122 At approx. 0235, on October 24, 2000 an l cut his right leg below the System: N/A knee with a razor blade type knife. The apparent circumstances were that the TagNumber: N/A as working on his knees or in a crouched position removing cotton diapers from TLD hydraulic hose connections and was using the knife to expedite the process. The knife apparently slipped when he cut at a tie-rap and cut his leg.  200008123 SAFETY CONCERN. Half of the road lighting in the contractor parking lot (top of System: N/A covered stairs) are not performing their intended function. SGT light tower is aimed TagNumber: N/A at the lot for lighting.  
200008124 Location: 36' unit 2 under ISO DUCT. A section of piping has damaged jacketing System: N/A and an Asbestos label on it.  
TagNumber: N/A 
200008125 While reviewing SL-3 for quality it became apparent that-t- is System: N/A I closing out SL-3 c/rs to SSR (support service requests). This is against the TagNumber: N/A SAdI 12 procedure. Suggest SL-3 to'll1 for evaluation and determination on 

whether procedure needs to be upgraded to include this.  200008126 NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2000-18, GUIDANCE ON MANAGING QUALITY System: N/A ASSURANCE RECORDS IN ELECTRONIC MEDIA This is an OE item from the TagNumber: N/A NRC websile observed while conducting daily reviews of the Website. The purpose of NRC Regulatory Issue Summary is: 'The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this regulatory issue summary (RIS) to provide guidance on managing quality assurance (QA) records in electronic media. This RIS does not supersede or revise existing guidance or abrogate the guidance in Regulalory Guide (RG) 1.88. Revision 2, or RG 1.28, Revision 3. It does not provide guidance on submitting electronic records to the NRC as required by Section 50.4(c) of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50.4(c)).  The guidance in this RIS is intended to provide, for those licensees with OA programs, a way to satisfy the requirements for the maintenance of QA records.  However. the guidance can also be applied to the record keeping and maintenance requirements present in other parts of the regulalions that specify thai storing records in the form of electronic media is acceptable. This RIS does no: create any new or changed NRC requirements or staff positions, and it requires no specifc action or wntten response. Any action on the part of addressees to use electronic media for managing QA records is strictly voluntary.' The addressees lor this Reg Issue summary are: *All holders of operating licenses for nuclear power plants, including licensees that have permanently ceased operations and have certified that fuel has been permanently removed from the reactor vessel In addition, those materials licensees, including certificate holders and vendors, that are required to have an NRC approved quality assurance program. The discussion section of this issue summary includes: "Although the guidance in GL 88-1 8. RG 1.88. and RG 1.28 remains relevant and acceptable.  licensees and nuclear steam system suppliers have suggested that additional guidance on the acceptability of new information management technologies is needed NRC regulations already recognize the acceptability of stonng and maintaining licensee records in electronic media. Specifically, 10 CFR 50.71 (d)(1).  "Maintenance of Records. Making of Reports,' states that records that must be maintained pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50 'may also be stored in electronic media with the capability of producing legible, accurate, and complete records during the required retention penod." In addition, various other parts of the regulations, such as in Part 20. Parts 30-39. and Parts 40 and 70 for example, indicate that electronic media are acceptable for use when the requirements for authentication, reproduction, and storage are met. This RIS provides the additional guidance requested by the nuclear industry on storing and maintaining QA records in electronic media. The guidance applies to QA records that are subject to the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFA Part 50, Part 60, Part 71, Part 72, or Part "76, and that are noted in a licensee's QA program description. In addition, this guidance may be followed to satisfy the record keeping and maintenance requirements found in other parts of the regulations that specify that electronic media are acceptable for storing documents ........ * Recommend a SL3 assignment 
I to evaluate and recommernd further corrective actions, with 
FYIs to h......... I•O....c11,e1111111es1k llpI, 
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CRS - Condition Detail Report 
Click here fbr the SL Report 
Condition Number: 200007718 
Occurrence Date" b[1HY_.QL n] rn 1,,j-j911rn k-Q-"c|ir . ._ _Q BRep....bIg TagRwnL S xIm Q Lgjnd.j 10/11/2000 12:50:47 Originator: No ADMIN AU No N/A N/A 

Watch: N/A 

Condition Descriptlon; 

RE: 98-04-A-Fo1, CR 199901424 
Since this is a Quality Assurance Audit Finding, it needs to be processed as a Significance Level 2 CR.  
Recommended Addressee.  

Auditor: 

Audit Finding - 98-04-A-FO1 
This Condition Report is initialed to cover stranded issues from CAl 199901424, which was written to cover items identified by Audit Finding 98-04-A-F01. This CR was 
inappropriately closed without fully addressing all finding issues and recommendations. The Lead Auditor,1, was asked b Q--'' 'o discussed this 
problem with "I" on September 21. 2000 MlMWPvkfteas also called on October 10, 2000, and was informed that this CR would be written.  

Original Condition 

Requirement: 
SAO-502, "Training Policy", Revision 8, Section 1.2, stales: "Training shall be a priority in Nuclear Power planning activities and shall be designed and conducted based on prudent training practices inherent to effective and efficient training." 
Finding: Contrary to the above requirements, Operations Training has not always been a priority in Nuclear Power's planning of activities, and has not always been conducted based on prudent training practices inherent to effective and efficient training.  

Recommended Corrective Action: 

It is recommended that Nuclear Training: 
1. Aggressively pursue the current plans to increase instructor and clerical staffing levels.  2. Recognize and reward the efforts of the current Operations Training Staff, by using appreciation portion of morning meetings, employee recognition breakfasts, and 

Pnnt Date/Time: 10/12/00 - 9:45:54AM 
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CRS - Condition Detail Report 
Click here for the SL Report 
Condition Number: 200007718 
management compensation plan.  3. Evaluate the position levels for " " " 1 ' " I 1uch that it is seen as a position of distinction within the station.  4. Make provisions such that when the current licensed class is completed and watch sections are adjusted a license individual is transfer to I"T " to be developed into an instructor.  5. Select a replacement for the curren bp 1 I r and set up a transition schedule.  6. Solicit 111111po s. ,' and f mfor enhancements to the program. Once increase instructor staffing levels are reached and instructors are qualified, evaluate and prioritize feedback then make necessary changes to the Operations Training Program.  7. Develop functional areas of expertise for each instructor when Operations Training is fully staffed. Appoint a lead instructor as well as a backup for each functional 

8. Prioritize Operations Training staff work load. including preparation time and instructional time. Manpower load this information on a schedule. Do not schedule instructors to be in two classes at once. It maybe necessary to adjust course schedules to insure instructors are provided adequate preparation time and are not over 
9. Define and document all clerical duties required to support Operations Iraining such that managers and instructors are fully relieved of clerical functions. Arrange for 
th -11111111. to perform an audit of the clerical positions within Operations Training. Based on the results of the audit staff the clerical positions with properly trained and qualified personnel 10. Work with the -I,_._.llall to develop a floor plan Ithat accommodates the full complement of Instructor and Clerical staff anticipated in Operations Training within the old simulator building It maybe necessary to take advantage ol portions of the unused classroom four or the old simulator or locate the instructors by function licensed and non-licensed 

Original Rejection - 12/99 
Per • following evaluation of your response, it is being rejecled for additional information. You must issue an ICA to yourself, or someone within your organization, to implement your planned corrective action, before you close your SL assignment.  
• i7 716/99 

dlevaluation: 

"1. It looks to me like this is their "Action Plan" for addressing the "Audit Finding Recommendations." 2. If that is the case, their "Action Plan" does not address all "Audit Finding Recommendations." 

a) Audit Recommendation #1 was not addressed. They need and ICA & Implantation date.  b) Audit Recommendation # 2 & 3 are OK.  c) Audit Recommendation #4 was not addressed. They need and ICA & Implantation date.  d) Audit Recommendation #5 needs ICA for action.  e) Audit Recommendation #6 was not addressed. They need and ICA & Implantation date.  f) Audit Recommendation #7 was not addressed. They need and ICA & Implantation date.  g) Audit Recommendation #8 was not addressed. They need and ICA 8 Implantation date.  h) Audit Recommendation #9 was not addressed. They need and ICA & Implantation date.  i) Audit Recommendation #10 needs ICA for action." 

Pnnt Date/Time: 10/12/00 - 9:45:54AM 
Page 2 of 5
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Below is a list of 41 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (9/28/00 2:43:01 PM to 9/29/00 2:43:01 PM)

Condition Number 

2Q00007306 
System: COM 
TagNumber: N/A

I

Condition Description

8/31/99 Trip Event Follow-Up: As part of the NQA Self Assessment concerning effectiveness of corrective actions from the 8/31/99 Trip Event, it appears the intent of the following ICA may not have been met. The ICA (from 199906868) states, "Establish a single number available for outside phone calls so they can be directed to the correct person.' This action was closed with the following response, 'Switchboard for the purpose of establishing a single number for outside callers has been installed. Senior Management direction is to delay implementation of service requiring full time assistance as recent experience has shown that calls may be directed to a listed Consolidated Edison Corporate telephone number and calls will be directed to Indian Point. At such time as Indian Point is under different management, the outside line for general calls may easily be implemented.* fClosed & Approved 01/05/00). Follow up verification has shown that this switchboard has not been installed and it appears that this switchboard has been misplaced. Suggest SL-3 tollliliivn 

Upon completion of cycling FP-289(Unit 1 LO Storage Room and H2 Seal Deluge) for PT-A18, the valve was found to leakby excessively.

200007308 This condition may require implementation of a procedure revision or revision of a System: N/A NNRC commitment in accordance with NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing TagNumber: N/A Commitments. It is recommended that this condition report be assigned to 
MONWANý with an FYI tom and to the !JillS. While reviewing IP2 regulatory commitments as part of the Commitment Verification Project. the following discrepancy was discovered. The subject of Licensing Correspondence NL-88-161 is the transmittal of the report of reactor vessel material surveillance program for IP2 to the NRC for the analysis of Capsule V. The letter identifies that heatup and cooldown curves in the Tech Specs are valid for projected operation up to 15 EFPY and that Prior to the expiration of the 15 EFPY curves, a license amendment application will be submitted for NRC approval to revise these curves to be applicable for up to 32 EFPY of operation. The revised heatup and cooldown limitations will be based on the analyses summarized in the enclosed Capsule V report * As a means of commitment verification, the following was reviewed: IP-2 Technical Specificatons Graph Book. curves RCS-1A and 1B The IP-2 Technical Specifications Sections 3 1.B 1 and 4.3 both identify that the current temperaturepressure relationship curves are to be followed for the first 21.63 EFPY of operation The IP-2 Technical Specification Figures 3.1.1-1 and 3.1.B-2 both identify that the current temperature-pressure relationship curves are applicable to 21.63 EFPY. Graph Book curves RCS-1A and RCS-1B both identify that the current temperature-pressure relationship curves are applicable to 21.63 EFPY.  This is not considered an operability issue. RECOMMENDATION: Review Licensing Correspondence NL-88-161. Determine if the commitment NL-88-161 C01 is stilt applicable. and based on the results of the review and determination.  implement the following - If the identified commitment is no longer applicable, then either revoke licensing commitment identified in licensing communications NL-88161 or revise the commitment to identity why the current plant heatup and cooldown curves fulfit the intent of original commitment. - If the identified 

commitment is still applicable then revise Technical Specifications to meet 
commitment 

200007309 While performing PT-M55. the roll-up fire door that goes from the transformer yard System: FP to 15 PAS did not function prioperly. The governor did not engage causing the TagNumber: N/A door to slam shut and preventing the door from being lifted into its normal position.  This is a repeat occurrence, do not close to a work order. Please have engineering evaluate cause of failure and recommend corrective action.  
.200007310 The AJC unit in the hall of the Lower Level of 1 PP is NOT running this contributes System: HVAC to the poor Air Ouality in the Lower Level TagNumber: N/A 
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200007307 
System: FP 
TagNumber: FP-289
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200008785 

System: N/A 
TagNumber: NIA 

200008785 
System: 13.8 
TagNumber: 13.8N 

200008786 
System: SW 
TagNumber: SWN 

200008787 
System: FP 
TagNumber: NW/A 

200008788 
System: SW 
TagNumber: SWN 

200D08789 
System: 480V 
TagNumber: SWPA-2050;002 

200008790 
System: N/A 
Tag14umberr: NN/AA: 

2000087_91 

System: RCS 
TagNumber: LT-7610

http://w07 I sO4/crswe b/asp/NewCr. asp
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are in a degraded condition. The bolting appears to be rusting as compared to the other 5 pumps. The ground wire on 26SWP is very long and could be a potential tripping hazard. The grounding wire should be shortened. 23SWP has paint pealing on the exterior of the pump.  

The following deficiencies were identified by V during the EP Drill of 11/9. 1) The EOF Survey Team HP procedures need: a) The addition of an operability procedure for the MS-2. b) The addition of the scale the Triton should be operated on, with the appropriate alarm set point. c) The Site Map for the Onsite Survey Team needs to be improved. 2) The MS-2 Mini Scaler failed source check. This is a recurnng problem 
ion both the EOF and TSC units. Suggest SL3 tcV11M 

During a walkdown of the 13.8 KV underground vaults with 9 vaults M4, M5, M6, M7, located along the south wall outside Unit 1, were noted to have between 2 feet and 5 feet of water accumulated inside. 13.8 KV feeders 13W92, 13W93 and 13W94 are located in 3 of these vaults. It was impossible to determine the extent of deterioration of the feeder conduits due to the depth and turbidity of the water. It is surely only a matter of time before a conduit fails and we experience a major electrical fault. Action should be taken to determine possible PCB and radiological contamination levels of the water and these vaults should be pumped out ASAP. It should also be noted that these vaults are adjacent to the north wall of the 5' EL Utility Tunnel and could be a major source of water seepage into the tunnel.  
During system walkdown of the service water system, the following items were identified: 1 )In the valve pit. SWN-6 and SWN-7 appear to have been supported below these lines at one time. The supports are totally corroded away. The piping appears to be sufficiently supported by the valve pit walls. The piping needs to be evaluated to ensure it is properly supported 2) The pressure sensing lines in the valve pit are totally unsupported.  

Dunng the a alkdown on 11/8/00 the following conditions were observed: - Valve FP-715 has a minor packing leak (15' TH, NE, Hose reel stop. 9321 -F-4006, DI Tag 02705) * Valve FP-711 has a minor packing leak (15' TH. W, Stop to nser. 9321-F-4006, DI Tag 02701) * Drain valve FP-800 has a minor leak by its seat and leaking on the floor (15' TH, MBFP Deluge inlet drain, A227552, DI Tag 02702) - The ¾,;, drain plug on valve FP-523 has a minor leaking (15 TH. H2 Seal Oil Deluge. A227552. DI Tag 02703) a Valve FP-1 has a minor packing leak (# 12 FMBP Room. overhead, A227553, DI Tag 02704) . Valve FP-678 has a minor leak and corrosion at the threaded connection to the valve (36' TH, W, Hose reel x28. A227554. DI Tag 02713) 

The following items were observed during the SW system walkdown: 1) The sump pump in the valve pit is very rusted. The sump pump and actuator are rusted. The sump pump discharge piping is not supported properly. The junction box for the sump pump should be sealed better so no water can enter. 2) The scatfolding on the floor of the pit is dangerous This should be replaced with a better walking surface.  
While performing the inspections in the referenced work order the right alarm switch normally open contacts failed the test criteria. All readings were required to be less than 0.5 ohms and within +/- 0. 1 ohm. The actual values obtained were 0.4, 0.1. 0.3, 0.2. 0 5 ohms This breaker was in the maintenance shop for routine PM at the time of the test No pan of the PM except the amptector as found (PT3Y5) had so far been performed The work instructions contain resolution for this problem no action is required, this CR for documentation only.  

aDunng the movement of drums that had water from the condenser hot well, one drum 
leaked < 1 cup of water on to the floor4Wwas present and smeared water and counted in lab. All results were 

I attended a SAO-405 Pre-implementation Meeting today for MOD FIX-93-09275-1, Revision 1. Rev. I adds alternative upper tap at 537C, and 537B, with vacuum tested connections, for LT-7610 and the MLMS W). This MOD was supposed to address the problems associated with OUR attempt at vacuum fill, following the 2000 RFO. My CR addresses two issues, one specific, and the other generic. 1) Specifically, when this MOD first went before the DDR (Detailed Design Review) Meeting, after some questions beforehand regarding its necessity, the meeting received details indicating that the MOD's original premise; i.e., dynamic effects on the level instrumentation during vacuum fill might be flawed. An attempt at that time was to have the MOD quashed, since there were large lead times for
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to startup. Path is blocked by steel drums and SS braided hose.  
200008764 A portion of the Fire Protection piping system which is located in the Utility Tunnel Will System: FP be replaced in accordance with the referenced work orders. The piping that TagNumber: FPA maintenance would like to use for this class "FP" pipe replacement was procured in 1998 using purchase order number 807617, requisition number 746-8-0572.  However, the piping was procured non-class A instead of class 'FP" as required by SAO-401 paragraph 3.5, since at the time the requisition was written, it was to be used on the non-class A City Water system. I verified the following material marking of "5LB/ASTM A53B / ASME SA53B" on all of the piping sections prior to paint being applied. The paint now has been applied in order to maintain the current schedule of returning the High Pressure Fire Protection Piping System to Operations. I also verified the heat number of Y 19433 on the 12" sections of piping. I then contacted the vendor who supplied the piping to Con-Ed for their assistance in obtaining manufacturers inspection certification documentation of material. Using the heat number supplied to them, the vendor has found the inspection certificate matching the heat number on the 12' piping. This inspection certificate has been given tol 

for review.  
200008765 During a routine field observation SGR-QA noted that several of the SGR-HP records System: N/A do not meet all the labeling and authentication requirements expressed in Sections TagNumber: N/A 3.3 and 5.2 of AD-SO-2.001. These records included: dose evaluations performed by the SGR-HPs. assessments performed by the """- II__ 

Abnormal Dose Investigation forms, ALARA Job Review forms, special survey records, and log books.  
200008766 Dunng thel walkdown on 11/8/00 the following condition was observed: e Two FP pipe hangers, one above the south-west end of the 
TagNumber: N/A Main Oil Reservoir and one on the west end of the Main Turbine Oil Reservoir are 

mis-positioned.  

200008767 Dunng the 1 walkdown on 11/8/00 the following System: LGHT condition was observed: * Normal access lighting for AFW Bldg El 64' 8 is burned out TagNumber: N/A 

1 

200008768 PT-029C (23 Safety Injection Pump Test) & PT-032A (21 Boric Acid Transfer Pump System: N/A Testj entered their surveillance grace periods.  TagNumber: N/A 

200008769 Drawing 307893-00 has been received in the Record Center showing two two System: N/A different drawings with the same drawing number. It appears that a revision was done 
TagNumber: N/A using mod number ftx-94-10154.e which drawmatically changed the drawing from the other drawing of the same number. Please open an item to man -._ -as their names appear on the drawing. The other drawing numbered 307893 was done by4 The revision boxes of both drawings were signed 4 years apart.  20000870 Dunngthe walkdown on 11/8/00 the following System: FP condition was observed - Sprinkler head located over the Main Turbine Oil 

TagNumber: N/A Conditioner has a damaged deflector (15' Turb Bldg eastern most spnnkler head) and 
the sorinkler head needs to be replaced.  200008771 Dunngtne 

walkdown on 11/8/00 the following System: FP condition was observed * A temporary rubber hose is routed over the closure device TagNumber: N/A which could cause interference for fire door closure to Waste Drumming Room.  200008772 This CR concerns the newqllgtore room located on the 5' level. While looking for System: N/A parts today I noticed what could be some serious safety concerns. There is a person TagNumber: N/A working in the area as a • and this does not seem to be a temporary storage location. One CR was already written concerning the lack of a fire suppression system This CR addresses other concerns. 1) Inadequate lighting lighting there is not suited for a continuous working environment. A drop light is being used to supplement the lighting. this is not an improvement There are numerous low hanging beams and pipes which when combined with the poor lighting may lead to a head injury, the lighting is of such a poor quality the after a short period of time the strain on the eyes is noticeable. This may be an ergonomic and safety concern. Also power to the area is via an extension cord. 2) Person working in the area does not have proper office equipment. An example is the desk the person is using, which is a piece of wood with legs. that is about knee high. This is another ergonomic concern 3) 
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turbine turning gear. Enclosure #5 is under the skirt on LP 21, north end, east side.  Enclosures should be cleaned, and new covers installed to protect equipment. Please FYI FYI at P!1fgunknown reason why these covers are missing.  
21. On 118/00 at approx. 1500 hours observed RSG 21 MS riser gampmaplug welding in Progress above the 95' level. The welding stopped and firewatch proceeded down 

TagNumber: N/A off the scaffolding: the Illlmthen started to use the oxyacetylene torch to heat the weld area without the 0000ltpresent; I stopped the work and told the Illlmaabout the need to have his •Mý present. 2. On 11/8/00 at approx. 1315 hours observed RSG 24 upper ULS welding in progress at two locations at the 95' level inside the bioshield wall area. During the welding activity, the Slass*was observed leaving his location to perform a nearby non-firewatch duty. This was immediately brought to the attention the he iwho was present inside the bioshield wall area.  The work was stopped and th , spoke to theIllll 
200008749 WieSudw 

C ae ee.C I0Syste:While performing PC-R46-1 (Cold Shutdown RCS Water Level-VC) found transmitter System: RCS LIT-3100 out of spec. Adjusted and left in spec.  TagNumber: UT-3100 

200SstmSI Simulator Condition Report for tracking purposes. Simulator running IC-19 on Test I System: SIM Pac, for JIT09 Startup Training. Received one set of spurious alarms on Area TagNumber: N/A Radiation Monitor. ARM, high alarms on R-2. R-4. R-5, R-6, R-7, R-8.  200008751 Simulator Condition Report Simulator running IC- 19 on Test Pac During JIT09 Startup System: SIM Training, De-energized 125 VDC Buss 22, Simiulator lost indications for components TagNumber: N/A controlled from the 125 VDC Busses other than Buss 22. ie: control power to main generator output breaker 7 SOV-201 21 Emergency Diesel Generator 'Emergency/Normal' status lights Please reverify DC control power distribution in the Simulator is in agreement with the AOI 27.1.11 list of DC loads 200008752 During a meeting of the group tasked with writing our new procedure that addresses System: N/A the requirement of the new Maintenance Rule (a)(4) the following observation was TagNumber: N/A made: Currently themll group reviews Safety Evaluations for Modifications issued lor approval to determine whether there are any potential impacts on the Safety Monitor. The Safety Monitor is a PRA computer modelling progrem that the 
.MnNNEW department uses to quantify the risk associated with the planned work week schedule The question was asked whether the process would be improved if the i r were to contact theNAjroup during the conceptual design phase of the modification, before the Safety Evaluation is wntten and the modification is essentially complete. This could turn the review process from a reactionary style of review I where the O group is essentially stuck with the proposed design). 1o a progressive process where the. is now cognizant of potential Safety Monitor impacts and modifies his/her design accordingly.  Procedural references OAD-37- On-line Risk Assessment, NUMARC 93-01, Industry Guideline for Monitonng the Etlectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants.  Draft SAO for Operational Risk Management (attached). The (a)(4) procedure group is currently composed of: N •*i. nla ,m e' llllif , 

• r ANlM W lNN1 Oft h an t. It is recommended that this Condition Report be assigned to the people involved in the Modification Optimization Process and the I111group withinOMa 
200008753 The reponed Liquid Effluent Release section 'C' data reported in the 1999 Annual 
System: N/A Effluent and Waste Disposal Report was'from the 1998 Annual Effluent and Waste TagNumber: N/A Disposal Report The data provided by the ' for section 'C' of the 1999 report did not get transposed into the Annual Effluent Report. A review was performed to venfy that no other sections of the report contained 1998 data.  Additionally, a review ol the 1999 reported Liquid Effluent Pathways Dose to Individuals. Section E indicated the liquid effluents doses to individual did not have a significant implication for public health and safety or common defense and security.  This failure to include the 1999 Liquid Effluent data in section "C" was a result of indications brought to light dunng the conduct of QA audit 00-03-F.  

200008754 GEOperating 
Experience Item OE1 1592 - Inadequate Follow-up to Generator System: GEN Punty Monitor Low H2 Indication resulted in the Utility making an alarm response and 

TagNumber: N/A system operating instruction procedure change. These changes should be evalauted 
for applicability to Indian Point 2. Recommend an SL4 ton for further review and action.  200008755 Dunng g Walkdown on 11/8/00 several Appendix 
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TagNumber: TCV-1 101 Hcontroller signal/calibrate outpuL Valve was not able to be set at a certain position (i.e. 50% open) in manual Valve either operated full open or full close. As per BOP supervisor, this 

would be a sync hold for operation. Request I&C correct controller problem.  A worin at.... the water mteor house tkndown foldn he hi teel 
System: CYW tale line on the north altitude valve and broke it.This line is pcv and needs to be fixed TagNumber: CYWA immediately.lf the valve were to fail while in service water could flow freely until the midnight |rounds where recorded.  

20MU.M_4_6 Lesson Learned: A significant emergent repair on RCS check valve 897D identified on System: RCS 11/9/00 delayed the ability to fill and vent the reactor coolant system as planned on TagNumber: 897D 11/10/00. In addition, the RCS tagout in place for the SGRP was already being cleared at the time of discovery of the issue on 897D. This resulted in the need to reapply protection in the field to allow maintenance to effect repairs to the valve. Repairs could easliy have been completed under the existing protection if identified earlier. The need for this repair could and should have been identified much earlier in the outage as a result of required pprogrammatic ISI inspections on bolted connections in borated systems. Initial explanation for the late inspection linked completion of the required inspection to the completion of an open PM work order for 897D currently active in the PPMIS database. This was an erroneous assumption and conclusion, as the referenced work order NP-99-06664 was removed from the 2000 refueling outage scope on 2/10/00 and placed in a contingency PPMIS project number. The purpose of keeping the work order active in the contingency project (PPMIS PJ# 229) was to have a planned work package available in the event acoustic check valve testing conducted during the outage identified a problem that required the valve to be opened for visual inspection.. Recommend assignment to n to determine root casue for the apparent programmatic breakdown that resulted in late 
identification of this deficiency.  

200008847 Unable to verify proper orientation of a flow orifice FE- 1121 for 21 AFW Pump suction flow System: AFW controller FC-1 135S. The flow element paddle is painted on. The paint should be removed TagNumber: FE- 1121 to venfy that the stamp *Inlet* on the tab is facing the inlet side of the flanges. Located in 
Aux Feedwater Pump room on west wall.  

"W Back To Top 
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200008831 

System: MS 
TagNumber: PCV-1 120 

200008832 
System: AFW 
TagNumber: AFWA 

200008833 

System: GEN 
TagNumber: SC-22(B) 

200008834 
System: AFW 
TagNumber AFWA

nttp:H/w07IOsO4 /crsweb/asp/NewCr.asp
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The following items with degraded insulation were identified dunng Auxiliary Feedwater system walkdown. 1) Piping insulation is deteriorated on 13108 by pass line near BFD-64-5 and MS-503-3 located in AFW building. 2) Insulation was missing on PCV-1 139, steam supply to 22 AFW Pump located in AFP room. 3) The lagging is deteriorated on nitrogen supply line from the liquid storage tank near CST. 4) The insulation inside the CST N2 Control Cabinet Extension is loose and breaking off. Located near CST.

I

the CCR Voltmeter then indicated 0 VDC. In Conclusion it appears that the installed Selectable CCR Voltmeter is connected to the buses or incoming feed to 125 VDC 
Distribution Panels 21 & 22 located on the rear of the CCR Filght Panel. An inspection of this must be accomplished to determine if there are Fuse Blocks installed on these connections. This could be an operability concern due to Train Separation/Cable 
Seperation. If there are no fuse blocks installed on these wires, a single failure of the Voltmeter Select Switch could cause two (or more) DC Buses to be tied together. Also 125 VDC Power Panels 23 & 24 should also be inspected for the location of their associated fuse blocks.  

This CRS is written to document design problems with HPSD. It also illustrates the absolute importance of understanding IP2 Design Basis before changing it. The lessons were learned while investigating recent problems with high-pressure steam dump system. The system is currently undergoing a modification (FIX-95-11199-1 ) to return it to the original design.  Problem: HPSD system has a history of problems associated with sluggish response when in modulating mode. This troubled CCR operators for years and contributed to the control system's instability. There were two RCS overcooling incidents in recent years (1/17/95 and 2115/00). Findings: 1. Investigation and testing lead to the following finding. The original spec calls for 10 -20 seconds closing stroke when modulating. The actual was measured at 70 to 80 seconds. 2. Root cause analysis of 2/15/00 RCS overcooling led to a finding that the original PM-404 (I/P converter) was replaced by an inadequate model with insufficient pressure rating and air capacity. Subsequent tests indicated that not only it made entire system more prone to accidental opening of 12 dump valve through single failure, it also delayed control signal by up to 3 times due to small air capacity. No modification was found! 3. Additional investigation revealed that the original control system was modified significantly. Specifically, arming solenoid SOV-1 was relocated. Investigation lead to a 1980 Safety Evaluation (NS-2-80-1 15) referencing a problem 'solved". It stated that the relocation prevented 'momentary opening of the control valve when control air is applied to the valve positionerA. The relocation created a new problem. It placed a unidirectional SOV-1 in the flow path where air moves in both directions. It also added a third restriction (and hence time delay) to the actuator vent. 'Solving' one problem created another! 4. Further analysis lead to an observation that the current (trouble free)*I Wcontrol system is identical to the original IP2 control system. In addition to difference in SOV-1 location (described above), IP2 is missing a component - response-enhancing booster relay. No documented reason for the disappearance was found. No modification was found after an extensive search! 5. Further analysis of the onginal control system lead a conclusion: problem described in and ".solved' by 11111safety evaluation NS-2-80-115 (see item 3 above) was caused by the disappearance of the onginal booster relay. The reason for the *momentary opening of the control valve when control air is applied to the valve positioner" was in removal of the onginal booster I1 served not only as a pneumatic amplifier but also as an isolator. When installed as shown on the onginal drawings it "dead-ends' the positioner output and provides an extra venting capacity for the actuator. Conclusion: Lack of documentation and understanding of the onginal design lead to numerous and cascading problems.  Recommendation Return the system to its original design by adding boosters, returning SOV-I to the onginal place between SOV-2 and air header and by possibly enlarging all check valves with %:' or ,4 inch 

The following conditions related pipe supports were identified dunng Auxiliary Feedwater system walkdown 1) AFW pipe support strut for SR-501 is out of alignment with pipe clamp.  Located in next to MS-41 2) AFW pipe support strut for SR-507C is out of alignment with pipe clamp Located next to PCV-1310B. 3) A pipe support strut on Hot Pen Blower discharge piping next to TI-1266 is not aligned properly with pipe clamp. 4) AFW pipe support strut is Out of alignment with pipe clamp. This is first support downstream of BFD39. 23 AFP discharge check varve 5) A pipe support clamp is making contact with a nearby support structure This is a second support downstream of BFD 79-3, Aux Feed to 23 SG. 6) 
A rod between the spnng can and pipe clamp is bent. This is a second support downstream of BFD-79-4 7) A drain line running next to Aux Feedwater supply line near BFD-79-3 needs to be restrained better May require additional restraint to prevent it from shaking and hitting nearby components.  

22B (West) Stator Cooling Heal Exchanger is leaking about a drop every 2 seconds at its north end bell.
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1200008835 The following items with degraded pipe supports were identified during Auxiliary Feedwater System: AFW system walkdown. 1) Lees than adequate tread engagement at one anchor boll for a base TagNumber: AFWA plate of spring support. This is supporting the air operator for PCV-1310B, steam supply to 22 AF Pump. 2) Less than adequate thread engagement for conduit supports. This is for 1st and 2nd support from power supply junction box for 21 Aux Feed Pump. Located in Aux Feedwater pump room. 3) Missing nuts on one side of the u-bolt on bottom side for the first pipe support upstream of BFD-69, 22 AFP discharge relief valve located near 22 AFW pump. 4) Both nuts on one side of the u-bolt for a pipe support are backed off. This is 1st support from BFD-70-1. exhaust end bearing cooling for 22 AFW Pump. It is on 2" line next to 22 AFW Pump. 5) Nuts are missing on one side of the u-bolt for pipe support on MST-65 by-pass line. Located near PCV-1 139 in AFW Pump room.  200008836 While observing stroke tests on HPSD valves PCV-1123, 1125 and 1130 (w/o 00-18414) System: MS noted air supply on PCV-1 130 positioner is set high.. The positioner gage reads 87 psig and TagNumber: PCV-1130 the regulator gage reads 95 psig. This is considerably higher than on the other two valves around 65 psig. The results of the test suggest that the high initial supply pressure extended the actuator exhaust time by an estimated 5-7 seconds while under the spring action. This occurred in spite of high exhaust capacity of Bailey AV1 actuator (35 scfm). PCV-1 130 positioner is Model AV1 and PCV- 1123 and 1125 positioners are Bailey model AP4 (25 scfm capacity). Recommendation: For optimum stroke and performance do not exceed positioner setting of 75 psig.  

200008837 The following house keeping related items were identified during Auxiliary Feedwater System: AFW system walkdown. 1) Snubber SR-3034 is covered with a plastic material, which should be TagNumber: AFWN removed. Located next to MS-42. 2) Several lights throughout the Aux Feedwater pump building were bumt out. 3) AFW 02 dissolved analyzer cabinet door has broken handle.  Located near CST. 4) Clips to hold the floor gratings in place are missing at several locations in Aux Feedwater Building.  200008838 Packing leak at valve BFD-53. 21 AFW Pump recirc stop. Located in AFW Pump room near System: AFW north wall. Identified duunng AFW system walkdown.  TagNumber: BFD-53 

200008839 T condition was identified during AFW system walkdown. The CST N2 Control System: AFW cabinet located near the CST is deteriorating. The lagging is missing and/or TagNumber: CST deteiorated inside the cabinet. The door seal needs to be replaced. Insulation foil has burnt mark near the stnp heater.  
200008840 A2) This item was found duunng AFW system walkdown. The flow indicator located inside the System: AFW CST N2 control cabinet was reading 27 gpm outlet flow from CST although there was no TagNumber: FIT-6854 flow from CST. Flow transmitter should be recalibrated.  

200008841 At about 1445 hrs I responded to A Gamma 60 Portal Monitor alarm at the Security System: N/A Command Post. A.worker. from M . had alarmed the monitor three TagNumber: NiA consecutive times I had the worker walk through the monitor again, once with his jacket on and again with his lacket off He only alarmed the monitor with his jacket on. I then escorted the worker to HPI and instructed him to use the Wholebody Frisker. The monitor alarmed the upper zones and arms I questioned the worker about were he had been. He informed me that he had not entered any Normal RCA areas or any other RCA's or Rad Matenal areas I asked the worker if he had had a Whole Body count to which he answered yes but he had not worn the jacket at the time. I then did an analysis of the jacket with our Canberra which indicated the lacket contained CO-60 and MN-54. I have the jacket stored at HP1.  200008842 A group of Weld Channel Pressurization System (WCPS) tubing located on approximately System: WCPS the 78 elevation of the vapor containment above WCP 293 through 300 sample valves has TagNumber: WCP-299 been damaged It appears that the *tugger' barrel may have hit the tubing cluster at two 
points denting the tubing 

200008843 While attempting to fill and vent the recently replaced Service Water piping for the Isophase System: SW Bus Duct Cooling HXCHs for PMTs. The evolution was slopped when it was determined TagNumber: SWT-37-2 that the sensing line off the 14" supply header to H2 coolers and Isophase coolers was not indicating any pressure. This line is needed for PCV-1180, PI-1187, and PC-1 123S. The lines associated with these components were checked clear. The line blockage is on the upstream or downstream side of valve SWT-37-2. This is a welded line with several elbows on it. This line is vital for pressure control (PC-1 180) pressure indication (PI-1187) and CCR alarm ((PCt 123S). Alarm is for high pressure 42# on Panel SJ window 2-4 in CCR. With line blocked and no pressure indication. CCR would have no indication of a problem for Generator Cooling. Without sensing pressure indication, system cannot be placed in service, or place pressure control in automatic.  
200008844r mechanical repairon TCV-1101 it was discovered that valve was not responding 

properly 1o signals from controller while in manual.VU suggested to haveltsef the valve "Syst em:// 0 SW Ol,•,,=, .. After mehnca.eai-nT,- i.a.iso eedta.vlews.o eso dn
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Below is a list of 46 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (111/8/00 6:26:30 PM to 11/9/00 6:26:30 PM)

1ý

200008742 
System: TURB 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008743

11 .en.e............ ...  Identifie Possible source of oil leak documented in CR 200008687 dripping down 
nRad Mlono fonr the a e D Tnnisn va 'e to- a- --d. 

Ra oitrR50 for the Large Gas D~ecay T--inice a-4•h -, L..

2 Cystem : R Miv iiIosr .- , , , o S a nalyzer are T,,,..: ,-M , Inoerable due to a tagoul on 125 VDC Power Panel 22. Enter 30 day action TagNumbIer: R-50 statement per TS 3 9 B,2 c and informed chemist of sampling requirements. No off _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gassing operations are expecled while these monitors are inoperable. dc.  
200008744 T P =t 

System:sNeA 
his left ankle while walking 

System: N/A on the gravel in Ine Transformer yard (adjacent to the Unit Aux Transformer) dunng TagNumber: N/A the Performance of rounds at approximately 02D0 on 11/9/00.  
200008745 A Potential CCTV Performance indicator concern has been raised by the ne 
System: SEC management with regard to periodic sunglare..  TagNum_. r: SECN 

200008746 This condition report addresses a problem with the Condition Reporting System. The System: COMP due date in a NEW * UNREAD Implement Corrective Action (ICA) sub-assignment TagNumber: COMPA can be modified from the FCA assignment by the FCA Owner. The new due date can exceed that of the parent ICA assignment. This problem was identified in CR numbers 200001417 and 200002109. Please assign as a SL4 to• 
2._9MU4 Upon review for extend of condition for CR 200008421, for (2) additional junction System: TURB boxes under turbine skirt missing covers, Terminal Box K, drawing 201 B91 and TagNumber: TURBN .Enclosure #5 reference drwg 227508. Terminal Box K is under the skirt near the

I 
1
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Condition Number Condition Description 

200008737 During the DC System SSFAMobserved the simultaneous use of both System: N/A new General Design Criteria (form 10CFR50 Appendix A) and old Criteria (designated TagNumber: N/A as GDCs in the UFSAR taken from proposed Atomic Forum Criteria issued for comment by the AEC on July 11, 1967). Sect. 8.1 of the UFSAR refers to GDCs 2, 17, 18,24, and 39 with GDC 2, 24, and 39 being "old' GDCs and GDC 17 and 18 being 'new' GDCs. A sentence is being added to UFSAR Sect. 8.1 (detailed in UFSARCR 294) preceeding the descriptions of 'new' GDCs 17 and 18 that links them to 1OCFR50 and our 8/11/80 response to the NRC on how the plant complies with the'new' GDCs. Sect. 1.3 of the UFSAR lists the "old' GDCs by group (1-5, 6-12, etc.) with references to the UFSAR sections where these GDCs, and how they are met, are described. The UFSAR does not contain a one by one lisitng of the 'old" GDCs with a cross reference to the 'new* GDCs. The UFSAR describes 'new" GDCs 17 and 18 and how we meet their requirements. However, the UFSAR has no such description for the other "new' GDCs. This resulted in the SSFA reviewer being concerned as to how we meet the 'new' GDCs. We were originally licensed to the "old' GDCs. With the NRC Confirmatory Order of 2/11/80, we were asked to explain how the plant meets the 'new" GDCs. This was explained in the 8/11/80 response to the NRC. which was concurred by the NRC on 1/19/82 (this is stated in UFSAR Sect.  1.3). This CR is being written to identify the SSFA reviewers concern with the way that the GDCs are described in the UFSAR. Two e-mails form tM on this 
issue are attached.  

Syte:0/AIlegl8arin brought to the attention of the 11111111111by System: N/A 2001 Buick Centry Plale6NY) parked in assigned space #19 in Lot 4.  TagNumber: N/A Disregard for permit only parking sign.  
200008739 Unit Heater K-52 on 15' of Water Treatment Plant above NSG Pumps is experiencing System: AS water hammer. Suspect the steam trap(UHT-621) is not working property, due to no TagNumber: N/A lemperature dffference across trap and trap barely warm to touch.  
2000087.40 Drawing 138932-16 incorrectly describes the location of Purge Auto Switch as being System: HVAC on H&V Panel K- 199 The switch is actually located in the CCR on the column behind TagNumber: N/A th - L Desk Additionally, the Purge Auto Switch is labeled in the field 

as 'Emergency Vent 
200008741 I CSCR discharge flow recorder stopped working. The cable that drives the pen for the System: ILWH /chart recordder .hass bsroke

JJUU ..,~ I/1
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System: FP R emergency lights appeared to be aimed incorrectly and should be verified per test 
TagNumber: EL-3A requirements. They are as follows: EL-3A, north lamp; EL-3B, west lamp; EL-4, both lamps; EL-6, both lamps; EL-7, west lamp; EL-10, south lamp; EL-10B, both lamps; EL-11, both lamps; EL-17A. both lamps; EL-20, both lamps; EL-21, south lamp; EL.  22, lamp mounted on battery; EL-22D, lamp mounted on battery; L-22E, north remote lamp; EL-22F, lamp mounted on battery; EL-23A, north lamp; EL-25A, lamp mounted on battery; EL-26, south lamp; EL-26F, both lamps; EL-27B, west lamp; EL-28, both lamps; EL-29, south lamp; EL-30, south lamp; EL-31, east lamp; EL-32, both lamps; EL-33, east lamp; EL-35, south lamp; EL-38, north lamp; EL-40, west lamp; EL-40A, north lamp; EL-41. both lamps; EL-49, west lamp; EL-50, south lamp; EL-51, both lamps; EL-55, both lamps; EL-56, both lamps; EL-59, both lamps. These emergency light units are rendered impaired but are only required when the plant is above cold shutdown. Recommend thelN lmN to perform the lamp alignment portion of tests PT-M49A and PT-M49B.  

200008756 
During the Fire Protection System Engineering walkdown on 11/8/00 the following System: FP corrosion and painting conditions were observed and require maintenance for preservation: e Pipe under valve FP-500 is corroded (packing leak is no longer active) and needs refurbishment and painting. Also the packing gland follower and stem of valve FP-500 are corroded and need to be cleaned. (Turbine oil reservoir deluge A227552) * FP piping in the north-east Turb Bldg 15' serving the Main Turbine Lube oil area is in need of general preservation painting. • Vertical FP piping that feeds valve FP-678 (above valve and against structural steel) needs to be refurbished and painted for preservation (Hose reel #28, 36' TH West - A227554) - Emergency light EL-15 (Screenwell Pump House) battery mounting box is corroded and needs to be cleaned and painted for preservation. a FP pipe supply to the H2 deluge (5' Screenwell) needs to be refurbished and painted for preservation - FP piping (generally) that serve the H2 deluge needs to be cleaned and repainted for preservation. & Valve FP-675 has corrosion on the threaded connection to the valve.  (Hose reel 922.36' TH West - A227554) a The new suction valve, discharge check valve and discharge "T" on #11 Main Booster Fire Pump need preservation painting..  Elecinc Tunnel Deluge Valve House corrosion on strainer T connections and where supply piping enters the valve house (this is a bad spot because caulking is gone creating a water irao) * Packing gland followers for valves FP-614. FP-613, FP-612 (EDG Day Tank sprinkler stop valves) are corroded and need to be cleaned and refurbish. * Several piping joints in the vicinity of valve FP-826 have residue from old leaks that need to be cleaned and repainted. (80' PAB Southeast - A227551) e Diesel Fire Pump packing gland leakoff drain is clogged with corrosion products None of these conditions are operability issues.  

200008757 
During the Fire Prolection System Engineenng walkdown on 11/8/00 the following 

SSystem: FP condition was observed e Seismic restraint for emergency light EL 22D (AFW Bldg El 
TagNumber: EL-22D 77) is not secured to the battery mounting box.  
200008758 

An act of vandalism occurred to the lefl and nght signs located at the Indian Point 
System: SEC entrance (Broadway and Bleakley). The words 'slow death' were written in black 
TagNumber: SECN magic marker in the middle of the signs. This is a repeat occurance, see CR200003623 from 5'15100 
200008759 

During Fire Protection System Engineering Walkdown the following condition was System: AFW observed , Thermal wrap for AFW pump power cable has minor damage (cuts and TagNumber: 23AFP tearsi where 11 makes contact with the floor.  200008760 
Duing the performance of PT-3Y5 for SWPA-2050.002 we found that long delay System: 480V pickuD did not Inp the Amplector at 115% of the pickup value.  

TagNumber: SWP A.2050-002 

200008761 
During the Fire Protection System Engineering walkdown on 11/8/00 the following 

System: FP condition was observed. ° The manual actuation pull box cover for valve FP-563 TagNumber: FP-563 doesn't stay *up* to protect the manual actuation lever 
200008762 

Dunng the Fire Prolection System Engineenng walkdown on 11/8/00 the following 
System: FP condition was observed: a One Electro-thermal link (ETL) 'J hook is installed TagNumber: FD-32 backwards on damper FD-32 (480 V Swgr Rm south wall, lower east quadrant). Hook opens "i lo' rather than away from* the damper.  

_6u3nng the Fire Protection System Engineering walkdown on 11/8/00 the following Sstem: N/A 
condition was observed:Nomlacs 

path illuminated by emergency ligh EL-i1 

SyNtem: N/A is blocked (area by Aux Condenaste Rceiver, 15'pTH) and needs to be cleared prior 
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The floor is not in great condition. Tripping hazards and water are very noticeable.  Combined with poor lighting this makes the risk of injury even greater. 4) Piping in the area is very old and has peeling paint. This may be a lead/asbestos concern. 5) This person is working alone down on the 5' elevation. There is no phone or other means of calling for help if something were to happen in that area. This is not a high traffic area.  
2Q0Q07873 

During the Fire Protection System Engineering walkdown on 11/8/00 the following 
System: FP condition was observed: - Valve FP-689 has a broken hand wheel. This is the stop TagNumber: FP-689 valve to #213 hose reel, 15' TH. NE.  2000087774 

During a visual inspection of valve 897D on 14" SIS injection line-350 boron leakage 
System: RCS was noted between the valve body and bonnet. The line of boron is about 7' long and 
TagNumber: 897D is bright white. It is not running down the side of the valve but along edge of the body to bonnet mating surfaces. This inspection was performed in accordance with ASME Code Relief Request #35. The leakage shall be evaluated in accordance with IWA

~5250.  

20C00_98.7_..5 During service water system walkdown performed on 11/8/2000 in the vapor 
System: SW containment and PAB there were several supports which were inspected and found in 
TagNumber: SWN need of repair. SWN-740-2 needs a unistrut support on the line downstream of the valve. It is a small line and appears that there used to be a support there, but not anymore. SWN-51.5A has a bracket missing on the support downstream of the valve.  In the PAB where the inlet piping to the CCWHX is, the support on the 1-2-3 header looks slightly bent. The rod between the supports is sticking out alot compared to the support on the 4-5-6 header. The bolting on the support below SWN-35-1 needs to be tightened. The bolting can be tightened.  200008776 

Consider revising SAO 703 - Fire Protection Impairment Reporting Criteria & 
System: FP ISurveillance. to relax fire protection program impairment criteria regarding the 14 day TagNumber: 25 HPH response time.  200008777 

On 1 1/8,'2000 went on service waler walkdown. Cable from valve SWN-44-5C System: SW limitorque may need replacement. This cable looks old compared to the ones on the 
TagNumber: SWN other valves in the area. This is in the PAB mezzanine area. Down in the service water pipe chase in the PAB valve TCV-1 104 has three cables connected to the controller on the valve These cables are hanging loose and should be fastened together or supported somehow 
200008778 
System: SWTagNumber: 

SWN 

200008779 
DPI-5106 is the differential pressure gauge on 24FCU. This gauge appears to need System: SW calibration. It is showing pressure with the inlet and outlet valves to the gauge closed.  

TagNumber: DPI-5106 
200008780 SIn 

the PAB pipe pen. while walking down the service water system fan cooler unit 
system: SW motor cooler outlet valves on 11/8'2000, it was noticed that the conduit junction box TagNumber: SWN-71.1B coming from valve SWN-71.-B is missing a screw.  200008781 

SWT-658 near the aegassing pumps looks like the valve is due for a re-pack.  System: SW TagNumber: SWT-658 

200008782 
During a system walkdown of the Service Water System, the following items were 

System: SW observed 1) On the 5 elevation of the turbine building, a couple of support bolts do 
TagNumber: SWN not have full thread engagement. These are supports for service water piping supplying the main boiler feed pump lube oil coolers. 2) There is a rust stain below the drain plug on the cooling water side of the 21 lube oil cooler (21TLOC). It looks like the plug may have been leaking by. 3) The vacuum breaker on the discharge of the Turbine Lube Oil Coolers (21TLOC & 22TLOC) appears to be heavy compared to the attached piping. This Should be evaluated to ensure proper dead weight load supports are in place. 4) Turbine Lube oil Cooler service water outlet temperature control valve (TCV-1 102) has instrument air tubing that is not properly supported.  2000Q8_83 

Inspected service waler pumps on dock during service water walkdown on 11/8/2000.  
System: SW A few conditions were noted. On the service water pumps the plexiglass should be 
TagNumber: SWN cleaned so the pump shafts can be seen turning better. Bolts on the base of 24SWP 
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equipment, accessibility issues for the MOD installation, and implementation, and the obvious question of the flawed premise. In any case, the MOD proceeded. Today, at the SAO-405 Meeting, WE received confirmatory Information, corroborating the suspicions of the flawed premise. See the following text of an e-mail fromhol o forwarded by M ' ' - 0- "On Tuesday November 7 another series of vacuum tests were performed on the 11oLevel Monitor and LT-7610 (Intermediate Level). All valve line ups on this test were the same as on Saturdays test. The only difference was the Graph Scaling on the computer read out in the CCR was changed bylIMOMENW. The system was taken to 9" and held for 15 minutes.  Both level monitors tracked evenly. The system was then taken to 18' and held for 10 minutes. Again both levels tracked evenly until LT-7610 went off scale high. Vacuum remained stable at both points not showing any signs of decaying off. The system was then depressurized slowly, about 5 minutes. Both level monitors tracked down together. At no time did the MLM act erraticaly as it did on Saturdays test. A second test was performed with the same results as the first. It was the opinion of those present in the CCR (Ji "". that the MLM is functional and capable of being used for vacuum refill. A mod is presently planned for this system with a second tap running from 537 to the level christmas tree on top of the pressurizer. This would add a redundancy to the system for operations and would also allow the MLM and LT-7610 seperate tap off areas if desired. Any questions please call me at M* END OF E-MAIL TEXT There are still equipment testing issues, and implementation issues that will be required EACH TIME the new equipment is used. MOD Installation will require building of a 24 ft. scaffold; there is now a scheduling conflict due to the need for the polar crane. This remote accessibilly problem will also be an issue when aligning, and vacuum testing the alternate level tap. EACH TIME the equipment is used. This MOD affects five (5) Operating Procedures, allbeit minimally (COL 1.1, POP 1.1, SOP 1.1, SOP 1.1.1, and SOP 1.2), plus necessitating a Penodic Test, EACH TIME this equipment is used. 2) The Genenc issue is associated with the attendees at the SAO-405 Pre-implementation Meeting. I attended, representing .. , as the Si.e .. co -o rd in a tin g p ro c e d u re re v is io n is s u e s a s so c ia te d w ith th e M O D . I also attended for ,. since they rarely attend these meetings, and I have been asked to go in their stead. This is the crux of my second concern. &AO-405, Step 4.6.2.c.5. states the requirements foI Attendence as follows: 'a. Shall attend all Pre-Implementation Meetings. b. Shall ensure that the modification performs the intended function c. Shall address Human Engineering concerns. d.  Shall ensure the PMA has identified work permit requirements. e. Shall approve PMTs _ _ the end-user of the MOD, NOT (or even a gm m for that matter) is the organization that is the most prepared to address the 1  ssues at the meeting. They are the ones that need to know that it performs the intended function'. They are the oned who do the Human Factors Review (OAD 29) They are the ones who interface wit h , andowa addressing issues that the PMA might encounter. They are the ones who approve PMTs. since they control the forces necessary to perform them.  [200008792 
System: MS 
TagNumber: N/A 

W•Back To Top 
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Click I'ere for the SL Report 
Condition Number: 200007718 
i) Audit Recommendation 10 needs ICA for action." 

Second Rejection 

The "Request for Closure" is being rejected. Nuclear Training has not addressed all Audit Recommendations.  
I spoke to the ' -- l,,ast week.NO suggested that I discuss the problem of this Finding with I1111and I met last Thursday (09/22/00)-and went over all issues. He said he would follow-up on all issues. lMNM 09/25/00) 
To close this FindingiMW

1 will need to address the original rejection from 12/99. They also need to give specific details concerning how each issue was addressed or resolved.  

Discussed with 
Initiated a new CR.  

Operabillty Rey~ewNgte; 

Narrative; 

IS Assignor Assignee Rqevewer Due Date Last Updat Date Closed Status 

CRS Global Controller CRS Global Controller 10/12/2000 10/11/2000 New + Unread 

Actlon Reques~ted: 
Please Process Condition Report.  Response: 

Reviewer Note: 

Print Date/Time: 10/12/00 - 9:45:54AM 
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II Radiation Protection and Engineering departments.  200008127 On 10/24/00 a TLID belonging to aemployee was returned to Dosimetry by System: N/A { who found It outside his hotel In the grass. This tld had been TagNumber: N/A reported lost on 10/18/00 and a dose evaluation was done. This is another incident where WE should be evaluating our policy of taking dosimetry home.  200008128 During development of quarterly system health report for Post Accident System: PACS Containment Air Sampling (PACS), it was discovered that a modification to the TagNumber: PACSA system is necessary due to the new passive hydrogen recombiners which was not addressed as part of that modification. Specifically, the oxygen alarm setpoint in the CCR should have been eliminated or changed to reflect our new mode of operation. Currently, the alarm is set for 7% which is attributed to minimum value for flame stability for the original flame recombiners.  200008129 While vacuuming the flyash from the House Service Boiler Breaching, it was System: N/A noticed the there was a breach of the HEPA filters installed inline to prevent fly ash TagNumber: N/A dust from exhausting into the environment..  
200008130 15' and 33' dampers to Control Building (480V Roam and Cable Spreading Room) System: HVAC have blue roughing filter material installed. This roughing filter material looks TagNumber: HVACA generally unprofessional. Is there a better way to install it? Perhaps a grid of angle iron can be attached which will allow the filter material to be held in place easier with rubber straps or whatever? -. please investigate.  
200008131 There is a concern about reducing the current Source Range Reactor trip setpoint System: N/A from 50.000 counts to 23.000 counts. The concern is a reduction in the operator TagNumber: N/A time to perform required verification steps in POP 1.2, and then de-energize the source range instruments in time to prevent a plant trip. The operator is required by Plant Operating Procedure 1.2. rev 29 to do the following: 

================-=--4.26 WHEN P-6 is actuated, AND the LOW POWER PERMISSIVE BLOCK NOT ENGAGED alarm occurs at 1.0 E-10 amps, PERFORM the following: 4.26.1 BLOCK Source Range High Flux trips.  4.26.2 OBSERVE SOURCE RANGE TRIP BLOCKED light lit. - 4.26.3 VERIFY SOURCE RANGE LOSS OF DETECTOR VOLTAGE alarm actuates.  S4 .2 6 4 V E R IF Y b o th s o u rc e ra n g e v o lta g e s re a d z e ro . N O T E WHEN the HV Manual Control Switch is taken out of NORMAL, the HV Manual Control Light should illuminate. The HV Manual Control Light is NOT an indication of detector voltage The detector voltmeter should be checked as the primary indication of detector voltage 4.26.4.(1) IF source range channel(s) are still energized (a) PLACE the affected channel(s) HV Manual ON/OFF switch to the HV OFF position Source Range Channel 31 (SR 31)HV OFF _ Source Range Channel 32 (SR 32)HV OFF On plant startup on 08/25/97. this occurred Data is from the Salety Assessment system (SAS) computer. High Volts off occurred at 15.284 counts on N0035 at 06:21:55 on 08/27/97. The startup rate at that time was .28 DPM (Note: POP 1.2 allows up to a .5 DPM startup rate with an absolute limit at 1 o DPMI Using the SUR equation the time until a trip would have occurred with 50.000 CPM trip limit is as follows: 1) Counts final (C2) = Counts initial (CI I i 10 '(SUR x T) where T is in minutes. Putting in the numbers we gel 2t 50.000 = 15.284 x 10^ (.28 x T) 3) 3.271 = 10A (.28 x T) 4) Log 3.271 = 28 x T. .51 = 28 x T 5i T = 1.838 minutes = 110.3 seconds On 08/25/97 the ooeralors had 110 3 seconds to perform the checks in POP 1.2 prior to deenergizing the Source Range Instruments before a plant trip would occur. The revision in effect on this date had the same requirements as the current revision in this area They were successful With the proposed 23.000 CPM Source Range reactor tnp limit. performing this same set of equations produces: T = .634 minutes = 38 seconds These equations are performed with actual plant data. If the operators had been al the .5 DPM SUR that POP 1.2 allows them to be at, the new time to tnp with a 23.000 CPM tnp limit would have been 6) 23,000 = 15.284 x 10A (.5 x T) 7) T= .355 minutes = 21.3 seconds This series of checks was also performed with the 07,27/97 startup. On that date, CPM was 14,463 on channel N0035 with a SUR of .32 DPM when the Source Range were de-activated.  Performing the same series of equations, the time to trip from the actual conditions was: T = 101 seconds. With the proposed reduction in Source Range Trip the new time to tnp would have been T = 37 seconds The operators are in a position where they have to make certain checks and verifications of proper instrument overlap between the Intermediate Range instruments and the Source Range instruments before they can de-activate the Source Range instruments. They have to do this with a positive SUR and increasing power since the overlap checks by definition 
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200008137 wrote a field note "SGRP -163" which stated that during the transfer of System: FW RSG-21 though the containment equipment hatch, hard contact was made TagNumber: 21 SG between the SG steam dome and the hatch barrel. This event happen on October 12. CR 200007961 which documents the the fact that this event was recorded on SGTs "NCR-200 was written on 10-19-00. SAO 185 parag. 4.2.4 Corrective Action Program item c. states * The Corrective Action Program directive establishes the process for review of outside contractor/vendor-identified conditions potentially adverse to quality, to ensure that conditions which warrant a Condition Report (CR) are initiated in the Con Edison tIP2) Condition Reporting System (CRS). ... ThemVIPRW shall meet daily (normal workweek) to review conditions potentially adverse to quality identified since the last meeting.' This CR is being written to ask questions and concerns which are as follows: 1- Why it took 5 days to write CR 200007961? It does no good now since all of the other SG's have been brought into the VC. What if corrective action on Con Eds part was needed or anyone else, such as SGT required by Con ED to ensure that this type of event would not happen to the remaining SGs. Its a little to late. 2- Also please note that CR 200007961 has a SL rating of a "4"! A SG weighing approx. 325 tons making HARD contact with containment is a 4? How can the potential to damage the last boundary that protects the public from radiation be considered SL 4? Therefore I question our SL levels also. 3- Now since this event apparently slipped though the crack of the SGR project I need to question out of the 200 or more NCRs from SGT how many more should have been CRs and fell though the cracks? 4. CR 200007961 Narrative disposition only address the concern for the condition of SG 21. It does not address any concern.for containment. Is there any damage to the containment or are we even going to do any inspections to see if we did any damage to containment? Please note that the VC is a ASME Section XI component, therefore is a section XI inspection required such as an ILRT or visual (VT3)? Also please note that the direction given in the disposition is incomplete.  There is no acceptance criteria give for the PTor MT.  200008138 Identified poly being used to construct House Service Boiler containment as not System: N/A fire retardant TagNumber: N/A 
200008139 
System: N/A Dunng a routine inspection, members of the 1l1lforganization observed 
Sysem N/ .op working in an area not specifically addressed by the TagNumber: N'A 1011111lIsite EH&S plan lMM was in the process of drilling anchor holes for rock slope stabilization when 111112MM noticed potentially loose rocks above 

S200008140 Dunng performance of the relerenced procedure step 8..3.7 the insulating link on a System: GT phase was found to be unacceptable. This link was replaced in the same TagNumber: 52/GT2NS procedure, no lurther action is necessary.  
200008141 During preparation of a revision to SOP 11.1, implementing a MOD (the MOD System: HVAC being implemented is NOT at issue in this CR). a Communication To Staff was TagNumber: FHEF reviewed (CTS 98-1008) for incorporation in the procedure. The CTS stated the following *S 0 P 11 1 page 7 (now page 5] 4.2.1(6) when the jog pushbutton is depressed the tan will stay on This is most likely due to the retirement of the FSB FATU S Step 4 2 1(71 refers to fan(s) .and desired fan combination. There is only one fan for this panel on the FSB controlled at the panel.' This CR is a Technical Ouestion. namely whether the statement, * when the jog pushbutton is depressed the fan will stay on This is most likely due to the retirement of the FSB FATU'S." is still or was ever true This Should have been addressed at the time the CTS was first submitted. by another means, since there was no procedural way to prevent what occurred Step 4.2 1 161 states. "TEST FSB Exhaust Fan by pressing JOG button " Subseguent Step 4.2.1.(7) states, *START the FSB Exhaust Fan by placing the FSB Ventilation Master Switch (Fan Room Control Panel 80 FT. EL PABI in START AND ENSURE that the fan has started." 
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200008150 Ii During fall pm and troubleshooting of heating unit in maintenance warehouse System: N/A found that heat exchanger on furnace has a 8" crack.  
TagNumber: N/A 
200008151 Industrial Safety walk 10/24/00 Alt work on 21 and 22 Steam Generator was System: N/A stopped at approx. 1555 above 95'. the work was stopped due to the scaffolding TagNumber: N/A being used for both personnel and rigging. All Scaffolding that is being used for both personnel and rigging needs to be designed by a New York state registered professional engineer and the design shall be documented by a drawing and by calculations. lltold that they did not have this documentation. 00 was told to get all personnel off the scaffolding until a Professional Engineer approved the scaffolding and all supporting documents was received from the professional engineer. See OSHA regulation 1926 subpt L 200.008152 While walking down the VC nitrogen system in response to CRS #200008110 the System: GAS following Minor Nitrogen leaks were detected. PC-3102S (Porv Accumulator TagNumber: N/A 455C's Nitrogen Low Supply Pressure Alarm) has a minor leak on the upstream connection of it's union where it threads into the connecting nipple. 4111 leaks by this was detected by leaking flange (leaking flange will be corrected by * only valve leakby needs to be addressed.) 4125 leaks by - this was detected by leaking cap (leaking cap will be corrected byt l" only valve leakby needs to be addressed.) Upsleam of the Porv accumulator Nitrogen Supply check valves the following minor leakage was detected. (note check valves may not seat against minimal D/P so supply header leakage would affect the Porv accumulator system) 891A. 891B, and 891D have minor packing leaks. Conval 4313 has a minor packing leak and will be corrected bylillll All leakage was minor and could not be heard, could only be detected by use of Leak Tek.  200008153 I516(PRT Air Operated Valve to Vent Header) has a moderate (Leak Tek not System: RCS necessary to detect, can be heard by ear) Instrument air leak on It's union TagNumber: 516 upstream of them Air Operator's IA PRV. Valve is located on top of the PRT.  

200008154 ngauge does not read accurate pressure. When the driver filled the tank it read System: GAS 10.000 lbs actual level when full is 12.000 lbs.  TagNumber: DPI-7643 

'K Back To Top 
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200008090 Calculation PGI-00371-oo (9145.002-F.SW-003, 9145.002.SW.004) is a hydraulic System: SW model of the service water system. The calculation models the system for normal TagNumber: 22CRFCC plant operation and accident conditions. The calculation is found to be deficient In following area: Calculation treats essential header (supplying water to fan cooling units, emergency diesel generator coolers etc) and non essential header (supplying water to component cooling water heat exchangers and balance of plant equipment) as two independent systems. In reality CCW heat exchanger discharge piping is physically connected to fan cooling units discharge piping and has a common discharge to the canal. The backpressure in this header will affect the operation of the service water pumps on the essential header as well as non essential header. The hydraulic model is incomplete. For example, while analyzing non essential header CCW Hx discharge piping is not modeled. For the essential header, the FCU discharge piping is moceled half way (upto elevation 12tt 6in).  The discharge canal is @ an elevation of 6 ft. This may affect the total system resistance and pump flows. Attachment C of the calculation is a LOCA case with 3 service water pumps in operation. Node point 8D is system discharge to the canal and thus will carry water from CCW HXs, FCUs, EDG Coolers etc. The flow at this point is calculated to be 3880 gpm. This is a flow from CCW HXs only. Node point 6 (Elevation 75 ft) is a junction point of both CCW HX discharges. The pressure at this point is calculated to be (- 29.7 psi). This is more than double the absolute vacuum and clearly unachievable. On the CCW Hx discharge piping, open vents are located after the isolation valves (elevation 104 ft.). If the system is at sub atmospheric pressure at this location, air will be ingested into the system, creating two phase flows, potential water hammer affecting pump operation. The calculation does not analyze this scenario. Thus the flows and pressures calculated by hydraulic model are suspect and does not provide data to monitor system performance during normal operation or predict flows to various components in accident condition.  
200008091 SAFETY CONCERN. Reported b* Location: 15' main loading well System: N/A north walkway. The deck plate is loose and concrete is broken.  TagNumber: N/A 
200008092 Dunng recent performance of ICPM-0251, PC-5503S was found to be out of System: LO specification and non-calibrateable. W.O 00-17909 has been issued and planned TagNumber: PC-5503S to perform replacement and calibration of PC-5503S. This CR is to document that PC-5503S is being replaced for the 3rd time in as many PM's. PC-5503S was reolaced under 95-77543 (4'95) and 97-93090 (11/97). This device is BEARING LIFT OIL PRESSURE INTERLOCK FOR TURNING GEAR. The current field model number is DAW-23-153.13S. this information is not consistent with the OE database which has as a model number DXA-24.3 R13.5. Request this CR be assigned to the I lul"M for verification of correct model number for application Update OE database or install correct model. RequestI 6review failure history and recommend corrective actions so that this device can be PM d as opposed to being replaced at each cycle. Possibility of location problem due to being mounted on Machine and also review the use of a 

L 
Snubber to preclude pressure shocks to the device when in service.  20000=80933 R-38-2 was calibrated per PC-ýEM!:Z:35 on Se pte"'m`ber' 23. 2000. It was found SAT.  System: RMS However. the exoosure calibration values were approaching the low end of the TagNumber: R-38-2 lest s acceptance band 

20000Sy 94 ThiS condition report is being written in response to the improper closure of a SL-2 System: FP CR 199905069 written for Audit Finding 99-07-A-F02 in regards to increasing the 
TagNumber: N/A number of spare SCBA bottles to meet SAO requirements. Further investigation by into the Licensing Basis led to the following: Docket No. 50-247 from the USNRC to Con Edison. dated October 31, 1980, page 32 of 43 states: '4.4.3 Breathing Equipment There are 45 self contained breathing units on the site and a manifold-cylinder system for control room personnel emergency air supply.  However. there are insufficient spare air bottles to maintain the breathing air supply for the required 6 hours. The licensee has proposed to provide additional cylinders so that 10 men can be supplied for 6 hours on the basis of three air cylinders per man per hour. and to improve the method of distinguishing between full and empty replenishment cylinders in the bottle refil area. We find that, subject to implementation of this modification. portable breathing equipment satisfies the objectives of Section 2.2 of this report, and is, therefore, acceptable.' The Licensing Document requires us to have 6x10x3 = 180 SCBA bottles. The on-site inventory has 89 one-half-hour bottles. See closed CR 199905069, which also 
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ystem: RMS 
igNumber: R-5976

pushbutton did not respond to touch.

200008103 the alarm does not clear readily on doing periodical testing (as per dsr18 logs) System: EHT 
TagNumber: 2=6-1/NTFCF 

2000e0810_4 During chemistry procedure revision, a field walkdown was conducted to Sysm Sdetermine valve line up to incorporate into the procedure. It was discovered that a TagNumber: N/A valve (1/2' Nupro tubing valve) exists in the field which does not appear on the referenced flow diagrams. The valve is located on the service water supply to the high pressure feedwater sample cooler for the corrosion product transport panels.  The valve is located downstream of SWT-573 and directly at the inlet to the coolers. Recommend work order to 1IMMI•Jto remove the valve.  
200008105 Attempted to remove FP-633 to clean threads and repair a leak. While removing System: FP FP-633 the pipe nipple broke off inside the inlet of the valve. The pipe nipple wall TagNumber: FP-633 was thin and deteriorated due to corrosion. A new pipe nipple needs to be welded into the header to affect a repair.

WBack To Top 
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Job Listing Page I of 14 

Below is a list of 30 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (110/16/00 9:44:05 AM to 10/17/00 9:44:05 AM) 

Condition Number Condition Description 2 .o00007858 -•• 
This CR was initiated as a result of NCR-201. A gouge in the Feedwater piping has System: FW been identified approximately 10' from the nozzle cut. Dimensions are 4' long, 3/8" TagNumber: 22SG wide, and 3/116 deep and appear to have been made with a grinder. Additionally.  there is an abandoned thermocouple that has been welded to the pipe adjacent to the gouge. Both situations are existing as found conditions. Per discussions with # ________________________recommend 

an assignment to P1l11engineering to evaluate and disposition.  
1200007859 During the removal of the existing ABFP Bldg Roof, a 14" pipe stub (hidden by a System: BG flashing cap) was discovered to be retired in place. Nothing was holding the pipe 

have fallen through to the next elevation.  

200007860 The radiation levels at principal points of interest, resulting from temporary storage System: N/A of old steam generators, are higher than projected engineered estimates by a TagNumber: N/A factor of at least two. The engineered estimate was thought to be conservative by a factor of two. The reason for the discrepancy and the compensatory actions should be delineated and explained. The impact is with respect to status of workers and their dose accumulation potential; worker status was highly dependent upon the actual radiation levels 
200007861 Received a call fro .-... 1.. about Graph NI-2, System: RCS *Approximate Reactor Power Vs. Expected Parameters. He was looking for TagNumber: N/A whether or NOT 1st Stage Turbine Pressure was on the Graph. It was observed thai this was NOT the case. However, on inspection of the Graph, it was also observed by me, and concurred by theIlll11lll4 person, that Maximum Average Delta-T was on the Graph, along with Indicated Reactor Power, Maximum Indicated Intermediate Range Currents, and Maximum Indicated Generator Load.  Specifically, with respect to Delta-T, the following observations were made: 1) With the new SGs. with almost no tubes plugged, the new DeltaT, associated with a given Reactor Power. IR Current or Generator Load, would be considerably less (non conservative) since MAXIMUM Indicated Delta-T is being used to anticipate expected Reactor Power on Initial SU following a Refueling. This fact may NOT have been considered, during the review of the impact on Operating Procedures.  2) The fact noted in 1 above, when looking at POP 1.3, Step 4.40.1, and 4.40.2, indicates a possible *Show Stopper*. if the curent revision of Graph NI-2 is used.  200007862 Dunng review of the NI Graphs. as part of my discussions withGElconceming System: NIS Graph NI-2 (See CR 200007861). the following discrepancies were observed: 1) TagNumber: NC-31D On Graph NI-1. the Source Range High Flux Trip is listed as "5.OE-5". This value is the old setpoint (See CR 200005514). 2) Review of CR 200005514, indicates that a Calculation (FIX 00054-00) has lowered the setpoint to 2.3 ES CPS, but in the Recommended Actions. Item 2. NOT all of the affected Operating Procedures have been identified The Fourth ICA identifies use of a Generic Modification.  presumably to correct Alarm Window 1.6, but it does NOT Identify the Affected Operating Procedure. namelh ARP FDF, Reactor First Out Annunciator (Window 

1-6) 
200007863 It was noted over weekend that one Kodak 240 Digital Camera was stolen from System: N/A ]the 
TagNumber: N/A I 

200007864 Tro 
System: N/A declanng the engine operable TagNumber: N/AI 

200007_865 Dunng the performance of Pia35 station battery intercell resistance checks on 22 System: DC battery as Pmt#00-16719. The intercell resistance checks failed there criteria. PmI TagNumber: BATT22 was performed on 10'13/00, The battery was reworked and Pta35 was 
reperformed sat on 10/14/00. T b 
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200007866 It is recommended that this item is assigned td1il111111 for inclusion in the 2001 System: N/A Training Audit. This CR is initiated for the purpose of following up on an issue TagNumber: N/A previously identified in CR 199901433. The auditor is to revisit the issue discussed below in the 2001 Training Audit. Auditor Evaluation of 19 9 9 01433/98-04-A-F03: 
has had a large turnover of clerical personnel in the past five years, including the two resent employees that left in the past three months.  Personnel turnover and lack of experience and knowledge was one of the contributing factors to this "Finding' in the first place. This condition has yet to improve. Yesterday I spoke to the new clerk. She was the clerk for many years in 
and left for another job. She has now returned and informed me that conditions have not improved, they've decline. This was also identified, in part, in the recent Operations Training "Self Assessment Report.' A follow-up action should be assigned to NQA, to evaluate actions taken to resolve this issue, in the 2001 Training Audits.' 

20000786 Valve BFD 836 is listed on COL 21.3 as 'LT 5001 High Side Stop.' This valve has System: N/A been verified on print # 260510 as LT 5001 High Side Stop. Contrary to this TagNumber: N/A information, Tagout # 2000-N-0000013941 lists valve BFD 836 as 'LT 5001 Low Side Isolation.' Valve BFD 835 is listed on COL 21.3 as LT 5001 Low Side Stop..  This valve has been verified on print # 260510 as LT 5001 Low Side Stop.  
Contrary to this information, Tagout # 2000-N-0000013941 lists valve BFD 835 as 'LT 5001 High Side Isolation.' This error was discovered while writing a TOI for fill and flush of the level instrument lines after installation of the new steam 
generators.  

200007868 Three CRS 200006477, 200006480 and 200006477 were created and should not System: N/A have been according to agreement with% ln additior1nstated that 
also stated CR 200006477 would be assigned t o r proper resolution.  As stated in CR 2 0 00 647 7anc jointly paid for a review of the Oil program at IP2 to determine whylPAhad not been in compliance with several issues in spite of two corporate audits and corporate environmental procedures which are referenced in SAO 600. There was a mutual feeling that both departments could do a better lob at ensuring compliance and working together to locate any gaps It was agreed upon that no CRs or actions would be taken until both parties reviewed the vendor report to ensure accuracy. Unfortunately 3 CRs were wntlen and all contained erroneous info which could have been resolved if both parties met first before issuing. When this was brought IolloIN it was agreed that no action would be taken with these CRS until all info was verified betweenl and 4 Apparently it fell through the cracks and the CRS were assigned any way I spoke with r who suggested I close out the three CRs to this one and explain what occurred and work withW (UtMll ) to correct any inaccuracies and issue any appropriate CRs as necessary. I am writing this CR to find a way to help the CR process so this type of situation does not occur again. Thank you 

200007869 Valves BFD 620. *LT417C Stop* and BFD 628. "LT427C Stop* should be in COL System: N/A 21.3. rev 17. 'Steam generator Water Level And Auxiliary Boiler Feedwater" on TagNumber: NiA page 1 of 50 They are not on that COL. This error was discovered while writing a VTOI for fill and flush of the level instrument lines after installation of the new steam Vgenerators 
200007870 During performance of OPS PM M28 of MCC4 found 20A fuses in bag for tagged System: 440V out disconnect (CT-P191 As these are newly installed and wired (relatively) are TagNumber: N/A they the correct size for the Circuit and or new motors? Not in accordance with 

print 141591 
200007871 While performing OPS PM M28 found the wrong amperage fuses installed in ISystem: 440V MCC13 as per the pnnt 141591. SF-P5 the Cask Wash Piot drain pump has 20 TagNumber: N/A amp luses installed vice the 15 amp as directed per the pnnt.  
200007872 Entered 24hr action statement per SAO-703 applying WPTO to the outside loop of System: FP high pressure fire protection for UT of piping in the utility tunnel. Entered 14 day TagNumber: N/A admin action statement per SAO-703 due to isolation of the cable tunnel fire protection. This is potentially reportable if not restored within 24 hours.  
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Page I of 9 Below is a list of 51 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (11/9/00 7:06:02 PM to 11/10/00 7:06:02 PM) 

Condition Number Condition Description 
2QQ008715 

Condition Reporl (CR) # 200002297 asked the following question: 'Procedure MMS-M-014
System: N/A A states to reference Drawing B227170 for the torque value of Hilti Kwik Boll 11's. B227170 
TagNumber: N/A would torque a 1' Hilti Kwik Bolt II to 200 ft.-lbs, but the Hilti Product Technical Guide would torque the same 1' bolt to 450 ft.-lbs. Preliminary Generic Mod Drawings being reviewed for comments by Planning, do not specify any torque values for the Hilli Kwik Bolt Il's. With such a large differential in values, (200 ft.-lbs. vs 450 ft.-lbs), which is correct for the final torque value? -. discussed the question with the Planner and provided an answer with the correct torque value to be used on the specific job. However, in response to the CR added Note 6 to drawing B227170: '6. FOR INFORMATION NOT CALLED FOR, SEE MANUFACTURES CATALOGS.' Maintenance had also pointed out some other information on the drawing that was different from the information provided in Hilti, inc. technical information. Instead of revising the drawing to contain the correct information, - issued drawing as Revision 4 with a large stamp stating: 'OBSOLETE REFER TO MANUFACTURERS CATALOG FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION' Drawing B227170 contains design installation details for concrete anchor bolts by Phillips (Redhead wedge and Nuc. Grade wedge types), Hilti (Kwik Bolt II and Drop-In types), and Drillco (Maxi-Bolt type) used on seismic supports in all Systems including ASME Section Xl Quality Groups A.B and C. The drawing provided the critical installation requirements including minimum embedment, minimum bolt spacing, minimum edge distance to the edge of the concrete, minimum distance to edge of plate, maximum angulanty, required installation torque, and checking torque. This drawing is frequently used in-.-....-.iWork Packages and is referenced in some wlllllllProcedures which require the installation of concrete anchor bolts for seismic supports. Our Work Packages also require the . to verify all of the critical installation characteristics listed above for every anchor bolt we installed in 'Class A, 'Class FP" and "Class AS' applications. A review of the Hilti "Controlled' Vendor Manual (# 1653) found that this manual was last updated on 2/18/1986 and only contained technical information for Hilti Kwik Bolt I type of anchors dated 1974, 1977 and 1980. WE have not used the Hilti Kwik Boll 1 design for many years There are no Engineering approved vendor manuals or catalogs any of the anchor bolt types identified on drawing B227170 including Phillips (Redhead wedge and Nuc Grade wedge types), Hilti (Kwik Bolt II and Drop-In types), and Drillco (Maxi-Boll type). Station Administrative Order, SAO-409 Revision 5 - VENDOR INFORMATION REVIEW PROGRAM. paragraph 2.6.1 states: "2.6.1 Only controlled manuals are used for any purpose defined in Section 2.0 of this SAO." and paragraph 2.0 stales 'This SAd applies to all Indian Point personnel who use vendor manuals for the operation, maintenance testing, quality inspection, repair, modification, installation or removal of plant components " 1 Since there are no Engineenng approved and 'Controlled' vendor catalogs for the anchor bolts currently being used. how are the above requirements of SAO-409 to be met' 2 If we are to *REFER TO MANUFACTURERS CATALOG FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION- as stated on drawing B227170-04. what Qualification.  Validation and Venficalion (OV&V) controls has Design Engineenng placed on these vendors current and future catalogs so that installing anchor bolts using the catalog data will ensure that the seismic design requirements of Indian Point 2 Structures. Systems and Components will be met) 200008796 Refueling water punfication pump located 68' PAB leaks from seal package area. This pump 

System: SFPC may need to run for an addilional 2 days. Leak rate is about 1 drop per 2 seconds. Recently TagNumber: 21 RWPP returned from tagoul 
200005797 This CR is being submined to track the loss of the working copy of work permit #55081, Tagumber: "N,/A issued 8-29-00 to SGT work package 1524. for the removal of RCS 24 Loop Flow TagNumber: N/A Transmmer piping SGT work Package 1524 has been through closure review and a search was performed to find this permit The work for which this permit was issued was reinstalled under work package 3524 and permit 56142 and work package signatures andotl have been completed in the work package and weld cards.  
200008798 The battery cells 8.9.& 14 on Battery Bank 1 for the Fire Diesel Pump were greater than 
System: FP max fill line. This was identified while performing PT-W5.  TagNumber: DFPBA77 
200008799 while performing ICPM1 121 relating to the steam generator level (wide range transmitters) System: FW we encounter difficulties isolating the transmitters due to the fact that the low side isolating TagNumber: BFD-707 stop valves are all leaking through they are: BFD-707J BFD725,/BFD749,FD769.  
200.08800 When removing 21 Static Inverter from service received the expected alarm "21 or 22 Sstem r: DCA Inverter Trouble*. At the same time we received the 'Excess Letdown High Temp 200 F" 

DCAalarm (panel SF window 1-4) This alarm continued to come in and out constantly every 2-3 
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TagNumber: NC-31C r OBSERVED ON BOTH NIS SOURCE RANGE CHANNELS. NO ELECTRICAL 
SWITCHING WAS IN PROGRESS. ONE POSSIBLE CAUSE COULD HAVE BEEN 

SWELDING IN THE UNIT TWO VC.  I200008585 I a l r ..  200058 ...... Spreading room heater EH-10 is not operating as expected, investigate and System: EHT repair. The heater control knob is damage and can not be turned to energize the TagNumbr: N/A nheater as required for S.O.P.. 11.5.  

I2~QAQflQ employee (TLD#MIN received facial contamination while performing System: N/A FOSAR on 23 Hot Leg. Contamination indicating 400 ccpm was found on the TagNumber: N/A individuals face below the mouth. Initial decontamination attempt was successful.  200008587 Radioactive Material was found outside the fenced Radioactive Materials Area in the System: N/A vicinity of the VC Equipment Hatch and M&O Bldg. The material was within the TagNumber: N/A Protected Area. Eleven shackles and two tumbuckles were found outside the fenced area next to the SGT offices. The shackles and one turnbuckle were on a wooden pallet and the other turnbuckle was located on the ground next to the fenced area with several slings. Initial survey results indicated loose surface contamination up to 300 dprn/l00cm2 loose surface contamination and 200 to 10,000 dpm/100 cm2 fixed contamination.  
200008588 SGR was contacted by SGT safty about an unsafe condition that had been addressed System: 120V before. On el. 46 VC on the NW comer by S/G 22 12' from the floor el. there is an TagNumber: N/A energized junction box 11900 box] that was missing a cover plate. Due to work 

starling in this area the situation was unacceptable.  

_q8.589 Condition Report to document as-found condition of EL-23A as follows: 1) As-found 
System: FP condition of battery tray unacceptable due to the need for cleaning. The tray was TagNumber: EL-23A cleaned to an acceptable condition and and recorded in the as left column of the step list 2) The battery terminals were unacceptable as found due to the presence of oxidation and the need for NO-OX to be applied. The oxidation was removed and NO.OX appled. The as left condition was recorded as acceptable.  200008590 

,11- .1 issued a Technical Bulletin "Steamline Break System: MSCL Mass & Energy Releases Outside Containment', W-TB-00-.4. September 18, 2000.  TagNumber: TBWEST This affects all plants for which 911!h1P has performed licensing-basis analysis of the main sleamline break outside containment, therefore, it could potentially affect Indian Point Unit 2. The e steamline break (SLB) mass & energy (M&E) release methodology for compartments outside containment was initially focused on maximizing the enlhalpy of the superheated steam releases. The primary concern of the NRC in 1984 when Information Notice IN 84-90, was issued was the effect of superheated steam on the environmental qualification of equipment. The Westinghouse analysis method developed to address the issue included assumptions to maximize the production of superheated steam in the steam generators, which maximizes peak compartment vapor temperatures. This was believed to produce the worst case consequences for the compartment and equipment evaluation models used at that time However. the assumption of maximizing the superheated steam release may not have in all instance resulted in a bounding time frame of elevated temperatures in the areas affected by the steam line break (outside containment). It has now been determined that maximizing the total energy released from the break rather than maximizing the the steam enthalpy could result in a higher integrated energy release and therelore could result in a worse envelope of temperature than was used in the environmental Qualification(EO) of equipment outside containment. It is recommended that this bulletin be reviewed immediately and that any potential nonconservatisms in the analysis be evaluated in terms of its impact on the environmental qualification of equipment. It is recommended that this issue be resolved before the plant goes above 350 degrees, since it is above that temperature .that the analysis of steamline breaks is applicable.  

200008591 The main turbine oil sample results were returned from the vendor. The vendor states System: LO that there is a highwater content in the main turbine lube oil. He recommends TagNumber: N/A processing of the oil to remove the water content. After processing is completed take another oil sample and check results. The vendor is sin i c tak 
Sample# 3083 

ZQ00892 From CAP monthly metncs (October). This C/R documents organizations who are System: N/A representing the limiting weakness for closing out condition report evaluations in'a TagNumber: N/A timely manner dunng the month of October. This is the first month as an outlier in this 
area tor these organizations. A third consecutive month would require documented 
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200007926 In the performance of 10/17100 field activities for Radiation Protection Audit 00-03System: N/A C. two electronic dosimeters at the HP-2 control point were found out of TagNumber: N/A calibration: dosimeter #104448 was due for calibration on 9/30/00; dosimeter 140105 was due for calibration on 10/13/00. Dosimeter #104448 was found in return box with dose on it. Dosimeter #140105 was found in the 'available" box.  Calibration stickers on four additional dosimeters were found with illegible calibration due information. The audit team leader IIIIUIIreserves significance 
level determination.

.Back To Top 
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200007909 While performing an independent review of the performance indicators for the System: N/A RHR system per the requirements of SAD 114 rev 0 (Preparation of NRC and TagNumber: N/A WANd performance indications). I noticed that the SAd section 4.2.1 states 'The notebook shall include, but not be limited to: ... j. Department or Section procedures used to calculate the performance indicator(s)".... Thel Im for RHR does not have a department or section procedure to calculate the performance indicator(s). The - .u - uses the NEI 99-002 calculation. This was dicussed with the preparer of SAd 114 and he agrees that using NEIs calculation is acceptable and that the SAd need to be clarified. This CR need to be assigned to the .. to make this change 
during it next revision.  

200007910 Found fuse clip broken in MCC 8 disconnect for "EHT EMER PWR'. Lower fuse System: 440V clip of three has broken clip and fuse is hanging from one clip in cubicle. Need to TagNumber: N/A repair/replace fuse clip.  
200007911 During the performance of PC-2Y55, VC Sump Discrete Level Instruments, System: WDS step7.3.4 which asks the technician to verity that all lights extinguish in descending TagNumber: LT-940 order and CCR alarm clears, the 4th and 5th lights extinguished simultaneously.  
200007912 The following occurred while performing tests PT-2Y 11B & PT-M38B for gas System: GT turbine #2. During start up alarm #37 (turning gear not sensed) came up and TagNumber: GT2 cleared. GT-2 went on the bus. After about 30 minutes the lights in the GT-2 control room started to flicker. Checked the black start diesel which was suppyling load and noticed the ampere meter bouncing every two seconds. Started normal shut down of GT-2. while ramping down GT-2 tripped on shut down alarm # 49 (high lube oil reservoir temp.). The lube oil cooler fan was making a loud screeching noise. It was then noticed that the lube oil circulating pump was not running, after pressing the thermal overload reset button the pump started but cycled on and off obout every two seconds.The pump then stayed on and ran property. It was noticed that after the circulating pump was running the lube oil lemperature came down much faster.  

200007913 The Station battery survelance test Pta35 has steps that need clarification on what System: N/A the intent is. Step 9 3.2.3 states when makiing a measurement of a *totally new TagNumber: N/A kind* to reverse the c leads to determine dc interference. Note on the data sheet after proper corrections have been made on the data sheet. What is mean't by totally new leads) What is mean't by Noting the readings after the proer corrections have been made on the data sheet? What are the Proper corrections on the data sheet') There are no steps to tell the lechs what to do with the numbers if interference is found and what this means. There is also no steps to set the range on the meter. and how to read the range when a measurement is taken? This needs to be clanfied prior to the performance of the next Pta35.  
200007914 While performing O.J T on the Gamma 40/60 Portal Monitor two procedure System: N/A deficiencies were identified Deficiencies were minor and recommend assign SL-4 TagNumber: N/A to 
200007915 While reviewing tagout for removal found two valves with same designation. AF-40 System: HSB is used as a drain off the City Water level column for the #10 Deaerator and also TagNumber: 10 DEAERATOR as the sample isolation off the HSB pump suction header for the Dearator. Per COL 29 1 1 this Oesignator should be used for the level controller drain. Need to redesignate the sample isolation 
200007916 Conflicting operating standards exists regarding minimum acceptable RCP #1 seal System: RCS differential pressure SOP 1.3. Reactor Coolant Pump Startup and Shutdown, step TagNumber: N/A 3.5 and Figure & 1. both indicate a minimum Delta-P of 200# is acceptable.  However. ARP SAF. rev 20. Window 2-9, step 3. requires that 275# be maintained Note. the 275 0 limit is difficult to maintain during low RCS pressure 

pump operation 
200007917 NPMEL (IP2 Nuclear Power Information Network) has been down for close to three System: N/A weeks With this system down data searches for calculations are no longer TagNumber: N/A retrievable. If this problem is not corrected soon it has the potential to impact the completion of DBD's that were committed to the NRC to be completed this year.  
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Below is a list of 39 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (10/17/00 8:19:41 AM to 10/18/00 8:19:41 AM) 

Condition Number Condition Description

2..0_0Q75.88 This is being written to ensure that we address the issue of Operations assuming System: FP an additional fire brigade post. This should be addressed prior to the return from TagNumber: N/A Operations SuperCrews. Operations assuming this fire brigade post will require that we change our minimum shift manning, in accordance with dAD-9, to ensure that we have sufficient Fire Brigade Qualified Operators for staffing the fire 
brigade. OAD-9 currently calls for the Watch Chemist to perform as a fire brigade member. SAO-706 will also need to be changed to reflect our new policy.  
Additionally, Operations watch schedule will need to be changed to include an 
addtional NPO to cover this position.  200007889 Duning COW system walkdown with it was verified that COW HX Syste: CCWoutlet local temperature indicator TE 602-1 reads 104 Deg.F at all times. Control TagNumber: TE-602-1 Room temperature indicator was reading correct COW HX outlet temperature of 75t Deg. F. ARP SGF Window 4-1 directs operators to check COW HX outlet temperature indicator when alarm setpoint of 110 Deg.F is reached. Operators should be aware that local temperature indicator TE 602-1 DOES NOT READ hte correct CCW HX outlet temperature.  

200007890 Cabinet for the Alternate Safe Shutdown equipment located in the Safety injection System: N/A pump cell is deforming dueto the amount of items within the cabinet 
TagNumber: N/A 200007891 CT-974-LXh (14 WDST Ivc transmitter box) is missing bottom fastener on cabinet 
System: ILWH door

I1

System ... . .. d ...-- ,,, ans itier box) is missing lower fastener for cabinet ISystem: ILWH door 
TagNumber: CT967-LXI 
200007893 Dunng the performance of PT-025B. when operator completed step 7.2.21, and System: IACC the second instrument air compressor was placed in hand, flow indicator TagNumber: IACCA signtgiasses was observed to exhibit a large quantity of entrained air noticable after pacing 2nd air compressor in service. This turbulent flow made it impossible for the ultrasonic flowmeter to register a positive flowrate until a long period of time ha d elapsed ater placing 2nd air compressor in service. Where is this entrained air coming from and can the ultrasonic flowmeter be trusted to provide an accurate flowrate with this amount of entrained air in the coolant system? 
200007894 Line upstream of MOV-43144 at point where line passes through wall (inside 88' System: RMS plenum behind press relief Ian) is not lagged for approximately 4 to 5 after TagNumber: MOV-43-44 passing through wall The EHT wires are exposed to the plenum atmosphere.n, 
200007895 Line downstream of RAS.513 (R43/44 sample outlet) where it passes through the System: RMS 88 plenum is not lagged where it passes through the wall for a distance of about 4 TagNumber: RAS-513 to 5' The EHT wire is exposed to the plenum atmosphere. Discovered during 

engmneenng walkdown of EHT SVs 
200007896 1 believe that CRx 200007571 has been closed out improperly. There have been System: N/A several cases of test equipment coming back from the field and found to be out of TagNumber: N/A Spec when the post test was performed. Recently one case involved a pressure gauge that was used in the VC and was later found to be out of calibration. The job had to be reworked Since the plant is shutdown it is not too big a deal other than the dose the technician picked up. but if the plant had gone online we would have had equipment that was out of spec. and may have been forced to shutdown.  Asking new supervisors about the history of NO test equipment problems is not the proper thing to do. the techs that have had to do the work over should have been asked. We have had very few instances of problems in this area because of the history of post testing equipment.  
00007897 Lagging damaged downstream of RAS-513 ( R43/44 outlet) inside 88 plenum ;ystem: RMS behind press relief fan just prior to line passing through the wall.  IagNumber: RAS-513
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200007336 The foIllowing is extracted from CTS 00-0566 submitted byin1on 9/26/00: 'COL System: MS 18.1 section 3.1 lists Atmospheric steam dump controller as 1005 psig for all four TagNumber: N/A Atmospherics. POP 1.3 initial conditions says that 4he controllers should be set for 1020 psig." The CTS response: Will correct COL 18.1 to state Atmospehric to be set at 1020 psig. The valves would have been set for 1020 psig as per POP to perform a power escalation which is correct value. They would have been set at 1005 for reactor start up which is not safty concern. Please assign to 1as SL-4.  200007337 On 9/29/00, I received an email from "system notifying me that I have been System: COMP assigned CR# 199904193 (see attachment). My CRS inbox is empty, and I have TagNumber: N/A no qualificationsor involvement regarding fire protection systems.  
203 ' Unclear on expectations to verify and/or change setpoints. and System: EHT .mastruggle with changing setpoints of devices based only on e-mails from r: N/A er: N/A when they're assistance is requested.-lexpectation is to rely on the Setpoint program (SPIN). We look for SPIN to be changed or updated, to reflect any setpoint that I&C works with. This issue applies to many of our current situtations and applies to this work order on the RWST het trace circuit.  200007339 Dunng the V/14/00 performance of PT-O 1 (Querterly Station Battery Surveillance System: DC and Charging), Station Battery 22 Cells 5 & 56 As Found level corrected specific TagNumber: BATT22 gravity values were below 1.205 (but greater than the operability limit of 1.195).  The system engineer was contacted and he recommended placing the cells on an increased frequency surveillance. On 9/27/00 during the performance of PT-M22 (monthly Station Battery Surveillance and Charging) and the increased frequency for PT-01. Station Battery 22 Cell 5 was found to be satisfactory and removed from increased frequency monitoring. However, cell 50 level corrected specific gravity value was below 1.205 (value at time at testing was 1.203). It was then added to the increased surveillance testing of battery 22, cell 56 (which remained 

at a level corrected specific gravity of 1.203).  
00007340 A joint 1P2/IP3 Chemistry Self-Assessment was conducted on Laboratory Quality ;ystem: N/A Controls (OC).(A copy of the complete Self-Assessment Report is located on the agNumber: N/A public R drive under SAssess folder as file name: JointlP3-2SelfAss.doc.) As a results of the self-assessment the following areas for improvement were identified: 1. Prepare a revision of CH-SO-13.003 correcting typographical errors and evaluate the feedback and suggestions listed in the observations for incorporation into the procedure revision The proposed changes include the following: . Revise CH-SO-13.0O3 correcting or deleting steps 5.4.2 e. 5.7.8 and 5.7.9. a Add a statement under 5 4 of CH-SO-13.003 regarding the potential longer shelf life of sealed solid chemical samples versus chemical in opened containers. * Revise 5.6 1 including a statement that references should be included in procedures. .  Acd statement to CH-SO-13 003 saying that detection limits should be determined for key test parameters Also include reference to the EPA procedure for calculating Method Detection Limits (MDL). e A reference to ICP-A-307.S.  Radiochemistry Inlercompansons. will be added which provides instructions for determining that two inoepenOent radiochemistry samples are representative..  Change the term 'known' in 5.6.6 to 'target'. - Delete from 5.6.8 a. the words "such as preparation from different bottles OR on different days'. - Revise 5.6 to indicate that control standards or check sample should be run, preferably with each batch of samples a Include a list of accuracy requirements or data quality objectives for key chemical control parameters such as boron and lithium* Establish a requirement.practie for recording control data associated with any non-chaned analysis analyses relerenced to in 5.6.12. CH-SQ-13.003. - Consider removing the inlormalion in 5 7.7 from the main body of CH-SQ-13.003, since it does not give direction a Include more specific action instructions as to what the technician should do to return out-of-control OC checks back into control. a Modify Step 5.6.11 to allow use of one standard deviation bias as per INPO 88-021. e Include a statement indicating that 18.0 megohms reagent water should be used for preparing standards. (Also revise IPC-078 to specify 18.0 megohm reagent water.) * Include guidance regarding the issuing of an annual OC summary report.  * Establish a practice in a technician aid or include in the procedure instructions 

for labeling and controlling materials stored in the desecrator. 2. Re-design chemistry lab control charts to display chronological data to allow for easier trending and include warning limits on all charts where appropriate.
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200007330 
System: Cl 
TagNumbe

2' 
S 

Ta 

20i 
Sy 
Ta

200007331 
System: RIC 
TagNumbe 

200007332 
System: HV 
TagNumber 

00007333 
ystem: AS 
agNumber: 

'00073ý34 

~stem: RMS 
igNumber-: F 

0007335 
stem: N/A 
gNumber:N

http:Hw07 IOs04/crsweb/asp/Ne%%Cr.ap
9/29/00

At approximately 0345 hours while performing functional testing on the Polar M Crane and Temporary LIfting Device an anomaly occurred. 1 engineers r: N/A signaling via radio requested that the Polar Crane bridge be moved. No movement in the bridge occurred but it was observed that the trolley moved about one foot.  The signal to move the bridge was given a second time and the same thing occurred. This time the trolley moved approximately 13 feet. NOWl~personnel were on the TLD upper structure when this event occurred. The possibifty exists for the crane trolley to make contact with the TLD turntable if this event occurs again.  

Modification FMX-96-121,06-M ( PRT & RCDT Vent & Sample Line Improvement) -.S DMD 9321-2645 shows 1 Stainless Steel vent line sloped toward moisture trap # 21PZR 7061. During final acceptance walkdown by the . II it was noted that the piping is sloped toward the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank and not toward trap # 7061.  

While researching a tagout for Electrical Tunnel Exhaust Fans 21 and 22 AC temperature controllers and thermostats (TE-7197, TE-7198, TE-7199 and TE:21ETEF 7200 - none of which appear in CRS tag number, so I used 21 CTEF), I noted no isolation could be found for the Instrument Air header to TE-7199 or TE-7200 (common IA line). This will not be a large problem, since the line is to be retired in place (capped) anyway per the Mod to install new controllers, but this presents a common problem: all the IA lines for various contollers in the CCR (of which this IA line appears to be common with) have no obvious drawings or references. If drawings DO exist for these IA lines (mostly tubing), none could be located (at least not within the capability of this Ops Planner). A reference (references) need to be shown on the common CCR drawings for Instrument Air, which describe the additional drawings (if they exist) for CCR Instrument Air penetrations and their isolations. A field walk will indicate none of these Instrument Air lines could be traced to any particular location, except to note they penetrate into the CCR floor, since the location of these lines in the overhead of the Cable Spreading Room and the fact they are all bundled together makes field verification almost impossible. In addition. TE-7197 and TE-7198 (also common IA line) DO have isolation valves and a pressure reducing valve shown on print 315038-00 (locally near the controllers) but these valves have no ID numbers, noun names or OE tag information This should be addressed, since these valves and the associated pressure reducing valve will not be removed by the Mod to update the controllers.  This IA line will be capped downstream of these valves. There also exists no intormation on pnnt 315038-00 on which pnnt to go to for a tie - in to the Instrumenl Air header, lust says *FROM INST. AIR HEADER'. Please update the DMD for the new pnnt to give a reference drawing for both of these IA lines.  Contactrln !, if more inlormation is desired.  
The following is extracted from CTSOO-0564 written by . Valve UH-841.the inlet trap strainer drain stop on the aux steam header to the carbon fillers. does not UH-841 appear on COL 33 1 Rev.16 section 1.16 where it should. This valve is down stream of UH-715 the inlet trap stop(see pnnt B227209). Additionally, all valves in section 1 16 with the prefix AS are also listed on COL 29.1 Rev. 21 Auxiliary Steam Supply and Condensate Return but none of the valves with the prefix UH are on both COLs It ma• be desiranie to remove all aux steam valves lound in section 
1 16 of COL 33 1 as well as UH-747.UH-838 and UH-840 from sectionl.14 and UH-837 and UH-839 from section 1.15 and put them in COL 29.1. In any case UH841 needs to be included somewhere This is not a nuclear safety concern. Please 
assign as SL-4 to 

HIGH RADIATION MONITOR R-31 FOR MAIN STEAM LINE 24 ALARMED AND IMMEDIATELY CLEARED.THE METER INDICATED DOWNSCALE LOW WHILE 1-31 THE MONITOR WAS IN ALARM.THIS ALSO OCCURRED TO R-29 ON 9/27/00.  AFTER DISCUSSION WITH THE THE SUSPICION IS THAT THE BACKGROUND COUNTS PROVIDED BY THE SOURCE FOR THESE MONITORS ARE LOWER THAN REOUIRED.CAUSING A MOMENTARY FAILURE ALARM.THIS IN NOT A FAILURE OF THE RADIATION MONITOR AS PER THE 

Unsafe use of a ladder. An 'A* frame ladder is being used as a straight ladder in the 53 NSB hallway to gain access to an overhead pipe chase. This is a violation /A of our safety procedures.The ladder should be removed and replaced with a straight ladder.l
I
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200007318 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007320 

System: N/A 

TagNumber: N/A 

200007320 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007321 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007322 

System: SEC 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007323 
System: RCS 
TagNumber: PC-456F/G

http://w07 10s04/crs web/asp/NcwCr...,sp
9/29/00

Nuclear Quality Assurance procedures were reviewed to check for biennial review status. The following was found overdue. PQA-A-17.100, Rev. 0, 3/9198, 
Evaluation of Class A Vendor EqA rams: Current y undergoing revision, according to revisioRecommend SL4 for Track & Trend, with FYI t o 

NUClear Quality Assurance 
procedures 

were reviewed 
to check for biennial review status. The following NA Programs Section procedures were found overdue. QAP

ths m rigte1o n htS T h dtk no e hal of the trai er y nai ln u 

SpOo17-w301i Reev. 0c 6/4/98, Vendor Equipment & Personnel Review, Currently undergoing revision, according to NW...•..."--. QAP-O
17.302, Rev. 0, 5/4/98, OA Program Doc. Review & Index. Recommend SL4 for 
Track & Trend, with FYI to NIof 

An unauthorized construction/modification was made to trailer 13 located on the 95' elevation by the Condensate Storage Tank on 9/27/00. This trailer is assigned 
tolltworking through the Nuclear Projects group. When *Iftl~ersonnel arrived 
this morning they found that SGT had taken over half of the trailer by nailing up a 
plywood wall in the center of trailer leaving them with 50% less space. The trailer 
is owned by • I...,and leased by Con Edison. The modification was 
made without notification or authorization from Con Edison or aIIIA1 

lr epresentative. There is extensive damage to the trailer from this unauthorized activity.  

Nuclear Quality Assurance procedures were reviewed to check for biennial review status. The following procedures of the Audits & Surveillances section were found overdue. OAA-O-17.205, Rev. 0, 11/10/98, Audit Records Mgmt. (Refers to obsolete procedure OA-720; correct reference is NQA-SQ-17.005.) QAA-Q17.208, Rev. 1. 8/28/98, Use of CRS to track Audit Findings QAA-SQ-17.210, Rev.  0. 5/6/98. NQA Surveillance Program. The following procedure is not overdue for review, but is not consistent with another department's interfacing procedure: QAA-SO-17.209. Rev. 0, 5/27/99, Review of Engineering Mod. Pkg.s: Inconsistent with interfacing procedure DE-SO-12.512, Design Eng. procedure, paragraph 57 .1 .i. which requires NOA review only for welding, mechanical codes and standards, and non-destructive testing areas. The NQA procedure requires review for a long list of technical and quality assurance elements in addition to these.  Recommend SL4 Track & Trend. with FYI to 

While researching prints to support SG Water Chemistry modification SGR-0012395-00 we found a Secunty Survey Drawing. This drawing is in Metaphase as a microfilm document This document was not labeled as safegaurds equipment.  Drawing was turned over to . I r. was notified.  Recommend a dtie em fm Recommend a detailed review of microfilm documentation within Metaphase to ensure no other Safegaurds Information is in methaphase.  

ISSUE: While performing a review of the design data recorded for PC-456F (Opens PCV-456 on High Pressunzer pressure) and PC-456G (Alarm on Low Pressunzer Pressure) to verify resolution of discrepancies identified by CR 199810177. it was determined that the following references and consequences recorcled on the Setpoint Device Data Forms were inadequate: PC-456F Nominal Selpoint Source UFSAR Table 4.1-1 Source of Design Value: UFSAR Table 4.1-1 Limit UFSAR Table 4 1.1 First Consequence of Exceeding Design Value: Reactor Trip The correct inputs Should be as follows: Nominal Setpoint Source: Modification FEX.96-12241-E. Rev. 01 Source of Design Value: FEX-96-12241-E, Rev 01 Limit FEX-96-12241-E. Rev. 01 First Consequence of Exceeding Design Value PCV-456 Does Not Open. PC-456G Nominal Setpoint Source: UFSAR Table 4.1.1 Source of Design Value: UFSAR Table 4.1.1 First Consequence of Exceeding Design Value: Reactor Tnp The correct inputs should be as follows: Nominal Setpoint Sourceý Modification FEX-96-12241-E, Rev. 01 Source of Design Value: FEX-96.1224 I.E. Rev. 01 First Consequence of Exceeding Design Value: Backup Heaters Energized. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Assign to thel c This CR documents that improper references were used to support the design bases in SPIN. The correct references have been implemented to correct SPIN. which now reflects Modification FEX-96-12241-E, the consequence of PCV-456 not opening for PC-456F, and the consequence of the backup heaters being energized. Therefore, this CR was generated for trending and tracking purposes.
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2-0000821-1 
System: RCS 
TagNumber 251A 

System: TUAB 
TagNumber: 63-2/HLV

http://%%0710 IOs4/cr•\% eh/asrfNe\% Cr :,,,

Durin~field observation of the radiation protection and ALARA aspects of 
work associated with removal of the temporary 21 steam generator intermediate leg pipe rupture restraint shims, what appeared to be an inappropriate method of shim removal was observed. The job foreman and the two workers used a power 
saw to cut off a crowbar end to fabricate a tool to drive out the shims. Using a small sledgehammer and the crowbar as a drift, they attempted to drive out the shims. When questioned by the observer,*i-- stated that it might take four hours to beat the shims out. This method of shim removal (beating the shim with a cut piece of crow bar and a sledgehammer) does not appear to provide adequate controls to ensure no resultant damage to the RCS piping. This information is also documented in SGRP Field Note 190.  

PROBLEM: Condition Report 200005490 was generated by thel 
Onsombased on his review of CR 200004420. Th dentified that the supporting documentation for the setpoints of the Turbine Runback components are not current and there are inconsistencies between the different supporting documents. It was requested that the design basis information be reviewed and updated to reflect the current operating conditions. It was pointed out that setpoints for 63-2/LLV and 63-2/HLV are not VERIFIED in the SPIN database.  Also identified is the need to update ICPM-1709 to reflect new or revised setpoints as well as any Simulator and/or DBD documents. In addition, the setpoint verification needs to take into account the anomaly as outlined in CR 200004420.  After completion of the SL3 evaluation for CR 200005490, the Setpoint Control Group closed-out the CR 200005490 based on the procedural requirements of SAO-405, revision 14, step 4.12.2, which states: 'Personnel seeking to obtain new or change/add setpoint(s) shall be required to submit all change requests on an SAO-415 Request for Engineering Services (RES) form (reference 6.17)." Also.  section 4.3.2 of SAO-1 12 allows Condition Reports to be closed to Request for Engineenng Services (RES). Therefore, ESR 1209-00 was initiated to have existing modifications associated with the Turbine Runback circuits revised and for the Steam Generator Project to evaluate the impact on the existing setpoints. This approach was discussed with th . Based on discussions with the on 10/25/00. the expected end results of having the SPIN updated to reflect the new setpoint information for pressure switches 63-ZLLV and 63-2IHLV has not happened. Expecting to address both issues: one being the pressure differential as reported in the original CR, and two.  being the review of the plant parameters returning from this S/G outage and the possible effects on the runback setpoints. The 

explained that it had expected aggressive action on RES-1209-00. However, to date the 14i~ pfts not confident that this ESR will be resolved and appropnate follow-up corrective actions implemented byand -q l in time to support plant startup. In fact. a Project Number has not even been issued (currently listed status-Management Review). It was agreed that closing out the CR to this RES may have not been appropriate because SPIN is not updated and the initial condition still exists. The RES had outlined all the expected actions required byQU11 after revision of the appropriate calculations, which included issuing the Setpoint Device Data Form (SPDDF).  Currently there is no success path to follow the needed actions to the end and assure the issue is addressed pnor to plant start-u2. Currently WO 00-16227 is in ENG HOLD. with a SYNCH HOLD grouping, in Wland pending the evaluation previously discussed Based on proposed revision to SAO-405 and SAO-415 in support of the Modificaion Optimization Project the RES is no longer considered th',e a~ppropnale means to close-out setpoint related conditions reports. Also, CR 200008188 was written to identity the conflict between SAO-405, SAO-415, and SAO-452. as well as current plant practice. THE FOLLOWING IS THE SL3 EVALUATION FROM CR 200005490 (CLOSED): The -_ .- n , preliminary investigation of the setpoint design basis of pressure switches 63ZILLV and 63-2-HLV determined it is associated with Safety Evaluation NS-2-85083. RaisIng the Load Cutoff For Turbine Runback From 70% to 86%*, dated 227'86 The main supporting document of the Safety Evaluation isMwwmmw letter to fpnEd IPP-85-795. *Dropped Rod Analysis for Increased Turbine Runback Setpoint. dated November 18. 1985. During the evaluation, a verification of selpoints for TD-LRB1 and TD-LRB2 associated with the Turbine Runback was performed The Runback circuits were recently modified by FPX-95-11048-F, Rev.  01 'Turbine Runback on Rod Drop'. A review of the latest revision (Rev. 3) of ICPM- 1709 revealed that the setpoint changes required have been incorporated.  Also. the SPIN database is "Green Flagged' for these time delay relays. The setpoints for TD2X-LRB1 and TD2X-LRB2 associated with the Turbine Runback

I () in (I /(V I
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200008191 
System: IA 
TagNumber: IAA

200008192 
System: MS 
TagNumber: MS-94-3

During waikdown for tagout associated with work order NP-98-98582 (air leak at FE-6448), It was discovered, prior to tagout being applied, that an IA line that among other things provides indication of IA to the nuclear side to the CCR does not appear on drawing 9321 -F-2036-80. The other components that this IA line supplies are the following: 1) LC-1130 (IACC Expansion tank M input to M controller) IA isol valve is IA-1333. 2) PT- 1192 (IACC pumps discharge header press) IA isol valve is not labled. 3) TCV-1 113 (SW outlet TCV for IACC HX's) IA isol valve is IA-879. 4) There are also at least 3 connections that go to components that no longer exist off this line. This IA line taps off at a point between FE-6448 & IA-36-2. This tap off is physically located just west of the TSC UPS bus # 2 emer transfer switch in the 480v room on the 15' elevation.  
While getting ready to weld in a drain line with valve on MST-40 Inlet Drain Pot Stop, Work Order# NP-00-17722, - looked into the elbow we were welding to and saw a fermanite nut stuck in the elbow.Tried unsuggsefully to remove nut. I informeeo that there was foreign material stuck in the elbow.0 came out and inspected the elbow. He instructed us to cut out the elbow and put it in a bag and give it to him. cut out the elbow, We also found serveral pieces of metal. We put the elbow and the other FME in a plastic bag and gave it to'......  

STh, ,l-,-,, ~,-,.o s... 4, w............p.r..erl 

upor laesatS

System: FW 22 and has not documented base material, weld material, welder qualifications, TagNumber: 22SG material cleanliness, or weld fit up.The support plates are T-13 through T-29 and the welds in question are FW-7 through FW-30. The SGT weld history card only requires their OC to perform a final visual examination of the finished weld. SGT 0C did venfy the gap between the support plate and the steam generator as per 

200008194 Simulator Deficiency. Dunng plant start-up operations, using IC-23, noted that a System: SIM 150 lb pressure difference existed across the Main Boiler Feed Pumps, prior to TagNumber: N/A placing the MBFPs in service. On panel FAF, Feed Pump Suction Pressure read 

200008195 [ Stator Cooling Water Cooler 21A leaks at north end bell.  

TagNumber: N/A 

200008196 jSaocoling waler filter YRFI-1 leaking at head.  System: N/A 

200008197 Dunng walkdown of WDS in PAB. noted that 6359 and 6360 tap off the vent System: WDS header line BETWEEN 1679 & 1613 not to the right of 1613 as shown on the TagNumber: 6359 drawing. Please field venty then correct the drawing. Valves are located on the upper platform in the LGDT cell.  

System: 
N/A 

rtoa 
alr 

TagNumber: 

N/A 

2000081_9 8 
megaohmme 

ter mg-00 3-93 sent to vendor .vendor reorted operational failure 

III 
TagNumber: N/A 

System: 

N/A 

200008201 
'[Dunng watkdown it was observed that the newly installed BFD.616 spool and I 

TagNumber: N/A 

S y s t e m : F W 
I c ond e n s a t e p o t h a d b e e n i nst a l le d o u t -o f -p lu m b . M o d if ic a t io n F M X -0 0 -.52 4 2 9 -A 

TagNumber: BFD-616 
{and work package 3520A. Attachment 23 require the level instrument piping and 

200cond9ensate 
pots to be level. Upon further 

nvest gation, 
it was discovered 

that this 

]problem also existed for the following valves; BFD-620 BFD-626 BFD-628 
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Below is a list of 35 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (10/25/00 11:47:52 AM to 10/26/00 11:47:52 AM) 

Condition Number Condition Description 
209000178 It was pointed out byV11111 -that several new pole bases DB System: 480V breakers have chips in them. T e chips in the pole bases appear to be from TagNumber 480VA physical damage. At this time the pole basis were on a rolling cart to be used as replacement parts. The mechanic stated that the pole bases were on one of the large skids with cardboard sides and were not individually protected. If these polebases were installed on a breaker when the next PM was performed a defficentcy would result because the PM requires tha the pole bases be inspected for cracks and chips. These parts are destined to be installed on safety related breakers and are very expensive therefore they should get better treatment.  20_0008179 WE attempted to use the ESP Qual Guides (OGs) as they exist on the IP-2 Web System: N/A under Technical Training Site for ESP Qualification. I have now repeatedly asked TagNumber: N/A for a version of theimNNM in either Word or Word Perfect so that the first page except for signatures could be typed. In addition, when the Web version of the QGs are pnnted there is no control over page breaks, thus, WE will end up with signatures on pages they are not associated with. All in all a very unprofessional piece of work. Technical Training provides mixed messages when WE have pursued the solution to these problems. ESP people indicate that the ESP OGs are on an access database developed by a summer student and he is no longer around. So WE have to live with the problems or use a copy of their hard copy to generate the OGs for personnel use. Others in Tech Training indicate that the OGs are in MS Word and WE should be able to get them and solve our problem. Besides the unprofessional appearance WE will end up Qualifying from uncontrolled OGs if WE are required to continue as indicated.  

200008180 purpose of this CR is to document the inspection of controlled operating System: N/A procedures based on Records Audit exit meeting on 10/19/2000. An inspection of TagNumber: N/A procedures in the was done on 10/23/2000. The inspection included SOPs. COLs. OADs, AOIs, ARPs, LARPs and TPCs. The resull of this inspection found that there was one missing procedure (COL 11.1) otherwise there were no other missing procedures, all dates, revisions and TPC's were correct Please assign this as Track and Trend to Send FY Ito Send 
200008181 THIS CONDITION REPORT IS BEING GENERATED TO DOCUMENT A System: WTP DISCREPANCY WITH THE VALVE NUMBERING METHOD BETWEEN TagNumber: N/A CONTROLLED DRAWING B249125 .FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE WATER TREATMENT PLANT. AND TNMS ,OE AND COL 33.1.TNMS AND OE DISPLAY AN EXTRA DASH IN THE VALVE NUMBERING.WHEREAS THE DRAWING DOES NOT.THE CHECK OFF LIST AGREES WITH TNMS AND OE BUT NOT THE DRAWING THE WATER TREATMENT PLANT IS SLATED FOR RETIREMENT 
200008182 The PM for 24SWP was scheduled for completion 7-30-00 per the PPMIS sheet in System: SW the package 1which was pnnted 7-28-00). This PM was STARTED on 10-25-00.  TagNumber: 24SWP 
200008183 Conducied quarterly walkdown of Post Accident Containment Air Sampling System: PACS SYstem and noted the following: (1) The "Power On" lamp is not illuminated on the TagNumber: PACSA analyzer for channel I (80' PAB Old Chem Sample Cell). Note: this was previously identified in last quarterly walkdown and documented in CR200005043. (2) Temporary insulation present at heat trace zone 2 thermocouples (68' PAB). Note: this was previously identified in last quarterly walkdown documented in CR200005043 and previous CR 200002796. In addition, the insulation integrity is beginning to degrade. (3) Zone 2 heat trace for channel 2 remains energized and channel 1 is cycling. This is uncharacteristic operation and maybe due in part to the temporary insulation and its degradation. (4) Numbers hand written in pencil on the face of the remote control panels under the heat trace controllers in the 98' MCC Room. These numbers may cause someone to believe they are the temperature selpoints. Writing needs to be removed. (5) Tags are missing for the local analyzer panels (AIT-5109-1. AIT-5109.2. AIT-5110-1 and AIT-5110-2) in the 80 PAB Old Chem Sample Cell. Numbers hand written in black ink on the face of the local control panels at the top. (6) "Heater On' lamp is illuminated for channel 
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20000 o81 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008442 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

_00008443 
System: RPS 
TagNumber: TC-4120 

200008444 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008445 
System: NIS 
TagNumber: NC-35E

1111Table 3-183 indicates a Tnp Setpoint (4)" of 540F. Note 4 states: 'As noted in plant Technical Specifications'.  
stated that there is no Low Tavg calculation. The setting of 541*F is conservative with respect to the Technical Specifications and also is the original plant setting RECOMMENDED ACTIONS This CR should be assigned to theJ 

or evaluation and resolutions of the SPIN issue. This is a configuration control issue regarding the setpoint information in the SPIN database. This is not an operability concern 
NRC =Inspection Report 2000-011 contained a Non-Cited Violation (NCV 200001 -0 1 ) of license condition 2k in that an inadequate f ire fighting strategy existed to ahign fire suppression water to the VC (9/3/00 fire in VC) 

r'Dunng an ICA evalualion of condition report 200007777 two adverse conditions were identified The ICA assigned to the. requested a review all CCR Annunciator windows, which have setpoints on their engraving, against the values contained in the SPIN database or supporting design bases documents ISSUE The Sepoint Information Network (SPIN) database specifies a serpoint of 21 . 220. PWR for the NIS Intermediate Range Rod Stop (bistables NC-35E & NC.36E, Reactor Engineenng stated that this setpoint is based on their procedure RFE.S-16.024 "N1S Intermediate Range Setpoint Determination'.  However, this i•s setpoint does not agree with the one engraved on CCR Annunciator FCF. window 1-2. "INTERMEDIATE RANGE HIGH FLUX LEVEL ROD STOP 20%" The second issue is as follows: One of the setpoints of CCR SAF, window 1.2. "PRESSURIZER HIGH PRESS 2300 PSIG" is not reflected in window engraving. The setpoint for bistables PC-4551, PC-474B and PC-457F are listed as 2300 psig in SPIN (the value engraved on the window). However, the setpoint for bastable PC-456F is listed as 2335 psig in SPIN. There is no acknowledgement of tIhe 2335 psig setpoint on the window. This bistable performs a fixed high alarm function. RECOMMENDED ACTION. I evaluate if FCF. window 1-2. "INTERMEDIATE RAN•GE H'IGH FLUX LE=VEL ROD STOP 20%" ShOuld be re-engraved to retlect the actual plant selpoint. If it is determined that it needs to be re-engraved, the following is a suggested re-engraving

hitp:f//x 1)7 I OaO)/crs\• eh/alrnf\',,\ Cr :i•r
I I 'if(

PT-031A (21 Auxiliary Component Cooling Pump Test) passed its RRD. PC-EM 9 (VC Sump Discharge Flow and Temperature calibration) & PT-077 (Effluent 
Radiation Monitor R-54 Test) entered their surveillance grace periods.  

=[POP 3.,3, PLAINT COOLDOWN, has CONTINUOUS REACTOR HEAD VENTING 
PRZR LEVEL LESS THAN 350° inappropriately indicated as tittle on cover page.  

Durning an ICA evaluation of condition report 200007777 an adverse condition was identified. The ICA assigned to the I * requested a review all CCR Annunciator windows, which have setpoints on their engraving, against the values contained in the SPIN database or supporting design bases documents.  ISSUE: The Setpoint Information Network (SPIN) database specifies a setpoint of 540°F for Low Tavg bistables TC-4120, TC-4220, TC-4320, and TC-4420. The records in SPIN for these 'Grade 1' bistables are 'Green" flagged, which means the setpoint attributes are validated and verified. The definition of validated and verified basically means that supporting setpoint design bases documentation exist, the setpoint is installed in the field, and implementing procedures contain the correct setpoint information. The engraving of CCR Annunciators SAF. window 36. *LOW T AVE 541OF' and CCR FDF, window 1-7 are in conflict with SPIN, which lists the Low Tavg bistable setpoints as 540°F, not 541 °F. Reactor Engineering provided the Selpoint Control Group with Tavg scaling information from procedure RFE-S-16.017 'RCS Delta-T, Tavg, and Flow Measurement'. The procedure indicates that both the Thot and Tcold RCS temperature loops are calibrated over a range of 510 to 600*F, which corresponds to a voltage range of 0.4 to 10.0 VDC.  A review of procedure PT-052 determined that the Low Tavg bistable trip setpoints are tested by holding Tcold constant at 3.600 VDC (540'F) and lowering Thot until bistable tnps (expected tnp is 3.81 VDC (3.81 to 3.85). A scaling check revealed the following: Tcold: (3.600 - 0.4 VDC)/(10.0 - 0.4 VDC) = (X - 510F)/(600 - 510OF) Solving for "x" = 540eF Thor: (3.81 - 0.4 VDC)/(10.0 - 0.4 VDC) = (X - 510'F)/(600 510 F) Solving for "x" = 541.970F Tavg based 3.81 VDC = (541.97 + 5400F)/2 = 54 1.Q0F Thor: (3.85 - 0.4 VDC)/(10.0 - 0.4 VDC) = (X - 510°F)/(600. 510-F) Solving for "x" = 542.34'F Tavg based 3.85 VDC = (542.34 + 5400 F)/2 = 541.2'F Therefore. range of the Low Tavg setpoint = (541.0 to 541.2°F). A review of
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" Quick Reference Guides (QRG's) can be designed to distribute to all employees to answer the most commonly asked questions about specific software " applications. These Quick Reference Guides should be kept as brief and to the point as possible, to make them usable to the end users. Also, once a problem management tracking system and metrics are in place, information should be forwarded to Training to develop and implement courses.  
200008428 The 2000 Help Desk Self-Assessment has identified the following weaknesses in System: N/A the area of HELP DESK TOOLS: DT-W1 - The telephone system does not use an TagNumber: N/A Automatic Call Director. DT-W2 - The current remote control software is not working consistently. DT-W3 - Inconsistent use of the Problem Management System. DT-W4 - There is no knowledge base or technical library for analysts to research open calls. DT-W5 - The Help Desk analysts do not have access and rights to some LAN administration functions. Recommendations: DT-W1 Upgrade the phone system to support an Automatic Call Director (ACD). In the intenm, an Excel spreadsheet should be developed and given to the call analysts.  Commonly known as "tic' sheets, the analysts would make a mark in the column that corresponds with when the call arrived. This information can be used to start developing some metrics while the ACD is being installed and tested. DT-W2 The LAN team should work with call center to analyze and fix issues surrounding the current remote management system so the product works faster and more consistently. DT-W3 - IPCA should use the same problem management system as its corporate Help Desk - Magic. This would ensure consistency across the board for Con Edison employees as well as allow seamless escalations for those issues that need to be resolved by the corporate Help Desk. DT-W4 - A technical library of manuals should be compiled and stored at the call center. This would also include information manuals for proprietary systems. Once this is put into place, an electronic knowledge base can be purchased or built to store common answers to problems for applications supported by the Help Desk. DT-W5 - Allow the Help Desk more access to some LAN administration functions. NT and other operating systems can be locked down so that only certain individuals have certain rights and no access to anything else. This would also allow simpler network issues (such as password resets. pnnter queue deletes, etc.) to be completed in a timely manner by the Help Desk analyst.  

00008429 The purpose of this CR is to document the inspection of controlled operating ystem: N/A procedures based on Records Audit exit meeting on 10/19/2000. An inspection of agNumber: N/A procedures in the . was done on 10/23/2000. The inspection included LARPs and SOP's. The result of this inspection found that there were no missing procedures and all dates and revisions were correct. Please assign this as Track and Trend ton rt. Send FYI to OlI~r 

10008430 Drawing 138379-21 shows 125vdc panel #4 as having as one of its loads a ystem: DC "Undervoltage Relay Panel* I believe this panel is retired (the one on 33' Unit agNumber: DCN 17?). Request System Engineer to research and have drawing, field labelling at breaker updated accordingly. 125 vdc panel #9 shows two breakers as Special AC Backup Load Board * 1 and Special AC Backup Load Board #2. These have no other descnption, and field labelling does not help (similar to labels on drawing).  Request Engineenng find out what these breakers supply. It seems control power is supplied to all breakers on the Special AC Load Boards. so I am unsure what these 125vdc breakers do 
0008431 DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF OPS PM M-30 WHICH CHECKS THE stem: CW SETPOINTS OF THE BEARING MONITOR IN THE CCR, THE ALARM gNumber: 22CWP SETPOINTS FOR 22 CIRCULATING WATER PUMP WERE FOUND TO BE HIGHER THAN THEY SHOULD BE ACCORDING TO AOI-26.4.4.[HIGH BEARING TEMPERATURE] THE ALARMS FOR ALL CIRCULATING WATER PUMPS WERE FOUND TO BE 185 DEGREES. AOI 26.4.4 WAS CHANGED IN MAY TO LOWER THE SETPOINT TO 175 DEGREES FOR 22 CIRCULATING WATER PUMP. TWO QUESTIONS ARISE HERE. 1. WHY IS THE SETPOINT BEING LOWERED FOR ONLY 22 CIRCULATING WATER PUMP? 2. WHY WAS THE SETPOINT NOT RESET WHEN THE AOI WAS REVISED IN MAY OF THIS 

YEAR.' 
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ISystem: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A
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200008417 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008.418 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008419 
System: DC 
TagNumber: DCN 

200008420 
System: TURB 
TagNumber: TURBN 

200008421 
System: TURB 
TagNumber: TURBN 

200008423 
System: DC 
TagNumber: DCN

I

_ of appropriate review by the originator of the CR.' I recommend referral of this condition to senior plant management so that a plan to reverse this adverse cultural trend that discourages problem identification and a questioning attitude can be formulated and implemented.  
In review of SAO-300 section 4.4.8, refers to portal monitor reqiurements; for all 
personnel who enter the protected area.  

Thi pprocedure (see ref.) was brought to me and* 
because of a good questing attitude from thewl for advice and counsel and implementing a good team work effort. The following issues need to be addressed before any work can be performed and I suggest that a time out needs to be called by the SGRP GA because the following issue number one is a -repeat issue which violates stations procedures. Issue 1 - A vendor procedure l went to SNSC without a Con Ed cover sheet and no Con Ed required approvals. Issue 2- I question the quality of the SNSC review based on the fact that in section 9.7 in a NOTE instructs you to perform work to reference 4.1.3. In section 4.0 item 4.1.3 requires you to perform work to * %WDocument 83A9475, Rev. 1. ". Therefore this reference document would require SNSC review as well and what was reviewed by SNSC was AilDocument 83A9475 Rev. 0. The wrong rev was reviewed. Issue 3- This wrong rev. may not be a big issue but what is a big issue is that this reference document that is really going to be the work instructions and has no sign offs or hold points which are required by IP 2 procedures. Also this reference work instructions calls out appendices which has errors such as Appendices B. C, and D are marked as "DRAFT COPY" with no rev. number.  Issue 4- The rprocedure LTR-SGDA-00-248 also does not contain the proper and required OC Hold Points i.e. section 9.7.1 which is the finnal stud tensioning step.  

Drawing 138656. current revision shows reference to alot of retired and removed equipment. Please update this drawing to show current Unit 1 CCR panel configuration. Drawing 138559-16 and 138930-07 also reference many retired and removed Unit 1 equipment. Please update drawings to remove this equipment. An OAD-40 Operations Troubleshooting was performed on 4/1/00 to verify all the 48vdc loads on the Unit 1 48vdc CCR panels. Please contactI in S.......W to review this information and update drawings per this information Also. COL 271 14 should be updated to match prints and field conditions per this Troubleshooting which was performed.  
Dunng system walkdown lound the vacuum gauges PI-1220C reading 2"Hg and PI-1221A reading I 6"Hg with condensers at atmospheric pressure. Gauges need calibration 

On west side of the Main Turbine. near the turning gear, under the lagging is terminal box "L" This terminal box was found with no cover, bare wire connections hanging with no termination, and the box had debris and dirt in it. This box needs a cover, to be cleaned, and hanging wirng addressed.  

Dunng system walkdown found winng to condenser pressure transmitters (PT6514. PT-6515. PT-6516.--for all LP's) not run in conduit and bare wire nuts hanging joining wires The wirng run for these transmitters seems to have been initially installed with poor craftsmenship. The winng and connections should be addressed to meet expecled standards.  

Drawing 138385.01 shows the auto transfer switch in the Amplifier Room (43' NSB) which has been removed in the field for seven or eight years. Also, the breakers on 48vdc busses 1 and 2 which previously fed this transfer switch are closed and still labelled as feeding this equipment (not as spare). COL 27.1.14, rev. 2 also shows these breakers as *ON*. The same conditions were noted for the Unit 1 H2 panel, which. I believe, was a Unit 1 panel which no longer exists.  
.m please evaluate the above and have drawings. COL and field labels . breaker positions updated to reflect current condilons.
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result, WP 3085A "Feedwater Une Installation', step 27 was NA'ed by agll , re909 de ewho deleted the requirement to vibro-etch a 2 inch mark at four locations, degrees apart around the pipe. No justification was provided in the work package. Marking of the weld is required by ASME B&PV Code. Section XI, IWA 2600 that requires a weld reference system at regular intervals along the welds.  The weld marking is also required by r rocedure NDE-Ref, Rev 1 that was submitted to SGR and approved for this application.  I 200008403 II Fire Water Storage Tank Heater Control Breaker ERC-3 trips free after 30 seconds System: FP of heater pump operation.  ITagNumber: N/A 
20000840 UNIT 1 VENT STACK FLOW MAGNAHELIC AND 84' NSB VENT FLOW System: N/A RECORDER DIFFER BY 21.000 SCFM. VENTILATION ALIGNMENT HAS NOT TagNumber: N/A BEEN CHANGED AND THE MAGNAHELIC VALUE HAS REMAINED RELATIVELY UNCHANGED. THIS IS A PT-D5A FAILURE DUE TO THE SPREAD 

EXCEEDING 14,000 SCFM. D.I.Tag #02117 
200008405 Isulation around valve WW-193 is exposed and not protected by the weather System: DOCK shield.  
TagNumber: N/A 

System: DOCulWW-33 is degraded and the weather shield has separated.  System: DOCK .I 

TagNumber: WW-33 
20000_8_8407 _ Insulation around WW-37 is crushed and the weather shield is o.  System: DOCK an the wt seio TagNumber: WW-37 [i 
200008408 There is a section of 1/2" ss tubing from N2 reg to Valve 527, at about 100'el. to System: RCS the top of the pressunzer that has no engineered supports. It is attached to TagNumber: 527 existing B-hine by ty-wraps and banding straps.  
200008409 THIS IS FOR TRACKING A COMMUNICATIONS TO STAFF: THE WATER System: CYW METER HOUSE HEATERS WERE FOUND OFF BY THEm ll ON TagNumber: CYWN 10/30/00 WHILE MAKING HIS MIDNIGHT ROUNDS. THE HEATERS WERE REENERGIZED. IN CHECKING OAD 22. SOP 11.5. COL 11.5, SOP 30.1 & COL 30 1 IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT NONE OF THESE DOCUMENTS THAT COVER STATION WINTERIZATION CONTAIN ANYTHING ABOUT THE WATER METER HOUSE.  200008410 i un oro al pedn 

0Durng tour of Cable Spreading room noticed that 24 Static Inverter was indicating System: DC 61.3 cycles and the m sync light was not illuminated.  TagNumber: EGA4 
200008411 On 10-30-00, Low Pressure River Water was removed from service for planned System: SW maintenance. T - W elieved that Unit 2 Service Water TagNumber: N/A was in two header alignment. This was ot the case. After the operating degassingl Dump tnipped. investigation revealed the Unit was on three header alignment.  Service Water was realigned to two header operations.  
200008412 SW is leaking at treaded elbow downstream of SWT-806. Corrosion has worn System: SW away the stainless steel threads of the corrosion monitoring rack. Located next to TagNumber: SWT-806 the turbine hall closed cooling heat exchangers.  
~ 200008413 I While performing PT-V24J on the 80 ' air lock interior door, check valae 85c failed System: WCPS to pass any flow the purpose of the lest is to demonstrate the operability of the r: 80AIRLOCK bleeder check valvesin accordance with tech spec 4.2. As per the p&ls of the test 

it shall be performed when the rcs is less than 200 degrees.  
200008414 This is the second CR wrtten on the following condion: The first CR was closed System: BG out, but the condition still exists. The East HVAC Unit on the TSC leaks oil that has TagNumber: BGA deteriated the roof rubber membrane. I recommend a Carlisle membrane patch for repair, and if the oil leak is not repaired install a suspended oil pan to catch the drippings.
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Below is a list of 61 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (10/31/00 3:34:55 PM to 11/1/00 3:34:55 PM) 

Condition Number Condition Description 
200008390 During performance of PI-Mg, step 3.2.1.a, verified that no excessive oil leaks on System: LO the tank roof of clean and dirty oil storage tanks but could not verify for corrosion TagNumber: COST or buckling damage due to current contractors actbties and stuffs on top of the 

tank. This is unsatisfactory.  
200008391 During a work package inspection for the shims removed on SG 21 Cold Leg System: ACS rupture restraints, it was identified that there were scratches in the areas of the TagNumber: N/A shim removals. In addition, two of the shims in the upper horizontal pipe restraints remain between the Cold Leg and the rupture restraint. These areas around the removed shims on SG 21 may require PT & UT. There may be an extent of 

condition for all typical SG restraints.  
200008392 A change to SGT QEP 11.01 Work Packages, paragraph 5.2.5 was made on 17System: RCS Oct -00 to allow work steps to be N/A provided justification is entered in the TagNumber: N/A "Other* column. As a result. WP 3085A "Feedwater Line Installation', step 27 was NA'ed by a• that deleted the requirement to vibro-etch a 2 inch mark' at four locations, 90 degrees apart around the pipe. No justification was provided in the work package. Marking of the weld is required by ASME B&PV Code, Section XI, IWA 2600 that requires a weld reference system at regular intervals along the welds. The weld marking is also required b procedure NDE-Ref. Rev 1 that was submitted to SGR and approved for this application. No tag was hung 

200008393 This CR is wntten to document a condition this morning during which users in the System: COMP MOB and Construction Complex were unable to access the LAN. When a non Con TagNumber: N/A Ed PC. connected to the IP2 Con Ed LAN was disconnected, LAN connectivity 
was established throughout the area.  

2_00008394 There is a safety issue when changing the continuous filter paper on the plant System: RMS radiation monitors. When Health Physics is summoned by the CCR to replace the TagNumber: R-41/42 filter paper on the monitors, the CCR shuts down only the compressor and do not de-energize the unit. This has become a concern since the filter housing has terminal connections with 120VAC throughout the filter housing and the potential for electric shock is of concern. During installation/removal of filters, it is near impossible not to touch a terminal connection. Using low voltage gloves would not work because of the intricate work involved in installation of the filter and the gloves being too bulky At this time, any unit that needs filters changed should be de-energized until a different method of filter change can be resolved.  
200008395 This is a simulator condition report. In IC 59. dunng a plant startup, the following System: SIM discrepancies were noted. - While attempting to ensure that AC and DC control ragNumber: N/A were at minimum in preparation for exciting the generator, when shifting to AC the DC minimum LED turned off and the DC max LED lit. Several attempts to switch back and forth finally lit both MIN leds. - NIS chart recorder at panel FC, blue pen did not record (NOTE Bob Hams worked on this today and got this working with a new pen. issue appears resolved.) - During rod movement in manual, Bank D group 2 would start to move out first, followed by group 2. - Delta I indicated 5% with reactor power at 70. and then moved positive with increases in power and no rod movement - while diluting. reactivity effects appear within a few seconds and appear to produce the entire reactivity change in too short a time. - Feed pump discharge pressure appears 150# too high. The model agrees with the FA panel meter indication however, with a 300# delta pressure, we were unable to feed using the bypasses past approx. 2.5E05 Ibm/hr/gen. The procedure calls for the transfer to FRVs at 5E05 to 1 E06 Ibm/hr. - With 22 and 23 steam generators at 55*0 and nsing, demand for FRV position continued to call for open. No windup in controller since generators had been stable on program for approximately 1 hour 

using bypasses
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Below is a list of 17 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (11/12/00 8:23:49 AM to 11/13/00 8:23:49 AM)

200008894 
System: COND 
TagNumber: CD-8-2 

200008895 
System: SEC

] Condition Description 

CT-714 and CT-715, N2 Iand are filling N2 lines Ic 
operator was placing N2

supply to CST check valves, are leaking past their respective seats 
Caated inside N2 cabinet at the CST. This was discovered when the 
supply to CST in service.

Condition Number 

2oQoQo 5 
System: COND 
TagNumber: CONDN 

200008886 
System: WDS 
TagNumber: AE-1067 

System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008888 
System: COND 
TagNumber: HD-4 

200008889 

System: MSCL 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008890 
System: CCF 
TagNumber: TR-1 103 

200008891 
System: BG 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008892 
System: RCS 
TagNumber: 21RV 

200008893 
System: RCS 
TagNumber: 730

, 'gumIDer: I ,.--P'I-A38 L 
S20000889S Vehicle *bor. placed on vehicle -N located in parking lot # 4, space # 10.  TagNumber: NS A Disregard for Permit Only parking sign.  

200008897 The sTwo-is-Truee lights(position and power) are out for PCV-1191 and PCV-1 192 the System: HVAC outside Presure Relief valves. While changing bulbs for 1191 a bulb fell out of the lens cover TagNumber: PCV- 1191 and into socket area causing a spark. The new bulbs would not light when tested and the Two-is Tre lights for 1192 were no longer lit. A fuse common to the lights for both may 
have blown.  

200008898 HOuartery test PT-028B on 22 Residual Heat Removal Pump resulted in vibration point AH System: RHR being above the Required Value of less than or equal to 0.32 IPS. The actual value was TagNumber: 22RHRP 0.36 IPS. I 
88 unit heater 219 has a steam trap (uht-1-219) leak. Please repair/replace as needed. Unit Sheater 219 is located on the 53 turbine buildingnortheast side by column #.18. 1

nrp://wu / I ustII4 crsweblasp/NewCr.asp
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I ted the waste gas analyzer panel is only tracking one reading on the chart recorder paper. The 1-12 reading does not appear to be inking on the chart recorder paper. The digital reading for both 02 & H2 appears to be working correctly. The MSA is located 80' PAB.  I Ai l i orking in the vapor containment injured his left hand, two fingers.  First aid given and delivered to SGT nurse.  

Valve HD-4-2 is in the ppmis data base but could not be located in the CRS data base. The valve is a drain valve and is located on the discharge header of the heater drain tank pumps. 15' elevation between 21 & 22 heater drain tank pumps. The valve leaks by it's seat and requires the system to be drained down to repair. Valve HD-4-2 also has a substancial packing leak. We took up on the packing gland and slowed down the leak, but is still leaking quite a bit with no pumps in service. This valve is a con valve and can be repacked on the back seat.  

Reactor incore instrumentation core posittion valve G-5. The valves body slides easily in the rack. All the other valves are secured tightly by the racks. G-5 is located at seal table on 68' and is the cable tube #11 stop.  

2I?-2 Heater Drain Tank Pump MTR TRS Open Alarm came up on the Central Control Room Beanng Monitor. Attempts to find this open circuit failed. Cause is most likely a loose wire/connection. Please investigate/repair. I Failed PMT on WO# NP-99-13054. PMT on fire door on 40' elev was unsat due to door not 
latching when self closing. This was tried 8 times and the door only latched once. (door does not close and latch automatically). Repair door closure mechanism.  
While prepanng to stan refueling. it was noted that the protective cover had been removed from the o-nng stand around the reactor head stand. The o-ring stored in the stand has a piece of metal channel sitting directily on the o-ring. The o-nng has not been protected from damage for an unknown penod of time.  

Valve 730. Residual Heat Removal pumps suction from Loop 2 Hot Leg isolation exhibited = dual indication when reciosed after being opened dunng the performance of TOI 157" Filling and Venting the RHR and SI Systems from Outage Draindown Condition'. Before being opened only the green lighl was lit. The valve was opened and only the red light was lit However when the valve was reclosed. the green light came on and the red light stayed on.  This appears to be a limit Switch problem because with valve 731 open, valve 730 prevented flow i.e id acted like a closed valve, even though there was dual indication.  
211C22C LP Heater outlet stop valve has a body to bonnet leak 

11 -13-00 New Command Post 83 explosive detector went into degrade.]

I
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200009413 This Condition Report is being issued to document the following conditions, noted while System: FW performing a VT-3 inspection of the S.G.# 22 Support Shoes, to include the back keeper TagNumber: 22SG bars. This inspection was performed using SGT Work Package# 3050B, attach.# 2, 3, 7 & 18. 1) Excessive gaps, between the keeper bars and the support shoes of .298%, .295.  .292' and .293" at points# 22-3-4, 22-3-3. 22-4-3 and 22-4-4, resp. Maximum allowed gap is .285". Please assign to " for review.  
200009414 as discovered that a CT-764 which is the bypass of Icy-1 158 was listed as a locked valve System: AFW on col 21.3. and not on the safeguards locked valve list as per col 10.0 . This prevented the TagNumber: CT-764 surveillance of this valve as per the periodicity of col 10.0.  
2Q0Q.__9415 This Condition Report is to document that Modification SGR-00-12405-M for the Long Loop System: FW Recirculation System, is not functioning as originally designed. The design of the system is TagNumber: FWN to recirculate 6000 GPM through a filter, demineralizer beds and back to 23 Condenser. The system also has a Pressure Reducing Valve (PCV-7916) that is designed to reduce system pressure from approximately 580 PSIG to 95 PSIG and a Back Pressure Regulator Valve (PCV-7916-1) that will maintain approxiately 5 PSIG downstream of the demineralizer beds.  During initial startup of the Long Loop Recirculation System, we were unable to maintain 95 PSIG downstream of PCV-7916, due to pressure fluctations of 10 PSIG that caused the system relief valve to lift (set for 100 PSIG). The setpoint for PCV-7916 was lowered to 80 PSIG. While attempting to raise system flow rate from 3000 GPM to 6000 GPM, excessive vibrations on the piping and controllers was experienced. Due to the vibrations the controller setpoints vibrated upscale, which raised the downstream pressure and resulted in lifting of the system relief valve, manual control of PCV-7916 was taken and system pressure was reduced. The system vibrations also caused PCV-7916-1 controller setpoint to vibrate upscale and raised the backpressure form approximately 5 PSIG to approximately 35 -40 PSIG. The Long Loop Recirculation System flowrate was reduced back to 3000 GPM and vibrations decreased. These changes in system operation also resulted in the need to generate three Temporary Procedure Changes against the System Operating Procedure, 

SOP 20.2.1.  
200009416 11Discovered 21A walerbox inlet manways (upper & lower) with not all the bolts fastened. The System: CW lower manway had only the two top bolts fastened. Reason for waterbox manway doors not TagNumber: 21AWBI fastened unknown.  
200009417 This CR was witten by M1phone System: DC CONDITION STATEMENT 125 VDC Battery 24 modification was installed to monitor battery TagNumber: 1-V18ANBATTCHG24 terminal voltage which is descnbed in Operations Procedures and the FSAR, is not properly 

documented on electrical documents. REQUIREMENTS 1 - Electrical Drawing 9321-ti3134-10 indicates that the Bus 24 DC Trouble alarm on Panel SFK is. among other items, caused be a low Battery 24 terminal voltage condition via relay 27/Batl 24. 2 - Electncal Vendor drawing 025D 1380 1-B2 reflects Electncal Drawing 9321 -LL-3134-10 for the Bus 24 Trouble Alarm However, relay cod 27/Batl terminate on pins 100 and 101.3 - 2 - Electrical Vendor drawing 011 D1 3800-B2 confirms Electrical Drawing 025D13801-B2 for the Bus 24 Trouble Alarm However. relay cool 27/Bail terminate on terminal pins 100 and 101 labeled Battery U.V. 4 - FSAR Section 8 states Improved status indication of the battery chargers and the direct current system has been provided by segregating the battery charger alarms into tour ground alarms and by providing four DC bus trouble alarms, which include an input for low battery terminal voltage" 5 - ARP SKF Rev. 14 Window 2-2 24 DC BUS TROUBLE indicates the 27/Batl relay is an input to the alarm. 6 - 10CFR 50 Appendix B Ill. Design Control states *Measures shall be established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and the design basis, as defined in §50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures, systems, and components to which this appendix applies are correctly translated into specifications. drawings. procedures, and instructions.' DISCUSSION AND OBSERVATIONS The above Requirements 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 describe the installation of the under-volhage relay Dunng the 125 VDC SFFA Walkdown of Battery Charger 24. SSFA Inspector and the CRS it was noted that on Drawing A206900-22 terminals for what would be 100 and 101 on Battery 24 terminal sensing voltage for relay 27/Banl indicate SPARE. The terminal board was inspected and cables tagged EDB2 EDAA3 01 was connected to terminals 100 and 101. Drawing A206900-22 was verified with Document Control that it was the latest 'as built' available approved document. Due to Battery Charger 24 being in service, a hand-over-hand of the cable could not be made and it could not be concluded as to where the cable was routed. A quick check was made on the Battery Charger 23 for 27/Batt relay and it appears the same condition existed as outlined above. Batteries 21 and 22 were not checked but are suspected of the same deficiency.  Requirement 6 defines the necessity of maintaining the drawings current to maintain the design basis of the 125 VDC Battery 24 and associated alarms as described in the FSAR.  SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATION Determine what mechanism installed the 27/batt relay determine the apparent cause. Determine it the same deficiencies exist for Batteries 21, 22 and 23. LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION Revise the appropriate documents to reflect the AS BUILT conditions of the plant as required in Requirement 6.  
k-r -
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Below is a list of 38 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (11/24/00 7:09:09 AM to 11/25/00 7:09:09 AM)

Condition Number Condition Description 

.employees exited the RCA and entered an errobeous dose valu in the RDMS.  System: N/A THis CR written for trending and tracking purposes.  TagNumber: N/A Ir

http://w07l 0S04 /Crsweb/asp/Ne%%wC r.asp

200009393 
System: RCS 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009394 
System: MSCL 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009395 
System: CVCS 
TagNumber: 23CHP 

200009396 
System: FP 
TagNumber: FEXT-433 

200009397 
System: DC 
TagNumber: EGA2 

200009398 
System: EDG 
TagNumber: 23FOTP 

2000.09399 

System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009400 
System: LO 
TagNumber: LON 

2Q000940l

11/25/00

20Q93.092 
System: PW 
TagNumber: LT-1131

Whiletllwas performing PT-038 (PWST Level Calibration) we received no less than 30 Alarms. This for a calibration of one Level Transmitter is an unacceptable and unnecessary distraction imposed on the Control Room. These distractions compromises our operating environment, and take us away form our primary duties.4 test need to be reviewed for impact on the CCR not only as overlapping concern but in respect to when it would be allowable to remove an alarm can within the body of the test. Operations should have input into and review of these test as they are written or revved to improve'their flow and overall impact on CCR.  

Technical Question: Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Crossover leg rupture restraints (both horizontal and vertical) were modified during the SGR outage by eliminating the shim package and reinstalling the restraint with some of the bolts not being reinstalled (essentially Abandon-In-Place) ((FMX-00-5249-A). These restraints identified as LP21-RA and LP21-RB for SG-21 RCS crossover leg were modified on all SG RCS. The support numbers are identical except LP-21 for SG-21 is LP-22 for SG-22 etc. The safety evaluation (IP2-SGR.  SE-06) indicates that the restraints can be eliminated based on analysis. These restraints are currently scheduled for VT-3 inspection under the ASME Section XI program. Article IWF-2220 requires inspection of corrected or modified supports unless the owner determines unnecessary by evaluation. Since these supports are essentially Abandoned-InPlace and because of ALARA can the currently scheduled inspections be determined unnecessary and this CR referenced? This inspection is currently scheduled to be performed prior to exceeding 200 degrees F. Recommend that this CR be assigned tovlfl ISSFA 2000 plant wakdown. the inner fire door/ventilation bound door on the Turbine El 53' floo agis h poieinrdo nore oboktedormcoig°. It was no(ted that t heose deooresnaore ventilation boundaries for the TSC and to notify Emergency Planning ifthe 

23 Charging Pump seal return piping has two leaks at the threaded fittings on both ends of the 2" pipe directly below the crharging pump seal housing. The pipe is threaded to elbows on both sides Boron accumulations are present below both of the fitting connections. Line number is not given on reference dwg. 9321-2728-37.  
This CR was wrrtten by N i (phone ) The fire protection valves located in the Maintenance Conference Room Unit 1 Screen House where the SSFA 2000 inspecton is staged are leaking. One appears to be a valve stem packing leak and the other is a disk'globe leak. These leaks are approximately one drop per minute.  Measures were taken to contain the leaks. The only identification on one valve is 'FP 76 PRESS REG INLET STOP* The other valve does not have a tag. Fire extinguisher station 433 is located in the same room as the SW Conference Room for location purposes.  
22 Siatic inverter Frequency is 60 31 Hertz this exceeds the Maximum of 60.3 Hertz.  investigate adiustrepair as required. This CR was written at the request ofamom 1  and noted on DSR-20 This condition should be regarded as important and be high lighted for proper station pnonty 
23 Fuel Oil Transfer pump packing gland has excessive leakage when in service causing oil to weep out of the inspection covers onto the pump pedestal, adjust gland as required. The gland was not adjusted b erations due to the adjustment possibility affecting the pumps vibration per This condition should be given the proper station pnority and repaired ASAP 
Station Aux Transformer gate ground strap is broken off at the clamp this is a safety issue and should be replaced ASAP.  

21 Main Lube oil cooler west endbell is leaking excessively and is becoming an Operator burden. The pads must be changed twice a shift to keep up with the leakage, repair as required(The leak has gotten worse in the last 24 hours).  
This CR is being witten to supplement Bob Trombetta's CR 200009316 that did not contain

.1
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4340 RWST Tank Drain Stop is a COL 10.1.1 CLOSED/SEALED valve. The Blind Flange associated with this valve is insulated. As per Note on page 12 COL 10.1.1 The blind flange on 4340 and 7323 shall be checked by ensuring the insulation installed. IF the Valve seal is found broken, THEN the blind flange and insulation shall be checked.' The valve seal was found broken and replaced on 11/21/00 therefore the insulation must be removed and the blind flange inspected by Operations.  

7323 SIS Pumps Full Flow Isolation (Future) Stop is a COL 10.1.1 CLOSED/SEALED valve.  The Blind Flange associated with this valve is insulated. As per Note on page 12 COL 10.1.1 'The blind flange on 4340 and 7323 shall be checked by ensuring the insulation installed. IF the valve seal is found broken, THEN the blind flange and insulation shall be checked.' The valve seal was found broken and replaced on 11/21/00 therefore the insulation must be removed and the blind flange inspected by Operations.

200009213 
System: SIS 
TagNumber: 4340 

200009214 
System: SIS 
TagNumber: 7323 

200009215 
System: FP 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009216 
System: FW 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009217 
System: WDS 
TagNumber: 1789 

200009218 
System: CW 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009219 
System: COMP 
TagNumber: COMPN 

200009220 
System: CF 
TagNumber: HANDEP 

200009221 
System: SEC 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009222 
System: WDS

TFC 1999-006 is for Security related issue and has has past due target date for completion.  SAO-206 requires thaI valid target dates fro TFC cleance be provided. Please assign to to clear TFC. The current version of SAO-206 does not require that an open CR or ICA be maintained, but is recommended thag this CT remain active untilthe TFC is clear. The engineenng and implementation work has been reproted as compelete. Please FYI 

While reviewing the UFSAR. Table 11.1-7 Sheet 2 as part of the 50.54(f) Issue Resolution effort for IP2. a discrepancy was discovered. Recommend assignment oc J

http://w07 IOsO4/crs we b/aspfNewCr. asp
11/21/00

In performing PT-A17B, the following hose reel stations had unsat conditions due to no hydro date on the hoses. 15' Turbine hall: Hose reel stations #21, 210,and 213. 53' Turbine hall: Hose reel stations #212 and 215. Each hose have a 'First Field Use' sticker on them and the hydro date has faded to the point where the date can not be seen. these stickers are the same that exist on Hose reel stations #24, 26, and 29, all of which have a hydro date of 299 that can be barely determined on them. This list is only a partial list at this time since inspections are not complete at this time. Request the hydro date on the unsat hose stations be venfied and a more permanent method of marking the hoses be devised.( All old hoses that have been sent out for hydro have large labels on them.) 
Dunng housekeeping walkdown under SG 23, it was identified that a tubing support for SG 23 level instrumentation has been disturbed from its original location. This support is located under the newly installed upper lateral plates and tubing is now exposed and no longer properly protected 

Dunng the performance of PT-O13 Data Sheet 129, 1789 exceeded its required range and limiting valve on the Open stroke and exceeded its required range on the Close stroke. Time to open 20s. Required range #2s and c6s, Limiting valve <10s Time to close: 1s. Required range >2s and <6s. Limiting value <1Os Per the test requirements. Valve Shall immediately declared inoperable and a CR shall be written.  

The Unit 2 screenwash return line. north line (fish sluice) is plugged between the air relief vent and the underwater discharge point. Vendor with approved hydrolaser must be brought i as soon as possible to clear the line. Maintaining the fish line clear is a requirement of the NY State Dept of Environmental Conservation State Pollution Discharge (SPDES) Permit.  Assign as as Pnonty 2 Work Oroer to Maintenance.  

A Request fto Inlorpmapon was sent tof cntadhml to determine reportability on the submect Condrtion Report ustfor Information assignment was closed with •the appropriate informnation entered. per the assignee, but was received by the Global 
Controller with a blank response box. While there have been instances of Condition Reports 
initiated where the Condition Description field has been blank, this is the first instance where 
the response to an assignment has been blank.  

Handep electinnc pump for transfer of concentrated chemicals to chemical mixing lank... does 
not pump ... motor functions but no fluid is transfered from discharge.

I

VU

calculations of how the new design's can meet the very demanding 10-20 sec acceptance criteria (see Concern 2.a below) This increases the risk of uncontrolled cycling of RCS 
temperature and pressure. Concern 2: Design Basis response time (10-20 seconds). The post-mod average closing stroke may improve. But it is not clear if it can meet 20-second spec and the mod's test requirement. The following points need be addressed to show how the mod fulfills the intent of the original design basis - to make dump valves sufficiently fast and responsive to all operating demands of properly tuned control system. a.There are no calculations or evaluations justifying the new design's ability to meet the 10-20 sec acceptance criteria .b.There is no evaluation or basis for relaxing the 10-20 seconds criteria in case it is unobtainable by the new desin. c.There is no specific limiting value for stroke time -what is the slowest acceptable stroke for the control system to do its job.

J



System: N/A of one hour to establish power. If we were able to use power from IP3, including the TagNumber: N/A dedicated safe shutdown diesel. The power from IP3 could almost certainly be provided in 
. less time.

1 200009_197 
System: 480V 
TagNumber: CRF-2035-002 

200Q•OM10 

System: 480V 
TagNumber: EDG-2053-004 

200009199 
System: FP 
TagNumber: TST-PI-M8 

200009200 
System: RPS 
TagNumber: RPSA 

200009201 
System: CM 
TagNumber: 21MPC 

200009202 
System: FP 
TagNumber: TST-PI-M8

200009203 During a walkdown inspection to redesign support downstream of LW-441. in 33' SBBPS System: ILWH Heat Exchanger Cell. lollowing deficiencies noted: 1) The deteriorated support downstream TagNumber: LW-441 of LW-441 has a Tag No BD-13. per A179467-6. BD-13 is 1" s/40 pipe stanchion support, with one end cut to suit and welded to the elbow of the 3' process pipe. The other end is threaded and connected to a I" - 125* Cl flange that serves as the base of the stanchion.  Visual inspection indicates that the Cl flange is highly corroded. In Addition to the dorrosion of the Cl flange the baseplate-of the as-built configuration rests directly on the floor while BD-13. per A179467-6. requires a I' grout pad. This support is in the process of being redesigned. 2) Per A179467-6. a support BD-11 should exists between LW-440 and the 3" 90 ell. upstream of LW440 This support is missing. Installation of BD-1 1 is required. 3) Per A179467-6 the 3" process pipe is supported in its north-south run by two supports, with tag numbers of BD-6 The conceptual design of BD-6 is that of a cantilever structure made up of a 2 x 2 x 1/4 angle One end attached to the bottom of an existing I-beam, and the other end with a U-bolt to fix the p'pe to the angle. The as-built configuration of these two supports does not match the conceptual design: (A) The BD-6 support on the northern end of the 3 run has a 3/4' gap between the angle and the pipe and no U-bolt exists (no holes on the struclural angle). (B) The BD-6 support on the southern end of the run has no U-bolts and no indications of holes on the structural angle for the U-bolt. These supports need to be redesign or reconciled with A179467-6.  
200009204 A potential change to the RWST volume has been identified as a result of the plant System: N/A modifications that have been performed since the issuance of the Cycle 15 Reload Safety TagNumber: N/A Evaluation (RSE). The potential change to the RWST volume can decrease the margin in the Post LOCA Long Term Cooling analysis that was performed for Cycle 15. The result may be that the corresponding acceptable conclusion presented in the Cycle 15 ASE may no longer be acceptable.  
1200009205 A VT-3 examination of 2-HMS-1 after SG replacement found: The current cold setting for the System: SSD spnng can is 22,023. which is greater than 10% beyond the required Cold setting of 19,372.  NumAlso the ID plate is stamped Hot- 23.788 and Cold 28.800. Hot should be 17.500.  
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System: CSS 
TagNumber: N/A 

System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

FI-7739 (21 Spray Pump Minimum recirc flow/test line flow indicator) does not have a calibration interval. This instrument is used in a technical specification surveillance test (PT.  035A) to prove operability. The last time the instrument may have been calibrated was 3/98.  In addition, this flow indicator does not appear in the equipment database.  
PC-0 3 (Containment H02/2 Monitor Calibrations) & PT-M54 (Fan Cooler Unit Test) passed their RRD. PT-076 (Effluent Radiation Monitor R-49 Functional Test), PI-M 6 (Fire Protection Valve verification), & PT-086 (Effluent Radiation Monitor R-50 Functional Test) entered their surveillance grace periods.  
During performance of the referneced work order the alarm switches failed testing.  Readings for left NC switch .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 right NO 1.4 11.5 23.1 .9 1.4. This problem will be 
corrected., undler the existing WO no further action neces sary.  

During performance of the referenced WO the mouse trap could not be made to hit the new alarm switches. This problem will be fixed under the referenced WO and MSAP 567. This CR is for documentation only.  

While performing P1-MB, Fire Hose Cabinets, found Cabinet # 11 located at 72 ft. elev. of chem. systems building facing the command post, short of one 1-1/2 inch dia. hose as required by the test.  

The 'High Steam Flow SI Channel Trip. alarm(panel SB-2 window 2-6 in the Central Control Room) has come up at least six times today. Sometimes it cleared quickly, other times it stayed uo for several minutes. The Proteus Alarm printer recorded point FD0446 as tripped (TR) when the alarm was up. when the alarm cleared point FD0446 changed to 'NOT TR*.  Point FD0446 is 'Steam Line C Hi F I SI." The steam flow gauges and recorders did not indicate any steam flow.  Duigte efraceo 8TRA, Manipulator Crane Overload and Underload Stons 
these soec: display unit was noticed to have its overload and underload setpoints drifting.  SThe Sensotec Display Unit was replaced under work order # np-00-1 6180 and the g Saopphcable sections of PT-R8A were re-performed satisfactorily.  

While performing PI-M8.Fire Hose cabinet inspection.found Hose cabinet # 10 at the alleyway between PAB and Hold-up tank Pit inaccessible blocked by skid of gas bottles.

r
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Below is a list of 49 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (11/20/00 9:20:10 AM to 11/21/00 9:20:10 AM) 

Condition Number Condition Description 
20_00091L1 liOn 11/20/00 at 0815 hrs. a Vital Area Door failed to secure properly, door was under the SSystem: SEC Icontrol of a Security Officer at the time of the incident. At 1000 hrs. the door was repaired by TagNumber: SECN the locksmith and returned to service.  
200009182 Dunng the Surveillance Testing Audit, it was noted that TP-SO- 11.046 rev.0 Test System: N/A Procedure Database Administration has not been officially issued and approved. This +.gum~:ur at ase TagNumber: N/A procedure provides guidelines and requirements for administrating the Procedure database.  

. presently being utilized.  
200009183 Station Adminsitrative Order -470 Addendum 1 Lists Technical Specification Required System: N/A Surveillance Tests. This List is not kept current. For example PI-3Y1 I Hydrogen TagNumber: N/A Recombiner & Oxygen Stand Inservice Inspection"; PT-3Y1 Integrated Leak Rate Test-; PT-V24B "CVCS Check Valve testing'; and a few others have not been performed and are on. 

If we are no longer required to perform these tests then these tests should be removed from SAO-470. SAO-470, rev 2 was issued on 6/21/00 and these inactive Surveillance Tests were still listed in Addendum 1.  20110216 As per condition Report 2000-008581 Unit Heater 234 does not operate. Additional System: AS information on condition. Lighting panel 211 CKT 28 (feed for UH 234 and several other UH) TagNumber: 234UHR was found to be tripped. Circuit was reset all heaters except UH 234 started. When thermostat for UH 234 was adjusted to start heater, Thermostat smoked it was immediately turned down to minimum. As long as UH 234 is off from thermostat CKT 28 on LTP 211 stays closed and other healers continue to run. Recommend replacement of thermostat and electrical test of Fan motor. This heater is the sole supply of heat for 80 Fl PAB weld channel area. Heater is located on 80 Ft PAB above nitrogen cylinders on east wall.  200009185 DURING PERFORMANCE OF MAINTENANCE ON LW-527 IT WAS NOTED THE System: ILWH REGULATOR WILL NOT FUNCTION AS REQUIRED. THE REGULATOR WILL NOT TagNumber: 11WCT MAINTAIN PRESSURE AS REQUIRED. WILL REPLAN WORK ORDER 99-07862 TO 
REPLACE REGULATOR.  

200009186 We are unable to locate the OAD-23 Post Trip report asscoiated with 2/15/2000 Safety System: N/A Infection. The individuals who were members of the investigation do not have it and it is not TagNumber: N/A located in any of the Operations Files in the CCR or NPG File Room. A lost document search was instituted without success. One remaining team member may have an elecronic copy but he is out of Station until 11/27/2000.  
200009187 Bolting for temporary airlock deck plates and upper half to lower half calls for A-307 B bolts ;ystem: WCPS and A-563.A nuts UE&C spec 9321-01-248.18 permits both ASTM A-193 B-7 and A-307 agNumber: 95AIRLOCK GR B bolting matenals for flanges and various structural components. Please update drawing 235131 to allow the use of both materials for the Temporary Equipment Hatch.  00009188 At 0720 hours I received a call from 05llmJat that Command Post for a Portal Monitor ystem: N/A alarm A worker for the b .... had alarmed the monitor three times. I agNumber: N/A responded and fnsked the worker and found counts on the upper left chest area. I escorted the worker to HP1 and had him frisk in a PCM 1. Both zone 2 and 6 alarmed indicating contamination in area of the chest I then asked the worker to remove his fleece outer garment and go through the PCM 1 again. This time he did not alarm. I then frisked the fleece pullover in the Automatc Tool Frisker and it alarmed. A direct frisk of the garment with a RM-l4 indicated 2000cpm on the upper left chest area. I then frisked the inside of the grament in the same area on found 3 0.000cpm. I was able to remove the particle with a tape lift after scraping the area with a knife when initial tape lifts were unsucsessfull. The particle was then analyzed and was shown to be CO 60. I questioned the worker about his work actrvties and he inlormed me that he had made an entry in the Unit 2 Vapor Containment.  from about 03:00 hours to 04:00 hours. He also informed me that the item with the patricle on it had not been worn into the Normal RCA.. It had remained on his desk during his entry.  At this point I initiated Attacments 8.2 and 8.3 of procedure HP-SQ-3.801 and I let the worker go home. As a follow up I did a smear and frisk survey of the workers desk which did not indicate any radioactive matenal. I then took the particle to the HP2 area to see If it would alarm the Portal Monitor set up there. When I place the particle in my chest pocket and walked through the monitor it alarmed. This needs to be investagated because it is the fourth lime a particle has been dedected at the comman post as reported in CRS 200008841, 200007386 and 200006333.  
0009189 Design Engineenng procedure OP-290 Section 5.20 'Human Factors Engineering Review stem: N/A Of Central Control Room Modifications' Section 3.3.d states "If satisfied that the gNumber: N/A modification was installed correctly, the 'Implementation Conformance Review 
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Below is a list of 15 CRs created in the last 24 hours. (11/19/00 8:22:43 AM to 11/20/00 822:43 AM)

Condition Number LfCondition Description
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200009177 While functioning as the watch HP I was informed by HPS of a medical emergency at the I.*el,.l~t.11 
ica emergenc at the,--

tip p.,,I 1u 1 0su4/icr5swvc tl/asp/NewCr.asp
11/20/00

2Q 0._g_165 Swagelock fitting upstream of 514BX1 has an active boron leak with the refueling cavity full.  System: RCS This is on 21 RCS Loop flow transmitter FT-415. This must be fixed prior to RCS TagNumber: 514BX1 pressurization.  20000O9166 
RCS fow transmitter - FT-41 5 leaking. The upstream swaglok fitting into valve 514BX 1 (Fr.  

System: RCS 415 low side root stop) is leaking with RCS depressurized. Must be fixed before we TagNumber: FT-415 pressurize the RCS 
200009167 Retired support hanging. Retired support on pressurizer spray line from #24 cold leg System: RCS upstream of PCV-455A (spray valve) . Can be seen from #24 RCP platform. Support should TagNumber: PCV-455A be removed 200009168 

seal collection tank increased .5 inch over eight hours. this is indicative of a primary seal 
System: CVCS leak and this data can be used to determine if in-leakage increases.  TagNumber: 23CHPLT 

20000916• The upper internals assembly is not orientated corectly in the storage stand. I appears that System: RCS the assembly was not rotated a full 180 degrees per the procedure. This means that the TagNumber: 21 RV weight of the assembly is now point loaded on the four keyway guide blocks.  
20000 7 At 2035, received a report that an I was experiencing chest pains System: N/A at the 95' VC airlock. An EMT and the nuclear operator were sent to the 95' airlock. At 0841 TagNumber: N/A per EMT request and ambulance was summoned to the site via 911. At 2055 the ambulance was on site and 2110 the ambulance departed the site to transport the employee to 

r. The Employee was not contaminated.  
200009171 At 2050 hrs this date an Ambulance from Verplanck EMS arrived on site to transport an System: N/A - complaining of chest pain. The patient was located at 95' at the top of the TagNumber: N/A stairway leading from HP2 and was being treated b) 6 personnel.  Secunty escorted the ambulance to the 80' Maintenance and Outage Building (MOB) alleyway Two EMS personnel were escorted by security to the patient via HP 2. Upon armval confusion set in as to where the patient would be removed from the RCA. The 

ambulance was located at 80 and the 
at the scene wanted to evacuate the patient via the north- east roll up door on the 95'elevation of the MOB. The ambulance then had to be moved to 95' to accommodate. This added additional time to transporting the patient I believe it would be a more effective mechanism if the communications to arrange for evacuation and transport from the RCA were limited to 1 and Ideally those at the scene. The Iy or his assistant should convey • directions to the J , 

Swho would then direct the security officers escorting the personnel and 
equipment 

00009172 On 9.'26'2000. TFC-2000242 was installed providing power cables through the 95' ystem: BG equipment hatch to supply power to the TLD for steam generator replacement. At some agNumber: 21VC point following the SG replacement this TFC was removed withoutIIII permission and wnthout property executing the TFC removal. As of this writing, the TLD is gone and the equipment hatch and airlock have been reinstalled. This is a case where an SGT WP (WP 1050) was used m Ikeu of work orders and the paperwork loop was not properly closed.  
00009173 At 2030 hours al h complained of chest pains and pain radiating down his arms ystem: N/A while carrying a ladder m the VC Individual was walked to the equipment hatch and SGT agNumber: N/A [safety notified 

1 
)0009174 PT-V24 ds 26 valve stroke test was performed for CCW valve 789 (RCP CCW thermal ystem: CCW barner return isolation valve. CIV). The closing time recorded at step 3.8 is 11 seconds. A igNumber: 789 transposition error occurred and 9 seconds was recorded on the operability table. Since the limiting value time for this valve to close is less than or equal to 10 seconds, this valve is 

inoperable.  

0e009.15 PWhile entering the Spent Fuel Pool area to open the Canal Gate, a circa 1970s brown gstm: SFPC polyester clip on men's necktie was discovered inside the Level III FME boundary.  g N u m be r: N /A J 

r ; n X e b 
0009176 

05. nadvertently logged out on RWP #529 with 2111 mRem instead of 21 
'stem: N/A mRem. The inaccurate entry locked up the RWP because the collective dose exceeded the gNumber: N/A dose goal and prevented further access on the RWP until the dose discrepancy could be identified.I
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200009298 At 0230 hours on 11-15-2D00 the N was informed by the System: N/A Unit 2 Operator that the gamma alarm monitoring the P.A.B. Sump Tank was alarming. He 
TagNumber: N/A responded and observed the meter moving erratically. He checked the cord and the dectector and the appeared to be in good shape. He then surveyed the P.A.B. Sump Tank Cell and all dose rate were normal. He left the instrument in service and noted the condition in the Watch Log. On 11-17-2000 while touring the P.A.B. I observed the same instrument again moving erractically. I then checked the detector and the cord and I surveyed the cell and all were normal. Since this equipment is installed for information only and not required by procedure it was left in service. I informeodlRbof this condition. On 11-19-2000 the above mentioned equipment was placed out of sevice by the Midnight Watch. On 11-212000 the gamma alarm was replaced. Suggest a SL 1 for tracking and trending.  
200009299 Audit 00-03-C-003: Deficiencies in air sampling program IMPLEMENTATION: 1. imprecise System: N/A air flow and sample duration records, 2. inaccurate DAC fraction computation, 3. sampling TagNumber: N/A not taken in high occupancy areas of containment, 4. DAC performance standard (0.1 DAC fraction) not attained with some field analyses due to low sample volumes, 5. status of air moving equipment not widely appreciated by techs and supervisors.  
20QQ.09300 Audit 00-03-C-004: The program to reduce stellite (cobalt) valve wear product release to System: N/A reactor coolant is not effective. Opportunities to replace components with low-cobalt TagNumber: N/A substitutes are being missed. The issue is not entirely within the control of l'm 

and, to be effective, uppermost station management needs to get involved.  Reduction in stellite addition to RCS reduces plant radiation field potential.  200009301 while working in wsl #1 could not achieve adjustment of the impact spring to alarm System: 480V switches.The adjustment that was made to the spring was uacceptible,as per engineer,need TagNumber: SWPA-2050-003 work step list #2 to replace impact springand to slot holes on shunt trip plate for the alarm 
switches.  

200009302 Audit 00-03-C-005: Quality control checks for laundered protective clothing involves such a System: N/A small sampling as to make the checks of diminished benefit. Approximately 50 garment TagNumber: N/A items out of 150,000 (or 1 in 3000) have been checked during SGR activities. No PC hoods have been checked. This sampling is a measurable reduction from the previous practices jand commitments.  

200009303 Audit 00-03-C.O06 The following deal with contamination control: 1. Tool contamination System: NA monitor response checks are not documented on proper forms nor are the completed forms TagNumber: N/A reviewed in timely fashion by supervision, 2. Related to 1) above, the several tool contamination procedures should be combined for consistency, and one procedure for defunct equipment (HNS TCMI should be deleted. 3. Workers exiting RCA and finishing successful PCM contamination check (found clean) are stepping into RCA instead of onto 
clean side of boundary 

200009304 
A• 

System: N/Audit 00-03-C-O07 SAO-315 requires establishment of a health physics review program in System: N/A accordance with ANSI 18 1 It is believed this reference is in error and should be NUREGTagNumber: N/A 0855 instead which deals with radiation protection program appraisal. Recommend SL-4 DLS 11,'22/00.  
200009305 Improved training is needed on the availability. use. and coordination of the various Con System: COMP Edison information systems used in support of IP2. This CR is being entered by a new TagNumber: NA employee who has had difficulty in obtaining necessary design information from the on-line record systems (discussions with other new employees reveal similar difficulties). So far.  this employee has encountered the following systems: FileNet, FileNet Neighborhood.  Metaphase (and an earlier version of Metaphase that is still loaded on my computer), NPMEL. NPIN. PPMIS and OE (PPMIS is apparently part of OE). Also, there are links on the IP2 Web to *Documents and Databases'. There does not appear to be any formal training available on how to use these systems. Training is obtained on an 'ad hoc* basis by asking the assistance of co-workers (that is, those who have the knowledge) in acquiring specific information Also. It is not clear how the various systems are coordinated (ie, how they 'talk to each other'). so as to ensure that they are using all the same up-to-date information, or how they relate to the official hard copy maintained in the document center (for example, calculations can be found in FileNet as well as NPMEL: also both NPMEL and the mainframe have work order information). It is suggested that some organized training be developed (even if informal) on how these systems are accessed and used, what their limitations are, and whether particular databases are designated as the 'design basis" 

database for particular types of information.  

200009306 nt amount of vr-3 inspection descrepancies have been document 
System: N/A over the past week, The program owner needs to understand, 1) the collective significance TagNumber: N/A of these defeciencies and 2) what is causing the delta in the number of identified 

Idescrepances versus our normal count. Suggest SL-3 to with 
re om e daio o L- sfeysinf ic.a~n ce fall out of collective significance review 
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valve listed as sealed when the actual position is locked, this causes double work and Radiation exposure in many cases. Valves in C.O.L 4 1.1 lists the position of the Residual heat exchanger valve 820B at 25.5 degrees open, this valves position indicator is in 15 degree increments it can not be done. 820A Is listed as being at 33 degrees, this valve also has an indicator with 15 degree adjustments, this can not be done accurately. The positioning of these components should be done by alternate means or be assigned settings that are reasonable based on the type of valve position available.  

200009276 JDuring a walkdown of the Intake structure we found unidentified wiring from junction box System: N/A WW1 that feeds into MCC 21 that does not show up on drawing 9321-3248. This TagNumber: N/A discrepancy between the as-found field conditions and drawing 9321-3248 needs to be 
Iresolved.  

2MU0.Q.2ZZ The Condensate Storage Tank Panel Alarm failed to annunciate when to test the TagNumber: CONDA panel alarm while performing the S y stvem : C O N Dpoemataem p t i n 

s00009278 BFD- 1129 (Long loop recirc sys inlet header sample stop) is leaking by its closed seat.  Sytagem: FW Discovered while placing long loop recirc i/s, by chemistry when taking sample.!d TagNumber: FWN 

20000.s27 J BFD-1139 (long loop filter outlet sample stop) is leaking by closed seat. Discovered by System: FW chemistry when placing long loop recirc sys i/s.  TogNumber: F'WN 

200009280 II FCV-1205A.City water supply to the Aux Feed pumps Instrument air supply regulator System: AFW I pressure indicator is broken, replace same.  TagNumber: FCV-1205A 
2Q00.9281i Il FCV-1205A. City water supply to the Aux feed pumps Instrument air supply line is supported System: AFW J with a wire tie, install proper supports. Line is hanging and may break if hit or moved.  TagNumber: FCV-1205A 

200009282 Condition Report 200008352 (SL-4) was issued to identify two modifications that were System: CSS issued after the 'freeze date' for Revision 0 of the CSS DBD, and are not being reflected in TagNumber: CSSA the issued DBD. It appears that one of these modifications (FMX-99-12055-M, Recirc..  Pump Replacement) will also affect Revision 0 of the RHR/SIS DBD, which was issued in July 1999. CR 200008352 was assigned to MINN) as a SL4 T & T item. The purpose of this CR is to address the control of issued'DBDs. The CSS DBD is being issued as a controled document that does not agree with the current configuration of the station due to modifications. In addition, Revision 0 of the RHR/SIS DBD (issued 7/1/99) no longer agrees with the configuration of the station. As previously addressed in CR 200006963. the issued DBDs are located atf*-",' . , which includes the statement. *The Design Basis Documents can be considered controled." In addition, the Engineenng Operations Manual (OP-290 - Section 5.16) states that the cntena required to perform a calculation can be extracted from *any existing Design Basis Documents.' Neither the DBD Index on the web site, nor the DBDs themselves provide any indication that there may be installed station modifications or other changes that have not yet been incorporated into the these controlled DBDs. It does not appear that the user of a controlled DBD has any method of readily determining if the document is up to date prior to using it as a reference document. In response to a similar concern, the response to CR 200006963 stated. *SAO 520. which is in the process for signature controls the updates to the DBDs which may anse from design changes, or any other source. In the interim, the SAO draft has been used to process changes to the DBDs which have come up.' It does not appear that outstanding changes affecting the issued DBDs are currently being identified to those using these controlled documents as a reference for design inputs. It is recommended that a method of *posting* changes against issued DBDs within a reasonable time be implemented to ensure that the DBD users have access to current information. Appropriate design controls are required to ensure compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B if the DBDs are to be considered controled documents.  
200009283 C 2140 hours, while climbing down from scaffolding by SG 23, it was observed that the System: N/A PGC was rotating CCW with no crane walker on the leg opposite the operator. After getting TagNumber: N/A down to the 95' floor, ensured that no obstacles were interferring with the crane until it stopped. When the crane stopped, immediately informed the PGS that he had no walker on the opposite leg and directed him not to operate the crane until all proper personnel were in position. Since the lift to be made was in support of , ffn supplied required crane walkers to complete rigging evolution.  

20_0_.9M2M_ 121 CCW Pump discharge flange bolts are ALL less than hand tight. This system is under 20 System: CCW psig pressure when secured, 120 psig when in service. There is no evidence of a lear at this TagNumber: 21CCP time. This condition found during test PT-030A.  

II1 http:H/w07 I OsO4/crsweb/asp/NewCr.asp 
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described by the revised UFSAR wording agrees with the actual plant configuration.  Separate condition reports have been written to obtain an ROI for each of the completed modifications listed at the end of this Condition Description. This condition report shall be used to track the completion of the required ROls to ensure any changes made to plant drawings as a result of the ROI process will not impact the UFSAR. ConEd has approved 549 UFSARCRs since FSAD-7 was approved on 7/12/99. Each of the UFSARCRs was reviewed to determine the population of UFSARCRs that have a modification as a verifying document. There are 193 UFSARCRs that have a modification as a verifying document.  Twelve (12) of the 193 UFSARCRs do not have a completed ROL. Recommendation: Assign this Condition Report to the 50.54(f) group. When issued review the ROIs for the twelve (12) UFSARCRs associated with the modifications listed at the end of this Condition Description.  Initiate any required changes to the UFSAR per procedure SAO-139. FFX-93-09452.M WITHDRAWN () ) PCV-1190, 91 92 CONTROL SYSTEM UFSARCR#: 138 implemented in UFSAR rev 15 FMX-93-09273-M - ISSUED (- - ) ELIMINATE SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM UFSARCR#: 43,145, 344, 351,454 implemented in UFSAR rev 15 UFSARCR# 171,182 implemented in UFSAR rev 16 FMX-95-10912-M - ISSUED 
) REPLACE H2 RECOMBINERS UFSARCR#: 449,572 implemented in UFSAR rev 15 FPX-98-13073-F - ISSUED ( IP-GUALIFY LT-940 & LT941 UFSARCR#: 5, 8, 56 implemented in UFSAR rev 15 SNX-91-03014-M - ISSUED (I111 . MODERNIZE AGING RMS EQUIPMENT UFSARCR#: 319 (rev 16) 

2•0Q099266 The purpose of this Condition Report is to document the failure to issue a Report of System: HVAC Installation (ROI) as required by procedure SAO-405. Modification FFX-93-09452-M (PCVTagNumber: N/A 1190, 91 92 CONTROL SYSTEM) resulted in a change to the UFSAR. UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR) # 138 added a description of the modification in UFSAR revision 15.  The modification appears to have been at least partially implemented as inferred from the COMPLETE status of work orders NP 9471080, NP 9471247 and the issuance of several DMDs and as-built drawings. Although work orders and drawings reflect the implementation of Modification FFX-93-09452.M. there has been no Report of Implementation issued for the modification. Both the MODTRACKING database and verbal conversations with Records Management personnel verify that an ROI for Modification FFX-93-09452-M has not been issued. The status in MODTRACKING is WITHDRAWN (tl). Note related Condition Report CR# 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorized as required by FSAD07. Please close out this modification and provide the required Report of Installation.  Suggest assignment to t w ith a FYI to 
200009267 The purpose of this Condition Report is to document the failure properly close out a System: CW modification as required by procedure SAO-405. Modification FPX-95.11453-F TagNumber: N/A *RELOCATION OF CONDENSER OUTLET WATER BOXES LEVEL ALARMS resulted in a change to the UFSAR UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR) # 476 added a description of the modification in UFSAR revision 15. The modification appears to have been fully implemented as inferred from the ROI and COMPLETE status of Work Orders NP 9579203, NP 9788096. NP 9789626. NP 9789627. NP 9911358, NP 9911359, NP 9911360, NP 9911361, NP 9911362. NP 9911363 as well as the issuance of several DMDs and as-built drawings. Although work orders, drawings and ROI reflect the implementation of FPX-9511453.F. the STATUS of this modification is listed in the MODTRACKING database as WITHDRAWN (PMA I&C). Note related Condition Report CR# 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorized as required by FSAD-07. Please close out this modification properly. Suggest 

assignment tOl1wdh a FYI to 200009268 Drawings 302775-01 and 304122-02 do not show entire fuel oil system supply to and return System: GT from GT-3 Missing includes isolation valves GT3-71 and GT3-73 as well as several TagNumber: GT3 instrument, vent and drain stops ' GT213-26, GT3-70, GT3-72 and GT3-74. Please add valves and update drawing(s) as required. Please refer to COL 31.3, section 3.1 for information.  
S200009269 The purpose of this Condition Report is to document the failure property close oui a System: RICS modification as required by procedure SAO-405. Modification FPX-98-13074-F 'RCS WIDE TagNumber: N/A RANGE PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS PT-402 & PT-403 MODIFICATIONS* resulted in a change to the UFSAR. UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR) # 441 added a description of the modification in UFSAR revision 15. The modification appears to have been fully implemented as inferred from the ROl and COMPLETE status of Work Orders NP 9802881.  NP 9802882. NP 9802883, NP 9802884 as well as the issuance of several DMDs and asbuilt drawings Although work orders, drawings and ROI reflect the implementation of FPX.  98-13074-F. the STATUS of this modification is listed in the MODTRACKING database as WITHDRAWN (l1lPIMm ). Note related Condition Report CR# 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorized as required by FSAD-07. Please close out this modification properly Suggest assignment toI with a FYI t o 
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Below is a list of 63 CRs created in the last 24 hours., (11/21/00 12:06:11 PM to 11/22/00 12:06:11 PM)

I Condition Number J Condition Description
12.0_0_09_2A_5 2ODg9245 
System: 480V 
TagNumber: N/A

200009246 
System: FW 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009247 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

200009248 
System: FP 
TagNumber: FPA

200009249 there is a trace of oil at the union above the RCP oil collection tank on 46'. It is the tank System: N/A closest to the crane wall I wiped the threads below the union and did not see an immedite TagNumber: N/A leak It is a very slight leak & would take a very long time to achieve any accumulation.1 
200009250 A VT-3 examination of snubber 46-SR-3 per GI.V-A found: The pipe clamp is bent, splayed System: SSD open at the snubber attachment side. Evaluation or repair is required TagNumber: 46-SR-3 

System:92 C Heaters K43. K44. and K48 on Drawing 138292.8 reference Ckt 1 on Lighting panel 4MT; 
System:Lighting Panel 4MT on Drawing 1383148 designates Ckts 12, 16 and 30 for these heaters.  TagNumber: K-43 This discrepancy needs to be resolved.  
200009252 While reviewing autolog for feeder 33332 unavailability for maintenance rule. the following System: 138K discrepency in the log was found: On 10/14 feeder 33332 was in the process of being TagNumber: 33332L returned to service. At 2:02:04 Breaker BT4-5 was closed and at 6:45:34 breaker BT 5-6 
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Description: CR Closure Review. CR-199906785 may have been closed without addressing I correcting two separate non-conforming conditions. The CR was written to address two problems: 1. The spare EDG breaker ring lug was bent at the amplector. 2. The EDG spare breaker was not tested property using primary injection current testing There is no indication that the bent ring lug was ever corrected. The question of required primary current testing is not answered / resolved. The description of the breaker problem is superficial and does not provide sufficient documentation regarding the closeout of this issue. Extent of Condition: This issue was concurrent with a major testing/repair effort conducted after the problems encountered with the 21 EDG breaker after the August 1999 Reactor Trip Event. See extent of condition report in CR 199906643. Safety Significance: The failure of an EDG breaker to operate properly during a loss of offsite power can prevent prompt restoration of power and lead to core damage. Requirement Not Met: SAO-1 12 requires that responses should include pertinent facts, reference other documents, and address all issues identified in the CR. There was no resolution of the problem with the bent ring lug. There was no resolution of whether the breaker required primary current injection testing or if the existing work order was adequate to ensure that the breaker testing was competed when the testing equipment was restored to operation. Recommended SL and Action: SL-3 to provide corrective action tracking. 1. Repair the bent ring lug (if this is a condition adverse to quality). 2. Determine if additional testing is required for the amptector and conduct the testing if appropnate.  

Heater Drain Tank Pump Seal Water Heat Exchangers The heat exchangers each have six connections, five on top and one on the bottom. On the top, when referencing HDV-1 or HDV-2 as the 12 o'clock position, the 2 o'clock position is the pump's seal inlet line (hx outlet) and the 7 o'clock position is the pump's seal outlet line (hx inlet). The 10 o'clock position is the closed cooling inlet and the 5 o'clock position is the closed cooling outlet. The tubing from the heat exchanger's 2 o'clock position to the seal inlet connection also contains a vent slop, which is unlabeled in the field. Only four valves are shown on CCR Drawing 234191. for the THCC system. Please provide a drawing for the other two connections from the heat exchanger to the pump seal and provide a tag number for the vent valve for each pump as described above. Records Management was unable to help me locate the manufacturers drawing of this heat exchanger, the nameplate reads "BW/IP International, Inc" SOP 19 1 contains two locations for venting the pump's seal. step 4.3.1.(2) simply directs the operator to open the vent stop on top of the heat exchanger until seal is vented, there are no valve tag numbers given. The second location is section 4.3.4 which contains a caution requinng aporopnate Personal Protection Equipment against a chemical hazard and actually identifies the THCC side of the heat exchanger by valve tag numbers. It appears as if step 4.3.2(2) is directing the venting of the pump seal side of the heat exchanger without being all that specific This step has its own hazards, possible hot water or steam being vented or venting THCC water by mistake (there are two vents, one for each side of the heat exchanger). This step needs a caution added and specific valve tag numbers. Sketch provied. deposited outside FSS office drop box.  

SAd 100 Addendum III page 2 of 3 states *COVER SHEET. Each SAO shall have a Cover Sheet formatted as shown on Addendum I. ... Addendum I cover sheet requires the MU .. ---- signature. SAO 471 rev.0 "Inservice Inspection / Test Program' approved cover sheet does not have - " . .i , signature Please note that this is a repeat issue with new SAO's (see CR 200005384).  
72 hour admin ico lor ASSD source range monitor NI-5143 (NE-33) will be exceeded at 1622 today SAO-703 Addendum 1 item 9. See cr 200009150 ... 9157.



N/A
AMSAC in the CCR. A RACKS FRONT Cabinet A-6: 1. PQ-188 kinked ground wire. Cabinet A-10: 1. Cable tray covers adrift in the cabinet. Cabinet A-12: 1. QM-421A and OM-421B setpoint dials are 'locked' with tape. 2. LC-460A/B Terminal block missing spare screws. A RACKS REAR Cabinet A-4: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. Cabinet A-5: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. 2.  Cable tray cover is adrift in the cabinet. 3. Electrical tape on the spare lead from cable bundle H52J662 must be re-wrapped. Cabinet A-6: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. Cabinet A-7: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. 2. Cable tray cover is adrift in the cabinet. Cabinet A-8: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. 2.The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to be re-insulated. Cabinet A-9: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. Cabinet A-10: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. Cabinet A-11: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on .  terminal blocks without lugs. Cabinet A-12: 1. Multiple ground wires were landed on terminal blocks without lugs. 2. The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to be re-insulated. B RACK FRONT Cabinet B-I: 1. FC-446, PC-949B and PC-948B/E are missing spare screws from terminal block. Cabinet B-2: 1. LC-447E/F and PC-439A/B are missing spare screws from terminal block. 2.The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to be re-insulated.  Cabinet B-3: 1.LC-461A/B and PC-457B are missing spare screws from terminal block.  2.The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to be re-insulated. 3. TC-431C/D Cover mounting post is missing. Cabinet B-4: 1. LC-4471VJ is missing spare screws from terminal block. 2. FM-419M and PC-409A are missing permanent tags. 3. Two unidentified controllers, in the second rack from the top of the cabinet, are missing tags. 4. PC-408A setpoint dial is missing its knob; the setpoint dial is locked with tape. Cabinet B-5: 1. Cable tray covers are adrift in the cabinet. 2. PC-406A setpoint dial is tapped. Cabinet B-6: 1. LC459E/F and LC-459G are missing spare screws from terminal block. Cabinet B-7: 1. QC412C/D is missing spare screws from terminal block. 2.Cable tray covers are adrift in the cabinet. 3. Setpoint dials on QC-412A, TC-412G, TC-412D, and TC-412E are tapped.  Cabinet B-9: 1. LC-447A,8. LC-447G, LC-437A/B, LC-437G and PC-948A/D are missing spare screws from terminal block. 2.Top cable tray cover is loose. 3. Setpoint dial on PM949A is tapped. Cabinet B-10: 1. Setpoint dial on QM-441A is tapped. B RACKS REAR Cabinet B-1: 1. Ground wire for 1 18VAC outlet used to supply PM-402-2 is not connected to the cabinet ground bus. This ground wire should either be removed or connected to the cabinet ground bus as appropriate. Cabinet B-2: 1. Multiple ground wires landed on terminal blocks without lugs Cabinet B-3: 1. Multiple ground wires landed on terminal blocks without lugs Cabinet B-4 1 Wire JL1JF43 (bottom left of the cabinet) must be re-insulated. Cabinet B-6. 1. Multiple ground wires landed on terminal blocks without lugs. 2. Choke connected to terminal 7 on terminal block 86A is connected to only one point. The other side of this choke has been lapped It appears that the choke has been retired. The choke should be removed if it is retired or connected to the appropriate terminal point if it has not been retired. Cabinet B-7 1 Cable iray cover adnf in the cabinet. 2. The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to re-insulated Cabinet B-9 1 PM-949A is missing a spare screw on terminal block. C RACKS FRONT Cabinet C-5 1 The spare/retired wire on cable EX4 must be re-insulated.  C RACKS REAR Cabinet C-5 1 The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to reinsulated. Cabinet C-6 1 Ground strap for the N-32 chassis is connected without a lug. E RACKS FRONT Cabinet E-1 1 Permanent tags for test points L934B, L934C and L934D are missing. 2. PC-936 CIG is missing spare screws on terminal block. E RACKS REAR Cabinet E-6: 1. Cable tray covers are loose. Cabinet E-8: 1.The ends of multiple sparetretired wires need to be re-insulated. F RACKS FRONT Cabinet F-i: 1. Permanent tags for test points L935A. L935B L535C and L535D are missing. F RACKS REAR Cabinet F-I 1 Ground wire landed on terminal 6 of terminal block F1F without a lug. G RACKS Auxiliary Relay Cabinet 2 1 The ends of multiple spare/retired wires need to be re-insulated.  General Comments I All surfaces of the cabinets in the 'A' and 'B' racks were covered with excessive amounts of dust. 2 Debris from past maintenance was found in the bottom of all cabinets in the 'A and 'B racks 3. The replacement of BFD relays was in progress in the 'E' and 'F' racks during the walkdown. 4. All of the above findings are maintenance-practice and housekeeping issues These deficiencies do not threaten the operability of RPS, NIS, AMSAC or ESFAS 

This Condition Report initiated to track the disposition of a condition identified during steam generator replacement activities (SGT NCR - 130, copy attached). Dunng dimensional inspections of RSG 22 feedwater nozzle, measurements were out of tolerance. Assign SL 4 tolO.-M...  

This Condition Report initiated to track the disposition of a condition identified during steam generator replacement activities (SGT NCR - 131. copy attached). During dimensional inspections of RSG 21 feedwater nozzle; found that ID measurements out of tolerance.  Assign SL-4 tod OMk 

AT GT2 -3 gas turbine site. west of the GT2/3 fuel oil tank where truck parks to load fuel oil tank. wet pavement shows rainbow traveling the roadway down to the grass areea on the
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Critical, the failure of 21 BAT to meet acceptability criteria is not a TS violation. The tank could not be recirculated prior to sample collection resulting in a non-representative sample.  Samples are taken and analyzed for boric acid concentration every Monday and Thursday.  The acceptability criteria for 21 BAT was met on previous surveillance tests. Plant procedures also require the BATs to be sampled for proper boric acid concentration, and to be adjusted if necessary, prior to reactor criticality.  
200008813 The following issues related to EP Training and Conduct of Drills were identified during the System: N/A 11/2/00 Emergency Planning Training Drill from observations and post-drill critiques: The TagNumber: N/A drill scenario presented little opportunity for the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) to be accessed in the area of Assessment & Corrective Actions. Drill participants were generally enthusiastic and maintained focus through the entire drill. Response actions were demonstrated in a manner that would be expected for an actual event. Some instances of participants not ending telephone or radio communications with 'This is a Drill* were observed in each of the facilities. The controlling organization performed adequately with regard to drill control activities and evaluation. Controllers were at their job locations throughout the drill and controlled activities in a timely manner. However, the following concerns were noted: - Some controllers (e.g., those with repair teams in the field) would benefit from additional controller messages in the scenario package so that participant performance could be more realistically challenged. - There was a delay in getting information to the TSC/OSC on the status of the leak, do to missed communications from the field. The field Controller provided participant information at the correct time but did not ensure it was reported properly to the OSC. In addition the OSC controller did not correct 

the situation in a timely manner.  
200008814 The following Process and Procedure issues were identified during the 11/2/00 Emergency System: N/A Planning Training Drill from observations and post-drill critiques: A TSC Operations Advisor TagNumber: N/A failed to respond to the TSC dunng the drill. Actions were taken to contact the EOF to assist in contacting and having respond, an Operations Advisor. However, the TSC staff eventually stopped pursuing obtaining the needed operational expertise. This was evaluated to be a contributing factor in the delayed recommendation in emergency classification at the Site Area Emergency level. The OSC was activated within 25 minutes (players were pre-staged) of the declaration of the Alert. Command and control in the OSC was effectively established by the OSC Manager. Necessary resources were promptly identified as events progressed.  The team sent to attempt to close valve 856D from the breaker took 30 minutes to assemble and bnef. This delay was caused by Coordinators not working together to dispatch the team.  The NPO and HP were not present when the team briefing began and the briefing was stopped twice while needed individuals were located. The areas in which team briefings were conducted sometimes became congested. The congestion could have been avoided 

by better use of available office space offered in the TSC/OSC complex. The staging of technicians in the briefing room should be avoided and rooms dedicated for briefing and planning purposes only EOF communications between facilities and external points of contact were adequale with regard to ensuring a coordinated response effort with one notable exception The Site Area Emergency (SAE) declaration was delayed due to the inability of the EOF to determine if the -leak" could be isolated. Numerous discussions were held on this point between members of the EOF and other emergency facilities. The Emergency Director (ED) twice requested a determination if the leak could be isolated and if not. he would need to upgrade to a SAE. This decision was delayed approximately 43 minutes waiting on this information from the TSC or CCR. This delay caused the SAE classification to be untimely There was confusion between the NYS Radiological Emergency Data Form IP-1030-i found in IP-1030 and the form printed out by MEANS. The two forms do not currently match This is due to recent changes to the data form and in progress changes to the MEANS computer program. The new program, with updated form, is in the process of being venifed and validated at this time and will be issued soon. The CCR demonstrate effective assessment capabilities for the drill, however, the CCR staff did not provide adequate input to the Emergency Director in the EOF regarding the need to upgrade the emergency classification to a Site Area Emergency based on an unisolable leak outside containment Corrective actions were taken in accordance with approved operations procedures. The TSC staff, in general, maintained awareness of existing plant conditions and fission product barrier integnty. with the exception of the recognition of the RSC leak location. The TSC staff properly characterized actual and potential radiological releases throughout the event. The TSC Staff did not make appropriate and timely emergency classification recommendations to the EOF based upon exceeding EAL thresholds. The OSC staff was effective in dispatching teams into the plant to assess conditions and make correctve actions. However, there was a delay in dispatching the critical team to the valve 856D control breaker. This was caused by not properly involving all coordinators in team preparation. Also obtaining conditions from the team send to locate the leak in the Pipe Pen area was delayed by poor communications and OSC Coordinators not aggressively pursuing information from the team in the field. Procedures in the EOF were generally adequate and properly utilized through the course of the event. In addition, the staff was familiar with their roles and responsibilities as prescribed by the IPs. The Dose Assessment 
*. . l ,,'~ Ius•-Ft 4
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24 Hour CR 
Below e -a list of 38 CRs, created In the last 24 hours. (1110/01 826:29 AM to 1/i1101 8:26:29 AM) of 7

C"di C oNumber 7 Cowitfon escrliption i1
200l!00?82 While pedormn*g a tagout for cathodio protection, it was noted that s a dicrepancy between Iae psn and go aystuibr 440V This is a duplcate of CR 199908736. However it was not staled in the olhier CH hat the fuses shown on pn 244016 for 
Te gtiuiber.M~OZ1 MCCIOZ-186nteiti h il. harepW241 

o ... ~~T 'Wý W 0 m a l w Is b d d o e i a d o o r to th e fi n e s . T h e e w ue n o fu s es., " - - , - , n u , a x a o m t ll i l e 
It h, fse oldrs It isPossible that ftw fuse were bypsassed or that tis breake does not supply any power. The bieaker 

was found In the closed poslion. I checked . . .. .. ayM" on thps/print . Th e n .eake -- , __ e. an y D M O 's o n this print .T here w ere no ne. P I e s

Systenr WA 
TagNumber. N/A

System: N/A 
TagNunber WA

I � IL

Background: uring preparation of several modifications to suppot doe IP2 Cwhemiltry Sampng System upgrades I was required to have data entered into the Wiring and Raceway System (WARS) and Tag Nwmbering Management System (TNMS). Problems: 1) Presently the Design Engineering Procedures, OP.290 seod, do not provide procedural guidance fo updating the WARS anid onity provide verbiage Io updlate the ThMS dlatabases. 2) There are ordy a few Con Ed WARS and TNfrWS Dabase Managers who have the techmaI knowledge and password aes to alow database updates. 3) Tr•ining for WARS arnd TNMS do not corply with Ihe Syatematic Approach to Trualnig. 4) QualificatIon Guide ESP-I1, Knowledge Objeclive 11.29 Oesckibe ihe various databases tht need to be consulted or updaled during and after preparalion ofa Iplant modification. Include Design Engineers responaibiliie; for TNMS. WARS and SPIN'. The references for this "knowledge o"e active do not contain I" lion on WARS and TNMS database updates. Rqcommendatlons: 1) Develop "configuraion manageient procedures to ensure adequate direction for TNMS mid WARS updates are provided to the Responsible Englnee. This tas should be discussed with the Modlicatlon Optimization Team. 2) ESP CRC epioint appropriale Subjoed Matter E.xqt lo perform Job Task Amlyals for TNMS and WARS database mmagement.,3) Base upon the JTA, ESP CRC/SME's detein'nne the knowledge, sAfs and abilltls (KSA) or a user and database manager training pmrogra 4) Line Management determine who and how mny Individuals should be trained and qualified for TNMS and WARS database management. 5) Technical Tral ng Design, Develop. Implement and Evaluate a trailng program for TNMS database mtanagement. 6) Teclmlcaj Training Design. Develop, Iraplemnent and Evaluate a training program for WARS database managemenl. 7) Technical Training revise QuaElicatlon Guide ESP-1 1 andlor develop new Quallication Guides fr TNMS and WARS database management. 8) Technical Trainlng develop and Include TNMS and WARS user training for e1 Engneeing incumbents In the Fundamentals Program. Development of a new training program and quailication guide is Important to the station to ensure quality conslstency of database managemnent for WARS and TNMS.  Developmemn of appropriate configuration anagement procedures will armure lie databases w4in IP2 are properly maintained.  

This condition may require Imlementation ofa revis ion to opeator training or a levision to NBC commitments h accordance wilh NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing Comnitments. k is recommended that this condtion report be assigned to ohe s Iwith - FYI IolI mand to the#group. Whle reviewing IP2 regulatory commitmen as part ofhe C; ' t Verification Project, the folowing discrepancy was discovered. During ConEd's presenitation of ft recovery plan for the August 31,1999 event comrnibment RA-99-1 80-005 was made to the NRC. This com5ilmend was reiteraled In NRC eter to ConEd RA-99.-18.-.o, dated October 5, 1999. NRC Commitment PA-99-180C06 reads: Integral Rapid Response Team ormation into Operator Training. A lesson plan or training module which implements NRC comnilment RA-99-1 0-C05 could not be identified. RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the 
le ......... "'',re~view the material in 1beh~em-mi -mJrmto identy the........mod...s.a.  

lesson plan(s) mad verify VW course content adequately adldresses the issues descried In NRC Commitment RA-99-180C05. If raTr T ing does not satisly Ihe NRC comnmitment either 1) fe appropriale moduie(s) should be revisd, or2) or a revision to the NRC commitment should be prepared in accordance with WSLAD.7, Guidance for Managig Commtments. This is nol considered an operabilty issue.
C.on. d.iiC ion Report written 11;09 PM, 01/09/01 contained poten.ial safeguar information.  System: WA 

To gNumbcr WA 

D0uring a review of all OAD`* a total of 17 discrepancies were noted. Some, of these~have cornvnnbalions to staff s~d~
I,

Lip V4.tL awc.WUp/PICwLr.asp
1/11/01
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24 Hour CR

Systim: NIA 
TagNumber: N/A

200190287
System: WA 
TagNjaber: WA

20010028.8 
System: WA 
TagNumber N/A

2NIQUM 
System: WA 
Tag Number. WA 

System: WA 
TogNumber: WA

htlp://w071Os 04/crsweb/asp/NewCr.asp

Page 2 of 7 
for quite some n1e. These dIsCrepancies Deed to be a, essed so that WEcan demonstrata that We do business the way WEsay WE are going to do business. I will be available persnally to discuss resovin Uwee discrepancies and will exrpecti
to be contacted.
Thr condi0e mMY rOquire Implementation of a nrision to operator tR g or a revision to NC comnitments in accordance with NSLAD-7. Guidance for Managing Comm itments. t is recommended lha this condition report be signed Io the ",, . ......... .w ... with an FYI to in and to the WNRPRM•l Ih reovewng IP2 reguatory comltrnts as pasrt of the Conw eru Verification Project. the bklioig discrepancy was discovered. Dulig ConEdrs presentialion of the recovery plan for the Augus 31, 1999 event corrfimnid RA-991 80-C07 was made tc the NRtC. This connlm~ent was reterated .I NRC lefter to ConEd RA-99-1180, daled October 5, 1999. NRC Commitment RA-99-180-C07 reads: 'Utilize Field Support Supervisor in Training as they would be used in an acuu eavnt!.' A lesson plan or training module which knplements NRC CoommN*em RA.99-18o-C07 =ood not be Idenlid.pECOMMENDATION: It b reommendedW thae - - .- I review the material In the Operator Training Progrue to Idently e apicabe module~s) and lesson plan(s) and verily ltha course content adequately addresses the Issues described in NRC Commitment R.-99-180-C07. If - - _- Training does not say NRC commitmnt either. 1) the alppropriae modute(s) should be revised, or 2) or a revision to the NRC conmrlimeu shoud be prepared in accoidsnoe wilh NSLAO.7.  Guidance for Managing Comrnmitments. This is not considered an ooerablityv Isue.

This condtn may eMquIre iM~emenlatlon of a revision So operator training or a revision to NRC commitment I accordance with NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing Conitmnentx. I Is recommended that this conditior report be assigned to the with an FYI to O and to rie comend While AeWng 12 regulatory con nents as part of&he Corniitmeri Verification Projct,. the following diuaxcemcy was discovered. During ConEcrs presontation of the recovery plan for fte August 31, 1999 even, Icommitment RA.99-.1 S0.C38 was made to the NRC. This corn"Tr was reiteratedhiNRC letterto ConEd RA-O-toodatedOcobe,1 .1 .NRCCommitlment RA-99-180-C38 reads: 'Train Faclilles Support Supervisor (FSS) and Senior Reactor Operators (SRO) in Shift Maneger (SM) Emergency Pla (EP) dulee: rotate all Shos i•to EP roles during eluator scenrims provide Ep training for #A S eIOe; provide Aring on SM roe during th f hour of the EP event; utilize fth FSS hn sistaor scenarios as they would be used hn lIe plant. A lesson plan or training module which Implernts NRC cwmben _PA-99.180.C38 could not be Identified.  RECOMWMNDATION: It Is recommended tha the -review the mteriae l In the OperalorTralning Program to Identify the appicabl moduie(s) and lesson plan(s) and veiythat course conten adequately adduesses the Issues described In NRC Commitmtent RA-g9-18.C38. Taning does not satisfy NMC commitment ether 1) the approlprate module(s) should be revised or 2) or a revision to the NRC commilrent should be prepared in accordance with NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing Cmwment This Is not considered an opersaly Issue.
This condrtIon may require Ikplementatlon of a revision to opeator trainig or a revision NRC commitments in accordance with NSLAD-7, Guidance lor Managing Commitments. N Is recommended that ts condtion report be assigned to the - with anFYIltoi Md tol t l i W- l ek reviewing lP2 regulatory con .en .. past of cI Commitment Verification Pro•, the Iclow d ancy was discovered. Durig ConEft preasrnitnlor d the recovery plan for the August 31,1990 event corrsrunitnei RA-99-1 80-C39 wasnmade to the NRIC. This colignitine.1 was reiterated in NRC letter to ConEd RA-99-t80.daied1October 5, 1M9. NRC Conmiitiint RA-G9-1WC39 reads: 'Train operains personnel on revisions to the EP Including: wwnee y response teams roles and respoasbiile new Emergency Action Levls MAL); use of MEANS o npAeraftwars. A lesson plan or trainkg module ~c Imp .met NRC corsu,*nert RA-99-180-C39 could not be kIdntflk. RECOMMENDATON: It is reommnded that .he 

-- reviwe materiel I 1e OPefalto Tranling Program to Identify the aplcable modulets) and lesson plan(s) and veriy that course conten adeq.. . adressee the issues described ti NRCCommitmlent a Ce3. If 2 r Training does not satisfy NRC commiement eh 1) the OPPropatmodule(s) should, be revisd, or 2) or a rvsion to the NRC conmytment should be prepared i accordance With NSM.7, Guidance for ng .This is not considered an operabillty iss,-

IIThis con.ition may require Ir•plaenfibon ofa rei'sion to operator tralnrig or a revision to NRC commItmments 1i accordance wih NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing Commitmnier. It is reOommended that this condition report be assigned to the with an FYI IoiNL end to theW p,. While reviewing ,P2 regulatory commitments as part of lbsa ConIMIMOnt Verification ProjctI lfielowing discrepancy was discovered. During ConEcrs
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Page 6 of9 
TagNumber: GT2 south end of the pavement. ( Not even a 114 to a 1/5 pint of oil appears present). Appears to 

be a trace of either slight leakage overtime or just oil from pavement. Oil poads were dispersed to ensure a trace amounts of oil were absorbed. Truck has not started unloading YET and no leak has been detected on the truck. Record this CR for tracking.  This Condition Report is initiated to track the disposition of a condition identified during System: RCS steam generator replacement activities (SGT NCR - 141, copy attached). While final TlgNumber- N/A machining weld profile on RSG 22 hot leg, the machining equipment failed causing a step in the face of the weld prep. Assign SL-4 to ,g stl 20Q.Q_.8_8Z5 
This Condition Report initiated to track the disposition of a conditions identified during steam 

gSyst e r: N/RCen 
rao tgenerator 

replacement activities (SGT NCR - 144, copy attached). Assign SL-4 toW 

200008826 This Condition Report initiated to track the disposition of a condition found during steam 
System: CM generator replacement activities (SGT NCR - 150, copy attached). During weld upgrade of 

TagNumber: 21 PC polar crane, discovered gouge at FW 175. Assign SL-4 todill0N 2000.8827 An Over-inspection of the Steam Gererator Upper Lateral Upper Shim Plates revealed 
System: FW rejectable welding discontinuities, in previously accepted, (by SGT OC), welds, as noted 
TagNumber: 23SG below. SGT was given the opportunity to correct these conditions and, as of the time of this CR issuance, has chosen not to take action. WELD# DISCONTINUITY 7 & 8 Slag and Dirt 10 & 12 Slag and Dirt 14 & 15 Slag and Dirt 23 & 24 Slag, Dirt & Overlap 26 & 27 Slag, Dirt & Overlap 29 & 30 Slag. Dirt & Overlap 31 & 32 Slag, Dirt & Overlap 35 & 36 Slag and Dirt 37 & 39 Slag and Dirt 43 & 44 Slag, Dirt & Crater Crack 47 & 48 Slag, Dirt & Overlap Reference the following AWS Code & Quality Execution Procedure Paragraphs/Table for acceptance criteria: AWS D1.1 2000 - 5.30.2 and Table# 6.1 Categories # 1 & 4 QEP 12.03 - 3.6.2. 4.4.2b and Attachments 9 2 & 8 200008828 

This condirtion may require an UFSAR change; recommend assignment to the 1111tearn 
System: RPS for disposition. While reviewing UFSAR Section 1.3.4 (Segment 19497), as part of the 50.54 
TagNumber: N/A (f) effort for IP2. a discrepancy was discovered in the statement: *Bypass removal of one trip circuit is accomplished by placing that circuit in a half-tripped mode; i.e., a two-out-of-three circuit becomes a one-out-of-two circuit. Testing does not trip the system unless a trip condition exists in a concurrent channel. The trip signal furnished by the two remaining channels would be unimpaired in this event.* Safety Evaluation 90-220-MD for Modification Procedure MPE-88-01989-E. indicates surveillance testing of analog trip channels has been modified and no longer requires tnpping of a channel for testing. In general, signal comparators (i.e.. bistables) are tested by placing the bistable trip switch into the 'test' position, which enables the analog trip logic to be bypassed during the test and maintains the logic (trip) relays energized Recommend revising UFSAR Section 1.3.4 (Segment 19497). to state 'The analog channel tnp bistables have the capability to be bypassed for surveillance testing This *test in bypass' feature allows the bistable to be bypassed for trip channel testing Testing does not tnp the system unless a trip condition exists in a concurrent channel - This condition is a configuration disparity and does NOT involve an Operability Question 

200008829 
- Dunng performance of Post Mainenance Test # 18036 for 24 Service Water Pump Zurn 

System: SW Strainer. differential pressure was observed to be 5 psid. Acceptance criterion for PMT is TagNumber: 24SWPS less than or equal to 4 Acceptance cntena were not met.  200008830 
CCR Drawing 9321.3008 Rev 75. for 125VDC Power Panels 21.22.23 & 24. shows a feed 

System: DC to a Common Voltmeter & Switch(Located on the Rear of CCR Flight panel "FD" & can be 
TagNumber: DCA selected to any one of the four DC Buses) through a single 3 Amp fuse directly from each DC Power Panel While in the process of clearing Tagout #14054. on 125VDC Power Panel 22. Two - 3 Amp luses where reinstalled the Double Fuse Block located inside 22 Power Panel Cabinet The CCR reponed a zero voltage reading on 22 DC Bus with the Main (supply) Fuses installed The Two 3-Amp fuses to the voltmeter were removed and checked with a DVM and lound to be good Futher investigation of the Fuse Block revealed that while the line side of the fuse block was wired to 22 DC Bus: there were no wires connected to the load side of the Fuse Block. nor were there any loose wires inside the cabinet that appeared to be associated with the fuse block. 22 Battery Bank Terminal voltage was then checked with a DVM and found to be reading - 126 VDC and then 22 Battery charger was placed in service per SOP 27.1.6 and DC Bus Voltage was adjusted to -131 VDC, lAW SOP 27.1.6.  Next 22 DC Power Panel Circuit 912. Supply to 125 VDC Distribution Panel #22, Was closed, with all the load breakers on the distribution panel left open, and the CCR Voltmeter still selected to 22 DC Bus began to indicate -131 VDC. Next 125 VDC Power Panel 21 was inspected and the same Conditions exist with respect to the Double Fuse Block being installed. connected to 21 DC Power Panel, with fuses installed but no wiring connected to the load side. While Tagoul # 13326 was being applied, the Installed CCR Voltmeter was selected to 21 DC Bus while all circuits were opened on 125 VDC Distrubution Panel 21 and it continued to indicate 130 VDC. Then 125 VDC Power Panel Circuit #16 was opened and http://w07 I 0sO41crswe b/asp/NewCr.asp 
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24 Hour CR

200100307 
Syslem: WA 
TagNumber N/A

2QQI

Page 6 of 7 
reiated baftery room HVAC Is not available. The tam concluded thai thes falurse could challenge the existing compensatory meaure under this condition. The Team's concern was not •hared by Station Systemn Engineering. H.  Howe 1/l0/01

System NIA 
TagNumber N/A

II
Th .W11Te Identified that twere Vwar InStance that Indicated either potentiga lor bypass of design change control procedwes (for examploo by perfon0MOg tedMIal evauatons within a Condilion Report rather than within an MSAP or other formal proces) or Inadequate rigor In the evaluaion ot the cae. a es d I.A 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation icr the "Wlnterlzajn conftgurov (locked venatlaon bIousM) of the Cable Spread Room ventilation system (whlch interfacs lihe Battery Room ventalon system) did not exist; Ia appeared to be a planI-wide Is•*e ic "lWki•tezation orilguratlon.' 2. For two CRe. the requirenent icr MSAP evakMlons was waived and the e 
down d solely In the CR; these Inolved a circut breaker and A battery Call, based on the part or critical characteristic being 'below the level of detail dw on design drawings.- The chnges Involved reFpacement of a breaker pal and changes in the material Of a battery coase Internal plate sLWPort and cover. The team concluded tha the changes eppemed technicaly adequate, but should have been documented via a desgn conrol document rather than solely in the CR. The team also Concluded thal the level of det shown on design docu=ents was not a valid basi for w*ivi an MSAP. 3.  Repair work to the linkage of an automatic krnsiFer switch may have byassed the plant modfcallon process; changes to the Arinage relative to the original equipment design involved use of a longer screw, an additional nut. and a flat washer.  These changes to the design were done under a work order wlhout a modification package. The team concluded that the changes appeared technically adequate, but should have been documented via a design control document rather than solely In the CR. 4. An MSAP Ior replacement of the DC Ground Detection Circuits did not identify or evaluate changes to critical electrical charactenstics such as senKsJtlt (which was reduced by the change) and device rattngs.U 01/10101

The•amil *Tem Idenled that the Identilicall6n and transao of design and icensing basis information Into plant configuraton, cabitaloris, drawings. operating procedures, and training materlals were not always correct1 complete, or conailent. NOAN cnonern Is, ils No below fhe required level ci dotal required or I It an isaue of not having the dtlahl Same examples incude I. The effect of degraded AC Input voliage to the Battery Chargers as irilted by existing degraded votage aelpohnts had not been analyzed. To address this concem, during the assesment the vendor performed a successful lest of a spare charger at reduced voltage conditions. 2. The design Inputs for Statlon Blackout (3O8) battery loading were no. aucita'ble or clny translated In the assocla!e calculation. The basis for size and timing of loads aW cisideration of multiple diesel start allempts was questionable; the Woads In the 880 calculatin did not agree wilth thi calculations usociaed with batlery loed studies. battery sizing, or voltage analysi 3. There was no basis for the questionable lack of Internal separation of Ie voltage sensing and transfer control circits conwct•d to the preferred and alternate sources lor the automalic transfer switches between redundant preferred and a1lertre 125 Vdc sourcem. 4. No anelyss was retrievable of the effects on redundant DC buse and loads of conInual cycling of a DC automatic transfer switch from the prefenWe to alternate (redundant) source and vice verse. 5. Existing compensatory actions for controlling hydrogen concentration below 2% when batley rom HVAC is Inoperable were considered Inadequate by the learn: the potentiall fo pocket F1ormation of hydrogen at the calling and exhaust ducts and elsewhere had not been addressedl. The station did not agree with this conclusion, but to address the keane concr, the station is clanging fe compensatory procedures to provide continuous exhaust FDow and wil prepare an analysis of hydrogen pocktering unider conditions of HVAC failure. 6. The operation of the subhelAnfly larger capacity cable, spreading roomfelectrWloajtnnel veniliation exhaust Fans results in a reduction o the ventilation oi the battery rooms up to and including ventilation falluo. The issue of the adverse Impact of the electrical tunnel ventilation on the batlery room ventilation was also Identlrod Ins 1994 audit however, toe inpact on hydrogen concentration had not been addressed. 7. A commirtmient to Generic Letter 91-06 (Generic Issue A-30. Adequacy of SulettReiaed DC Power Supples) to ahieve sale shutdown with any one DC source was not sulbsantlated by analysis. 8. The design basis for output current limitations on the battery chargers appeared to be mlunderstood with reaped to operator 'ak* il 1/1 WM

A11 )

System: FP 
TagNumber: FPN TrnJ rm - oun Fir D 11U " n a uimtr toubl.ealm

�iAI1W4Ig A computer outage was planned affecting two IP2 servers (Midyali & MldY812). An outage enal notfication was Met to a

http'//%w7 IOsO4/crswcebasp/NewCr.asp
1/11/01
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2 4 u ~r : C R IP a g e 7 o f 7 
systomm: COMP U1'2' plant Petuonai with 1 d to tis servers. S afected. and .duratlon of 11 outage. Alhogh IP2 TOONumber COWPN PluM pemoruiel wer Properly W1'ormed Of Ohe Outage, the network suppo goup (downtown IR) was not notl(d via the SWAWLAN chage form of lIe sciedled outage. AthoWh th fae of the noacallon was not Intenilonal i was not I• n accordance with LAN/WAN Change Procedure. This CAS Is be,- written .sel.-assees.ent and self Iracirend.  2,te003111 The Prlimay Air Eector nozzle flange up sream of MS-799 for 21B (bottom) Steam Jet Air Eecr set Is actveryeaking System: MS sleam and water.mkuor In nature. This could be a source of ai leakage, please tofque flange or renhwe TagNwuber: MS-79g Wn-ar .,....J..__ .- -- --

,-

M0100312 lC - 1 5 IP Tu rdnre Steam header dr aln valve is paling flow to 23 C on den ser w th i valve In RW~ c losed pos ition. This is1 a 
System be: M S - 1 6Irg M n ln l m a d s o l be co ne cled, the valve Is located under the H P Tud~lne.  

2W1W Ww 22 Mai nBde Fee pump, Sea kik slreui e ve i s p ulled fr orn the connect or On Oh w Tu ft*e ouL~ xd b earng vibra tion mo nitor, 
System: FW w gsi fp n ,rpi srqurd 

ý2001.00314 W~ egP -1 O epOS rzlo~ oelo y e~ al h f ) o n tp7317 lw h n el12a d System b:. OPS A th S trto a pM ri ro W -*-.,, .. . . .. did " no • up when uo *9 ir t w ere oper n. Howev er char d I c ome 
Ta~ m e P AuP when decade box w as Fecoor ec led (step 7.4.4) an c tha~nne~l 2 came up whe sdlin g i Un ke we ts c losed (st op 7. 0.2c) and 

upchannel 4 nowe carme up. This Is not part of Ow test criledia ard last wase $AT as found and as Ieft.  

20010 0 Mt Upon taking the 12000 set of tog s found dlsc haW flow d" w reo wd~er(CT 9"/1-FR ) read ing -38 GPM, for approx kwaely 2 

System: ILW H 1/2 hours, Imm redia lely follow ing t oe releua s of 13 WDST. Also .the &fls lale I ntegrtor coun ter was adv arndri, i We aator 

T al g N U rnl b er . C T 9 7 1 -F R E r ea a d k m i f ol l o w i r• = . , . , , m 4 2 L w- ,n -. . . . ..

..... - ........ - .. .... .. i~ . Uo, ,,was u.current reainglb nowstopped at 2025 . -..  System: COPThe EDOS&ERDS system Is cumrendy reporting the wrong tiWe. All parameters being reported each mnute are consistent TegNumbe: COMPA with curn plant Wricalione however the time stamp on the page Is one howr behind.  
Tegtem:ý 

COWA 

MOMtern: NjAn untrained and unqualified chen•,.ay technician was assigned to restaut and make operationa the old Dionex Seres 8200 
System: WA OnUine Analyzer (monitors the CPD. HPFW and the Iforme WTP for Ionic knlpdiles). A new on-lne anlyzer Is awaiting TagNumrbl: WA Irsalation. Thee Is no "X in this indivliduas Chemistry TecniUn Ouloiatln IMlmtx box for this task, Number 403002. A 80ecod unrained and unqlified che•nisty technician, who I$ not even Isled on Vie Qualification Matrbx, aid Iw not .J..w~ifled on e sige task, caused the Condensate Sairly High Alarm in the CCR to alarm. Repod&*ly while he was . .work.n. on Rt alone.  

200100313-Whileti lakina oud nZIR kw .A. r -y em air% t- - -

Oymgmt MMS . .. .. .. .. -, QWrFpuuiu WiiclcoJ reading Iow.m.e bypass valve used to adust flow Is TagNumber: F1-1247 open full plea" inveIigate.  
20010(319 Hydrogen Cooler 922 soulh section oullet service water plpng on 36 elevation has a through waN leak at weld on le 1o 
System: GEN H002.  
TagNumber: GENN

20ys.00320 iDuring a Sknljator Training session @ approximately 7.50 AM a Computer Room Celing Smoke Deteclor alaimed and Systemi FP fwouldi not resw.  TugNumber: WA 

1. WBack Tq Top I List include all CRs closed in the last 24 hours except Employee Concerns Program.
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Below is a Is9 of 15 CR.' created in the last 24 hours. (1112101 2.=0:33 PM to 1113101 2:09:33 PM)

lCondlition Number Condition Descilpton 290_l0Mj6 Per RFE-S-i .01 power operatins ocos for. 2 calend-weeks at powerlee lhan 85% p and or reduced Power systinl ReCS opermion at power Wleft less Ihan 96%p Is Iulmled to 4000 mwdfful. l wants Io advise operations al reduced TagNumber: RCSA Power. We have not exceeds two weeks d reduced power operations however for the potentLal of reaching this gdeaine 
2003AL: operations were noiied.  

The UFSAR Contains Inaccuate Infornmion that cannot be revised until a modification Is (mlemented as described in, ltis System: CVCS CR_ Furthermore, IP2 Is commitied to compken vsrif•aln of the conguration and plant opations potione of the TagNumbw. 21CD( UFSAR by March 31.2001. Thls oondflln was previouly documented In CR 200005095 which was inappropriately ckoed.  It Is Imperative this condition report tracking this immieni modilcallon and UFSAR change remain open to ensure their biely and effectlve compiellon. It is therefore recommended that il CR be adrblnllrailM assigned a Signlicance Level of 3, and that an FCA for It be assigned IO N BACKGROUND: UFSAR Section 92.2.5.1 stales 'Sed.  operation (of he evaporalor Ieed ion exchanger) Is recommended to enums pievention of breaktlrough of cesium in the event of evaporalon with 1 -percent fuel delecft Boric acid evaporalonf•ecycling is no onge perbomed a& IPZ and mo1s of the equipment has been retired or physicay removed from service. Therefore, the UFSAR kilormation is no longer accurate as i relied to the evaporation process, although Itere Is all a question aboul the need for meries operation for HUT cleanup. CRS 20D003806 was generated to investigate whether or not sise operation of the evaporator feed ion exchangers was still equired. In addresng tho C R. held discussions withWAlOW.  noted t~hat the Evaporator Feed Cation Ion Exchangers ate n lone used licr Redroidatlon Cleanup of the CVGS HUT, and assigned an action to Operations to revis SOP 3.6. Section 4.32 to reflect this In the procedure. Operations rejected this assignment because the Evaporator Feed Ion Exchiangem ae not retired, and therefore, until a modlifcation Is performed to retire or remove the equipmenl, the SOP would remain as i. In the end. a reuest ior engineering services (RES 12383-00) wasgeneratodl 1 r i to retire and mmove this equipment and lhe CR was then closed. Unti the proposed modification Is inplemented, lie UFSAR contains informaition which does not celled lie actual as-bult plant, and Sthe SOP contains information which does not reflect (he acid a-pted• pnle REQUIRED ACTIONS: - Implement 
modifcation per RES 12383-00- Revise affected plant drawings - Revise allected operating procedures (CIncudng SOP 515 - Revise UFSAR This CRS MUST REMAIN OPEN unti the aslct modification Is iimplented, and al plant _. _____,____ documentallon, indluing the UFSARL Is updated to reflect this change.  

~oo~grnThe Is to document the repetitive need for doing a hard resest of the PAB 11re deluge system for the charcoal U~rsystem.  SysTem: FP Pab E-xhauei o•t.el 4 was , lamr, d and would not resat. Ohmic output form PAB4 1hermistor was verified as well as the TagNum er: SOV-7661 required 28 volts to fte solenoid. Them was no alarm cond illon preshnt and alarm would no O aw. PAB-4 Control module had the be boot:lrWp restarted by powestng down the panel and restoring power. The alarm was tien reset by pressing lie 'stop watse switch on tie console which cleared the alarm and the restd toe output to the solenoid. This Is a repeat activity.  from a repeat complaint, and should be researched to see If this Is In fact the originered design as to the function of Mks pat odba aspect , the a•um panel. Secondly an alar respons• procedure should be kmplemented to slow the operators -I-,to cear t particular alarm wIthoul generaling a work order each tim eOn alem comes up.  
2001003781

nm 0ur, -hurw that cannot be revised wnitl a rmorification Is Impleentged as described in this CA. Furthermore, 1132 Is committed gooopleting verification of the conligurtion and plant oweations portions of tie UFSAR by March 31, 2001. This condilton was previously documented in CR 200007270 wich was inapproprately closed.  It is Imperative this conditton report track~ing lhis imminent modification and UIFSAR change remain open to ensure their lin.,r and effective completion. It is therefore recommended that Is CR be admlrnilralively "snd a Significance Level of 3, and that an FCA for It be assigned oI .. Whle IncoWrang UFSAR Change Request 815 "nto the SAR, a discrepancy was discovered. UF Change Request 815 was generated in support of Tecwilcal Specflcadon Amendment 206, which removed the imiling conditions of operation of the CCR Toxic Gas monitors rom the TS. and added them to the UFSA.9 (Section 9.9.3 and 9.9.4). The on-line ling . SAE was updated per the UFSAR Change Request, however, while in the process of verIfying the statements in Owe UFSAR Verfication Database. il became apparent Is"t plant procedures had not been revised to reflect the removal of lie LCOs fom the TS. A review of ARP AS-1 (Wandow 4-7) revel thai lie Technical SpecificaioWStatlcn Administrative Order" section atM refers to TS 3.3J-I.3. which is no
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Ionger applicable. The ARP directo Ihe user to go to AOl 29.13. The AOI does not ist LCOa, and In References Section 5A 
(UFSAR) the AOI slaes that Iewe Is no reference to the UFSAM Ik does not appear ta any continued plant procedure has been updated to reflect Ihe LCOs of the CCR toxic gas montlors being moved bum Ihe TS 0 the ,UFSAR and as such, the slalements In the UFSAR can not be verified. RECOMMENDATIONS: Normaly, the rcomomencda would be to update planM procedures to reflect the fact that the Toxic Gas Monitor LCOa are now conaned in the UFSAR, not the TS. However, this may not be necessay us safety evaluation 00-529-EV has approved the removal of the toxic gas moniors from service.  IF the modilicagon cited In tho safety evaation IS Inmpleented, AND an SAO-139 Is generated to remove the discussion from the UFSAR, THEN esure that all appropriate plant procedures era revaed as pad of the modicalion process to re rlec e removal of the CCR Toxic Gas Monilou from 11P2. F the modification dled in the safety evaluation lo remove the To* Gas Monitors from service IS NOT knpamenled, TFEN appropriate plot procedures mus be revised to reflecthe

200J.00379 Iwhile performing PT4M30 found 21 insuwment air dosican dryer in the fixed mode System: IA 
TAgJumhe. 21 LADD 

2MI001 180 OPS PM W12. PMT Review, could not be performed since ft 111 W drive ropor titled "PIMTIRepor" has not been 
Tag am:brWA updated since 7/1 7=V. Elither we need to update [he report or remove In recluiement to perform this Ops PM.  TagNmxmber NWA 

200110•1 jj During the restoration of Tagout 0 14383 'Uni t Dock Recifier and Supply Breaker PM, 1lFIWI-3T. the supply breaker for Syslema 440V MCC-10M, would not stay In f cloed potion.  
TogNumbnu: I IRWI-3T i tyI i lsdpsln 

2OS1eam leako line 1o 883-X4 on West side of MSR 21A reheaw erkali twit. Additionally, the yarway associated with MSRsystem: MS I has wter looaing out of I.  
TagNunbee- MS-883-X4 

20W0 00383 Recleved ernal on 1112001 from IWthth addillond hiornrtlon regardirg wterhmmer event acl ooctmd on 1Z2260: System: MS ' I talked t who wrote this CK and he said that to entire Eat hýar moved. It was loud enough 1o care TagNumber WA individuals wodding on 53. As a reult of te waser hammer the header moved and struck a hand wheel on a drain valve of one of the HP clurps, and a CR was writen as wel. Iam going So by and find this olw1-R I asked Vi I anybody has tedked 1o him about this conditon report and he said, NOr." The original ot (200010719) did not desarbie the event In Ih3 natwe. Balm i noted thaW we had a water hammer event (no severity nobed) and that perhaps some asbestos ll in a lew areas. The screening commitee closed the dr to track and Irend and asked thai he asbeslos cleanup be investigatod viaan RFI. With the new information now avelable - it would be prudei lo try 1o igure out what caused fte water hammer 
(obviously - this was a larger lnammre than described on the ortga odr). Suggest S13 for evaluation to the 

and FYI& Io0Ms (to note that we did not have enough Information In the description of the original c/r to make a good call) and totNaW 
20QI09344 During the performance of PT-&1IOB it was noticed that he. drawer label on "-S has the elevation lised as 45'. This should syslerc RMS probably aclualy be 95'.  
TogNumber: R-5 j 
21DO10038 [Carne Irto work hoping to get some CRS work done but he wepofts will not ru. Cuatomers are calling 111111111wonderlng how System: COMP Jthey loo, can get work done. Called help desk and left message that we need to reost CITRUS. Suggest SL4 toh---o* TagNumber. WA Apibfor track and trend however, we note that this problem Is reoccuring and sooner or ales we have to Improve reliaility 

1[dsN system.  
zgQag~During the performance of PT-M108 it was found that the relainug clips for the screws holdling the drawer closed are Sytem RMS eRissing. The drawer coses, but the screws cannot be screwed In.  TagN2umben: R-7
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ysleM*i. WA 
TsghiuuMbe N/A

concrIn may require a Techntcel Speccatlfon Aaendmenl generation of a procedure. or revieso of an NRC commitment In accordamnce w NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing Commitents Ri recommended that this condtion repoint be assigned to 1h- w~h an FYI t--,F no .mid to theip. WhIle reviemg 1P2 regulamry commltments as pert olthe Conwninet Verificalton ProfsM the following isues were Ideniled. Con Ed Core.spondence to the NRC dated 4&NR5 (NL-S.-040), stales: "Conoldated Edison comms to perform poet-weld hea treatment of insalled lase welded sleeve." (Coniwnnegt NW-040-C02) NRC Comepondence lo Con Ed dated 511905 (RA-95-002), aisles 'Con Ed has conmnilted to the use of poetweld heat treatmwet PWr) arid to perforring additlonl confmirntor " teigSo delsmkie the design Me of the sleeves and to confirm tha leakage deaction requirements are me.t' (Commitment RA-0.092rCOl) "'Con Ed has connmwed tht for any tube hdcatbn In Wea Jsa (span between sleees In which here Is reduce 11-factorl, a further Inspecion wil be perfomfed by an altemale techrijue, such as a surface riding probe, in order lo determne the acceptability of the sleeved tube for further service.* (Comnilment RA-95-092-C04) "In addtlon, Con Ed has corvuililted thaW for any cag In the eddy currmn agnskwe of She *s[ew or eleoefsube joint region, a further inspecton wil also be perifoned by an lemrate eddy current lechnique In oflor to determine the acceplabll~yf of he sleeved tube for continued servlce." (Commitment RA-05-092-C05) Technilcal Specilication 4.13 describes the use of laser wdsleevig for atem genernor tube repair, btI does not provide the level of detal provided in these above four menwtioned commitments. No controled plant procedures could be located which verifies Ihat these cowmumerils are inipemerged at MP This topc was dscussed during She October 6.2000 meeting of On Stear Generator Management Commitlee and the seevai repatr method wN not be applicable bo lt replacement steam ganealos. A Techilcel Speflcation change Is penring which wlt rerove ba option from lhe IP2 Technical Speoflcations.  RECOMI"ATIOft. IF the Technical Specillcation Amendment Is approved. THEN this condlon report may be closed.  IF the Technlica Spection Amencirnent Isr not approved THEN either GENERATE a procedure which kriplonenies the lour connbment ised above OR REVISE the NRC commitment In accordance with NSLAD.7, Guidance for Managing Inmmedlate Action: N~tifled I laedate wupervis o d~liscussed wi l and generated Shie report Suggest SL-3 and adequate dose out so thet this document Is a stand alone doc••nent wth no gaps..r JR
20'.100S6. RCL 21A Yarway Level Indcator, L.C-1192S has failed high. The Yarway gage Is leaking at a drip every 5 seconds.  
syaesn.- MS 
TagNuIaber. LC-1192S 
20 5 122 IA closed cooling suciln stainer Is leakIng.The leak Is currently about one drop per minte and It Is caplured by a Systsm IACC container.  
ITmgmunbsr CC-01-1

1. K'IL.ek.To Top 'List Include all CRs closed In the last 24 hours except Employee Concerns Program.  
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& S - Condition Detail Report 
Click here for the SL Report 
Condition Number: 200010719

12/25/2000 08:37:25
labllL atn Methd l ane TO NU 

OrIginator: Uncertain Turbine OA 4 No N/A 
Watch: Confirmed No

Conditlin Description, 
This morning after bypassing the MS-I's, at about 0530 observed water hammer on east main steam header. This resulted in potential asbeswos containing material on 

the south east end of 3 and from MCC 25 to MCC 24 on 15 and the enore tube removal pit.  
Immedlaft A,.tlo• 

Control room. SM,FSS informed during water hammer event, bypassed traps open furthur, monitore:t for cold traps. Taped off the affected areas.  

Ooerbltv Review Nola: 

The amount of Insulation that has fallen Is well below the reportable amount for asbestos. AN required actions were taken to ensure the area was secured. There are no 
furher issues.  

NerrllmU.

CRS e-CAPtain CRS e-CAPtain 122612000 12,26/2o00 Open

Please Process Condition Report.  

Per CASC Review, assign tdM ,).  
Rvkmwf NOaW

Pfnt DaOfTmeO: 1/1/I01 - 223:. !0PM

MS

Isr ..

Page I1of 5
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Below Is a list of 36 CRs, created in the last 24 hours. (1111101 9*38:07 AM to 1/12101 9"38:07 AM)

2 M O O M M f ch sngk V W ft o n V u nit I u rb in e b klg are a no Wte h a t 8 fl ou re o n fixtu re s in fig t & p ow e r roo n a m In p r t v .  Sysiat LGHT an 0 stndr fihmfj mI~nieI various mress of 3T'.  

2Duri Owing an Engine•erk Ousty Review, It was noted that. the corrective sco and bmah d operabiity d•scr..ions he 8ysaem. SIS OrIwabIy Detembalon 9W 36 and associaqed Conion Reports were considered to be weak since It does not appea Tagffun•il U.935A that alt appropdele issues were discussed. The Operabily DeWerrjnlnon was written In October 109 to addresed 
problems with two Accumiiaior level transmitters; that were occurring ove a Iong period ci kne (on the order of a year).  Accunulator 21 level kImemn LT-9A was noled to be drifting on aeveuui ocmckne and was mr-cabmr i March a• d August of 119. The Operabilty Determination corective action did not comletfey address why I wes ot* of caibroaton InI a reltaively shod period of rne, or what the corerlve acwion was lo address itie dfft concern. Ther was no discussion on "a need to Increase the callblloi frequncy or If Ihe amount c drift in Ow time pedod was conslatent wil the Inetrumed uncertainly calbialon. The Operabily Delenninetlon was closed out without Idanhflng I the dlftng problem associated w~th LT-936A was resolved. Condition Report 200010884 written in Decenber 2000. Identified a drifting concern with tie same Irarirntter (LT-935Aý) I the second iss, Accumrulator 23 level Iranenitler LT-935C was noted to be devialig from Its redundant ranantteraon nuieuma occasions (at least five times in a yoeu). The problem was alturbuled to gas birntg In a sensing line due to a ppl run Om did not alow for proper venling of the kIelnalwent In*. This salows nitrogen gem to be trapped In the ine. The utimate solution was to re-roule one of the sensing l'nes to prevent trapping the gas Howeve, Inledm owperwatosy action unil the modificatlon was Istaled was weak, mice ft alowed drifting to proceed to tIe lmit of the operator log sheet wilhout discussing If the nature of the suspected drilt phenomenon o( nitrogen gas accumulation was included as a varlable In the uncerdainty calculation. The evaluaton stated thai lie allwabe Ilnstunet error was 15 to 18 percent. and therefore alowed difting to proceed to the knit Identified In the operatfo log. Further. the response paced reliance on Ihe tsmiter that appeared to be woddng property o routndy identify a problem w4ih ether transmitter, and did not addmsa potelnal (slur" of this transmitter that was not ideled with a drift problm. Additional cwomenestion should have been pecified in the Operabilty Determination, such as more frequent venting. until a permanent aolullon was .__ImplemretMe. Amolfication was done as parl o hecorwecie action go address t hi. prctblem 

2Q010324 22 Inst znent Air dyer de*wpon for monthly test was -21 degrees 1. Action level Is greeter than -30 Zdeg~rees F. System System: IA Engineer to be notfed.  
Ta~gmbern IA-128t 
2P01M 12.7M- flecelved notlfication of a with chest pains, dispatched/andM. EMT already dispatched. 12:36System: IA Floquested antbulamce on site for • Iso Is compldning of chest pains. Notified security. 12:49- Notified by security Tagrumbes: WA Me Verpank ambulnce Is on oft. 12:52 - Arnuance departed lb sile. Notiled Hudeon Vahy Hospital to ewpeol lhe 

aial of a non-outanmnated Individual complaining of chest patns.  
MID10Q3- _ _ _ _ lnated of cheat pains while doing ight work.  System WA 

T&gLgmben WA 

n, - rn ,-C•i& W.- . f . ... .. . .. _.
sYmM RPS 

TagNumben WA
mo 2UW0au iK .nuneu amepancmes Detween design drawings and Ihe as-buR configuration of the Reaclsr Protecwton System. The Inmvelgalfton prompted by this CRS led to the Identllicalion of ote CGS, that Identified similar 

Inconlstencies between design drcwings and RPS wiing. A review of the corrcv action associated with thee CRsa revealed that toe CS actions were lypically closed by revising plan drawings to reflect fe as found configuration vithout perornfng a safety evaluallon to determine the kripact inthe change on ie design and licensing basis. In some cases the as-found condlion affected the system design as depicted in Ihe UFSAR text and/or figures. A aummary olthe subject CRSa and associated corrective action follows. The potential Impact of these Issues on system Operabliy Is addressed 
under "Concltuslone below. * CRS199803574 identlfed a discrepancy between the RWS wiring configuralion and a des•rfption In section 7.2.2.9 of the UFSAR of Isolation between safely signals and annunciator and/or computer signals.

l l wiIhttp:lfw07 lOsO4/Crsweb/asp/NewCr.asp
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Contrary to lhe UFSAR satement that "The canter and front decks (of FIPS o•glc relays) awe used for annunclalor and computer sois rmepecvely', 22 APS loglc relays were found to violate tids crilrlon. The response to this CR8 provided technical jusliflcalion for a UFSAR wording change to support the as-found confliguralon. This lechnical justification Induded lhe statneen litM 'The contac of thes (RPS logic) relays bivolve only one trin. Therefore there Is no poential for any inberaction between redundant safety rains'. CRS 199904968 (ee below) Identified additional RPS wirng lhit did not conform to deepgn dmwngs. This as-ound condition included contacts trom both an WA' train and B' train RPS relay (P10-2) connected to a common chiull This configuration appears to Invadale a portion of ihe kalsfcation for adowki computer, aOn iuncltor, and APS logic functions to be wired to a sige dock of a RPS relay. * CB 199902% t three distinct discrepancies between plant drawings and Ithe s-bull condtion. These discrpandes Involved: RPS logic relays used to block the "Source Range High Flex at Shutdown' annunciator, drawings showing tPS relay contact configuration dillrent fIorm the as.blit oondition. and incorrect RPS relay nomenclature on plant drawings. The correctire action for tils CRS was Immted to revising the affected drawigs Io agree wilh lie as-found condition. No safety evaluallon or review of UFSAR irnect wae performed. e OCR 199903445 was Intated because li drawing revisions prepared In response to CRS199902835 (wee above) were in error. CRS 199903445 also kdetled an additional drawing error in which the drawing showed tie incorrect RPS relay contacts used for the Source Range High Fit= al Shutdlown annunciator block.  Again the drawing were revised with no accompanying safely review or UFSAR knped review. CR8 199904968 Identlied another discrepency between design drawings and the as-found configuration of RPS. This discrepancy Involved contacts from RIPS relay P10-2 liat w used to defeat the Source Range Lose of Desector Voltage arnunclor above 10% reactor power which amre nt shown on plant drawings. The corrective action for this CR8 involved a OeW verification of the "conifguraon and revion of the affected drawing to reflecd the as-found condlion. No safety evaluaton or UFSAR Impact review was performed even though a re-examination of these corrective acions as pert of Ihe 8L3 ivestlgation of CRS 200010125 determined that Ilis change has a potential irpacl on the LUFSAR. plant ted procedures, and D06. This S3 Investigatlon also identfled a potrenial nuclear safety concern with the as-found configuration; however, this Is based on a scenario in which a wiring error comses a wrong contact to be connected In the RPS logic circdt. An intensive search for documentation that approved the as-found configuration was unauccessh in Identifying a modificalon to the affected circuit. CR8 200007507 Identlled a number of potential Internal wiring related discrepart condltons in the reactor protection racks. Isolated case of wire routing anior terminations were observed to be Inconsimient with roudngiseparation reuirensnts stated In Noe UFS' . In response to this CRS, Operabilty Determinaion 00-018 wea Issued to address the wiring rouinglseerpmlbn Issues. The 00 determined that the RPS was Operable. e CflS 200009499 IdetIfied additional conditions In which the wiuing In tie RPS racks violated stalements In the UFSAR. The CRS staed Nist 'Wire. ( liPS Racks 4 and 5) were careleesly strewn through multipie wire ways' and 'Had the original design been folowed, ther waod not only have been no mirxng (of ciRt hnctxlna) them would also be hafT as many new wi-es io mix'. This Isues raised In this CRS were also addressed with Operabilty Determinalion 00-018 (See CRS 200007597 above). e CRS 200009641 kienlified six (6) Issues related to RPS wiring deficiencies or discrepancies, Ihree of which were similar to or a repeat of Issues Identified in previous CRS'i. The new issues ideclfed in Mis CRS Include: a wire associated with an MS power range logic relay with a splice tOa Is not represented on ph"n drawings. and a single cable containing both 125 VOC logic: protection power and 118 VAC .i.t.anent bus power. B of these Issues were addressed In Operabil•ty Determinatior 00018; however, no documentation could be found to confirm that the defi splice was prepared and approved in accordance with applicable procedures, * CRS 200010125 Identified errom made on drawingi as pan of the corrective action for CRS 1999904968. It also Identified discrepancies between drawings and Ie as4ound FPS wiring thal had not been previously kientlied. The S13 Ivesligation for ftis CRS has not yet been approved. Conclusions The confluence of the issues Identiflid in the CR'.s Nat awe summarized above represeni design control concerns with the reactor protection system that have not been fuly addressed in the responses to 1ie CAS'. indMdualy. nor have the Implications when conside"n these CRS. collectively been addressed. A review of these issues has led to the folowing cencluslom 1.  Resolution of diacrepancles between as4ound plant conditions and design drawings have ofen been resolved by revfsIng drawing to match the asfonmud plani condition. These dasign changes by defaulr hve been made without (he required quaElty assurance requirements such as design vaificahon or ensuring preservation of the icensing bais through a documented safety evaluation. Although not explicitly stated in the CRS responses, differences beNwen as-bull coneltions and drawings are assxned to be the result of drawing errors. Discussions with Enghieering personnel Involved with RPS drawings reveal a lack of confidence that drawings accurately rellect field conditions and difficulty in working with and understanding ith Information shown on Ihese drawings. 2. Several of the discrepancies Identified in Ni above CRS'e appear to have been the result of modifications that were not authorized (i.e. not conducted in accordance wilh procedures
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200100M29 13 and 14 WDST EiT Chrornofox controlers have a history of failures due to contrd cabinet waler ntusion during period.  Sytem: ILWH of rain. Water Is detimental to the Chromolox cnlrooler wthch are composed of solid Mstae/ldigitat components.  TagNumber:. 13 WDST Replacement of he Chromolox controller$ Is a short term solution since subeequnt rain will again damage the oontrolhra.  For a permanent resolution, water Intrusion into the conltr cabinels must be prevented. The folowing are some of the areas thai require enhancement 1o prevent control cabinet wte Inlusionm I. The control ca•inet screw clamps that are designed to keep the door lightly cosed should be secured at aN limes to prevent water Intrusion via the door seal. 2. The conduls which connect to the control cabinets are rusty at the connections and rnay allow for water Inkusion. 3. The Chromolox controller do not appear to make a water light seal prolrudrig Ihrough ti door. in addl.on, Oh Chwomolox controller face Ia removable which may not be designed to prevena waler inluulon. Al these areas (and more as required) ae to be enhanced to prevent wMer Inlrusion. Prevention of control cabinet water intrusion should prevent falrs of the Chromofox controler other electical components existing in lOe cabinets during periodk of rain

http:11w0"7 OsO4/crsweblasplNewCr.asp
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or regulaory commitments). An extensive search for an approved modificatlion that led to the deleat of ihe Source Range Lossof Detector Voltage annunciato above Pio was unsuooeeW in Ientifying a modificalion. This ausoundoondition was also found to be Inoonsst•et with the Indian Point 3 configuration. Alihough aeperienced end knwAlege personnel hav judged these changes to be acceptable. bypasing of the qusay asurarme requirments for Implemnsrwn these changes calls kIfo question their valtilty. 3. The Impac of the RP8 wiing dicrmpencle. Identified in CR1-.o 20000757, 200009499 and 200009641 has been addresed in Operabity Determlnallon 00-018. This qeab•y deermInation included a detailed and thorough evalualion of the impact of the wire routing and separation diacrepanls on each ot the five APS design crIta. However, I was nol wihlin Ihe scope of this operablity deoernai'tlon to address funclional design changes that some of the s-4ound conditions represaef. Inae" t took credt for kiwstigatlons peoomred under other CR'S that determined the as-found conditions to be aoceptable. However, the acope of these 'nvesalgalton"s vi kmild to confirdmng the as-bull Condon and revising the drawings accordingty. Notwithstandng the limited scope of the pmeous operabiliy deteminatlon, lhe knplIkation of the Issues on Operabilty of lhe reaco ot•ecion system has been dbrmId extensivey wihn Doegn Engineering. Although I (iniltistor of Noi CRS) have concerns relative to Ohe Operebilty and Potential nuclear safety mpact of these Issues, my supervisor has considered these concerns andl determined tha fth Identiled discrepancies are b-ted lo coniguraston contr (L e. dooreentalon) IWaut and Involve no Opeablifty or nuclear safety issues. 4. As Part of the search for modifications that would explain the es-found Conlguraftn of the FF8, other approved modilcatuons were found that affected the esame or simllar ciri:ft In which decrepencles wen iound. These modifications were aPperernly tdeveloped basd on cldi" conigurattons. shown on plant dawigs. Because Mos dmwings do no accurately reflect ea-br conditions, previous modlflcatione to the RPS drmutta may have irpacts that were not.  cnsidered. 5. Converaions with indviduals Involved in development of RPS testing have conflimed ihat supplernental testing has been performed to address the as-aound condltons described above. Recommandallons: Based on the above conclusion• the following correclive actions am recomnvended: 1. Verily that previous system wallidwna of lhe RPS collecoe•ly provide a high degme of certailny as to the as-btt configuration of the system. Conduct addlonai system walkdowns an necessary. 2. Evaluate each discrepancy between the as-bult configuration of the RPS and design documentation and determine whether the design needs to be changed oa whelher a phycal plant change Is required. In ca where deign changes are requied, perform the required design mvilew&%eflation and wsaety evaluations., Review each required design documem andor physical change against lhe licensig basis and make necesy revisions to the UIFSAR. (The SL3 Invortion of CRS 200010125 has already identild a UFSAR Impac). The RPS DBD. Met procedures, and system des•cpon will also Urely requke revisom. 4. Perform an Operabilty Delerminstlon to supplement Operability Determlination 00-018 which has aleady addressed the wire roullrgesperatlon Iues associated with to identified discrepancies. This OD shorld address the functfotal changes that were not pan of an approved modiftow and approved modiication that may her been IRmtcted by Oi kenelhd discrepancies. 5. Further evaluate the need for a maio overhaul of the RPS drawings to Improve readetailty and accuracy. This InlIalv appears to be a necessary pan of _the actions required to pre recurrence of problems siia to tose addressed In this CRS.  

201 During the SG e09pcrn Projec ultrsonic callbralion blocks were borrowed Iro nAt the conclusion of the project Syesem: FW Callbratlon Block Allltlwhlch is a 3.5' T X 14" X 7*W carbon steel block, was identified as contaminaled. SOT brought I TagNumber: NA to the Urn 2 Deonm area and was supposed to transport It lo Trailer 68 once decon had been comleted. After taking the block to decon, i wes appaenly mislaild Despite numerous tours of the Unit 1 & 2 decon, slorage, and tool moms the block 
could not be located. If this block is not located, SGT needs to lake ateop Wo procure a replacement block for iftThIs block .,__may be need for ie AprI outage st•fl
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Sytem: FW 
TegNumber: WA

AVU• I uwp,, I 
System: NMA 
TagNumber N/A

System: NA 
TagNumnb•r WA

MI~f I~IL

-e CS 
TagNumber FC-414

System: WA 
TagNumberu. N/A

System N/A 
TmgNumber N/A
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During the SO Replacement Project ultraaoni celbratlon blocks we borrowed froavti N the concusion of th prlect Caibralon 8tocc I8 6542550. which is a W T X 16.5L X 7"W carbon steel block was movel ho the SOT warehouse on "ennye .no, to await delhwy to T#aler 88 along with calibrtion block 0 IP-3. When 1he SOT warehouse closed, block # "I had not been locatled and SOT requested pmin~ission to 11rnsport Stock 864256 to .~SW. Permission it granted as N was believed th, block would be s1ored morn securely back inr Today. wtm 
personnel atteriped to retIm v the calibration block. ,eso nnel said that they where not famillar with the block and could ,ot loate 1. If the block cannot be located, SOT needs to take steps to prooes a replacement block as this block may be needed for td lrnig outage.

Received a signed emP.oye Concern frorn an Employee Concerns Drop EOW. The concern slae Ice bIulkkp presensan unsafe woking condnon In the Condenser tuobe pull piL This Is ia lay down area for tIe tubs lock scaffold pogl, and meld planks Ourng plant heat up. steam from the Gland Steam Exhaust Pipe oondeneed on vie osttural iron frame. This was sd for. Vi heat exchanger replaceent, fom*g lage Icicle, lee also formed In the pi on the l ••or and stairway, also on the materia stored in the are& On 12/28/0 Willams Power Safety inormed fte One Stop Shop and the Safety Depatent of the Ice bulId up. On I 2/30/0 we had a snowsiorm on lop of the ice. Operations k*med us that doem wotld be venting consantly M ing noreal operations. The soklon wmay be to contain •and•ivert the steam over the pi. Or move the lay down area kor scaffold to a place where Ice build up will not cause a safety concern. (Concern Inputted bygOMO
During resolution of Conid~ton Report I199809226860 friles were WrfSot retrievable by both Raeoada Manoagement resources as wl as proec engineers. It is recommer ed #Wa the propel engneers niconhtiilue the projeci f1lsM and send them for projel file closeout. The folowng is a list of the alomantmloned project flies and hehk respective niuone. COX9240858-C R4 EOP-O-0678-E R2. R4, R5 FCX-94-10721 -C R2. R3 FCX-95-10910-C Re. RI FCX-9-1 1 572-C RD FCX9812891-C RD FCX-98-12892-C R0 FCX-98-13078-C R1, R2 FEX-W1- 1715-E R1 FEX-96-12241-E RO. RI FEX-9712806WE R, RI. 1:2 FIX-97-12467-1 RO FMX-00-12345-M RO FMX-93-09273-M R1, R2, R3, R4. R5 FMX-94-10478-M R2 FMX-95-10820-M RI, R2, A3. A4 FMX-95-I0912-M Re. R1 FMX-95-1 1302-M Rel FMX-95-80244-M R0 FMX-97-12461-M R1 FMX-97_12533-M SO, RI FPX-91-06757F R2, :3 FPX-95-11385-F R0 FPX-'5-11453-F R3 FPX-O6-12151-F RA FPX.  96.12169-F R0 FPX-96-82686-F R: FPX-97-12715-F Rl FPX-97-12746-F R7 FPX-97-12791-E Re. Al FPX-96-00002-F R. FPX-98-M1233-F R. FPX-4S-12965.F Re FPX-96-13012-F Re FPX-e-%3073-F RM FPX-9M-83038., RO

•i . . ... ' n • ,I-,-

.31.

COMMION DESCRIPTION The SetpoVit Inlormetlon Netwo•k (SPIN) data field daply lr the RCS low flow trip bistable As-Left tolerance Is given as +/-2 my. However, the Implemecing procedure. PT-O53, uses a vahin of 4- 3 mVdc The tolerance Information on the Betpolkt Device Data Fonn (SPDDF) was incorrectly Interpreted for the following bIslatbes: 1) Channel I - FC-414; -424; -434; -444 2) Channel II -FC-415; -425; -435; -445 3) Channel 11.- FC-416; -426; -438; -448 The original SPDDFe do not hew At-Left tolerance In signal units {mVdc) but rather In process unrs (W-0.5% of process range, I.e. % flow). This siltalon Is apparetly a result of not having readly retrievable sing calculations fr these loops. The SPIN entry person took the nominal +/- 0.5% tolerance speciffcation value and scaled i acoss an erroneously assumed 
400 mVdc bislable ipan to yield 4- 2 m. it has been colffmed with Wetnghouse hal the rack uncertainty for this variable used +4- 3 mVdo as the As-Left tolerance, thus there Is no operability concern and Vhe as-Installed tolaernce as per procedure PT-053 Is correct. RECOMMENDATIONS Assign hs conditon report to the f
reslutbom.

The prbOesng of DOES should be evaluated to ensure that aMl the affected documents e. g. vendotr martuals, drawings, and OE database changes amr being accounted fo and courespondingly updated. The process for closeont of DOEM is covered In DE-SQ-1 2.512 and SAO-405. in Design Engineering, howevwr, a backlog needing review rlor drawing iripacts has 
aocumulated and that backlog Is not being addessed. It is expected that the Impac on drawings from a DOE standpoint Is, In al 11kellhoot, minirnsl. This issue should nevertheless be addressed. The timely handing of DOE updates In departments responsible lor the OE database and the Vendor Manual program should be confirmed to ensie that sirrilar problerm doni 
exist.IDuring an EngIneerin Cushy Review, several generic defkric~nc~werenoted wi Condhlion Reportresponse. The 
de__i.nclee appear to be human-perlomance based and are described as follows. 1. The responses failed to dlacuss whether the problems have been corrected or how they may have been correced 2. The C r sponses do not always addfres thi specific iassu. 3. Theme Is, In general, a lack of Information provided In the CA responses, which makes it dfficuit to
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System: NWA 
TagNlimbel WA

System: WA 
TagNWiter. WA
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Olne What ante' Were take. There were fifty-thre oonillon reports reviewed Of #thi tolaf, eigt were udged Swep enfamnd b m judgedi Mceptabl ei;, W uAnoel . The EngRveedeg Docuel wy ie' to be Issued January 12 2001. pmvides detaied reviews Oor aid the COIs. Thi ionnlu n dsould be used to ment Condition Report iresponse deficiaenis identified by otheus #W1 ), end MOe to develop CR-specitc I lor technical staff. I
ritg an Engie Quellgly Review d Operabliy Determinatoa, Safey Evaluatos, an Calculations, tie blowin nerl weaknesses m noted OPrablly Determinations Conclions ohen have no upporting basis or the basis is not ar or thoroughly pvsente Research by the review lea was typically reqisred to determine what the design beass was, I why It was not comlromleed. Safely Evalualions Relevant design base are often not discussed. Polemlial rsequences and the badIs for the s•aety evaluation concluion ae often not dscussed. Retereces hat support the ncluilon ae not always Idntifled. Calcuftlona Design Inputs and references we ope not idetrifited. Caklc on format is conaisten. The Engineeuing Docut Quality Revimew repolt to be Issued January 12,2001. provides dealed uxnent revew. It is recommended that this hdormallon be utilized to develop trainig for technical staff.

IL
003382 vt

System: LWH 
TagNumber ILWHN

E-Pln Proceure P1012 Rev. 9 text Is missing pet.ent fom.i and s. w ad t@ ar descupUons In the FSAR, Section 11 and Heakh Physics Prooedum HP-8.-3.801, Personal DecontamWlaon. 1) [P-1012.  Rev. 9. Se 4.0A Equipment and Material says "NONE" yet I lloWng equornent Is spealled In the procedure: a) Radlatlon Proledlon Plant, Medical Emergency Kit (5.4. 1) b) Flrt Aid i Decon Suite (6.4.3) c) Plastic bags for contamninated maelaal (5.4.3.a) d) Dosimeters and TL7s (5..3.m, o) a) Radiation Protection Hospital Medical Emergency Ki (5.4.o) f) RM-+141HP.210 (5.4.4.e) g) Antl "C" clothing (5.5.2) h) Deconlarrlnatlon Agents In the Oecontamiunalon Room (5.6.9) 2) FSAR, Fk. 11.24 Identifies a Medical Facilty consisting of a Deoonlaniation and Examining Room. 3) HP-SQ-3.801. Rev.  14 refers lodeonlarninatlon hs' ...alnd ... "sample collection kit" In the Decontarninallon Room. 4) IP-1012, Rev. 9,5.4.3 refers to the'First Aid/ Decon Suite" -. 5.4, 7 and 8 to the "econtawinatlon Suite' 5) IP-1012. Rev. 9, 8.0 does not roeer to HP-SQ.3.801 which Is the decontamination procedure which wll be used by Healh Physics personnel in the Decontanlnaion Roonm. 61 IP-101Z 5.4.3 prescrbe Form 3 1a to record an ndvidual's contamlnatlon levals. HP-SQ3.801.2.7 prescrbes Altachienl 8.2
On 120a 9, TFC-99-018 was Instaled to alow for liquid effluent mmov,, with pot ential POB, from fte Unit 1 annulus s.V and north cutaln drain. This TFC has been modified via change of scope to slow discharge to variou poole as well as the Irac truc. Thie was done to acco todate periods of significant prhcailaton. The ntArer of modiftcatiom made indicotes that an operating peocedu (SOP peraps) Is In order to govem all possible pemmwalions and proper operations of the system Intad by this TFC. This is a very ubdslantlal TFC and It has been in place for neuly two years. A procedure [a 
____el________ed_____ fo.--e-.. onmetm~tn TI=T' =Ik v .•.. . .........

200103 THIS IS A TECHNICAL QUJESTION. Durlng the'Tranlng" Stand Down associated wkh the CR 200100048, "Mai, Turbine Systers: CONO Trip On High Steam Generaor Lver, the folowing was noted In Ohe Event Response Team Handout; Lo., I "Contributing TagNanber. FCV-1 120 Factor, Item 1, the Statement Is made. "Less than adequate questioning attitude regwaring the low main boiler feed pump suction pressure faied 1t Identify Oh off.nIl secondary system condIton (ICA 0 9, 12, 13)" ICA #7 (Opeatlona) of the "Procedure Revl Section of the Event Report Reconrnendatlons, reminded me of a CR tiha was prepared In 1998 (CR 19980607). addressing specifically, one pariicuar possible operator work-arossid, but also noting 9dMWUa Opertio of FCV-I 120' as another poessble work-around (See OAD 41). The hisnuall Operrdlon of FCV-1 120 has been madWAed in SOP 20.2, P&L 2.7, elnce a MOD replaced the valve. See also CR 199 8M6073, page 3 of 10, and 6 of 10, Ilem 2. lor the partlculars associated with FCV-1 120. Thi is of particular concem, since FCV-1 113, dte valve used In oonjunction w FCV-1120, was plagued with operational, and material deficiencies, during Oi Startup.  
""csI1talle o ae ll• s D,,I a ent 1.1 T i T.F. . i n--- -1 -

Sytem•,FP 
TagUlftmber WA

,W ,,-p - .m,,% u U vapor Reliemmef rCrmm reler uhapooal itOer Solenoid valves SOV-76W9 and SOV-7683 wnder Work Order NP-01-19615 revealed ftl these valves do not exist The techniclans opened fIe plenum and observed that the piping down suthsm of FP-833 enters the plenum and splils then entems the charcoal bed region and does not WdL. This condition Is contrary to that indLcaed by drawings DMD227551-AQ as well as A185616-10, which Iicte that the vadlv exist. TNs 1s hWMe. 00118o1est with that Indicted in lwin 227551 which ShOws the split of Vie ins. This configuration fndicates lhat water Is discharged Into the charo=at bed region through two open pray nozzles. There Is no drain bn associated with fth part of the deluge system. Although as Indicated above ies contradicts the drfwngs, lih condition
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S......... ---_-____.,- _______n nurrecove ns. e s( ).  200O 41: THIS 1$ A SIMLLATOR CONDITION. VWhe on IC-07, noted that on panel FO, 22 RCP seal lealkoff recorder pen falled low, T System: SIM Aand that recorde pexiglas cover does not stay shut.  
Tagftmiber- WA 
• .,.100342 Labeing on SB-2 for valves MOV-856B & 8NF says 'STOP -kr the 'OPEN' positoLn. The procedure referencod cals or the System: $18 valves to be opend. Please correct labesng as the final souton, in the interuim pleas correct pooedure to agree with p•rlt Tsolurriber 858B 111berin.  

200OlfP343 L~abs"n on Pressure Indicators PI-923 & P1-M2 does 3not 'agree" with the actual Iasiclion of the gauges. These Glauges System: 53 riOr S1 PuMp Dbicharge pressure as indcated: PI 22-23 Cold Leg Current label -21 &23 Hot Leg Press 21 Cold Log TagNumber: PT-22 23 Hot Leg PI 923 - 22 Cold Leg Current label - 21 & 24 Cold Lag Press 24 Cold Leg 21 Hot Leg Please correct labeling to 
eflled actual funtmdon 

• Q1PQ03 on 1112/01during the mMh shift we recieved 8 gen. diagnostic trouble alarim In the ccr.Each time wihen we went to 3agmbeG: acknowledge t e alam atIhe fe points 501-08, 510-510 and 540-546 came up as no ma enttheses ame utaor TagNumbr: W/A wedge thermocouples per sop 26.8 rev 7. This a CCR D. please inwestigate and .repak.  1200|•0MI Gauge face Is Sled with water. all oth gauges of this type in the area are dry.  
System: SW TagNumber: TI-7057 

2 4- rn nw 1" ..:--,., t,,,,,R -0 A.. ,..,, . . .. .
System: WA 
TagNumber.' WA

mu~,-j mus awwwlng rwiing 1011 was Idasnased. A number of the duties and realonsb~llue of 
. .. . .equred by TRAD 203 were not being lAed. As a result, somne records waer naibeing mainaloied as ruquidrd by TRAD 203. Coritubtlng to th, above, thre was no documentation of trairng on Station Records Management for the Training Records Assistant in accotlance with SAO 521. Discussion: 1) TRAD 203 and SAO 521 describe the duties and 1IsponshUNetof the 0 mnd the training to be given thiem. The -- W I - received less than adequate talning on TRAD 203 and SAO 521 and thus was not lamar with the duties and responsibilitie as delineated In TRAD 203. As a remilt some of the duties and reponsbihes delineated In TRAD 203 were not being fulilled. TRAD 203, Section 3.6. delineates specfic Training Records Assistant Responsilities, among them are: Tracks quallflcallon Iraining documenkatlon ta Is received

hItp jJw07 10s04/crswch/asp/NewCr.asp
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does not hinder the operation ofthe syteam in any meaner. Upon detection and vepificaion of a *In goe Vapor Containment Pressure Ruef Charcoal fifter ie fire bigade wll respond by openinig IS valve FP-W5 ton ansure that FP%4 Is open by manualy opening FP-5W7. This wll allow furl flow to the alfecled area. The main solenoid valve FP-33 Is "open on tha p-alarm and Mlows water to flow drectly to the b. WAhout the solenoidvalves this happensi imediately without need loran additional sep, to open the discharge solenoid valve. This Is an aceplable corftiuration and has no adverse Impact on the system functk i However, the test piocedwe (PT-2Y 6) Is written as I to solenoid vaves exist This contributes to lhe problem with the test procedure outlned in CR 119904107 wrehoete iher rewure could not be mesteblshed folowing the pm-darm. Wih the pre-alerm present FP-833 opens and air discharges to the Vapor Containment Pressure Relief Charcoal Nor bed region. The pre-alarm openrin the SOV-FP-833 is documented on drawing A185616-10 (D-6). Once Mte SOV-FP-833 is opened Mhe fUl flow capabilly of fte syatem Is In affect Under lhese condlions it Is not reasonable to exp~ect that the air manifold connected to the system at the FP- 1226 location Is capable of maintaining the system pressua krized. Based up~on further review of the PMT-011740 I Is seen thalt hes hypothesis associatd with FP-=3 is correct Onoe te resistor is removed (Step 14) lhe prs-aarm Is released and the sysem returns to 80 psig as Is evidenced by the Wignof on eac of these temo (Step 15). The return of the system to 8e01g wNhori any action other th romoving the pre-alarm (dosing FP-833) demonstrates that the open SOV Is the carse of the procedue conflict. This CRS8 condition is the rerit o a weakness in fte configuration coftol system. The dawings and tesd procedure do not agree wIlh the actual plont configunrallo To remolve Mibs it s roommenided that the drawings Noted above be revised as required to relle this actuel conliguradon. In ad•dti•o, the tesl procedure PT-2Y 6 should be revised to reflea the condton that the soloroid vales do not exist and the system pressure wil drop onom FP-M33 is open. Since thi does not Irpect the operation of the fire suppression system thee Is no safely concern. The review of tis oondlion doen not tead to a conclusion that tis problem extends beyond tWie portion of the doluge system. The system Is considered to be full operalonal. (Ths CR and evaluation was prmpred by 111110001111111110 This CR should not be assigned as an SL2,
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N mnhiwiiL7 U
Systenm WA 
TagNumber WA

and sands cumulativ a mcnll* report to program trainlng coordnato M. Revies recorids IN copleenes prior to sg Ensure and minta organized and current Bing of trainig materials and Training Records. Contrary o the above. The r4pot111 was int-read- qualfication tradningdocirneri•--and sending acumulave monthy report to-c t r an oordinstors. Records were not being properly m wed lor compleeness. Operations training records we not easily retrievable. 2) TRAD 203 requirements for mainlenanc of specific Traing Record was not met. TRAD 203. Section 4.2.3 and 42-5 Ists specific requirernents for the content of Instructor Training Fits an for Contrac Insimclor Flies. Conrary to thus rqirements time Instructor f•ls did int havo the required qualficatlon documents or the file was not found. One Contractor Instructor Mfie was not found. Addilionly. training and qualification documenft were icmpJee or had mIssing data. For example. docu s were missing the followft o0atures or hiaks daoe, course xnuber, Instructor name, and coures dujasIori 3) SAO 521. Section 222 states that 'Monagers Omlle assign on porson heir organztigon to bethe -- and ensure as appropriate t h a receive training on doe Station Records Management SAO,...The, raqekent of SAO 821, Section 2.2.1 was not mete There Is no documentation for training on the -. -, 
MdIW .. Although there Is documented training for the a on the meqlirmenls of TRAD 203, hs Iraining was Ineffaecv as Indicated by the lack of fufilimaen ITRAD 203 requimements and mspons••les. Nole that 1ie Musse discussed in It" hiding are repels of similar deficieces Identifid In the previous training sudift namely Finding 1999-04-8+M0 and CA 1999088M. Specilloalty the need for expilolt details of the responhblilines and bktrann for Records Assitafts and deficiencies In the hIetrucior Clualificatlon fitlse. The Implication Is that problems Identified In Technical Traiing are not appropriately evaluated for extent of conditin I.e., the application to Operations Training. Recommended Corrective Action: a) The Trainig files found deficient, specificaly the Inelructor Training Fle and Contract listructor Flea should be reviewed for completenees and cofrrts. b) The operallons and technical Training Records Asftant should receive thorough training on SAO 521 and TRAD 203 requirements and responsiblitles and this railinf should be documented. c) Operations Ttaiing Records should be reviewed for ordaeinse and for retirevabity. d) Tralnt management should review how tranng deficiencies are analyzed or extent of condtio• pardcularly how defciencies Identified In one disciline or amr are reviem d icr applicability lo other areas. Technical Training deftwici oonshould be assessed for applcabliy to Operations Traing and vkc--vsa.

Ti~s contdition report Is [ntended to doctument conditions noted during observations of IP-2 maintenanc, and I&C training by II 1Avdlbor. Thee observations occurred during fI Training Audi O0-04-AID and were fully dicussed with Training perasonel and management aI that time. DuOing he Circuit Oreaker Testing Course: Trainee's ideniiled that training equipment, equiment referenced In a stident handout, test parameters and number of test required were different than In the plaM.e Peronal Protedive Equipment was not being worn during trailnig In the lab setting.. Lesson plan material was not covered In sequence or not covereda Students were given copies of Job Performance Measures that induded oral questions with responses A-. was used who was not a Subject MaKer Expert. In addition to the obsenralons described above, the folloing mcommendaltons were made by the PSE&G audlor.. *TRAD 103 should be revised to lnclude insmctlions in Section 4.6 to reqcurm the meults (of Instructor Observanon) be debriefed with the instructor at the eedies oppor•tft. TRAD 103 should be revised to require ta commerts should be required to support an exoelent rating, since P 1lar denotes pedormance In a highly efeclve way. * Due dales should be assigned for Curriculum Reviw Cowet., action oems. and the slalus of all Roem should be reviwed at the next CRC meeting. This would ensure closure of aN items TRAO 104 should be revised to idude diection to give the corrected test beck go the talnees and to review a Incorc responses wilh the trainees. * TRAD 103 requirements ihat all learning obJectivos should be teased by either a vwrtten, oral or nerfnrmarn• tM".u •, hi , k .4.•,= ,..
200100348 As pan of the Engineering Oualty Revw, Calculation No. FCX-00097-00, lonird Room Air Condliolng', dated I 11R398 System: IWAC was evaluated and found to contain dlcrepancdes with reaped to the UFSAR Sections 7.2 and 9.9. The calation Ipu TogNufner 21CCRF data Involved variations in design outdoor temperature, air supply fan capacity, relance on Unit 1, and omitled reference to vendor data for equont ratings While providing a reasonable assurance that Mie desired cooling perilomance could be achieved for the scalulated hat toad. it could not be delermined if this analysts was OIe Caicial•on of Record bw the CCRM The calcultion indicated them was no modification kwolved with the analyuis or I it supplemented or sopemeeded any previous calculation. This condifloon report Is preared to reconcile the speciliad technical renoes betwesen toe calcuiation basis and UFSAR. Also needed Is a darificalion to kientdy what analyses and documents form the Calons 

of record for lie CRAC system.  
if'" 

'
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T eh rtw ile a91mSd o m ebordsskg on leezkVIng othe pat, ose hithe oo have nplmldsdbecamse they were frozen. The healers In the room, need So be hooked up~ to prevent this lrom happening again
2001MUO4 
System: N/A 
TagNumber N/A
2010oonal to palorm a keyword search v , Dya Report viewu due to a taure of the Computer system This Ian ongoing System: COMP erim whlch hM an adivse s~o on answer•ng Condition Reports.  
TagNumber: WA 

20100M As pan of lhe Engineering Oufy Review. Caculatlon No. FM-00065.01, TW Minimum Submergne• Lavel' dotnd Syutem ESFA 1/5M" was reviewed and found So oontain technical dlacrepancies and omitted referen appicable data contined in the TagNumber: NA UFSAR. The caebmilm did not reference design bs•le pump flows or FSAR infownraion in determning i Vh" RWSTuCdlon arrangemerd would be suscep e to vonexing. There Is an Wjuesfled assumptIon made fthe Inved web a to maintain fUl pie flow at lower tank levels. ODta used 1or tank vohmnee were not reolernc by source. The conclusion does not dretlY sate to h caliatkloclve to slme kie mn accepable tank leieltop vopraig.  body of the colouaton nuet be searched to locale this Infonallom This corndtc repo• t is kdoated so Motwe those discrpancdie, emphaaize he need fr attention to dea, and pmoid a ceareroo,•cuonc hn whic afes the obocilve.  These changes will reinorce the calculation methodology and are not expected to alter the outcome of the odtn anlsL 
200100k352 * n that are tored In the 42 conventional lib, had not been Inspected nor saniltzd for some t ,me. At 
S nystme: N/A they do not appear on any station procedure or check-les. MaIrtenance record lo the"e devices are kept In the TgNumber W/A loolmery Issue m and Whows thai the lest lie that any of were serviced wee February, 2000. Addltioialy, numerous devices ar missing from the kwen". Futhermore, It has been laomed thatii1 has bee sipplemestng go mssing inventloy by obtai••g respIrators from the 15W tool room. These undocumnted respirators am presenn in t"e b , _ _,_storage ares.  
.I .a•o5 WWie preparing to swap breakers o pform [he PM on 21SWP breaker, I was discovered that the spatr breelr we not System: 480V avalable for instalislion In the oudile due So CM work order NP.00.193=.  Tag~umber. 

SWPA-260-003 

-•' 

.

.  

2t~~~~Q1OQ3~~~~~~4 ~~ ~ (Ve (Vnofj wes called In to Investigate loss of heafs dtatleb ytm ae etli ytmfi System: BG being ino serve. On 1110M1 Fire Systems Inrc came on site to Inskal fire notfloslton system to die Ire aarms In Energy TagNumber; WA Educatlon Conter and th New Snmulalor. On completion of the Installation the system was returned to service wih one 
_______________________exceptlon lethal the HVAC units were not rese Inside the panel.  

2oIOQ055 This CR Is wdftxe to fin out h thIs Job took so long to be scheduled, because, ft should have been very simple to do it System: WA while the plant was shut down, and now IN became a saret y Issue,we have to deal wIth radiation dose, heal stiess and hIgh TagNumber: N/A noise levels to have thNs accomplished In 2 or 3 hours, when It coulfve been accomplished In 1.  
2OO10M~SG Fire door found open. The piston conlrotiNr. The door closure Is out of adlustment. The door is nea stairway 09 on to 53' System: WA elevalton In Unit 1.  
TagNu.*m . WA 
20MIMi7 Durng As Found tessing of the spare FIHR breaker, slop a.3.7 failed" The acceptance criteria lot meggkV phase So System: 480V ground Is 100 megohms minimum. The readings achieved are 76 megohms for a& three phases.  
TogNubuecr. RHRP-.2012-003

1. )EBack To Top I List include all CRs closed in the last 24 hours except Employee Concerns Program.
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24 Hour CR

presentationd t hie areyplan for the Augus 31,1999 eOV. ot mImamnl lRA-99-1M.C42 was made lothe NRC. Tis co mitnent was Meilteraed In NRC tter to ConEd RA-9S0,.daead Oclober 6, 1999. NRIC Commlmenl RA-9-180.C42 reads: Provide eperator ratInig on: oool down wihout waft gas comtessom; battery theo.efDC dstdbution system. NRC ommlrnment FIA-M0.180-C42 k partialy satisfled via a conn tacked In CR8 1099006843. An ICA was written Io • S J .O.... ,rview bly hmdermeels with licensed operators. This ICA was dosed on IG0SM by includlng battery lwdomentaebn the Internal operafng expeilene report POEM) providedlo operations as req"tred reIdig. This rlitmred readng was bsued on 10/01199 and was to be completed before mlaup. Addltonaly, a slmulator scenarlo capWtng the r/SIS event hae been developed that kxciudes batery response and le selection of loads to shed.  N was echedwdtd for Incluum in Cycle 6 of licensed operator oontinued irasifng (Nov-Doec 1999). A lueon plan or talning modudo whkh imPlerneint vedlicalon of operator training on coad down withu wast gas compressors and lt DC dstdbuyion sydem, rewmain to IdentIfied. RECOMMENDATION: It Is recomimended thle .  review the material In the i ogra m io ilerfthyi apploobie modue(s) end lsson plan(s) and verify oh coumre content adequaWtely addsesthe insues described i NRC C ne RA-99-180-C42. ie - i Tra/inng does not saWy NRC commitment either 1) the appropriate module(s) should be mrse o 2) or a revision to the NRC commitment should be propared In acwordance with NSLAO-7, Guidance Icr Managlg Conwbmnts. This Is not 'consired an opemrbliy imue.
ii - ii

CWIW4NJ. II
SysTtue: OT 
Tagquufsr: GTI

SyStSomFW 
TnNuMber,. FWA

N 
U

OT1 klbe ol fie cover sippeers to be leaking from Oi cover. Tag nwie-r on the OW Is GTI-LOF however PPMIS woutid not accept that tag nbumter. This shouid be corrected prior to runnint the unit

Condition Report 2O003496 was closed hiappropriaely and wlhg p ove&V ufficient documentation. Them were a number V deficiencies wlh regard to the closeout. These am as follows: I. There was a lack of deph in the review of the potential Issue. 2. Theme was 8 mrls~lneirpretallon of the types of fallures #Wl must be xmus be considered when perlorrning UFSAR accident analyses. 3. There wS no cormurnication wth the originator to determine Me basis for the o ngina CR and 1o discuss the uggeed doseoul. 4. There was an Incorrect assumplon about the abily of Ihe OT and OP delta T trips to protect the core for rood transients. 5. Thee was no review of Industey pordlence as wae recommended by the original CR. Speclficaly: 1. There s no discussion in the closeou1 about any omrmunlcaflon wilh Westingious, the vendor who perfonim these analyse•, to get thek review Of lie Issues raisedln fthe CH. 2. Them is no a priori juIfcation to rule outlie t alure of manual valves as ean Inltiaor of a UFSAAR asoIdent soarlo (b 11 case a redtlefion in feedwaW enthal). There are many valve whose lailum (to open, dose or block fte Ise) that could reeult In bypassing one fteedwater healer or a sg of leedwater heaters. There are a number of potential peth. that only bypass one healer that cold reducethe feeCwar temperatlue by more then the l0 degres aumed I Ihe m.nlysis whichh ould make lte analysts non-conaervalve. The lIt of valves nWCkkle tfolovdn CD-11, CD-12 (Drawing 9321 F.20D8) CD-1S. CO-ie- I, C0-15-2, CO-17, CD-17-1, CD-17-2, CO-18, CO-18.i, CO-18-2, CD-19, CD-20 (Dmwig A235307) 8FD-3, BFD-4, BF0-31, BFD-4-1, BFD-3-2. BFD-4-2, BFD-8, BFD-9 (Drawing 9321-F-2019). 3. In the original review, no documentation could be lound for the 10 degree dela T aassumpton In the UF•PA. The closeout does not give documeantatlon for the 10 degree and only states that nurmber 'does not appear to be questionable. 4. The statement hi ie LIFSAR at the OT and OP delfa T trip prevent any power irsease that could lead to a DNB ltg Is less lien tie DNBR I"m Is based on the fact thata 10 degree reduction in leedwaler temperature would result in a relatively slow transient for which these trips do "k DNBP,. A larger decrasae In Mempeat could cause a more rapd Imearl and a oomrpuer analys would be required to determined I Ihese tipe would sl prevent a reduction In DNOR below the I1"i. 5. Them have been very severe translenrt in Ihe industy esultfng from reduction fI feedwater entha8py due to bypassing feedwater heaters. These industry translents should have been reviewe before closing out lie CR.
w ow2, IPT-O7 (EMGuent Radiation Monitor R-48 Functional Test) passed Its ARD daie on 1i/1 and muet be performed prio to System: RMS fldeclaring t•e redation moreior operable.  
TagNembe, R-45 II 
2R10002 PT-V14 (OPS Analog) & PT-V15 (OPS Logic) lests must be performed prior to plackn the OPS system Inservce.  
TogNumber OPSA 
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24 Hour CR

Systerm NIA 
TagNtumber: N/A

Page 4 of 7 
Improper Closure of CR # 200005482 The oCginl CR w was ten to am ikd lhe aIy oncern o VCweie when Containment Integrity is required. Thls CR is being writtm to addres two faluee 1) T 9 orl I ncen w n 
addressed. 2) Closing OOA CRs prior to corrective action kqplemnw tios ia recipe I , T nl e w•s 

respect lot ie system. To repeat the ond cinaoncern WHEN CONTAINMENT INTEGITY is REOUIREED, AND ENTRIES MUST BE MADE INTO THE VC. IF THE 95W AIRLOCK MUST BE USED IN AN EMERGENCY BY THE ENTRY PARTY THEIR IS NO ONE QUALIFIED TO DO 80. THIS IS A TRAINING AND CUALIFICATION ON OPERATING EQUIPMENT ISSUE- 1) RsPMnsIM to 00Othe gia CR varied from how marly peoiple can Inhabit the VC, how many PeOple cmi fit throulgh a 31 Inch door, glfed exit signs, ba blati blah ih... NOT RELEVANTI The only response that marinhally a"cese this Issue carne from goe Salon Safely Adrnlnlstrstor. SAO 219 was to be revised to have a formal doonMented pro Job brlif hiduded, with an IN FIELD demonstration od airlock operation I requestd by the ty party. To date SAO 219 has not been updated, and we all know Mhal at three in the momrng, an I fied denonstration art happenig. 2) ACR should NEVER be closed out prior to 6isemecitaln of Correcfive Aclions. A cola•anment silty wee made on 1/6 6o prep for Congreseworan Sue Kelys vklL At the pro job ALARA brie I m asked If I wa asle to operale a almloc. IMy response was, NO. The Issue of hi CR came up. Present at Oft bdrefn were Senior manegemene,. The Isne was rted when som no said tha inatfrcions for operalon were aftched to goe W5* airlock OK, rill. Wed lift VC and proceeded to the 9s airlock. No instuct•ons. No kiding. Upon exit I was Id lhey were INSIDE the salock. Gee thanks. Closing out Idniflmed problems
wi1 o o not......a........ . - u-p. Perso nl- for future ham, 

20)010029_,.81 R'4D4 toed. dw*ng h,,,,ig (PT-A1IX.Maii Luts, 01l Reservoir Foar. Filn P roeciion Syte Testq. CR •rltlen 1-or tracking
Syslun: LO No cause for tidp duringeWdng.  

Sy•mB: GAS IIAction 1eve Is greatr than .,,4,0 •, degrees1 . , R.,,o,- results too 07,8d W 1 n WW .K Hd ogeri tes o'.  TagNum nbe HS -48 •- ... . . . .•". .. P . .-. ,, • enlfe .H do e re s(s 

2WO02..0 MATERIAL LIST ON THE REF. OWG. INDICATES PART NO. 3100 SIZE 2 FOR VARIABLE SUPPORT PSUP212O.H.001.  ISystm: C F A SIZE 3 CAN WAS SUPPLIED BY THE VENDOR.  

S201002 ERDS compul found to be inoperable during pefortm of CA-SO-14.300 FRIDS Operabilty Tet Procedure' which TiaVtmbe,. COMPA wa being executed In preparation for the Quarterly Test to be executed on 1/1 1/001.  

1W,0mIY *Location: dock. slep north side of 23 soree. Dale: 01-09-01 at - 10:30. 0Walk down the ateop and sipped on System WA the Ice at the bottomlIN.hought it was snow.1 tried to stop herself from falnig and felt the back muscle putl T"HNmbter WA 

MI.1it Is recommwended that lhb coindItion report be asigned tothle wil an FYI W411111111 and to 
System: WA the mIhfl e reWviewin IP2 regulatory commitments as patfof the C'mndbnenl Verification ProJect, the Ta m:tiw N V W A following discrepancy was dl ovmmdL Backgrowid: Licensee Event Report 1999-012-00 (Iranun ed in ConEd letter NL.  99.110) Identified degn derincles assocated with fire protectfon (FP) piping Viclaulic couplrings which were discovered while conditdig engbreealng4/rocurement actIvlies. While evaluatng te material diference, of the proposed replaocernent couplings, an Impact susceptiRly conern with the coupllngs was discovered. Design crteria did not consider kiqac resstance as a mqWement for the PAB FP stendpipe system. The PAM FP pipi, wo aisequaenly evaluated to aseag the pote•tial Sor flooding during a seismic event. Where Vsutile ouplng* were utlized, the evaluation indicated the floodkig concern was limitd Io one location of the nine evaklated, asa aresult of high Impact oedfs. The LER cormnmted to the folovfn corvcelve action (NRC Commitment NL-99-110--C01) 'To oorreMt l design deffdcncy, addiont piping supports were Instaled to limit pipe moment at ftie affected area. The required modificatioris were compkled within two days of nolfleation of this condrlon. A search of the Modification Tracking and PPMIS data bases was unable to kIey Me modification and or work order packages for these FP piping supports. RECOMMENDATIOw.I Ills requested ltalM lId• vdel W" appropri modification docawent for lfe FP piping stpporls added In response to LER 1999012-00 and prvide iOtl.onmwatitonto - sO lI NRC comWrmnent NL.99-110 can be verified and _dlsposlloned. This Is nol consderd an operblity Issue.
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24 Hour CR

WHILE PERFORMING PM ON WONOo-18o. THE FOLLOWING UNACCEPTABLE$ WERE RECORDED, 8.3.1 . A 'PHASECK1100 MICROHMS...120 140 -FIREAKER SNAPPED PRIOR TO LATCH 83.26A- ARC CHUTE HAS CRACK ON BACK OF CASING 322A - C ?HASE 0-GAP OUT OF SPEC. &3.45C -CONTROL RELAY APPEARS TO HAVE A

20010Q3=2 
T9Nle. 480V 
Tm~gnftabr. SFP-207-008

ConEd owespondeino to the NRC dated June 5,2000 (t007)conls th olowing two oonuriments. Then Syslubetr: WA commltmernts We Preous ldtld h CR 200004342 which wN prioritized as SL.4 and oonesquently losed to track TugINumber•: N/'A and Irnd. II is inperagl thai th corion report reamea open to on""e the timely and elfeti oDMpllIn of the Omlme. Ib teisbCe moommende ihfl tI CR be adnllnatlvely ass ed a 1gnfance 3, and that an FCA fr be ale.d to ...... I1"-. Conimitment NLO-.067.Co1 I. Update and/or devimlop design beasi documnts to Inclhde curet design nd Ilensing bassM Ifomatlok (Reference Atanent 1. Section AA) (Note he refemre d seWfn pretse' a staggered schediule with a final due dale of 12/31/2002.) Commnlment NL.-m -C2 2.  Vedfy the accuracy of the FSAR to enhance go avalabillyof haft ftds and licMnsng bases. (Rernce Attachment 1. Section A.4) (D3ue date 3131/2001.) 
200100IQW This condition may reqUre Impleentabon of a Wesion to OPerat tain• or a revision to NRC commiltmnnt in "System: WA accordance with NSLAD-7, Guidance for Managing Comnbnena. fil reconmiended OW this condition report be assigned TagNmber NVA to the _t with an FYI kN~ and to th e W eI revIewIng IP2 regtory comn*net as part od the Comitmeut Vificaon pmrled, the klowing dclsmep•ncy was discovered. NRC Comnwneng PO.78-0.COI was made In a Environmental Protection Plan Report The oomnerent reeds a. losm: *Windeor Farms. like Strawtown Dairy, Is kcaled outside of lf 15 fera/yr Isodoes line, so that a monthly milk ample will be collected from lhere will beginnlng In October 1978.." Indian Poi 2 Technical Specifcalone and he OCM currenty specIfy that an ennual Land Use Census be taken to determine I any mlft producIg animals are withn the prescribed 6bn are and sam leetaken acordIngly. RECOMMENDATION: Is recommended that a revision to the NRC conmitment be __prepared In accorance with NSLAD.7, GuIdance for Managing Colrnilbnents. This Is not coneldered an operabliy Issue.  

The 205 Poemn identified that critical Engineering calculation Syaiterm WA analyse(s(locl~rca, ,meclianfca and selsnio) were eillhor bnadequalls.could notl be retrieved In a reasonable amoujnt of TatNumber: N/A time, or were nou detent. This me Ilsue was previously Ikbniilled bylhe 1999, Auxliay Feedwatr System. SSFA Team as 'A Mator IP 2 Weakness." Condition Report (CR) Number 200002431 (SL-2) was writen to aklress this Issue. Specific recurring exanplee of to aboove Issue has been enermd In the 2000 SSFA, In Condilion Report Numbers 200008983, 2000 200008890, 20000870, 200009871. 20000972, 200009876, 200009877, 20000982,.200009883, 20009900 009908, 200009909, 200009910 200010004 20001097, 20001059, 200010560,200010571. This NQA fpordlatim provides sUgg"sllc not requirements. The asigneod Owner (Prn management) Is responsible for correction as well as actions to prevent recurrence. 1. CR Number 200002431 needa to reference this CR. This CR can then be closed to CR 200002431. however both CR. should relect that hthi CR is being dosed to CR Number 200002431.  - needs to sssure that the corresponding CFR generated during h lis (listed above) with respect to additional Engineering calculation issues i. resoved as pan of lbe molution of CR Number 200002431.,00OW __________ _. 11/10M/___ 
tOglQMg [rh.2000. .Team klen~e V i tees-at ,.  hvateuet W/AI
TagNumber WA uralmronrw or LA; yScrni and relaed Condton Repors (CR) has not always been effective with reapeol to: 1. 6_`ConItion Prlortizat•on 2. Adequacy of supporting tecnical evaluation 3. As wet as appmprioatenes and timelnes of closure. This observation is slmiar to CR 200002439 (SL-2) IdeWnified during the 1999, Auxl"ay Feedwater Sy•sm, SSFA. Exwrles substantiating this Obaeenrvalon: 1. The 1999 SSFA Team Idenified Inslck•ent evaluallon of an AFW Pump Room "Winterization Configuration' (blocking of inlet louvers with plywood). The CR int•aled for lIas concern had been Inappropriately cloecL The 2000 SSFA Teem d esntil ar concerna with 1he blolking of the Cable Spread Room inlet louvers with plywood 2. A CR Initlated durng the 1999 SSFA Identified hatues pertainig to the USI A-48 Program and ahm use of Seismic QualIlcallon Users Group (SQU3G) criteria pdor to updating the licensing bes. The Team detenn ned that lstl CR was Inappropritely closed prior to NRC Issuance od the SER. In response to the OM Team's concern tis year, the station re-opened that CR. 3. During theI team reviews o DC System CRs Indickaed that soae fahres of the Battery Room Ventlation Systm for the paet two years, might not have been adequately Invstigated. The team was thus concerned with the present configuration's ability to adequately control hydrogen concentratlo when the non-safety
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I! (• ) stated that his procedure did not give instructions for operalono MEANS. The 410W stated he did not have controlled copies in his Position book ` -. i.-isilion books only have verified copies, not controlled copies. The stated there wa- I.• cedural Problem with IP-1007, addendum 8.2 instead of the correct number of' l•,ep 5.3.2 directs theo 0 open MEANS and go to the dose assessment and PAR .. By doing this.  the .annot get back to the screen for completing the NYS Ra -1 Emergency Data Form IP-1030. Ip-1030 does not require thedNlll1 this respon ;, -ut he has traditionally started it. Tech Spec limits need to be placed in the ;),- .,ther EPF implementing procedure. Recommend SL3 to 
This Condition Report is initiated to track the disposition of a coiw- 'itified during Steam Generator Replacement activities (SGT NCR - 119, copy a! During cleaning of Polar Crane welds, a slag pocket was uncovered in a corner on I '. Assign as SL -4 

This Condition Report is initiated to track the disposition of a condr '.ihed during steam generator replacement activities (SGT NCR - 121, copy at ,, After initial machining of RSG 22 feedwater nozzle, remnants of the hydoca , -vith one area having a slag inclusion open to the surface exists. Assign SL-4 to 
A work order was properly written for a leak (2' pipe, threaded ; he vacuum breaker for Service Water outlet from the main lube oil coolers. In work c, e .- 00-18159, a question was raised as to the adequacy of the supports for the -'-. -sociated with SWT7. An engineering response to the writers' supervisor, from engi, -e,, 'the present arrangement is as per the original construction documents, is n, watu y related, and does not need to meet seismic requirements' is not the right answer ý ie very cause of the leakage reported in the work order is the placement of a new, .-rri , 2000) approxamately 50 to 70 pound vacuum breaker, on a 10" horizontal run of 2" i.,ý led pipe- WITH NO SUPPORT. If the system is placed into service with the obs,.-. :d - ,stallation, complete failure will most likely occur. We must address the concern .'.iie, "the work order.  

Dunng field inspection of RPS racks E3-E6 & F3-F6,for Mod. !:P> -12449-F, the following deficiencies were found.: On relay RT-4, the "C1" contact has oL 'loose from the Phenolic body. and is floating in free space. the wires appear ; bi "ade up, but the connection could impinge on surrounding relays,if disturbed 1;1-18 & RT-18(B) wiring penetrates the backplane to the test side, avoiding the panda. .. ,o (2) unidentified.untaped.untermninaled # 14 wires are laying in th, -;m of "F' cabinets, with exposed bumdy lugs attached A large, asbestos-sheathed t- .. ntified.unterminated, unfaded cable is hanging loose WE' cabinets. Relay Tagp-,, -• orrectly RT-3, RT-13, RT15. RT-16.52'RCP21-X(B). 52"RCP22-X. 52/RCP23-X. 1/M* r, SIAM1-X, Wire Tagged Incorrectty 21(B)-9. 21(B1-17. 2t(B)-13. 22(B)-9., 15-9. 15-13.16-9, 16-13. 15(B)-9, 15(B)13. 16(B-9. 161B)-13. P7-1-22 21-9. 22-9. 22-13, RT-16-5, 17-9. 17-13. 18-9, 18-13, RT-17C1. RT-18-5. 17(B)-9. 17(8)-13. 18(B)-9, 18(B)-13 RT-17(B)-C 1. P7- 3 (B)-8. P7-4(B)-17, No Wire Tag 52/RCP22-X(B).C2. P10-2(B)-12. P10-2(B)-16. P1C-2-12, P10-2-16, RT-1 7-1, RT- 17-5. RT-18-C 1. RT. 18.1. RT. 1 8-C2 LF-4X-5, RT-1 7(B)-5 RT-1 7(B)-C2, RT-1 7(B)-i, RT-18(B)-1. RT-1801 -.5. RT-18(B1-C2. RT-1O(B)-C2. P8-2(B)-20 The following wires did not appear to follow the Compuler.Annuncialor/Logic Panduit Separation Scheme as outlined in Drawing 208685. notes & 4.5.6 P10-1(B)-10. P10-1(B)-l. P10-2(B)-10. P10-2(B)-11, 15 (B)-18. 16-18. 52/RCP24.XIB)-22. 52/RCP24-X(B).23. P10-1.10, P10-1-11 P10-2-10, P102.11. 15-17. 15-22. 15-18. 16-17. 16-22. 16-18. P7-1-14. P7-1i17, P7-1-18. P7-1-21. P7-122. P7-1.24. P7-2-17 P7.2-19. P7-2-21. P7-2-22, P7-2-23. 1/MT1-X-21, 1/MT2-X-21, 52ý'RCP21-X.18 52.RCP21-X.19 RT-17-1. RT-17-5. RT-17-C1. RT-18-C1, RT-18-1. RT18-C2 P7-3-17. P7.3-4 P7-3-8. P7-3-21. P7-4-17. P7-4-4, P7-4-8, P7-4-21, P8-1-17, P8-118. P8-1.21 P8-1.22 P8-1.23 P8-2-17. P8-2-19, P8-2-21, P&2-21, P8-2-22, P8-2-23. LF1X-1. LF.1X-.4. LF-IX-18. LF-1X.19. LF-1X-22, LF-1X-23, LF-1X-24, LF-2X-18, LF-2X-20, LF-2X.22. LF-2X -23. LF -3X- 18 LF-3X-20. LF-3X-23, LF-1X(E,)- 18,19,24,5 LF-2X(B)5.19.20.24. LF-3X(B).5.18.20.22. LF-4X(B)-5,18,20.22, RT-I(B)-I.C2, RT-17(B)-Cl,1, RT18(B)-i. RT-5(B).5. RT-6(B).21 RT-18(B)-l, RT-5(8)-5, RT-61B)-21, P7-4(B)-17,21, P8-1 (B)- 18:19.22.23. P8-2(B)- 18. 19.22.23 With 49 wire identification problems and a potential 119 chanellization discrepancies. added to the drawing shortfalls outlined in CR 20008415, system operability may be subtly degraded, despite the lack of an incident so far. Note: The Tag Menu Available for APS entnes on the CRS Application, cid not contain the proper Tag (s). Used a random RPS Tag to initiate this CR. Further note: A relay designation such as "P 10-1* denotes the 'A' channel "E" racks A relay designation such as 'P 10-1(B)" denotes the "B° channel "F" racks.  

This Condition Report is initialed to track the disposition of a condition identified during steam generator replacement activities (SGT NCR - 124, copy attached). During dimensional inspections of RSG 24 feedwater nozzle, three ID measurements out of tolerance. Assign SL - 4 tovdnhN~ 

The following discrepancies were found during the walkdown of RPS, NIS, ESFA and

TT-441B

200008820
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circuits were recently modified by FPX-94-101 53-F, Rev. 02 'Main Turbine 
Runback on Loss of One MBFP System Upgrade'. A review of the latest revision (Rev. 3) of ICPM-1709 revealed that the setpoint changes required have been incorporated. Also, the SPIN database is "Green Flagged* for these time delay relays. In addition, the following minor issue was identified: CR 199908237 was written to document that ICPM- 1709 needs to be updated to reflect the new setpoints specified by FPX-95-11048-F, Rev. 01. CR 199908237 was closed-out to CR 199909153 (see page 7 of 11), which is part of the Maintenance Improvement Plan per SAO-250 and is still open. The fact that this issue is resolved needs to be brought to the attention of the owner of CR 199909153, so it can be deleted from the listed of open items. Likewise the Component Function database developed by the q211llln~ needs to be updated to reflect this issue has been resolved.  The SPIN database records for pressure switches 63-2/LLV and 63-2/HLV used in the Turbine Runback circuit are "Red Flagged'. An inspection of the SPIN records indicates that the setpoints for 63-2/LLV and 63-2/HLV have not been validated or verified by th . RECOMMEND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: The 10llthould investigate the design basis information for the setpoints of pressure switches 63-2/LLV and 63-2/HLV and update SPIN in accordance with SAO-452. The RES should be completed. New operating parameters may not only affect the pressure switch settings, which are red flagged in SPIN, but may affect the timers that are currently used in the system (and green flagged in SPIN) and based on past plant parameters. If the design basis investigation reveals that the selpoint of 39 psig decreasing used in ICPM-1709 is incorrect the following actions will be performed: An ICA will be issued to I&C Maintenance to have the ICPM revised. An ICA wilt be issued to the to notify the l of the setpoint change. An ICA will be issued to-lil IBto evaluate the impact on the System Description. An ICA will be issued t to evaluate the impact on the Component Function Database. Information for the sel-points of the pressure switches will be conveyed toelgso as the pressure switches can be set accordingly in WO 0016227 pnor to starn-up. If the RES finds that the new steam generators wit! affect 

the selpoints of the entire runback circuit, the same action path as outlined above 
will need to be implemented. with even more components affected. SEE ATTACHMENTS TO CR 200005490 

200008213 On the morning of 10/26.2000. I had noticed that the keys for the files located in System: N/A the t1" .. 0file room were not located in the same position that they TagNumber: N/A were left in from the evening before. Visual inspection of the key ring has shown that the key for file cabinet x6 has been broken at its base. On visual inspection of the file cabinets cabinet x6 showed the lock was in a semi-unlocked position with the missing piece of the key jammed inside the lock. Notifiedi 
Wrote CR item Submitted B&G Request form for locksmith to repair 

WBack ToTop 
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200007311 
System: HVAC 
TagNumber: N/A 

System: MSCL 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007313 
System: DOCK 
TagNumber: CLP-RW-12 

200007314 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007315 
System: DOCK 
TagNumber: CLP-RW- 11 

200007316 
System: GT 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007317 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

/

(A) - On thursday 9-7-00 the air in the Lower Level of 1 Park Place was tested by 

was found to contain the following readings for Carbon Dioxide 2 0 600 ppm and 1 @ 1000 ppm I would like a follow up for this test. (B) - Also in Feb or March a test was done in the sam area for Carbon Monoxide found to be unacceptable I would also like a follow up test on this subject ICurrent NPIN database calc. index does not identify the status of as APPROVED or DRAFT. NPIN calc. index has a field called 'SCANNED'. The response for the field is 'Y' or 'N'. If the calc. is 'SCANNED', it can be confirmed that it is 
'APPROVED'. If the calc. is not 'SCANNED', its status can not be not determined.  
Recommended Action: A new data field: 'APPROVED' with 'Y' or 'N' response should be added to NPIN calc. database.  ]While attempting to place CLP-RW-12 pump in service, it was discovered that the the pump appears not to be able to move the system fluid. Attempts were made to vent the pump but nothing came out of the discharge line even when the pump was running. Request pump be inspected and repaired.  

CR 200006195 IDENTIFIED THAT VALVES HAD BEEN REPLACED WITH DIFFERENT MODEL VALVES AND THAT AN EXISTING VALVE DECLASSIFICATION LETTER HAD NOT BEEN UPDATED TO REFLECT THE CHANGE. A ROOT CAUSE TO THIS OCCURRENCE MAY HAVE BEEN THAT THERE IS NO LINK BETWEEN THE SAO 401 DECLASSIFICATION DOCUMENT AND THE MODIFICATION PROCEDURE (OR PROCESS) THAT INSTALLED THE REPLACEMENT VALVES, WHICH WILL INITIATE A REVIEW OF THE DECLASSIFICATION DATA BASE WHEN EQUIPMENT ARE UPGRADED OR REPLACED. THIS CR HAS BEEN ISSUED TO DETERMINE IF NS&L'S NSLAD PROCEDURES SHOULD BE CHANGED TO PROVIDE SUCH A LINK TO PREVENT REOCCURRENCE OF SIMILAR PROBLEMS IN THE FUTURE.  
When performing the 1400 rounds, it was discovered that the High Pressure Alarm for both CLP-RW.1 1 and CLP-RW.12 (common alarm) was up on the chlorination panel Upon investigating it was discovered that CLP-RW-11 which was running had tripped Attempts to place CLP-RW-12 in service failed, see CRS 9200007 3 13 Attempts were made to restart #11 pump, however it tripped out on High Pressure each time. In further investigation the pump was started with the Pressure swnch( PC-6974-S) isolated. When the pressure switch was valved back in. the pump immediately tripped on high pressure. The other indications that existed in the field at this time was as follows: 72 psig as indicated on the pumps discharge pressure gage and .2 gpm flow as indicated on FI-6970. These conditions indicated that there is either a problem with the pump's pressure switch (PC-6974-S) or with the pressure control valve (PRV-6970). At this time the high pressure condition could not be verified to exist with CLP-RW.12 since pump would not move fluid as indicated in CRS 200007313. Request PC-6974-S and PRV-6970 be inspected and or repaired.  

This is a degradation from the initial reported deficiency on CR 200001718.  Dtscovered by a AI Actson request 14662 already created for l revious ap pnteds may resupt in s misfire of the turbine or a larner hot igd-entf(y/w)h Il burner basket section GT-3 is possibly not operable. Need furthur review.  

•~rocedures were reviewed to check for biennial review 
status The followmng were found overdue. Specific instanceso on bsolesence or discreponsibl e afso thsted below where noted. SAo-1w13, Rev.20, 8/30/98, Deficiency Reports & Stop Work Authority NOA-0-17.002, Rev. 0. 41/30/98, NQA Staff T raining. Refers to non-existentl OAA-0.17.212 for records mgmt; correct reference is NOA-SO-17 005 NOA-0-17.003, Rev. 0, 5/4/98, NOA Dept.  Procedures. Refers to non-existent QAA-Q- 17.212 for records mgmt. Also, refers to a "OA Program Documents Coordinator;' However, no one is currently 
appointed to this responsibility. and the procedure does not identify which Manager makes this appointment. The significance is that no one is currently 

overdue for review, but appears to be redundant: NOA-SO-17.001, Rev. 0, 5.27/99. Stop Work: duplicative of SAO- 113. Recommend SL4 Track & Trend, with 
FYI to l

http://Hw07 1OsO4 /crsweb/aspfN\e %,Cr.asp 
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200007324 At approximately 10:30 a ilkinworker was removing rigging from a Steam Iyt /enerator manway mock up when the shackle by his hand rolled down and struck TagNumber: N/A Jjhis finger.  
200007325 At approximately 1830 hours a 1 1liworker discovered hydraulic fluid had System: N/A leaked on to the ground underneath the Mammoet transporter. The transporter TagNumber: N/A was parked in thelIlgMay down area east of the Met. Tower. The leak was 

estimated at about one pint.  
200007326 

. While performing routine walkdown of VC, found a roped-off area posted 'Material System: RCS Lay-down Area for Permanent Plant Mat'r on 95' Elevation at Column 17. This TagNumber: PI-472A posted lay-down area is directly in front of Pressurizer Relief Tank Educator Pressure gage and associated valves posted with a red DO NOT BLOCK sign.  200007327 CR to DocumentWorking on Polar Crane Light Switch without a Permit.  System: N/A At approx. 2130 on 9-29-2000 in the VC an _0W was TagNumber: N/A inspecting the Polar Crane as part of preparation for testing of the Polar Crane and TLD. These are preliminary activities to the lift of SG-22. The qb bserved that a rubber-jacketed cable entering a light switch was not clamped by the Bendix type connector at the point where it entered the switchbox.  Instead the cable jacket had been pulled loose from the connector. The 
contacted anl asking him to, 'send an electrician to look at something'. Th did not question the 
s to why he needed a N but assumed that it related to temporary power or lighting or TLD installation. Observing the box, the 11 believed that it was part of the TLD or temporary power since it is not painted, as is the rest of the Polar Crane. The cable, which is known as *SO' cable, a black rubber, jacketed cable typically used for extension cords and temporary installations. The repair was a simple matter of sliding the cable jacket back into the Bendix connector and tightening the two screws to secure it in place.  Not unreasonably, he did not consider the situation to be hazardous or have any reason to believe that the leads inside the switch were loose. There was no indication of any electrical faults, no copper was in view. The'simply reinserted the cable in the clamp and lightened the two screws. The and the t believed that permits were open on the TLD installation (Permit 55329) and Temporary Power (Permit 55029) either of which would cover the activity However. the box is not temporary but is a light switch for the Polar Crane and the TLD installation Permit (55329) had been released by41111 only minutes before. Knowing the above it is clear that a permit did not exist to cover the repair The situation came to light when a alncleanng the tagoul of Work Permit 55329 observed the SGT Electrician doing the repair to the switch The operator did know that the switch was pan of the Polar Crane and was concerned with work ongoing while he was cleanng the 

tagout 
1200007328 j~ 1811 B packing still leaking after maintenance adjusted packing on valve. This was System: GAS discovered when operator cleared lagout and attempted to do PMT.  ITagNumber: 1811B 
200007329 Or, a routine walhoown of the VC inside the crane wall one of the secondary System: N,'A handholes was discovered to be "accessible' from structural steel. Circumstances: TagNumber: N/A Earlier in the shif- I hour) had been with a work crew prepanng for steam generator removal Based on the previous discussions with N it was determined that a locking mechanism or bolted flange would not provide the necessary clearance for steam generator extraction. The work crew objeclives were 1) Remove the handhole cover to provide the necessary clearance for steam generator removal. 2) Install an FME cover made of plastic sheeting (herculte 'vsqueen or grifflyn) 3) Post the area as a Locked High Radiation Area 4) Remove the scaffolding in the area to render the handhole inaccessible These tasks were reported complete bylilljicovering the work at -2330 on 09,28/00. Dunng a routine walkdown after midnight (-0030 on 09,29100). 11111 ade his way via platforms and structural steel to the vicinity of the secondary handholes. The postings and sheeting were intact but based on prior knowledge of the dose rates inside the handhole, the question was raised whether the covenng of the handhold rendered it 'inaccessible". It was noted that structural steel is not a normal pathway for access, however, under the I current circumstances it could be used by workers.  

http://w071 0s04/crsweb/asp/Ne wCr.•sp 
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[200007342 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007345 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007346 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: NA 

r200007344 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200007345 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N:A

http://w07 l OsO4 /crsweb/asp/Ncew-Cr.asp
9/29/00

IWhile performing Work Order # 98-03084 (Replacement of Pressure Switch PC1038A) found that the Material Substition Authorization Procedure MSAP-99
00471-FFX listed the replacement switch as model H105-146-95009.The switch that we have is model H105-146-9823. A call to the vendor revealed that the switch is the same, the numbers after H105-146 are inventory, stock and date numbers.  

If you attempt to run a query using metaphase to determine the status of a CCR DMD, we have found many discrepencies where the data is wrong because the 
did not promote the as-built dmd to 'transfered" upon the release of the new ccr parent drawing revision. If the NRC or other organizations ask you to verify if a dmd is as-built or transfered, I ask that you give them your answer as best you can determine, then e-mail the request to me so I can verity that the computer is correct. is presently working on ( or should be ) correcting the dmds's that did not get promoted to transfered.  Please do not open an action to the Record Center as the problem and solution belong to I * - llocated a I anticipate there to be approx 100 discrepencies for CCR DMD queries and about 2,000 for non ccr drawings.  ( dmd's status is as-built and should be transfered.) - ill try to close this CR by adding it to their list of backlogged items. I ask that you assign this cr to an SL level that 1 can not close without correcting the problem.  

This CR is being written to document a condition potentially adverse to quality. The HP qualification matnx is inaccurate.t and Gýi have been Con Ed H.P.'s for almost three months and are still listed as contractors on the malnx..1lo has been a Con Ed H.P. for almost three months and is not listed at all. f transferred to the Environmental group over three months ago and is still on the matrix.The matrix should be updated to reflect our changing gualification needs.  

While it is good to know that the Coned System Trucks can get from zero to 45 mph in less than two blocks. I do not see any reason why our trucks would need to go 45 mph within the protected area. This morning a truck starting at the cafeteria got up to approximately 45 mph by the time he reached the CAG trailers Plese be a little safer. Suggest SL-4 close to track and trend to 

This CR is being written to document an apparent lack of progress in HP task qualification. There are currently 19 Con Ed HPs and 192 tasks on the qualification matrix for a total of 3648 person-tasks. In the last year. only 4 task qualifications have been completed out of a total 2361 that need to be finished for the HP group to be lully qualified That is less than 0.2 % of the total. At this rate it will take over 500 years to complete For every new instrument added to the program, another 15 years can be added to that number. I don't believe we can get that kind of licence extension WE need some kind of a reasonable qualification goal which can demonstrate REAL progress 

This CR is being witten to document irregularities in the RP Training Program. In the last few weeks. several contractors have been qualified to perform HP and Dosimetry tasks that have until now been performed exclusively by Con Ed personnel These qualifications were accomplished by interviews, a method not used to qualify Con Ed technicians performing identical tasks. This seems to contradict SAO-502 TRAINING AND OUALIFICATION PROGRAMS 4.11.1• Contractors hired to supplement the Indjan Point 2 staff shall meet the task qualification requirements for the assigned work. Contractor qualifications must be equivalent to those of Indian Point 2 personnel who perform assigned tasks independently ' In the case of the contractors qualified to perform HP tasks, a total of 46 tasks were signed off. No written qualification standards exist for any of these tasks No new Con Ed personnel could be qualified on any of these tasks because the Oualification Guides have not even been written yet. This seems not to meet the spirt of "equivalent qualification "stated in SAO-502. Where is the standard Where is the quality. WE can do better.
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1I200009253 
System: SSD 
TagNumber: PR-8 

System: CF 
TagNumber: TE-6506 

1200009255 
System: HVAC 
TagNumber: TCV-5941 

200009256 
System: SSD 
TagNumber: PR-9 
200009257 
System: SSD TagNumber: PR-7 

200009258 
System: CF 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009259 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009260 
System: SSD 
TagNumber: PR-6 

1200009261 
System: RPS 
TagNumber: TM-431F 

200009262 
System: N:A 
TagNumber: N.'A 

200009263 
System: HVAC 
TagNumber: FCV- 1172 

200009264 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009265 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

I

I
A VT-3 examination of PR-8 found: The field conditions of the cable retainer do not match plant drawing.

While reviewing CR 200003351, a design issue was found. Per the narrative in a related CR, (CRS199908420), a properly sized HOTWATT temperature controller rated at 30Amps was originally installed based on the BAT utilizing a 2000-2400 Watt heater. Work Order NP9912950 has confirmed the tank heater wattage (draws 20Amps). Currently installed however is a FENWAL temperature-indicating controller rated for 15Amps. The heater load exceeds this controller's rating specification. This discrepancy needs to be resolved.

I

http://w07 IOS04/crswe b/asp/NewCr.asp
1 1/22/00

Iwas closed energizing feeder 33332 and returning it to service. In the major equipment DOS feeder 33332 is listed as being 0OS for 10/15, 10/16 and 10/17. Feeder 33332 should not have been camed as being 0OS after it was returned to service on 10/14. There is no operability concern in that the feeder was returned to operation and the switching moves were recorded in the log. This is a record keeping issue.

I While performing start-up of 21 PAB supply fanlined up aux steam to pre-heat coil using TCV-5941 to control the steam flow.After several attemps to open and close TCV-5941 using the johnson conlrollerthere was no response whatsoever observed on the control valve.As per ARP in response to low inlet temp. alarm at PAB air handling unit alarm panel, throttled open UH-767 bypass valve to warm the header and cleared the alarm. With CCR permission started PAB supply fan .This condition happens everytime we start-up the heating for the PAB during cold season.  

A VT-3 examination of PR-9 found: The field conditions of the cable retainer do not match plant drawing.  

A v'r.3 examination of PR-7 found: The field conditions of the cable retainer do not match 
plant drawing 

The control panel shown on dwg # 9321-3092 is currently labeled 'Hydrazine Feed'. This is no longer true The panel needs to be relabeled to reflect it's current usage.  

This Condition Report is being initiated to document the remote VT-3 inspection performed on Supporit 45-H-7 Note that the cold setting could not be verified at this time. The following conditions were noted 1) cotter pin at item# 1 is missing 2) Jam nut for item# 2. at top of items I is loose Please assign tM.  

A VT.3 examination of PR-6 found The field conditions of the cable retainer do not match plant drawing 

atroubleshooting W.0 00-17779 (Delta-T deviation alarm) found that pnnts did not match field conditions 

This Condition Report is being issued. IorM, to ducumrenl discrepancies noted diunng a VT-3 inspection of Supports 45-H-4. using Drwg.# 1976M6489. 1) Spnng Can spnng is fully compressed 2) Jam nuts on top and bottom of Spring Can are loose. Note: Please assign to 

FCV- 1172. VC Purge exhaust tan duct FME screen is covered with dirt and other debris, clean as required This component is located above 25 CRF just to the east of the 80 foot Airlock 

This Conchdion Report is being initiated, tor m , to document the results of a VT-3 
inspection performed on Supports 45-H-3. using Drwg.# 1976M6488. The following conditions were noted 1) Spnng is at top of spring can. 2) Pipe clamp is bent and missing outside nut and bolt. Please assign " 

Procedure FSAD.7. Rev 0, Processing Changes to the Electronic UFSAR and UFSAR Verification Database. requires the -Or obtain a completed report of installation (ROI) before processing a UFSAR change request (UFSARCR) when the UFSARCR is necessitated by plant modifications. Contrary to this requirement several UFSARCRs associated with plant modifications have been approved without the required ROI. The list of modifications and associated UFSARCRs are listed at the end of this condition descnption. Documentation indicates that the modifications are installed in the plant, but the modifications do not have a completed ROI. Although the modifications :to not have the required ROI, the existing plant documentation verifies the plant configuration

i

I

II 
1



200009270 
System: CSS 
TagNumber: N/A 

2Q0-QQ92.7
System: HR 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009272 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009273 
System: SIS 
TagNumber: N/A 

1200009274 
System: RMS 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009275 
System: N/A 
ragNumber: N/A

The purpose of this Condition Report is to document the failure to issue at least a Partial Report of Installation (ROI) as required by procedure SAO-405. Modification FMX-93-09273M 'ELIMINATE SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM' resulted in a change to the UFSAR. UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR) 43 (rev 15), 145 (rev 15), 171 (rev 16), 182 (rev 16), 344 (rev 15). 351 (rev 15), 454 (rev 15) added a description of the modification in UFSAR. The modification appears to have been at least partially implemented as inferred from the COMPLETE status of work orders NP 9684850, NP 9684851, NP 9684852, NP 9684853, NP 9684850, NP 9684854, NP 9800541 and ASBUILT CCR drawings. Although work orders and drawings reflect the implementation of FMX-93-09273-M, there has been no Partial Report of Implementation issued for the modification. Both the MODTRACKING database and verbal conversations with verify that an ROI for Modification FMX-93-09273-M has not been issued. The status in MODTRACKING is ISSUED '. Note related Condition Report CR# 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorized as required by FSAD-07. Please close out this modification and provide the required Report of Installation. Suggest assignment totldl with a FYI to

The purpose of this Condition Report is to document the failure to issue at least a Partial Report of Installation (ROI) as required by procedure SAO-405. Modification FMX-95-10912M *REPLACE H2 RECOMBINERS" resulted in a change to the UFSAR. UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR) 449 (rev 15), 572 (rev 15) added a description of the modification in UFSAR. The modification appears to have been at least partially implemented as inferred from the COMPLETE status of work orders NP 9686778, NP 9686779, NP 9686780, NP 998670, NP 998671. Although work orders and drawings reflect the implementation of FMX95-1091 2-M, there has been no Partial Report of Implementation issued for the modification.  Both the MODTRACKING database and verbal conversations with 
enfy that an ROI for Modification FMX-95-10912-M has not been issued. The status in MODTRACKING is ISSUED (l-). Note related Condition Report CRI 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorized as required by FSAD-07. Please close out this modification and provide the required Report of Installation. Suggest assignment to S~with a F"YI tI 

Dunng a field walkdown of CCR Panel SBF1-B it was observed that there is additional fuse 
block wirng installed that is not shown on Dwg 225544 (zone E6). This discrepancy between the existing panel condition and Drawing 225544 needs to be resolved.  The purpose of this Condition Report is t%document the failure Wine at least a Partial 
Report of Installation (ROIt as required by pirocedure SAO-405. ModitTcation FPX-98-13073.  F "IP-OUALIFY LT-940 & LT-941° resulted in a change to the UFSAR. UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR) 2 (rev 15j. 5 Irev 15). 8 (rev 15), 56 (rev 15) added a description of the modification m UFSAR The modification appears to have been at least partially implemented as inferred from the COMPLETE status of work orders NP 9602868, NP 9802869. Although work orders and drawings reflect the implementation of FPX-98-13073F. there has been no Partial Report of Implementation issued for the modification. Both the MODTRACKING database and verbal conversations with . ..  verify that an ROI for Modification FPX-98-13073-F has not been issued. The status in MODTRACKING is ISSUED (i). Note related Condition Report CR# 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorzed as required by FSAD-07. Please close out this mod.ticaton and provide Ine required Report of Installation. Suggest assignment to Itr a F Ito __J" 

The purpose of this Condition Report is Io document the failure properly close out a modification as required by procedure SAO-405. Modification SNX-91-03014.M "MODERNIZE AGING RMS EOUIPMENT" resulted in a change to the UFSAR. UFSAR Change Request (UFSARCR1 s 319 added a description of the modification in UFSAR revision 16 The modification appears to have been partially implemented as inferred from the Partial ROI and COMPLETE status of Work Orders NP 9897771, NP 9897772 as well as the issuance of several DMDs and as-built drawings. Although work orders, drawings and ROI reflect the partial implementation of SNX-91-03014-M, the STATUS of this modification is listed in the MODTRACKING database as ISSUED ( ). Note related Condition Report CR# 200009265 which documents the failure to verify the issuance of a modification via an ROI before a change to the UFSAR is authorized as required by FSAD07. Please close out this modification properly. Suggest assignment tom-with a FYI to 

Iarious Check Off Lists being done by Operations have not been updated to reflect the new OAD-6 cntena for component positioning(locked and sealed). Many of the lists have c4d information and have not been modified to reflect current conditions in the field. Example: a
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200009307 
System: 138K 
TagNumber: N/A

0% n 04fJ
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

The Basic Air Compressors training class scheduled for November 27 through December 1.  2000 has been cancelled. The class was cancelled after a review of the training material by 
*determined that the class did not contain the appropriate material content. The class is described as a 5 day course in the Maintenance Training Program Description (TPD), however it was developed as a 3 day course. The course will be redeveloped with greater detail and material content and will be rescheduled. The students registered for the class were notified of the cancellation on November 22, 2000. I suggest that this condtion report be assigned teas an SL-3.

I In the CCR set of procedures, both AOI 27.1.1 and AOI 27.1.11 are titled 'LOSS OF 
NORMAL STATION POWER' on their respective cover sheets. The ABNORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES INDEX lists AOI 27.1.11 as 'LOSS OF 125V DC POWER'.

W Back To Top 
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System: N/A 95' MOB. At that time I was also informed that exit from the RCA was to be through the 95' TagNumber: N/A MOB rollup door. I responded to that location and was briefed by another HPS on the situation. Preparations were being made to facilitate a clean exit of the RCA, AND easy access to the RCA by EMS at that location. When the ambulance arrived, It went to 80' MOB. I immediately told a Ummdlogaw the ambulance was needed at 95' and he radioed these instructions. I went outside and verbally called out to the 1 escort of the ambulance to come to 95'. These instructions were ignored and EMS entered through 80'.  The person was released through the 95' rollup door, and had to wait, without overclothing, in the cold, for the ambulance to get to 95'. 1) In a medical emergency the first consideration is the treatment of the patient. This was delayed by going to 80'. 2) Access to the RCA is controlled by %*,instructions were not followed. ware unbadged visitors. 3) Dosimetry was not issued tomllllllgh l by~ll at the Main Gate. 4) The patient was released clean from the RCA. 5) Dose rates in the areas accessed bYaLf lmlll were <1 mr/hr. No dose to be assigned. This CR needs to determine the breakdown in Chain of Command and Communication.  
200009178 At 0330, the CRS received call from II at , that they had received a System: FP fire alarm from Broadway and Bleakley (Zone 2). He was notified that we would investigate TagNumber: FPN our MSB. The CRS discussed 0330 hrs entry withU1 who had instructed Buchanan FD to arrive at Buchanan Substation. I directed him not to allow them into the yard and that I was investigating the alarm on our site. He then notified me he would direct the proper FD to our site. At 0350 the Verplanck FD amved on site and went to the M&SB.  At 0405 the Verplanck FD was off site and no fire was found and the alarm was reset.  
200009179 TFC 1996-081 has an overdue action date for clearing the TFC. A valid target date for System: WDS clearance is required by SAO-206. This TFC is for the CSB Sump Pumps and Tank. Based TagNumber: N/A on following email from it appears that there was a comminment made to clear the TFC in 1998: "The CR record is deficient in addressing the orginal problem. That is that a commitment apparently was made to the NRC in response to a notice of violation to fix the problems with the CSB sump pump and lank level. The condition identified in 1996 is still not fixed." Additional information from them 

inmmfd e comment should be confirmedidicates that we need support from~llto perform 2 PMTs in order to clear TFC. The 

"W Back To Top 
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2000099191 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

http://w07 I OsO4/crsweb/asp/NewCr

200009192 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

2000Q.19.93 
System: 480V 
TagNumber: 27-1/2A 

20000.9194 94

. .. Subject: Required Test Equ i n 
instrumentation presently used in PT-R61 has been evaluated byl and found to have an unacceptable accuracy for the purpose of this test (see attached e-mails).1111 has specified an alternate which is a Hewlett Packard System Multimeter No. 3458A with an overall accuracy of 0.06% at 421 volts. It costs approximately $7500 and has procuremenl time of 8 weeks, since use of this instrument is critical to elimination of the midcylce outage, .llas agreed to purchase two. The account to be charged is H1962. Per earlier discussions, . has agreed to purchase these instruments with the charges going o this account number. I will prepare a TPPRF for a change in the test procedure specifying his instrumen.t is requested to prepare a revised calculation reflecting the new nstrumentalion and forward it to myself and Westinghouse.  
We require the use of a gas turbine for IP2 Appendix R events, this requires the assumion

r.asp

I Form' (Exhibit E) shall be completed and signed by the am or his designee. This form shall be transmitted to the_ for inclusion in project files.' Confirmation of compliance with this procedural requirement could not be verified.  
A Tech Spec (TS) Amendment Request was submitted to the NRC with errors on 11/22/99.  System: N/A This was discovered during final review by the NRC. The request provided the new TS TagNumber: N/A pages and marked up TS pages. These two must agree with respect to the changes and __they do not.

11/21/00
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Operations procedure A 27.1.9 directs containment entries for several contingency actions yet for many scenarios, RCP seal cooling may have been lost and seal leakage to the containment on the order of 21 gpm per pump will most likely be occuring. Without any containment ventilation I/S. it is not likely that any VC entries will be possible. Note:dhas alternate actions that do not require early entry and permit entry later, our issues were 
realized when talking withWll IOperator actions in a CCR evacuation involve tripping the reactor and leaving the CCR, depending on the extent of the fire, seal injection and component cooling water may also be lost. By the time the Reactor Coolant Pumps are tripped from the switchgear, significant seal damage may be occuri, ng. ig o hould evaluate tripping the RCPs prior to leaving the CCR. Natural circulation also prolongs steam generator inventory and increases pressurizer level. This was discovered during discussions withft 
ISSUE: This CR is being written to document tha I-,could not determine that the M&TE requirements were met for the CEMCO (Committee to Eliminate Mid-Cycle Outage) Technical Specification amendment to extend (on a one time basis) the surveillance interval for the 480 volt undervoltage relays to 37 months. As part of the effort to extend the surveillance interval prescribed by the Technical Specifications for the 480 volt undervoltage relays in 1999, the uncertainty calculations required the accuracy of the M&TE used for PT-R61 (the applicable surveillance test at that time) to be improved. The responsible Con Edison Engineer r specified the use of a Hewlett Packard system Multimeler No. 3458A (M&TE), which has an overall accuracy of 0.06% at 421 volts.  This M&TE instrument required procurement and an agreement was reached between the affected parties as described in the e-mail below dated March 30, 1999 from StOmandmto and . The Con Ed calculation SNX00013-04 was not updated based on the assumed acquisition of the M&TE (Hewett Packard) and subsequent use during calibration. An attempt to clarify whether the M&TE had been procured and used in the applicable tests (PT-R61 is no longer used for this purpose-the functional requirements have been reflected in PT-R13, PT-R13B and PT-R14) has been unsuccessful Since the use of the Hewett Packard M&TE was part of the basis for the one time 37 month surveillance extension / Technical Specification Amendment request to the NRC. venfication of whether this M&TE requirement met at the end of 37 month cycle.  must be achieved It is also noted that PT-R61 utilized ICPMs to record 'as found* and 'as left' data There is an additional concern that control over M&TE used in ICPMs may not be ngorou maintained as required by surveillance procedures. Note: Presently Zis oocumenting the setpoints by revising the calculations on the degraded voltage to lustify the continuation of surveillance on a 30 month cycle. In addition.  has informed the that Hewlett Packard M&TE is also required to justify the 30 month cycle RECOMMENDED ACTION: It is recommended that this CR should be assigned to to evaluate the impact of the M&TE used to perform the last surveillance calibration and the potential of reportability of not using the recommenode M&TE The evaluation needs to consider the drift assumptions specified in CEMCO Sent Monday. November 13.2000 11:48 AM To: 

Subject: FW: Required Test Equipment Just checking- did we buy this equipment or are we using IP-3's. I have to know for our people to update their calculalions -- Original Message-- From: •ent: Tuesday, March 30.  1999 2 30 PM To
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20092Q8 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

200009206 
System: SIS 
TagNumber: 882

QIDOQ9209 
;ystem: N/A 
agNumber: N/A

200009210 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009211 
System: FP 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009212 
System: MS 
TagNumber: PCV-1 120

-Ii

While performing PT-A17B, Fire Hose Station Inspections, it was discovered that FPP680 can not be opened to it's full open position. FP-680 is the isolation to hose reel station #210 on the north end of the turbine building on the 15'. Cause of this condition is that the valve handwheel comes into contact with a conduit that leads to a PA system speaker amplifier box that is on the same column. With valve partialy open we still get flow through the isolation, however this is a unsat condition on the test since PT-Al 7B calls for the valve to be cycled to the full open position.

Noticed that RWP# 00-0529. Refueling Radiation Work Permit, and it's associated ALARA Review has a minimum dose available requirement for a individual. Yet there is no 
requirement for exposure control cards, how ca I..." covering the job have the means to ensure that this requirement is met ? When the Exposure control card field is checked on the RWP, the computer system will automatically generate this card so the individual can give this required information to O IIOIN . Also, it was noted byin 
Oftl running the RWP office that there are other RWP's that are written as such.

11/21/00
http://w07 I OsO4 /crsweb/asp/NewCr.asp

200009207 
System: FP 
TagNumber: FP-680

I

1
The angle iron frame supporting the motor actuator for MOV-882 appears slightly flexible.  Valve 882 is located on 16' RHR line # 155, RHR pumps suction from RWST. It is located in PAB 15' elevation in RHR pump hallway. This item was identified dunring system walkdown for SI/RHR systems. Further review indicated that the support is not shown on controlled 
piping drawings.

- -cý - - -1 ý

Condition Report #200008274, generated on 10/27/00 delt with an unknown liquid dripping on the MCC from the boiler room. Conem for the MCC was expressed and a desire to ascertain the dried substance was noted. However, the intent of this CR concerns the method of sample analysis reques 11- r ..... .L.still believe that anything unknown may be simply discarded in the Chemistry labs, without anything more than a note saying "analysis this*. Sandy particles in a "Zip-Lock" bag , attached to a copy of CR #200008274 were found this date lying on the Conventional Lab counter with just such a request.  Accompanying this was approximately 150 cc's of an unknown taken on 11/14/00 from the Zum Strainer asking for a PCB analysis. No name, no phone number, nothing more to identify the mystery sample. Numerous requests have been made for an established sample analysis request and chain of custody regime (see CR #200006581 of recent note), but none has been created to sufficiently inform and train all interested parties. It's imperative to inculcate this upon all if and when a program is installed.  

At 2348 hrs on 20 November 2000 • failed to property secure his weapon while going off duty. 111111u11111unloaded and left his weapon unattended at the loading barrel located in the Secondary Alarm Station. discovered the weapon and turned ii over to " .. - . Badge reports revealed that during this incident only I 
i were present in this locked and alarmed area. Also a time of two (2) minutes and twelve (12) seconds lapsed between occurrence and discovery. No unauthorized personnel came in contact with the weapon. There was at no time a degrade in physical security 

While performing PT-A 178. found the hose reel #23 damaged. Reel is hard to operate and both wheels can be turned seperately. Cause of damaged appears to be partial pressurization of the hose. found hose partialy filled during inspection.  
Modification FIX-95.11199 needs turther evaluation of the following safety and design concerns These are 0ocmented here due to lack of opportunity to resolve the issues dunng the the mod reviev process Concern 1: Proposed hot functional test can cause uncontrolled cycling of RCS temperature and pressure. The test is referenced in the mod but is not described Safety implications of the test are equivalent to safety implications of the mod Its purpose is tO prove that the new design is compatible with PC-404 when in Auto It also provides for PC-404 on-line tuning if the existing control settings result in hunting/cycling. The test implementation requires complex coordination of start up activities, availability of MSIVs (lot protection), Operator override actions (for protection) and repeated manipulations of RCS The following specific issues cause my safety concerns: a.The test design forces the dump valves of group 1 to operate in almost closed position because the total heat of 4 RCPs amounts to only 2.5% of nominal total steam flow (10-20% of each valve's nominal flow). This is the region where most flow control valves exhibit inherently poor control. It is particularly applicable to dump valves due to their oversized design and "dumping' flow curve. Specifically. small set point decrease (test intention) is capable of causing overtravel to fully closed position. This in turn will require overcompensation by PC404 and result in cycling. The system's dead band and unproven response can exacerbate the uncontrolled cycling of RCS temperature and pressure. b. The test was designed for IP3 steam dump rontrol system. Their design differs substantially from the proposed IP2 design.  The critical difference is in the control system configuration and response. IP3's FSAR requires a demanding 20-second modulating stroke. IP2's existing stroke of 70-80 seconds is unlikely to improve to 20 seconds. The modification does not provide any clue or

J1



TagNumber: 21STP disposition. UFSAR Table 11.1-7 Sheet 2, 'Component Summary Data, lists major components of the Waste Disposal System. The pump head (ft) and design pressure parameters for the Sump Tank Pumps have not been verified. These original Gould pumps (21STP and 22STP) were replaced via Work Order NP9581355 (Ref. Mod FPX-96-81355-F and Generic Safety Evaluation 96-241-GM) with Chesterton pumps. Two prior condition reports have attempted to verify the design data associated with these pumps; 199807107, which resulted in UFSAR Change Request # 507, and 20004663 which resulted in issue of a new pump curve drawing, 2000MC5469. This pump curve indicates the pump head to be 105 ft. (as opposed to the Table value of 100 ft.). This will necessitate an UFSAR change.  Documentation to verify the design pressure (currently 150 psig in the Table), cannot be located. It appears that this data needs to be reconstituted. The OE database should also be re-ealaed and updated as required. RECOMMENDATIONS: 1) Assignment to to evaluate the need to reconstitute documentation to verify the design pressure value. 2) Assignment to~lmlluo update the UFSAR.  Dependent upon the results of the 4l1111fevaluation, a change to the design pressure valve listed in the Table may be required. The need for an UFSAR change to the pump head value has already been determined. 3) Assignment to• m to evaluate results of this effort and update OE database as appropriate. This condition is a configuration 
disparity and does NOT involve an operability question.  

2000Q9223 TFC 1999-041, Turbine Lube Oil Cooler Moat, has a past due target date. SAO-206 requires System: LO that a valid target date be provided. Engineering has issued mod accepting field instalaltion TagNumber: N/A as permanent. Theg. . - ]_, has to submit a Report of Installation so that the TFC can be cleared. Please assign toOf FYI The current version of SAO-206 does not require that an active CR be maintained but it is recommended that 
this CR remain open until the TFC is cleared.  

200009224 TFC 1999-058. City Water Tank wire to CCR, has a past due target date. SAO-206 requires System: CYW that a valid target date be provided. Engineering has released mod on 7/5/2000 accepting TagNumber: 1 .5MWT TFC as permanent. The m11ll1W, has to submit Report of Installation so that TFC can be cleared Pleae assign tcl The curent version of SAO-206 does not require active CR to track TFCs, it is recommended that this CR remain active until TFC is cleared.  
200009225 EL-26E. the Emergency light in the hallway outside the CCR has both the trickle and fast System: FP charge bulbs burnt out. This is an a Appendix "R" Fire Protection light, the units area lamps TagNumber: EL-26E were tested Sat. The units charging circuit board may be in question investigate and repair 

as reQuired perfect forum 
200009226 PI-M8 Fire Hose Cabinets and Stations surveillance test was performed with the following Sse:FP System: FP discrepancies 1 Fire hose cabinet # 10 access was blocked by gas bottle pallet. 2. Fire TagNumber: N/A J/hose cabinet N11l was missing a 1-1/2' fire hose 3: Fire hose cabinet #12 was missing a 21,2' X 1.1.7' WYE As a result of the above discrepancies PI-M8 failed.  
200009227 Procedure FP-IPP.R 15 'Reactor Head Book* will allow operation of the Spent Fuel Pit Fuel System: CM Handling Crane without the hoist load monitor (see section D.4. page 9.1.8-12,13. The hoist TagNumber: SFPBH load monitonng system provides load indication and sensing to stop upward and downward movement of the hoist d limits are exceeded (eg. H overload set pt, L low load setpoint, and SC slack cable setpointl The UFSAR section 9.5.2.2.5 Spent Fuel Pit Bridge.... 'it has a load indicator and a load limit switch, which will stop upward movement of a load upon sensing a load greater than set-point (setpoint value is less than 2200 lb.).' Thus, it appears a station approved procedure would allow operations of a piece of plant equipment against what is descnbed mn the UFSAR 

200009228 Receive' PCV-456 lo* N2 alarm and regulator failure low alarm. Dispatched NPO he System: GAS reports that when he arnved on 95 RV-4105 was lifting and eventually reset he could not TagNumber: 4105 find any reason for it to be lifting no one was in the vicinity of the valve nor could he find anyone with any inlormation Opened PCV-863 and repressurized the system and cleared the alarm See previous CR9200006363 for this same valve on 8/29/00.  
200009229 At 903 an oil leak was reported to the ccr. Approximately 1 quart of motor oil was System: N/A discovered on the pavement in designated parking spot #3 TagNumber: N/A 
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System: N/A a condition description VT-3 Inspection of support 48-H-I on line 48-2"BFD identified an TagNumber: N/A unsat condition. The hanger rod is threaded through the top of the spring can and this condition leaves only 5/16' between the hanger rod and the top of the spring assembly, thereby restricting support movement No tag was hung 
S20000940y HADuring 0800 hr rounds on November 24, 2000, found the optical sensor alarms for NH3 
System: HVAC JChannel 1. NH3 Channel 2. CL2 Channel 2 alarmed and the alarms would not reset. There TagNumber: AIT-5092 appears on the flowmeters to be enough flow that the sensors should not be alarmed. The 

sensor for CL2 Channel 1 is not alarmed.  
29.0.9_. IThe male flange upper seal seating surface on conoseal #97 has a dimple raised up approx System: RCS 1/32 "away from the seating surface. The male flange lower seal Seating surface on TagNumber: 21 RV conoseal #72 has an area of pitting approx 1/64' depressions.  

1200009404 Pt-M40 , diesel fire pump test was performed with the following adverse conditions that need System: FP to be addressed, the data logger program and ptm-40 pump bearing references (A&B) are TagNumber: DFP reversed. This could invalidate trending. The actual field point on the pump inboard bearing does not have a target sticker to ensure uniformity of instrument placement for bearing vibration and temperature readings.  
Z000040.s j IPING BEYOND THE 15'-8"CUT LINE IS BADLY CORRODED INTERNALLY. WHILE System: MS PREPARING EXISTING PIPE FOR WELDING THE GRINDER WENT THROUGH THE TagNumber: 4EX-29-10 WALL OF THE EXISTING PIPE.  
200009406 PT-M98 (Gaseous Effluent Radiation Monitor Check Source) entered its surveillance grace' System: N/A jpenod.  Tsg umb r:N/A 

2100009407 During performance of PCR3-1 (Pressurizer level CalibrationI performed specific valve System: RCS manipulation per their procedure. However PCR3-1 does not take into account that it also TagNumber: LT-462 drains the reference leg for LT-462 (Pressurizer Cold Cal). At this point in the test the CCR lost Pressurizer Cold Cal Indication on both panel SAF and Proteus point L6041, (failing high.). Upon completion of this test no provision is made to restore the reference leg for LT462 PCR3-1 also does not inform the the test tech nor CCR that this level will be lost. This lest needs to be reviewed by I&C and operations before it is used again. Unnecessary loss of Indication may be avoided in the future by a different valve line up. In addition proper planning could have personnel available to restore LT-462 as per operations SOP-i.1.1 attachment and or SOP- 1.1 attachment 4. This should also be reflected on the schedule.  

200009408 This Condition Report is being initiated to document the following conditions, that were System: FW rnoted during a VT-3 inspection of Support# HBF-2, on FW Line# 6, of S.G.# 22. This TagNumber: NIA inspection was performed using Drwg.u 1976M6550. 1) Excessive tape on the upper threaoed portion of rod items 8 2) items 3 is missing @ integral pipe attachment. 3) Nut. at botiomn rod to integral pipe attachment bolt. is tightened to the end of the bolt threads but doesn't make contact with pipe lug The jam nut is also missing. Note: Cold set will need to verified after system is filled Please assign to for review.  200009409 PT-M22A. Spare Station batteries monthly surveillence test has failed again due to low System: DC specific gravities and low cell voltages. This test fails repeatedly as reported in CR's TagNumber: TST-PT-M22A 199808062. 199808958. 199900103. 199907654. 199909057. 200002080 & 200005856 and in WO s 97-89532. 99-05946. 99-11489 & 99-12932. Despite several recommendations included in these CR s and WO s all the conditions still exist that prompted these reports in the first place 
1200009410 CR wrMeen for performance of ICPM-0408 (00-18534) the System: SW following conditions were noled Device 28-LCIR was as found by more than 3 times the TagNumber: ICPM.0408 stated to4erance. as leht sat Device 28-T7 as found 4.6 sec, required 5.0. Tolerance for this device is *.&,'-0. unclear on requirements to document setpoint as found. As left sat Device 28-T4 as found 58 m. required 60 Tolerance for this device +6/-0, unclear on requirements to document selpoint as found. As left sat Device 28-T2 as found 115 sec.  required 120 Tolerance for this device is +12/-0 unclear on requirements to document 

setpoint as found. As left sat 
20Q09_41 While preforming PT-D4. which is the daily operational checks of the Area Radiation System: RMS Monitors in the Unit 1 NSB and CSB I observed the meter for ARM-2 in the Pedestrian TagNumber: ARM-2 Tunnel moving erratically. The needle moves from 0.15mr up to 0.2mr and occasionaly it moves low enough to turn the amber light off. The amber light on is part of the daily check.  The reading in the Central Control Room behaves in the same manner. These ARM's are required by Unit 1 Tech Specs.  
200009412 The following unsatisfactory conditions were noted durring a VT-3 examination of PWR 110.  System: N/A on Lines 48. for SG-24. This examination was performed using DWG# 9110. Please see TngNumber: N/A attached Visual Examination Data Sheet for the condition description.  
•TfN umber:' N/Ati. a a. . ed 
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rIExit Card-reader for the Main door to the 15' Aux. Boiler Feedpump Bldg. is now also inoperable in addition to the entry Card-reader. Inoperable access control components may 
hamper/ slow start-up efforts in the A.B.F.B.
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200009418 
System: SEC 
TagNumber: N/A

qAAA^fA)11

System: FP 
TagNumber: FP-828 

200009422 
System: RMS 
TagNumber: RR-43-44-1 

200009423 
System: CYW 
TagNumber: N/A 

200009424 
System: DOCK 
TagNumber: CL-538

200009425 The common line that comes off the oulet of CL-537 and CL-538, 11 & 12 CLP pumps System: DOCK discharge reliefs, is leaking from the flange under the tanks. This flange is on the portion of TagNumber: N'A the line lust pnor to it going back up to the inlet of 12 hypo tank. Secured 12 CLp and 
isolated pump Request flange be fixed.  

200009426 This CR is to ask a technical question on the Hypochlorite system. The question is as System: DOCK follows #12 hypochlonte has been declared as 'condemed' and is not to recieve any TagNumber: NA hypochlonte However the relief outlets from 11 7 12 CLP (service water chlorination) and from 12-CLP-RW (river water chlonnaton) only go back to 12 tank. If 12 tank is not to recieve any fluids then how can we operate these pumps knowing that these reliefs go back to this tank. Also when starting 11 or 12 CLP pumps we use the manual operator on the reliefs in order to vent the pumps off. So if 12 tank is out of service, can we still run the service water chlonnation without sending the ouput of these reliefs to 11 tank? Request this 
issue be investigated and determine if situation is okay.  

1200009427 FP-880. LP Hydrant isolation to Hydrants LP-C & LP-D. is operated via reachrod in the 
System: FP Iground The guide tube leading from the surface to the top of the valve operator has shifted.  TagNumber: FP-880 This has caused a tight fit around the valve operator. At this time only one of Operations reach rods will work on this valve cue to the light clearances (the solid reach rod). The tube is also remaining filled with water instead of draining off, this may cause a problem with 

corrosion in the future 

20000428 Gauge oscillates continuouslt between low range and pegged high.  System: F TW Ta~mber: LT-5002

"WBack To Top
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LIPAB roof fire hose cabinet hasp is broken. The cabinet can not be locked but the doors do 'CCR CHART RECORDER T-121 (DEVICE # RR-43-44-1) FOR R-3PA T hisN 

PARTICULATE; THE TAKE UP REEL DOES NOT KEEP TENSION ON THE CHART. Ti CC sTrequirres thee chart be manually wound up frequently. This is a Westronics Series 12, Model 
iT4N.  

While applying ragout 14061 to city water for valve JW-5 repair, it was not expected in the Jplanning package that the Maintenance and Outage Building would be lost. I realdurn the construction of the MOB that the city water supply came form the 16' city water header 
Sby the Emergency Diesel Generator building. It was thought that vavle MW-51 0 was the jsupply to the MOB but we partbally cleared the ragout and left MW-510 closed and water 
Iwas restored to the MOB.  

CI-538 is leaking from it's threaded joints. Repair and/or replace valve.

2,0QoQ_4__i9 121 MPC hoist is making an unusual noise. 21 MPC thyristor drive system is surging and System: CM Itripping out.  
TagNumber: 21MPC 
200009420 1 During support facility rounds, it was once again observed that the DIP across the dryer skid System: SA was 7 psig. This D/P existed with either tower being in service. Verified that purge flow was TagNumber: 11 SADD Jat 40 psig and d/p did not change. This condition was reported before in the referenced CR.  __Request condition be investigated and corrected.
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TagNumber: 219UHR

2Q04.00900.  
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

IIProcedural enhancement opportunity gained from field note SGRP -212. Current revision of SA01 12 notes that a team charter be developed, reviewed and-approved for all SLIs. This is ambiguous and in some cases can be over restrictive (given the nature of the deficiency).  Suggest SLI for tracking (to enhance the procedure). No procedural violation took Dlace .. this is an ganhnn,'z,•,, #"

200008901 2 spare sensotec load monitors were shipped to the vendoro under System: CM purchase order 031643 to be calibrated and returned to the site. The spare sensotec load TagNumber: 21MPC monitors had internal wiring damage and can not be calibrated as is. The vendor was able to make one complete load cell monitor from the two. This condition report is for 
documentation purposes only.  

W Back To Top 
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200008396 On 10-30-00 at approximately 11:30 AM, CKT #1 on LP-3 (labled as LTG PNL System: LGHT MOB 3) tripped & was reset bylThis powers the lighting recepticles in the first TagNumber: LP-3 two cells of the MOB laundry storage area. On 10-31-00 at approximately 4:45 PM, it was reported again that power had been lost to the same area as well as in the 'C02 room". CKT #1 as well as CKT #3 were found tripped & again reset by O.  Power was thus restored to the area. The electrical loading on these circuits 
should be investigated & the loads spread out more evenly to prevent tripping the 
ckt breakers.  

200008397 This is a SIMULATOR condition. While in IC 27, performing a plant startup, the System: SIM Toxic Gas monitor alarm and the Containment sump level high alarm on Unit 1 TagNumber: N/A panels, the 21 and 22 MBFP speed control alrms and the Saturation monitor Ialarms came in all at once and cleared. This was accompanied a beeping alarm in 
thme instructor booth.  

200008398 This is a SIMULATOR condition. While in IC 1 on the training load, the System: SIM SUBCOOLING MARGIN MONITOR alarm on FC came in 3 times. On page 102 of TagNumber: N/A plasma display RCS subcooling computation based on RTDs indicated all question marks (??????). Pressing the ACK button on Accident Assessment panels cleared the FC alarm.  
200008399 While in IC-i. recirc valve for 22 MBFP failed to close while switch was in close.  System: SIM Joystick on 22 MBFP foxboro controller appears loose, control erratic.  
TagNumber: N/A 
200008400 1While working on the crosby clamps for the fuel storage building (fsb) upender 
System: FCCH wire rope, the straight pins on the rope were found to be loose and they came out TagNumber: FSBUW to easily. The nuts on the crosby clamps also were really loose.
2UUU08401 
System: FCCH 
TagNumber: FCCHA 

1200008402 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

While working on the actuator plates for the fuel transfer system, it was discovered 2 proximity switches had loose screws.  

This Condition Report documents a negative trend regardingtlM inappropriate revision of processes and procedures that have resulted in violations of an ASME Section Xl code requirement, the 
In addition, despite entering the heavy field work phase of the project. r100iecently revised their Program to reduce the frequency of field surveillances by Quality Engineers. Collectively these occurrences point to a lack of ngor in implementing their quality programs. Data points for this trend are as follows: (1) SGT Quality Finding Report OFR-IP2-2000

004. issued on 10:8 in response to a finding by SGR QA. documents that revisions to QEP 15.01 volaled the requirements of the SGT Quality Assurance Program Manual. These OEP revisions exempted certain NCRs from Client review and approval, when the OAPM required all NCR be submitted for Client review. Two NCRs were not submutted lorf review based on use of the improper 
exemption. (2) On October 21. th distributed a memorandum that documented SGT's decision to immediately amend the QEP 12.02 Quality Surveillance frequencies. The previously specified surveillance frequencies were changed from penodicities ranging from daily, twice a week and weekly to *As needed' It is noted that many of the twice a week and weekly surveillances were associated with areas of current , intense field activity. Based on discussions wfth the SI the motivation for this change was to provide flexibility in using 1 in supporting both document closure and field quality surveillances Based on concerns raised by SGR QA. the 1Ii lllissued a memorandum on 10,127.00 to reinstate previous surveillance frequencies for key activities. (3) On October 29. SGR QA observed Foreign Object Search and Retrieval (FOSAR) activities on the feedwater piping to SG #23. These activities were being performed in accordance with Work Package 3085 C, Install Feedwater Piping SG #23. Dunng the observation. fdetermined that a Work Package Change Notice (WPCN) 9, which had been issued that morning, changed the length of piping to be examined by FOSAR from 52 feet to 8 feet. The configuration of this feedwater line is a sweeping elbow into a vertical section of pipe that drops roughly 30 leet prior to another horizontal run. WPCN 9 had been processed as a "Non Intent Change' and the FOSAR of the 8-foot section of pipe had been completed and preparations for fitup of the feedwater pipe and spool piece to the SG were in progress. (4) On October 31. i1l0llelermined that a change to SGT OEP 11.01. Work Packages. was made on 17-Oct -00 to allow work steps to be NA ed provided justification is entered in the "Other' column. As a
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200•08415 
System: RPS 
TagNumber: 52/8YA

21 
S

"Discrepancies have been found in the Controlled Metaphase Drawings which describe the interconnections in the CCR Reactor Protection Racks E3/E6 &F3/F6.  Drawing 208859 shows relays LF-1X, LF-2X, LF-3X & LF-4X (Low Flow Trips) as residing in cabinet E3/F3 or L4, in the 38,39,40, & 41 positions in Dwg 208685.  There is no Con Ed internal wiring diagram for the E/F racks, so relay-to-relay 
wiring is shown only in the inherited wiNI wirelist drawings 615B 119, 615B127&29, 6 15B130,31,32&3. 3.v irelist 615B119 Sh 10 has an extensive array of listings describing Relays LF-1X through LF-4X as being in the E4/F4 , or L3 cabinet, in the 5,6,7 & 8 positions, per Dwg 208685. Moreover, this same 615B119 sh 210 shows the E3/F3, or L4 positions 38,39,40,& 41 now 
occupied by LF-1XLF-2X,LF-3X & LF-4X (and verified by field inspection) as anomalously being occupied by unknown relays LF-1,LF-2,LF-3, & LF-4. In the opinion of this writer, a part of our RPS Design Basis has been lost, and must be reconstituted, in the case of wirelist 615B119. Further.. in the case of Reactor Trip wirelist 615B130, sheets 13,14,15,16,17,18, & 19 contain Change Orders such as "Remove ...Add" or "Existing...Change to' on the parent drawing , with no means for the viewer to verify if the "Existing' conditions have been actually changed, or if the *Add* orders have actually been implemented. Therefore Two (2) conflicting versions of our Reactor Tnp wiring exist side by side on the same issued drawings.  The Schematic drawing representing this system, Dwg 1 10E073 in some cases does show, and in some cases does not show the Relay terminal numbers for the relays, so the ambiguity in 615B119, & 615B130, cannot be fully resolved by reference to I 10E073. In the case of a recent mod FIX-95-1 1057-E, partial internal rack wiring diagrams such as 306373. were specially created for that mod alone, in lieu of a set of corrected overall Rack Internal Winng Drawings. In the opinion of this writer, if the ambiguities in 615B130 sheets 13-19 are not resolved, this will lessen our margin of safety in any RPS emergency, and also places our RPS Design Basis in an ambiguous state. A suggested fix would be creation, by 

1 1 of corrected versions of 61581 19.615B130.1 10E073. AND the creation of NEW internal wiring drawings for our Reactor Protection Racks. Moreover any attempted change in these racks, prior to solution of these inconsistencies. would be, in my opinion, less than conservative Note correct lag number did not appear in CRS menu, selected a random tag to initiate this CR.  

I recently received an e-mail from thel 
(transmitted to with me and severa on courtesy copy) criticizing my findings in CRS 200005173 The transmittal was caustic and contained language that could discourage a questioning attidude and a willingness to document problems. That transmittal and two related documents, as follows, are attached: - The 10/27/00 email which was sent from th e to the ii The text of the SL2 narrative prepared byinon August 29, 2000, and - A proposed revision of the SL2 narrative attached to the 10/27/00 e-mail. At issue in the CRS was whether a setpoint change for the gas turbines had been performed as there was no documented evidence of it in the work control process, and field personnel believed the setpoint change had not been performed. ThellIlM . however, ignored the issue and stated "..the condition listed in the CR is not accurate'. 'The real issue. as I see it, is the lack of appropriate review by the onginator of the CR". 'I do not want to take anymore of this section's time addressing this non-issue' and 'My recommendation is that this be assigned to the section that the CR originator is assigned." Subsequent investigation has shown the original issue descnbed in CRS 200005173 to be valid, however, that isn't the issue of concern in this CR The concern is not technical. The concern is thav f s esponded to a CRS onginator in a way that makes him appear to be inept and insisted that he take the issue back and perform the tasks to 'erase' the problem. As previously noted, the e-mail was sent to This action serves to dampen the questioning attitude that WE are trying to cultivate here at IP2. Unfortunately, this is not the first episode of criticism of problem identification by 101111111111111111 

that Ive witnessed. I am generating this condition report to formally document this as another incident of an adverse cultural attribute that is known throughout the industry at troubled plants as "chilling effect.' By reviewing the attached 
documents it can be seen that in August the I a agreed with the issue as described in the CR, and believed corrective actions were necessary ICAs were assigned to resolve the issue. Two months later theIn1 1 submitted a proposed revision to the SL2 report which offered no real new information and proposed the apparent cause for the condition as "...the lack
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ystem: N/A 
agNumber: N/A
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20000_8424 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008425 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008426 
System: TURB 
TagNumber: TURBN 

200008427 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A
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The 2000 Help Desk Self-Assessment has identified the following weaknesses in the area of SUPPORT STAFF: SS-W1 - The e for the call center and the Desktop teams have not been trained in how to operate this type of business. SS-W2 - The 1 staff level is inadequate to meet the expectations of their customers. SS-W3 - The call center, desktop team andoll 
re located in separate offices. Recommendations: SS-Wi Attendance by the support staff to Help Desk Management Seminars (from Help Desk Institute, Help Desk 2000, or similar institution) and training courses and peer mentoring from outside of the organization will enhance the knowledge and skill level of the staff. The Learning Center can provide a list of soft skills training courses and local seminars. The corporate Help Desk personnel can recommend training courses and provide mentoring of Help Desk analysts and the supervisor.  A visit to another Help Desk operation within the NYC area (perhaps the corporate Help Desk) to benchmark will help support staff to determine necessary skills sets and Help Desk operation standards and best practices. SS-W2 - It is recommended that an additional desktop team member be added to the group OR that one of the already present members be assigned to this duty to bring the total up to two full time desktop staff to respond to trouble tickets (PC). An additional person should be added to the call center (bringing the total analysts to three), so that the administrative tasks are rotated on a weekly basis between team members. This allows the two analysts left to concentrate on answering calls from the end users. SS-W3 - It is recommended that the call center, desktop team and manager consolidate their operations into one location. This location should allow for oversight of the call center by the manager. The Help Desk analysts must be in close proximity to the operating equipment to quickly assess the status of the equipment.  

The 2000 Help Desk Self-Assessment has identified the following weaknesses in the area of PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES: PP-W1 - There are no clearly defined processes, manual, procedures or escalation lists for the Help Desk. PPW2 - Absence of Call observance practices within the Help Desk (CA). PP-W3 There is no clearly defined path of escalation for analysts. Recommendations: ppWI - A manual containing processes and procedures should be created for the call center and signed off by upper management within the group to insure that policies are correctly written and actually represent what the department needs before distnbution to the Help Desk analysts. Cntical applications need to be identified by each department. with the help of IIA•Bin order for the Help Desk to pnontize incoming trouble calls. PP-W2 - The Call Observance practice should be put into place as quickly as possible to maintain consistency of support to the customer base PP-W3 - Escalation process / procedures should be develop to provide a clear path for Help Desk analyst to route a call that cannot be resolved within a specifid timeframe. A *HOT' list of Tier II and Tier Ill support staff by skills sets and system responsibility with phone numbers, pagers or cell phone numbers, would eliminate confusion on who is responsible for what system.  
Dunng system walkdown. found insulating blankets on crossover piping to LP22 just sitting on flange, not made up properly. Flange needs to be insulated properly.  

The 2000 Help Desk Self-Assessment has identified the following weaknesses in the area of CUSTOMER RELATIONS: CR-W1 - There is no on-going customer satisfaction program CR-W2 . The Help Desk does not market their support services. CR-W3 • There are no Service Level Agreements (SLA's) between the Help Desk and their customers. CR-W4 - The Help Desk does not have a mission statement. CR-W5. The lack of customer training adds to the volume of Help Desk calls. Recommendations: CR-Wl - A customer satisfaction survey should be sent to a random number of callers to solicit information to measure the effectiveness of the Help Desk. Statistics, reported back to I ,- ..  11p enodhcally, will show overall and individual customer satisfaction results and areas for improvement. CR-W2 - Develop an effective marketing strategy using published/electronic newsletters, e-mail and verbal communications. CR-W3 
hould develop Service Level Agreements based on those services that provide best value to the business in meeting the needs of each organization. CR-W4 - A Mission Statement specific to these two groups be developed and used in the marketing strategy along with the IPCA overall Mission Statement The Mission Statement for the two teams (call center and desktop) should stay in line with the goals and objectives of the overall IPCA statement, and it in turn should be consistent with the Mission Statement for the company. CR-W5

_
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200008433 
System: FO 
TagNumber: 11 FOST

Document PI-M9 failure due to 11 FOST (No. 11 Fuel Oil Storage Tank) Control Room level indicator dout of Service (TO 2000N 14133) and inability to perform 
tank roof inspection on CDLOFT (Clean & Dirty Oil Storage Tank-Turbine LO.  
System) due to contractor equipment on top of tank (CR 200008390).

200008434 The purpose of this CR is to document the inspection of controlled operating System: N/A procedures based on the Records Audit exit meeting on 10/19/2000. An inspection TagNumber: N/A of procedures in the Gas Turbine #1 building satellite location was done on 10/23/2000. The inspection included AOI's. COL's, LARP's and SOP's. The result of this inspection found that there were no missing procedures and all dates and 
revisions were correct. PLease assign this as Track and Trend tolllHgNI 

_ _ _ _ _Send FYI to 
12 0 0 0 0 8 4 3 5  Drawing 149095 shows 3 breakers from 125vdc panel #11 (located 43' NSB) System: DC feeding Instrument Panel 1-N2. I believe this equipment is retired / removed.  TagNumber: DCN RequestI to verify whether or not this load is retired and if so, update drawing 149095 accordingly. Determination should also include whether or not the breakers in the field on panel #11 need to be closed (on). as is currently 

the situation. These are the only 3 breakers on 125 vdc panel #11 which are closed. We could eliminate part of an annual test (PT-A30) if this panel is no longer necessary.

System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

200008437 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A

200008438 
System: CVCS 
TagNumber: HCV-t05 

200008439 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008440 
System: 120V 
TagNumber: 120VN

J.
u--, inspectuon Repon 2000-011 identified a Non-Cited Violation (NCV 2000-011

02) in that Tech Spec 6.8.1 requires compliance with procedures and during implementation of a mod workers failed to perform a walk down, pre-job brief, and review of removal drawings which resulted in the wrong line being cut (N-2 to 
accumulators)

Upon review of Receipt Inspection Reports, the following condition was observed on Receipt Inspection Report RIR No. 00-RI-038. On May 30, 2000 
received 200 lbs of coated weld wire (E309-15) from the vendor of which 60 lbs (one case) was damaged dunng shipment or handling. The cardboard box was caved in and all six cans inside were crushed and two cans were punctured. The vendor was contacted but too much time had elapsed since the shipment so the vendor did not accept any responsibility for the damage. On July 26, 2000 the 

s .I ckispositnoned the damaged cans by opening the two punctured cans and checkring all the electrodes for any sign of defects. All the rods were found in satisfactory condition and based on that examination the six can were found acceptable On July 28. the two open cans were sealed with plastic tape, green tagged and the six cans were released to stores for use in the plant. MPAD.  703 states that a d does not have authority to accept 
nonconformances 
DURING PERFORMANCE OF MAINTENANCE TO REPLACE DIAPHRAGM ON HCV-105 IT WAS NOTED THE REGULATOR APPEARS TO BE CLOGGED. IT TAKES A LONG TIME FOR THE REGULATOR TO RESPOND TO PRESSURE CHANGES. THE REGULATOR NEEDS TO BE REPLACED WITH NEW. WILL 
REPLAN NP-99-06151 TO REPLACE REGULATOR.  

While prepanng to initsale an outgoing NRC Licensed Operator Renewal 
document. it was noted that a previous submittal. NL-99-086, dated August 30, 1999, did not contain the Certification Signature of the o on the NRC Form 396 Attachment.  

Unit 1 120vac Special AC Backup System Load Board #1 shows an emergency feed to 43' NSB Valve Control Center V8 and Load Board #2 shows an emergency feed to Valve Control Center V9. These Valve Control Centers feed only retired equipment. Please update drawing to list this equipment as retired. Also,1 111s hould determine if breakers off 120 vac Special Load Boards 1 and 2 can be placed 'off* and labelled as 'retired equipment'. 120vac Special Backup Panels SA-1A and SA-2A contain mostly retired loads. There is a question of whether or not Unit I CCR Emergency Lighting (SA-1A) and Outdoor Evacuation Alarm (SA-2A) are still active loads on these panels or if they have been transferred to Unit 2 feeds. " please determine the loads on these CCR panels and if no longer in service, please update drawings and field conditions accordingly. No COL currently exists for this system.
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200008446 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008447 

System: GEN 
TagNumber: GENN

.1
200008448 On 11/01/00 at approximately 11:59 AM all ERO pager holders received a numeric System: N/A page on their E-Plan pagers of '1 111-111-1111'". At approximately 12:04 PM they TagNumber: N/A received a second page of "22222". I then sent out a page to all E-Plan pagers to disregard the previous pages. At approximately 12:12 PM another page went out to all E-Plan pagers with "888-8888". I then sent a duplicate page out to all E-Plan pagers to disregard the previous messages. These pages caused mass confusion to the ERO Organization. I contacted for them to investigate these pages.  

contacted 1 , in -- in , Wand left him a message regarding this situation. After investigation@ Il•Ilfcontacted me with his findings. It seems that a member of 
had the numeric group page number that we use to send the page out to our EPlan pagers. Since bhas 4 E-Plan pagers that are used when we perform testing, she had replaced 2 of the 4 that seemed to be defective. She then gave the E-Plan group page number to a technician and told him to test the 2 replacement pagers.  
This sel off all of the pagers for the Emergency Plan.  

200008449 A GROUP OF VISITORS ENTERED THE 95' VC CLEAN AREAS FOR 15 System: N/A MINUTES. WHEN THE VISITORS CAME BACK TO HP 1 THEY INFORMED ME TagNumber: N/A THAT ONE HAD LOST HIS MERLIN GERLIN AND ANOTHER VISITORS MERLIN WAS PERIODICALLY ALARMING AND SHOWING THAT HE HAD PICKED UP 13 MREM 
200008450 CR s 199905813 and 199908622 documented occurences of failing to meet the System: N/A NRC administrative requirement of having licensed operator renewals to the NRC TagNumber: N/A within 30 days of license expiration. Corrective actions were taken to ensure that this requirement would be met until the business plan goal of writing a proceduretprocess for license renewals was completed. CR 200006261 was issued to ensure the business plan item was completed. The corrective actions under CR's 199905813 and 199908622 were ineffective at preventing recurrence, and one operators license was identified to expire in mid November, inside the 30 

day requirement

"INTERMEDIATE RANGE HIGH FLUX LEVEL ROD STOP 21 - 22% PWR'. I&C 
Projects and Programs to evaluate if SAF, window 1-2. 'PRESSURIZER HIGH PRESS 2300 PSIG" should be re-engraved to reflect the multiple setpoints 
associated with this window. If it is determined that it needs to be re-engraved, the following is a suggested re-engraving 'PRESSURIZER HIGH PRESS 2300 /2335 PSIG'.

NRC Inspection Report 2000-011 contained a Non-Cited Violation (NCV 2000011-03) for failure to comply with license condition 2K for the failure to properly evaluate and control transient combustibles during a grinding evolution (9/3/00 fire in VC) 

During system walkdown, found local alarm at GE Board on 15' elevation for "*Machine Gas Purity Low-window 1-2 on LARP 15. When walking down CCR, did NOT find the "Machine Gas Purity Low" alarm up on GE Generator Aux Board as expected-window 1-2. ARP GE Generator. Both have the same initiating device and both should be in alarm in the current system status-IA in machine. This deficiency needs to be investigated and repaired.

1"Back To Top
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200008184 
System: ILWH 
TagNumber: LW-675 

200008186 
System: WDS 
TagNumber: 21FRCDT 

1200008186 
System: DOCK 
TagNumber: FN-6970 

2000081887 System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

200008188 
System: N/A 
TagNumber: N/A 

1200008_189 
System: N/A 

TagNumber: N/A 

200008190 
System: 13.8 
TagNumber: 13.8N

The piping between LW-675 and 13 WDTP has a thru wall leak at the top of the second weld from the valve. The hole is such that the pump is wetted when LW675 is open. Leak developed during release of 13 WDST.  

While reviewing Modification FMX-96-12106-M to prepare a tagout for the ood insafety Ion, became aware of intent to place a trap on the lie from the wCDT to the thee hader in the piping pen. TECHNICAL QUESTION ........... Is it a good idea to place a trap on this line? Is there a possibility that, if the trap blows down and thes sealing surfaces don' seal, that we could empty the contents of the vent header to the PAB? 

eFI-6970was recently cleaned. It was reinstalled backwards and upsidedown.  

Safety concern. Location: 53'near front of One Stop Shop. Plate has two 4ax2" h oles. These holes are over the insulators fabrication area and are a tripping 

The following procedure discrepancies wre identified during the Formal SeyfAssessment being performed by the Station practice, and the implcaton of th dae ein SAO-452 Section 2.2.1 aid Addendum 11, has 

th 
rep niletmrviet 

h 

been to bnitiate non-hardware (setpoint-only) changes via the Condition Reporting System. This confmlcts wath the instruction in SAO-405 Section 4.12.2 which states 
that personnel seeking to obtain new or add/change setpoints shall be required 
to submwi all change requests on a SAO-415 Request for Engineenng Services (nRIES) Form. Recommend assigning this CR toS., . . for evaluation and coordination of resolving this procedure discrepancyluith the Modification Optimization Project.  

Thus conditon was idenntied dunng the Formal Self-Assessment being performed by lhcl sta..timeonce.agai Setpoe t types required to be controlled at IP2 are rentcfed wa SAO-452 The means of control is via the Set1oint Information 
Network (SPIN) database Per SAO-452 Section 2.3.6.d, . .. no 
seems to responsible tho nom tue t o sth e 7 onputeres PTIDs for which SPIN needs wo be populated. to date this transferof information (as a completeo b ste g has not occurred. Transfer of information from other groups to whach this sondte on appbes as typically accomplished on a piecemeald as needed basis. rather than as w complete package. Recommend assigning this CR 
to -- • " for determination of extent of condition, evaluation, and followup 

Dunng the performance of the btackstart timing test for GT-3 (PT-2Ta 1C), the total 

[black startrame once again exceeded th e ae time of 39.5 min. The time reCorine was 42man unti the GT reached a stable condition and 16MW. There 
seems to be aa Problem wioth the nomenclature of step 7.8 of the test which requires the liming bee performed when the GT is STABLE at MINIMUM load. Per the system engineer minimum load is 2-3 MW and this is where the timing should take place. Step 7 8 specifically indicates that the GT should be stable and this does not occur because the GT is still ramping up to 16MW. Per the system engineer perhaps this step should be changed to indicate 2-3MW and the test would then meet it's required time. This would also prevent operations from performing this test unnecessarily in the future if in fact this is true. Please resolve this prior to 1110111111111111111 pertorming the test again or repair the alleged problem. This CR is 
being wnriten as a test failure.

2 but not channel 1. This appears to be uncharacteristic since both analyzing cabinets are next to each other and draw a sample from the exact same location.  Recommend work order to investigate both channels for proper operation. (7) The indicating lights (green) for SOV's 5018. -5022, and -5023 are not as brightly illuminated at -5019. In addition, the light bulbs for the SOV associated with channel 2 (SOV-5020, -5021, -5024, and -5025) has the same intensity matching5019. It appears there is a-mismatch in light bulbs.
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200008202 An individual in the cafe was acting in an unusual manner, a possible Fitness for System: SEC Duty concern and/or a Continued Behavioral Observation candidate. Upon TagNumber: N/A interview of the individual it was determined that it was not FFD/CBOP but a person with diebetes and having low blood sugar. The patient corrected the ||problem and returned to work.
i|: 200.008203 During walkdown of Blowdown supports it was identified that support 47-SR-3 had System: SGBD been disconnected with the bracket end pin taped to the strut. Upon reviewing TagNumber: N/A work package 3520A, for reinstallation, I was not able to locate the reinstallation of this support within the work instructions. It is not known when this support was __ unpinned.  

200008204 While performing a surveillance in the VC it was noticed that all of the new System: SGBD insulation for the Steam Generators is being brought into the VC, wraped in plastic TagNumber: N/A bags, creating a termendous amount of Rad Waste. There are about 2000 bags that weigh about one (1) pound each. This could also create an increased fire load in the VC. Some of the bags of insulation that have brought into the VC are staged on the Steam Generator platforms. I have noticed several people walking on the IIbags Fwhichh aare in the walkway on the platforms.  

200008205 Asbestos. Location: 36' unit 2 west side, in overhead by 21 condenser inlet. Found System: N/A open elbow on pipe.  
TagNumber: N/A

200008206 The purpose of this condition report is to document the receipt and disposition of System: N/A IIIIII -- III I IMUTN) 2000-01. This notice was issued to inform TagNumber: N/A all users that the 'Ease of Use* accuracy statements found in ER 
15.0 for the DMT. TST, and Optical DMT may not be conservative.  

200008207 The purpose of this condition report is to document the receipt and disposition of 
System: N/A 1II-(MUTN) 00-02. This notice was issued to inform all 
TagNumber: N/A sers that there were errors found in the Check Valve Analysis portion of n" 

sotwr veso 3..02 Th anmle afec th dipafifraio 

200008208 Contrary to SAO-.460 SE 00-598-MD did not meet expectations when presented for 

System: N/A approval as follows 1. Scope of proposed activity was not clearly defined in SE TagNumber: N/A without referencing previous modification and present modification package. 2. In two instances the word *not' was missing in sentence responses which changed the meaning of the answers In one case the question asked for 'inoperable* 
alarms and the response discussed *operable' alarms. 3. Some information in SIO should have been addressed in Other Considerations* section of SE. (Need to revise SOP). In general this may be another example of not meeting industry standards. (CRS 200005854 reponed in Engineering Self Assessment dated 
August 14. 20001 

200008209 Safety Evaluation 00-598-MD was presented for approval pnor to having a System: N/A Performance Indicator assessment being conducted contrary to management TagNumber: N/A expectations Items noted in CRS 200008208 were not corrected prior to 
presenting SE for approval Performance Indicator process is not fully 
implemented at this time 

200008210 Dunng labeling of the Fuel Forwarding system found that drawing 260586 does not System: GT completely reflect field conditions. The following valves are shown external to the TagNumber: GT1 tanks GTI-GT18 and GTI-GT22. They are physically located inside the tank. On the tank side of GTI-GT16 is a flow stop isolation installed in the system that does not show on the pnnt. On the tank side of GT1-GT20 is a flow stop isolation installed in the system that does not show on the pnnt. Request that the print be 
updated to show these isolations and have identification assigned to them. A 
marked up copy of the pnnt will be submitted.  
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